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ABSTRACT
A systems design study of the alterative methods and relative merits of various approaches to transporting and
assembling a solar power satellite in geosynchronous orbit was conducted. State-of-the-art alternatives for chemi-
cal and electrical interorbital propulsion were studied and several possible scenarios for construction were pro-
posed.
Construction and assembly of the solar power satellite in geosynchronous orbit would be recommended if a
chemical (LH2/LO2) orbital transfer vehicle is to be used for interorbital transportation. Advantages of chemical pro-
pulsion include flexibility and the use of existing technology without requiring significant state-of-the-art advances;
the major disadvantage is high propellant usage.
An electrical propulsion option would assume modular construction of the solar power satellite in low Earth orbit.
Each module would be provided with electrical thrusters and propelled immediately to geosynchronous orbit for
final assembly.
The major advantage of this transportation mode is the efficiency of hi gh impulse engines. Disadvantages in-
clude the state of technical development required for the engines, degradation of exposed solar arrays during in-
terorbital transfer and the possibility of collisions with space debris at or near low Earth orbit.
The cost comparison between chemical propulsion and electrical propulsion yielded inconclusive results as to
which would provide the lower cost system.
FOREWORD
This report presents the results of eleven weeks of concentrated effort by the participants in the 1976 summer
program sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration in cooperation with the American Society
for Engineering Education. This program, entitled th°. NASA-ASEE Engineering Systems Design Institute, has been
conducted annually at the Johnson Space Center since 1967 and is jointly adminiLtered by the University of
Houston.
This year the systems design team idas composed of 19 faculty members from 16 universities representing 10
states, Guam and Puerto Rico. While primarily made up of professors from the various fields of engineering, the
team was also multidisciplinary. Other disciplines represented included physics, mathematics, industrial educa-
tion, economics and finance.
The purpose of the design project was to study the relative merits of various approaches to transporting large
amounts of payload from the ground to low earth orbit and subsequently to geosynchronous orbit. The payload will
be whatever materials and modules are needed for construction of very large structures in space, e.g., solar power
satellites. State-of-the-art alternatives for orbital transfer using chemical and electrical propulsion were studied and
several possible scenarios for construction were evaluated.
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CHAPTER I
SUMMARY
1.1 PRIMARY OBJECTIVE AND
TASKS
The National Aeronautics and Space Agency has re-
cently begun considering the feasibility of placing
large Solar Power Satellites in geosynchronous orbit,
capable of generating 10 gigawatts of electricity.
These satellites are being studied with respect to
alleviating projected long-term energy shortages,
The 1976 NASAIASEE Systems Design Institute was
given the task of exploring a portion of the Solar Power
Satellite system, with special emphasis on transporta-
tion and construction options. The primary objective of
the study was to explore the various approaches to
transporting satellite components from earth to low
earth orbit and subsequently to geosynchronous orbit.
In order to accomplish the study objective, NASA
(Johnson Space Center) provided members of the
design team with pertinent information from contrac-
tors and "in-house" studies (see Ref. 2-8) relating to
the total system. Certain constraints were placed on
the study in the form of ground rules. For example, the
team was provided two baseline configurations of a
satellite functioning in geosynchronous orbit. Both
configurations included physical as well as various
structural characteristics.
1.2 METHOD OF ATTACK
Three mission scenarios were identified in the original
statement of work; two were selected for final con-
sideration. The two senarios were: (1) For electrical
propulsion, construct square satellite modules in low
earth orbit and transport to geosynchronous orbit for
final assembly; (2) for chemical propulsion, use low
earth orbit only as a depot, transporting materials to
geosynchronous orbit for total construction and assem-
bly.
Two teams were formed to analyze the mission
scenarios. Each team elected a captain and recorder
to sere until mid-term. During the second half of the
summer the Faculty Fellows were divided into six
working parties. The Study Manager and the Systems
Design Institute Associate Director worked together in
coordinating the activities of the 19 member Systems
Design Institute.
1.3 STRUCTURE OF STUDY
As mentioned earlier, the main composition of the
study evolved around two primary scenarios for electri-
cai and chemical propulsion. These scenarios are dis-
cussed in detail in Chapters 5 and 6. The following two
sections summarize the findings, conclusions, and
recommendations of the eleven week design institute.
1.4 MAJOR CONCLUSIONS
As reported in Chapter 9, the preliminary nature and
scope of the Solar Power Satellite concept, coupled
with the project time constraints prevented the deduc-
tion of absolute conclusions. The design team did,
however, reveal numerous factors which precipitated
the following conclusions. Based on the findings of the
team, and considering the basic assumptions as out-
lined within the chapters, three major conclusions
were reached:
a. For chemical propulsion, complete assembly
at GEO is recommended for the Solar Power Satellite.
b. For electrical propulsion, partial assembly of
the satellite in square modules at LEO is recom-
mended. The hydrogen electric arcjet appears to be
the most likely candidate for solar-electric propulsion
to GEO at this time.
0. The cost comparison between chemical and
electrical propulsion yielded inconclusive results as to
which would provide the lowest cost system. This con-
clusion was reached using the best information availa-
ble for both systems. The degree of possible error in
the data will have to be reduced in order to warrant
further consideration.
1.5 RECOMMENDED RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT AREAS
The findings and conclusions of the study are given in
Chapter 9. The eight major areas for research and
development identified in Chapter 9 are:
an Further study is recommended regarding an
equatorial launch site, regarding heavy lift launch vehi-
cle risks and costs, and regarding orbital transfer vehi-
cle mission profiles and cost.
b. More research is needed regarding cryogenic
transfer in space, as well as compatability of orbital
transfer vehicle stages with heavy lift launch vehicle
payload configurations.
C. Concerning electrical propulsion, a dedicated
research program is needed to ascertain usability of
thrusters, effect on the environment, and methods for
optimizing orbital transfer.
d. An indepth study of the potential radiation
hazards to personnel and materials in low earth and
geosynchronous orbits should be initiated and a review
of Space Radiation Standards is recommended.
e. An indepth investigation into the risks of colli-
sion of the Solar Power Satellite during construction
with space debris is recommended. This must include
the implications for location and modes of construction
for the satellite.
f. The economic study revealed a need for
further study in resource usage and market analysis.
g. Severe] areas regarding the Solar Power
Satellite will require additional Research and Develop-
ment such as new materials, adhesives, welding, and
joining techniques.
h. An indepth study of the benefits of creating a
space-based manufacturing site in support of any pro-
gram requiring extensive fabrication in space is recom-
mended.
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CHAPTER 2
INTRODUCTION
2.1 ENERGY RESOURCES AND
NEEDS
With uranium and fossil fuels heading towards deple-
tion, solar energy has emerged as a promising alterna-
tive for long range energy needs. Sunlight, an in-
dispensable item for sustaining life, is almost taken for
granted by the vast majority of the world's peoples,
Yet, as a solution to the energy crisis, the sun may be
harnessed to produce electricity, synthetic liquid and
gaseous fuels, and high temperature thermal energy
for industrial processes, (Ref. 2-1).
According to ERDA (Energy Research and Develop-
ment Administration), solar energy, the "white hat" of
energy sources, is clean and boundless. The develop-
ment has been accelerating in all its many forms. But
to make solar energy econnmically competitive will re-
quire good, hard-nosed engineering. In 1976, a record
90 million dollars %,ras allocated for seeking ways to
convert sunshine into economical energy. By the end
of this century, solar technology could fill about ten
percent or more of the United States' energy needs
(Ref. 2-2).
This nation is not alone in recognizing the potential of
solar energy. Japan has announced its "Sunshine Pro-
ject," for which multi-billion dollar expenditures are
being planned over the next 25 years. Australia is plan-
ning an expanded solar energy program, and similar
efforts are under way in Europe. The Soviet Union has
had and is continuing to pursue a significant solar
energy development program (Ref. 2-3).
2.2 PROBLEM BACKGROUND
The idea of a Solar Power Satellite was first proposed
in 1958 by Peter Glaser of the Arthur D. Little Com-
pany. The concept was presented later before a con-
gressional committee on Energy and Space Tech-
nologv. Glaser showed how solar energy can be con-
verted directly to electricity by means of solar cells
(photovoltaic conversion), from large satellites in geo-
synchronous earth orbit (Ref. 2-4).
The first successful solar cell was demonstrated in
1953. Nearly every spacecraft that has ever rocketed
skyward has depended on these purple-blue panels of
solar cells. The first totally solar-powered orbiting
laboratory--NASA's Skylab Space Station--also was
operated by solar cells. Though crippled after losing
one wing of cells at launch, Skylab sustained nine as-
tronauts for 171 days in orbit. The output of the remain-
ing 840 square foot solar cell array kept the mission
going.
Other satellite power concepts have been proposed
such as POWERSAT by the Boeing Company. This
idea uses a thermodynamic method of energy conver-
sion, with large Rankin engines operating from solar
reflector arrays (Ref. 2-5).
In contrast to thermodynamic conversion, photovoltaic
conversion involves no moving parts, no circulating
fluid, and no consumption of material. Furthermore, a
solar cell can operate for long periods without mainte-
nance (Ref. 2-6). However, serious degradation can
occur if silicon cells are subjected to prolonged radia-
tion exposure. New materials and innovative manufac-
turing methods are needed in order to produce solar
cells at more reasonable prices.
One of the challenges of orbiting a satellite power sta-
tion is to develop transportation delivery systems, Such
programs as the Space Shuttle and Heavy Lift Launch
Vehicle (HLLV) will be necessary to deliver satellite
payloads to low earth orbit. By developing these and
other space transportation capabilities, power stations
could be constructed in orbit thus ridding our planet of
much of the thermal pollution associated with power
generation. Useful energy would be radiated to the
earth's surface in the form of microwave beams, and
finally, be converted back to electricity at high effi-
ciency.
Ehricke claims the vacuum of space is a much more
benign environment to machines than is the earth's
surface with its humidity, fog, and corrosive salt air. A
machine in space, unless it is vacuum sensitive, can
operate indefinitely. Space (earth orbits for now, and
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d
later, translunar regions) can provide a favorable sink
for many industrial activities (Ref, 2-6).
Accoridng to Fletcher, space systems may not be the
total answer to our energy needs, but they certainly
represent one of the directions in which we should be
looking. What is important is that we begin to consider
other alternatives. If we had placed the same
emphasis years ago on ways to utilize solar energy as
we have put into the development of a nuclear
generating capacity, we might already be well along
the road to solving the energy shortage (Ref. 2-7).
2.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Numerous studies have been undertaken recently by
NASA concerning Solar Power Satellite systems. In
keeping with this theme, the 1976 Systems Design In-
stitute was assigned the task of studying a special
phase of the SIPS system. Specifically, the objective of
the study was to investigate and determine the relative
merits of various approaches to transporting large
quantities of material from low earth orbit and subse-
quently to geosynchronous orbit. (See Statement of
Work, Appendix A). Pertaining to the SIPS system,
eight subsystems were identified in the work state-
ment:
Shuttle, Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle, and others.
Among the most significant areas of investigation was
how to transport personnel and materials from earth to
low orbit and subsequently to geosynchronous orbit. In
addition, two types of propulsion, electrical and
chemical, were considered for orbital transfer. (Two
teams, operating in parallel, were organized around
the two propulsion alternatives, Appendix E.) The third
major factor in the systems study was where to con-
struct and assemble the satellite components, at LEO
or GEO?
Three mission scenarios were identified in the original
work statement; the design team identified a fourth for
consideration. The four mission alternatives were as
follow:
Chemical Propulsion (Orbital
Transfer)
a. Partial Assembly in LEO, Module transfer to
GEO
b. Complete Assembly in GEO, Depot services
only in LEO
COLUMN/CABLE
1-72km«+6km-+
	
---14.4km
{	 /nom-4 A(t)km DI
I km 61 Q
a. Propulsion Systems (electrical and chemical)
b. Orbital Mechanics
c. Structures
d. Power Systems T
e. Environmental (radiation) Effects
ff. Operational Suitability
	 144 It
g. Manufacturing
h. Economics	
PLAN
Ground rules were established to form a "working
base" for the study. These rules were based on the
,3tatement of work and served as guidelines for limiting
the scope of the total project. They were as follow:
a. Use NASA (Johnson Space Center) baseline
configurations for the Satellite Power Station, (Figure
2-1). These two configuration; utilize photovoltaic
solar arrays of 144 square kilometers each.
b. The study team was provided Solar Power
Satellite Data from Johnson Space Center studies (Ref.
2-8). Additional information was obtained from various
NASA contractors.
c. The study design was to be compatible with
future space transportation systems such as the Space
COUNTERWEIGHT
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	Electric  Prequ1s i ®n (Orbital	 SIBS--Solar Power Satellite, one of two baseline
I:ansfer)	 configurations with a 144 square kilometer photo-
c. Partial Assembly in LEO, Module transfer to voltaic solar array, as specified by the NASA Johnson
GEO	 Space Center Study (Ref. 2-8).
d. Full Assembly in LEO, transfer of entire SPS 	 LEO--Low Earth Orbit, 270 mile altitude.
to GEO	 OF0--Geosynchronous Orbit, 22,300 mile
Due to technical and economic reasons, options a and altitude.
d were not considered in any depth. Options b and c	 Glgawatts;--109 watts.
were chosen (Fig. 2-2) and received primary con- 	 HLLV--Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle, unde r study
sideration. one option per team.	 for transporting large quantities of material from earth
to law earth orbit.
OTV--Orbital Transfer Vehicle, for transferring
payloads from LEO to GEO.
2.4 DEFINITION OF TERMS	 P®TV--Personnel Orbital Transfer Vehicle.SECS- -Solar Energy Collection System.
Among the Terms used most frequently in this report A comprehensive listing of terms, acronyms, and no-
are the following:	 menclature is in Appendix F.
CHEMICAL
PROPULSION
CONSTRUCTION
HEAVY MANNED
A _INVOLVEMENT—
ORBITAL	 INDEPENDENT
TRANSFER	 PROPULSION OFMATERIALS
HEAVY MANNED
	
per, ® INVOLVEMENT	 MANINED
LEO 
	
MODULAR	 INVOLVEMENT	 _	 DEPOT_
	
CONSTRUCTION	 SERVICES
ONLY
FIGURE 2-2 CONSTRUCTION AND PLACEMENT OPTIONS
ELECTRIC
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CHAPTER 3
STRUCTURES
3.1 INTRODUCTION	 as to ensure that the solar cells are always facing the
sun during its orbit around the earth. To achieve this
The SPS unit consists of a solar-array 144 KM ini  area, objective, the structure should be quite stiff, essen-
two antennas of 1 Km diameter each and joints to tially rigid.
make the whole unit knit together with all the needed
mobility for relative motion. The structure needed to Incase of electric propulsion, for which the truss struc-
support such a system should be able to maintain its lure is most suitable, and for easy transportation from
integrity under the dynamic and static forces that may LEO to aEO, the structure will have to be fabricated in
be imposed on it during its construction, fabrication, parts. Each such segment should not only possess
transportation, and during the lifetime of the structure. sufficient stiffness for itself, but should also be rigid
enough to be easy to assemble with other segments in
3.1.1 General	 GEO. The structural segments should have nodes or
"hard spots" for proper attachment of thrusters, anten-
The largest items of mass are the solar cell blankets, nae, etc.
According to the preliminary estimate by NASA, they
constitute about fifty percent of the total weight of the 3.1.4 Structural ConfigurationSPS.
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The several types of structures proposed in the many
preliminary studies by NASA and other agencies can
be grouped into two categories. in this report the "Col-
umn-Cable" concept and the "Truss" concept are dis-
cussed as examples under each one of these two
categories.
3.1.5. Material Requirements
The material used for building the structure shou,d
have a high elastic modulus to density ratio and should
have been chosen in accordance with the principle of
least wieght for required strength. it should have a low
coefficient of thermal expansion, be highly resistant to
radiation, and be readily amenable to space fabrica-
tion. In addition, the material should have low volatility
so there will be essentially no out-gassing in space.
The material has to be such as to have minimum or no
degradation in the space environment. The material
should be easy to manipulate both with remote control
and with EVA in space.
3.1.6. Optimization
The design of any large engineering system involves
many aspects of loads, deflections, and other require-
ments so that optimization is inevitable. Some of the
factors that have to be considered are: (1) least weight
The design of the structure depends upon: (1) the
loads that the structure has to withstand, (2) the struc-
tural requirements such as stiffness and stability, (3)
the materials of which it is built, and (4) the optimiza-
tion processes that properly combine all these varia-
bles.
.`3.1.2 Loads
The primary natural load in geosynchronous orbit is the
gravity gradient torque. At low altitude, aerodynamic
drag and gravity gradient are important considerations.
Other loads on the structure are thruster loads, current
loop interaction with the magnetic field of the earth,
microwave recoil from the antenna, loads due to ther-
mal gradient arising from eclipses, and solar pressure-
The emphasis in design, therefore, is on dynamic
characteristics of the structure. The structure should be
able to maintain its shape and dimensions under the
loads to maintain the solar cell blanket in required
alignment always.
3.1.3. Structural Requirements
The structure should not only support the solar arrays,
the conductors, the antennae, etc., without yielding
under the thermal stresses in space, but also should be
strong enough to permit rotation about its own axis so
iposite matrices in the environmental extremes of
space is not known sufficiently well and many such
materials may even be unqualified for service in
space, Any structural material is subject to degradation
when exposed to a flux of energetic particles such as
would be encountered in the Van Allen radiation belt,
and composite matrices may be more sensitive than
metals. Many plastics, including acrylics, styrenes,
and polyesters are known to be sensitive to, and to
degrade, in the presence of ultraviolet radiation, and It
is typical that noncrystalline materials, polymers in-
cluded, change their mechanical properties drastically
with changes in temperature. if there are volatile com-
ponents such as plasticizers in a composite matrix,
they will evaporate into the vacuum of space,
faced by the structural designer. Some of these Palliatives exist for many of the problems, for example,
choices have been carefully considered, some briefly coatings may serve to protect polymers from ultraviolet
considered. A lack of necessary test information or radiation. In addition, the relatively low coefficient of
knowledge causes some choices to remain unad- linear thermal expansion of composites (,4 to 1.4 x
dressed.	 10-50C-1) as compared wwith aluminums (2 to 2.5 x
10-5oC-1 ) (Ref. 3-1) is very attractive and may indeed
NON-METALLIC	 be a necessity for control of the alignment of the
METALLIC	 OR COMPOSITE	 transmitting antennas.
STRUCTURE	 i
MDNOCOQUE ELEMENTS
JOINT
for the required strength versus overall stability, (2)
minimum production difficulties versus component
complexity and automation, (3) minimum service trou-
bles versus capital cost, (4) maximum reliability versus
miniaturization and multiplicity. The best design must
compromise the variables and meet the requirements
and functions of the structure as nearly as possible.
3.2 CHOICES	 AMONG
STRUCTURAL POSSIBILITIES
3.299 Nonmetallic Composite or
Metal
The flow chart (Fig. 3-1) indicates some of the choices
TUBE X SLAT
ADHESIVE
3.2,2 .Jointed Elements or
Monocoque
A monocoque or stressed-skin structure is usually con-
sidered for large, extensive structures, especially if
loading is diffuse rather than concentrated. It occurs
that jointed substructures, or trusses made of ele-
ments, can be designed to accept the loads and still
contribute a small percentage of the overall mass of
the satellite. if a monocoque baffled box of the same
extent and mass were to be built, its skin thickness
would be impractically small, on the order of 10 -3 mm.
JOINT	 \/ JOINT
PIN \/ PIN
FIGURE 3-1 CHOICES AMONG STRUCTURAL POSSIBILITIES 3.2.3 Slat or Tube
Figure 3-1 is to be considered to be bilaterally sym-
metric about the centerline, through the choice of the
nature of the material, whether metallic or a non-
metallic or composite, and this choice is one that re-
mains unaddressed. Advantages and disadvantages
of both metals and composites for this application are
known, but the behavior of nonmetallics and corn-
Structural elements consisting of curved slats have
been considered but passed over in favor of a more
conventional tube structure. In spite of many advan-
tages of such a structure of slats, it is felt that the tube
structure offers more, especially in terms of strength
adequate to carry the loads of orbit transfer. This sub-
ject is examined in greater detail within the chapter.
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3.2.4 Pinned or Faxed Joint	 ELECTRON WELDING,
CUTTING DIES
	
CYANOACRYLIC, OR
ANAEROBIC ADHESIVE
Under usual circumstances, the choice of a pinned	 4
joint or a fixed joint offers a unique set of advantages
and disadvantages. The fixed joint structure ideally is
,I	 PRE-SHAPED ENDS
stronger and better able to resist buckling loads due to 	 THIN WALL TUBING
the increased fixity at the joints but in actuality may put
elements closer to buckling due to eccentricities
resulting from assembly or loading deformations. The 	 STRM STOCK
ideal pinned joint, on the other hand, is very difficult to
achieve, especially so in space where only dry lubri- FIGDRE 3 STOCIKATION OF THIN WALL TtJ81NG FROM FLAT
cants have any effect. It is felt that fixed joints offer 	 Note Ends ore pre-shaped by d cutting to onowmating fA to adjacent tubee s in structure
more advantages, both in terms of buckling strength
and in terms of predictability, than pinned joints.
3.2.5 Lugs or Crimped or Shaped focus attention on the materials that could be used for
Ends	 the construction of the basic support frame of the SPS.
Fixing the ends of the structural elements provides Later chapters will deal with materials used for power
many choices--attachment can be via formed lugs, by distribution, solar blankets, solar concentrators, as well
crimped ends, or by the ends being cut to shape and as antenna sub-arrays and microwave transmission
mated. Lugs add substantially to the weight of the systems
structure and prospects for manufacture of lugs to suffi- As with other sections of this report, this section is not
ciently fine tolerance to accept tubes of the order of intended to be a definitive study of the SPS; it is,
0.01 cm wall thickness snugly are poor. Crimped ends however, the intention of this section to illuminate
combine disadvantages of pinned-joint and fixed-joint some areas of study that deal with materials,
construction, and ends die-cut to shape seem to offer especially as they pertain to the structure of the SPS.
the best prospects.	 Along with this intent, is the desire to support the goal
of this report which is to be an "Analysis of Alternatives
3.2.6 Adhesives or Fusing	 for Transporting Material to Geosynchronous Orbit"(Ref. 3-2).
Note that a number of different die-cut end shapes will
be required, and these may be manufactured in space
from strip stock by use of the proper dies as suggested 3.3.1 Material Requi rementsin the drawing, Fig. 3-2. Mating of adjacent tubes
would, of necessity, be either by adhesive bonding or The materials selected for the construction of the
by welding or brazing. Any are possible, and no at- structure would meet certain requirements as de-
tempt has been made to distinguish amongst them as manded by the space environment and by the nature
a decision will depend strongly on choice of materi^ls and size of the satellite. These requirements are:
and there are many unknown factors. The response of
structural adhesives to the space environment, techni-
ques for welding and brazing thin-wall members with 	 High modulus/density ratio
acceptable distortion, and many other matters will re- 	 Low coefficient of thermal expansion
quire further study.	 Able to withstand UV radiation
Able to withstand nuclear radiation
Have low volatility
3.3 STRUCTURAL MATERIALS
	
Have a low dissipation factor in the microwave
frequency range
The study of materials that could be used for the con- 	 Good interlaminar bonding strength (com-
struction of the SPS (Solar Power Satellite) involves a posites)
wide range of macrostructures. In this section, we will 	 Ease of fabrication (manufacture in space).
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3.3.2 Current State-of-the-Art
At this early stage in the design process, engineers at
NASA-JSC and MSFC have estimated the mass of the
SPS structure (excluding the rotary joints and anten-
nas) to be less than 10% of the total mass of the SPS.
This means that the structure has a low density which
will require adequate stiffness characteristics. The
stiffness will be a major parameter in the design of the
SPS due to the fact that the large area of the satellite
makes the structure flexible.
In the various studies that have already been made by
NASA and by contractors, there appears to be a com-
mon recommendation on the possible candidates for
structural materials. This recommendation involves
composites. NASA-JSC, for example, suggests:
aluminumlboron, epoxylgraphite, and Kevlar 40 fiber,
as well as aluminum alloys, and even stainless steel.
In comparing the characteristics of metals vs. com-
posites we notice there are various differences, two of
which are critical in the design of the SPS; and these
are (1) density and (2) coefficient of thermal expan-
sion. See Table 3-1.
This comparison of two critical parameters may help in
narrowing down the field of candidate materials which
are being studied. First of all, if a heavy material can
be replaced with a lighter one (without penalizing stiff-
ness), then a tremendous savings in launching costs
can be realized. Not only would the costs to launch
from earth to LEO be lower, but also the costs of orbit
transfer between LEO and GEO. Another advantage of
a lighter material is that it helps to minimize the mo-
ment of inertia of the satellite. Secondly, in choosing a
material with a low coefficient of thermal expansion it
is possible to reduce distortions and induced oscilla-
tions caused by thermal stresses. This also helps to
maintain proper alignment of the satellite and its an-
tennas.
Another advantage in using a material like
graphite/epoxy or graphitelpolyimide for the construc-
tion of the antenna would be that it would allow up to
B,100 Wlm2
 maximum waste heat power density.
Aluminum would only allow up to 3,800 Wlm
Furthermore, the use of a composite (such as
graph itelpolyimide) would allow a desirable 5.1 db
taper for the microwave converter Gaussian distribu-
tion (Ref. 3-3). This characteristic is in keeping with
the requirement that the material have a low dissipa-
tion factor in the microwave range. The subject of con-
struction of the antenna reflectors will be addressed in
more detail in Chapter 7. Suffice it to say that
"graphite/epoxy materials and manufacturing techni=
ques have been developed which are suitable for
fabrication of lightweight low distortion antenna reflec-
tors" (Ref. 3-4).
Table 3-1 COMPARISON OF TWO CRITICAL PARAMETERS IN VARIOUS MATERIALS
MATERIAL DENSITY (g/cm3) COEFFICIENT OF
THERMAL EXP.
Aluminum 2.62 - 2.82 13.7 x 10- 6 in/in/°F
Titanium 4.43 - 4.73 7.1 x 10- 6 in/in/°F
Steel 7.75 - 8.14 8,3 x 10- 6 in/in/°F
Graphite/Epoxy 1,12 - 2,40 0.5 x 10- 60.9 x 10-
in 0' dir
in 900 dir
Boron/Aluminum 1.12 - 2.40 3.3 x 10"610.7x10-6
in 00 dir
in 90' dir
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/Table 3-2 LIST OF SOME RESIN MATRIX COMPOSITES
MATRIX CONSTITUENTS	 I	 REINFORCING MATERIAL
1. Epoxies 1. Glass Fibers
2. Polyesters 2. S Glass
3. Silicones 3. E Glass
4. Polyimides 4. A Glass
5. Polyhenzothiazoles 5. C Glass
6. Polyquinoxalines 6. D Glass
7. Pyrrones 7. Boron Fiber
8. Polyhenzimidazoles 8. Graphite
9. Polysulfones 9. PRD-49 Fiber
10. Polyethersuifones 10. Silicon Carbide
11. Polyarylsulfones 11. Quartz
12. Aluminum Oxide
13. MAR Steel	 I
14. Iron Whiskers	 ?
15. Tugsten
Table 3-3 LIST OF SOMF METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES
METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES
MATRIX CONSTITUENTS REINFORCING MATERIAL
Aluminum Boron SiO2
Titanium Steel Borsic (Boron Silicon
Carbide)
Super Alloys Beryllium	 SiC (Silicon Carbide)
Nickel S Glass Graphite
i
i
f
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Composite materials may be broken down into two
main categories: ( 1) Resin matrix composites, Table
3-2 and (2) Metal matrix composites, Table 3-3.
108 Figure 3-3 shows strength properties of conven-
tional alloys and advanced fiber - reinforced composites
at room temperature. Experiments as well as some ac-
tual practical applications have shown that tem-
perature can have an adverse affect on the specific
strength of various materials. Metals can withstand
higher temperatures than can composites, as a general
rule. But both types of materials suffer damage and
weaken considerably at very high temperatures. Some
composites even suffer at room temperature (daily
fluctuations) due to "environmental aging." One ex-
ample is given in Fig. 3-4 where two particular types of
carbon-reinforced plastics last considerable strength
over a period of 200 days. If composites aare going to
be used for any construction in space, especially if
they are going to be used for the construction of the
structure, they must be able to withstand temperature
variations and cycling between -160 0 to +93°C (-256°
to +200 0F). This requirement can be met by several
composite materials now on the market. A perfect ex-
ample of a composite material being used for a struc-
ture on a geosynchronous satellite is a graphite epoxy
reflector support truss for the Applications Technology
Satellite (ATS).
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Metal Matrix composites have some advantages over
resin matrix composites; for instance, they can be pro-
cessed using conventional metallurgical operations,
and:
• they are able to conduct electricity
• they can conduct heat
• they have the matrix shear strength
• they have abrasion resistance
• they can be joined
• they have ductility
• they can be coated easily.
According to a recent NASA Tech Brief (Ref. 3-7)
Marshall Space Flight Center conducted some tests on
aluminum/boron and aluminum/graphite composites
by subjecting them to metal working methods such as
drawing and rolling. It was found that FIG composite
fabrication was not as fast as that of fabricating
homogeneous metals, however, it was fast enough to
reduce fabrication costs. It was also found that
graphite composites were not readily adaptable to
these metal working techniques. One possible solu-
tion may be to use electron beam heating which is an
expensive method.
Another interesting study conducted at TRW Inc. (Ref.
3-8), see Figs. 3-5 and 3-6, shows where five types of
aluminum matrix composites were subjected to high
temperatures. In one case isothermal exposure and in
another thermal cycling exposure--both to see what
effect they would have on Room Temperature Tensile
Strength. Note that the highest temperature is beyond
the temperature encountered at GEO.
l^iA
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over the past 25 years, however, more research and
developrnent needs to be done especially to improve
long term aging.
One of the problems that has always plagued
adhesives (such as polyimide adhesives) is the prob-
lem of degradation due to volatiles produced by out-
gassing. This problem has been reduced, however, by
beginning with a low VCM (Volatile Condensible
Material) adhesive and baking the components that
have been adhered in a thermal vacuum.
Currently several nmanned spacecraft such as mariner
and pioneer (whose in are projected to last from
several months to several years) are using epoxy
based adhesives in their structures. Other adhesive
systems that have been used in the space program in-
clude nitrile-phenolic adhesives as well as epoxy-
nylon adhesives.
Adhesives that are currently being considered for
space applications and are being tested in laboratories
Include:
PMDA (pyronellitic diahydride)
NMP or LARC-3 (N-methylypyrrolidone)
BTDA (3, 3 1 , 4, 4 1 -benzophenone tetracarbox-
ylic acid diahydride)
These polyimide adhesives have shown excellent lap
shear strength for short periods of time at temperatures
MAXIMUM CYCLING TEMPERATURE eC)	 of 500*F and moderate lap shear strength for longer
durations. Some of these adhesives have been shown
to bind metals with non-metals; LARC-3, for example,
FIGURE 3-6 INFLUENCE OF THERMAL CYCLING (2000 CYCLES) shows promise In binding Titanium and a
ON ROOM TEMPERATURE TENSILE STRENGTH
OF AL MATRIX COMPOSITES (REF. 3-8)	 polyimide/graphite composite or a polyimidelglass
composite.
3.3.2.1 ADHESIVES	 Further studies on adhesives are needed. OtI :)
Adhesives have an advantage over conventional systems that may be worth exploring include the
fastners in aerospace vehicles and structures due to 
cyanoacrylates and the anaerobic adhesives.
their low density as well as to their characteristic resis- 3.3.2.2 COATINGS
tance to fatigue and corrosion. Adhesives can also join
a large number of dissimilar materials (structural as The protection of structural materials such as com-
well as non-structural). In order for aadhesives to per- posites and adhesives can be enhanced by the use of
farm well in a space environment they must also ex- coatings. These can be either an inorganic paint
hibit:	 system or a reflective metal applied by vapor deposi-
good lap shear strength 	 teen'
good peel strength 	 The selection of a coating system to be used in a
long term aging	 space environment must include careful consideration
These qualities have been improved for adhesives for such characteristics as:
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Resistance to outgassing (low ,,olatile material)
Resistance to UV radiation
Resistance to high energy particulate radiation
Little or no weight loss upon heating
Good overall thermal control (-256°F to
+200°F)
Inorganic Paint System
These coatings consist of refractory or ceramic type
pigment, dispersed in an inorganic vehicle. An exam-
ple of one of these type coatings is Z-93. Z-93 is a zinc
oxide in potassium silicate. It has been used on the
Apollo Command Service Module where it was ex-
posed to 650°C (12009 temperatures created by the
RCS plume impingement.
3.3.3 Projected Development
"Carbon fibers are becoming of greater interest, and
looking further ahead, silicon carbide and perhaps
single crystal alumina (sapphire) may find application
in aluminum matrix composites of the future," (p. 141,
Ref. 3-8).
"In the more distant future it is likely that boron will be
replaced by continuous graphite filament as a reinfor-
cement for aluminum. It is predicted that advanced
graphite reinforced aluminum produced from in-
herently low cost raw materials by the continuous cast-
ing process will be developed to achieve a price of
well under $5011b." (p. 201, Ref. 3-8.)
3.4 TRUSS CONFIGURATION
3.4.1 Basis for Selection
The ma)'or portion of SPS (Solar Power Satellite) is the
structure to support the solar array. This has to be rigid
enough to maintain its shape under the dynamic
effects of attitude control, transportation, etc. For con-
struction in space, it is advantageous to have modular
construction. As much of automation as possible in
fabrication is desirable, Repetitive process makes
automation more feasible. The transportation from LEO
to GEO will be simpler if the huge structure can be
divided into symmetrical parts of smaller sizes.
The space truss configuration seems to be the struc-
tural configuration which can satisfy the above require-
ments more readily than others. However, the other
type of configuration considered, namely "Column-
Cable," Configuration has an advantage of having con-
siderably less mass than the truss configuration.
3.4.2 Fabrication Site
Earlier investigations by NASA-JSC and others, have
indicated that it is desirable to have most of the
fabrication, if possible, in LEO and then transport the
fabricated parts of the structure to GEO, with minimum
of assembly done in GEO to place the satellite in
operation. Further considerations (see section on Or-
bital Mechanics) describe some very serious
difficulties of LEO fabrication. The transportation from
LEO to GEO will be simpler if the dimensions of the
object to be transported are equal, as a square block,
The truss configuration is easily capable of being
divided into small symmetrical units for transportation
purposes, and at the same time maintaining that the
bulk of the fabrication is to be done in LEO. This has a
definite advantage when electrical propulsion is used
for transportation. The small part of the truss will have
part of its solar array to supply the needed power for
transportation.
3.4.3 Dimensions
The base line for truss configuration considered in this
report is the same as proposed by NASA-JSC in their
report--"Initial Technical, Environmental, and Eco-
nomic Evaluation of Space Solar Power Concepts" of
July 15, 1976 (Ref. 3-9).
The most significant dynamic loading frequency is the
12-hour gravity gradient cycle. NASA-JSC has
selected a minimum natural frequency of 2.3 x 10-41-1z.
to keep the dynamic response to a minimum and ar-
rived at the conclusion that the depth of the truss
should be of the order of 600 m. The depth of 560 m
and a width of 5200 m in the NASA-JSC report (Ref.
3-9) has been used for computations of this report.
The 5200 m width allows for placing eight solar cell
blankets, 650 m wide with reflecting surfaces side-by-
side providing a concentration factor of two. The solar
cells are placed at half-depth. The reduction in truss
depth along the direction of width of the truss is com-
pensated by the shorter dimension of width to main-
tain the rigidity along that direction.
The length of the truss, however, has been slightly
modified. Modification is based on the assumed size of
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the segments of truss for transportation from LEO to
GEO. As the inertia forces and thruster sizes depend
on the dimension of the segment to be transported, it
is found to be advantageous to have the truss divided
into smaller segments for transportation purposes.
Asymmetrical segments will have minimum problems
for transportation, truss segments 2.6 Km by 2.6 Km
were selected as basic units for transportation. Twen-
ty-two of such segments will give an area of 28.6 Km
by 5.2 Km for the entire truss as against 27.5 Km by 5.2
Km proposed in the report (Ref. 3-9).
3.4.4 Truss Pattern
The selection of the truss pattern has to satisfy the cri-
teria of simplicity, ease with which it can be assem-
bled in space, ease with which it can be automated
with remote control, and structural stiffness. It is evi-
dent that innumerable solutions are feasible, all
satisfying these criteria.
The pattern that is selected for discussion in this report
is, with slight modification, one that is proposed in the
NASA report. The modifications are based on the
following assumed guidelines.
a. It is simpler to carry cne type of material into
space, such as rolls of slat-strips, than two types, such
as slat-strips and cables.
b. The entire truss configuration is triangulated.
This completely avoids using cables.
c. The Longest member in the proposed con-
figuration is smaller than used in the original NASA
study.
d. The slenderness ratios (Up) of the members
1 ,1 this proposal are close to the design assumptions of
200, but on the conservative side.
e. When the truss is assembled in 22 parts in
LEO, for easy transportation to GEO each unit is rigid
and square in shape.
f. The basic element of the truss, namely tube,
is made from a slat of greater width than assumed in
the report (Ref. 3-9).
g. The longest lengths of the tube (with which
the primary truss is assembled), the dimension of the
primary truss (with which the secondary truss is fabri-
cated) and the dimensions of the secondary truss
(with which the main truss is constructed) are different
from the NASA proposal. The modifications make the
structure more rigid.
h. The proposed prism truss modules are much
simpler to fabricate (and for automation and modular
construction) than the pyramid configuration sug-
gested in the NASA proposal.
II. The increase in the weight of the structure due
to this modification is negligible. Even otherwise this
will be minor as the weight of the structures forms a
very minor fraction of the total weight of the SPS.
Table 3-4 and Figures 3-7 and 3-12 illustrate the com-
parative properties of the NASA-,ISC proposal and
other proposals presented in this report.
3.5 A COMPARISON BETWEEN
THIN-WALLED TUBES AND SLATS
3.5.E Basis of Comparison
The use of curved slats of configuration similar to
Venetian blind slats has been proposod as the basic
structural element in certain orbiting solar power sta-
tions. See, for example, SPS Survey Report (Ref. 3-10).
Such an unconventional structural element presents
several advantages, such as compact storage by nest-
ing, ease of fabrication, and the possibility of
ALTERNATES 1 II Ill IV V
THICKNESS cm 0.0127 001Z7 QOOEi5 000635 000635
DIAMETER	 cm Is 16 1.6 Is 235
L,	 Cm 250 400 450 450 450
LY 	cm 350 570 64,0 640 640
L Y /P 61 100 113 113 77
FIGURE 3-7 BASIC ELEMENT(TUBE) OF THE STRUCTURE
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Table 3-4 COMPARATIVE SLENDER?1CSS RATIOS OF ALTERNATE PROPOSALS
Imo;
C'
Cn',
C3
N
Alternate Configurations*
NASA I II III IV V
Basic Element Slat Tube Tube Tube Tube Tube
Width or Circumference cm 5 5 5 5 5 5
Radius of Curvature cm 0,58 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 7.38
Thickness (t) cm 0.0127 0.0127 0,00635 0.00635 0,0063.5. 0100635
Moment of Inertia (I) cm'' 0.0007 0.0204 0.0102 010102 0.0102 0.032345
Cross Section Area cmz 0,0635 0.0635 0.03175 0.03175 0.03175 0,047
Radius of gyration (p) cm 0.11 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.047
Longest Member (L ) cm 35.0 35.0 56.6 63.6 63.6 63.6
Slenderness Ratio 2 (Lz/p) 321 61 100 113 113 77
Primary Truss
Width of truss (L1 ) cm 25 25 40 45 45 45
Cross Sectional Area cm2 0.381 0.381 011905 0.1905 0,1905 0.282
MDment.of Inertia (I) cm'' 24,8 24.4 31.8 40.24 40.24 59.613
Radius of gyration (p) cm 8.06 8.08 12.92 14.53 14,53 14.55
Longest Member (L.) cm 2,300 2,300 2,545 2,545. 2,121 2,121
Slenderness Ratio. (L4/p ) 285 284 197 175 146 146
Secondary Truss
Width of Truss (L3 ) cm 1,600 1,600 1,200 1,200 1,500 1,500
Cross Sectional Area cm2 2.286 2.286 1.143 1.143 1.143 1.692
Moment of Inertia (i) cm'' 609,749 609,750 385,953 386,004 267,891 396,920
Radius of gyration.(p) cm 516.46 516.46 581.12 581.13 464.12 484.32
Longest Member (L6 ) cm 41.900 91,900 91,900 51,900 72,700 72,700
Slenderness Ratio (L6 /p) 178 178 15n 158 150 150
Modular Unit Pyramid Pyramid Pyramid Pyramid Prism Prism
Segment Size --- --- --- --- ---	 2.6Km x 2.6Km
Number of Segments --- --- --- --- --- 22
Truss Length Km 27.5 27.5 27.5 27.5 27.5 28,5
Truss Width Km 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2
Truss Depth Km 0.56 0,56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56
*NASA-Slate is used.
#1 0-Same as NASA but slat is molded into tube.
#2 - Same as #1 but thickness of tube is reduced and truss dimensions are changed.
#3 - Same as #2 but dimensions of the primary truss are different.
#4 - Same as #3 but ratio of width to length of trusses are maintained at 1/50 approximately.
#5 - Same as #4 but diameter of the tube is changed to see that it has same strength both in buckling
and crippling.
V
1500
2121
146 L6 = 727 M
L 5-650 M
DOSED
ULE (PRISM)
unassisted recovery from buckling. On the other hand,
the element is unconventional and bears examination
and comparison with more conventional structural ele-
ments, such as the tube or the box-section, for its
ability to bear loads below the levels of elastic (buck-
ling) instability. This section makes such a com-
parison with a thin-walled tube element.
,	 I	
'r
L 
T
L3
L4
y	 SECONDARY TRUSS
ALTERNATES 1	 11	 111 IV
L3	 cm 1600
	 IB00	 1800 1500
14 	tm 2300	 2545	 2545 2121
L /P 284	 197	 175 146
FIfA!JRE 3-8 PRIMARY TRUSS OF THE STRUCTURE
TRUSS
Lys
ALTERNATES I	 II III	 IV V
L 5 	cm 65000	 65000 65000	 65000 65000
L6	 cm 91900	 91900 91900	 72700 72700
LIP 178	 158 L5a	 150 150
FIGURE 3-9 SECONDARY TRUSS OF THE STRUCTURE
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FIGURE 3-10 TRUSS MODULE
COMPLETE SATELLITE
CROSS SECTION
v_	 nn
} ^--- 8x 650 = 5200 M
LONGITUDINAL SECTION
44 x 650 = 28600 M
FIGURE 3 -12 MAIN TRUSS OF THE STRUCTURE
3. x.2 Self-Heeling Condition for
Shat
Since a major advantage of the slat element is the
matter of unassisted recovery from a buckled condi-
tion, the limit on this action is considered first. The re-
quirements for such recovery are simple; the normal
configuration must be at a lower elastic energy state
than the buckled configuration (which is satisfied by
the curved slat), and there must be no plastic deforma-
tion anywhere in the transition from normal to buckled
configuration. This latter requirement can be in-
terpreted quantitatively as providing a limit of the sec-
tion thickness of a curved slat. A simplified analysis of
this problem follows.
It is considered that a curved slat has buckled when
the slat Is flattened (i.e., curvature 0), that the curved
slat is made of an elastic-plastic material with a dis-
tinct yield stress and yield strain (n- y5 and E y5). An-
ticlastic curvature (the three-dimensional stress state
of flattening the slat) is ignored. A slat of constant
radius is assumed, see Figure 3-13.
r
za
FIGURE 3--13 CURVED SLAT
E - Curvature.
To flatten a section of slat:
EMAX C2?(Iff) " 2R
To avoid plastic deformation:
EMAX 
1 
ayS/E
Combining gives:
Ct/R)MAX ` 2¢ys/E (3.5.1)
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The relationship that curvature is equal to the inverse
of radius has been used implicitly. In the case of the
parabolic slat (as proposed), under proper conditions
(shallow parabola) Equation 3.5.1 can be specialized:
2
CURVATURE . 
t/2 d_ )MAX < ^r5E
for the parabola y = Kx', this becomes:
kt < 
ay S / E
As an example, consider the parabolic section as pro-
posed in the cited report to be made of aluminum for
which E =—=6.9 10 10 NIM', o- ys w2.8 x 108 NM 2 (E -10'
psi.; =n^ys =4 x 10 4 psi.)
y =(.05 cm - ' (.13 in - ')) x2
The criterion, Equation 1 gives:
one need compare both local and gross bucklthin-
walled tube. If the local and gross buckling criteria are
combined eliminating the critical force, a relation in-
volving wall thickness is obtained. For various geome-
tries, local and gross buckling critical forces are availa-
ble in tabulations, and these are used where available.
Where necessary information has not been available,
suitable approximations have been made to develop
buckling criteria. Since a statically determinate struc-
ture is assumed, a pinned-pinned element is assumed
for gross buckling calculations.
Critical forces for the gross buckling of a ^ fi nned end
slender column (see Figure 3-14) are given by:
n -2	 =I
F	 F
L
(t =.08 cm.) or t =.032 in.	 FIGURE 3-14 BUCKLING MODES FOR
The cited design uses (t = .013 cm.) or t = .007 in.	 PINNED-END COLUMN
3.5.3 Gross (Euler) Buckling of We are interested only in the first buckling mode (m =
Element	 1), thus the critical force is given by:
The critical question about any extensive lightweight
structure is its elastic: stability under gross or local
compressional loads, that is, its buckling stability. If
the structure incorporates a large degree of static in-
determinary, the entire structure must be considered.
On the other hand, a statistically ddetarminate struc-
ture allows the compressional consideration of the in-
dividual elements. For purposes of estimation, a
statically determinate structure is assumed and the in-
dividual element is considered.
Buckling can be by gross deformation as in a slender
column or by local deformation as in a short piece of
thin-walled tube under compression. Physical exam-
ples of these modes are, say, the buckling of a
yardstick under compression (gross buckling), or the
wrinkling of the wall and subsequent collapse of a
deep-draw aluminum beer can under end compres-
sion (local buckling). If compressional failure of -. thin-
walled element is by local buckling, a thick ,--r wall is
indicated, while if consistently by gross ouckling, a
thicker wal! is a poor use of materials for suppression
of buckling. To compare different structural shapes,
F = (Tr) 2 EI
3.5.4 Moment of Inertia of Slat
Young's modulus is denoted by E, and I is the
minimum area moment of inertia of the column cross-
section. For a thin-walled circular tube, the moment of
inertia is given by:
I = -,7R3t
where R is tube radius and t is wall thickness. Combin-
ing this with the critical force gives:
F = (^) 3 Et	 (3.5.2 )
The moment of inertia for a curved slat is much more
complicated, and and approximation is used here. The
slat proposed in the cited reference is a very shallow
(50 mm wide, 3 mm deep) parabola. For many of the
calculations, a circular arc of the same dimersions is
22
consiaerea. In tnis conriguravon, moment or inertia is kasbumeu to ae ioaaeu symmetricatlyl is:
given by Roark (Ref. 3-11) as: F = 2eE
	
(3.5.4 )
1 = Rlt (a + si n a cos a ..	 2 s 7 Ti p_ a ) For example, a deep-draw single-draw aluminum beer
a can ((t =5 x 10-3 in.), t a1.3 x 10" cm., E =6.9 x 10
N/M2, (E T10' lbs./in.2}}, the critical force is about
This is tabulated and plotted as function of a , follow- 2224 N. (500 lbs.) (Ref. 3-12). It is easily verified that
ing: an empty beer can of this description can support a
person,	 but often
	
buckles	 if the	 person	 aboard
a, RADIANS a, DEGREES K(a) = I/tR3 bounces.
7x/12 15 .0000544 3.5.6	 Local Suckling of Slat
7r/6 30 .00165 The critical force for the local buckling of a curved slat
/q 45 0122
is apparently not commonly tabulated. It was necess-
ary to find an approximation to this quantity. The basis
7r/3 60 .0478 of the approximation is that local buckling may occur
when stored compressional elastic energy (Ec) is
7r/2 90 •298 greater than or equal to the energy (Ef) necessary to
27x/3 120 1.81 flatten an area (2b 2) of the slat, see Figure 3-16.
7r 180 3.14 b^
2 bP
1
R
FIGURE 3-16 CURVED SLAT LOCAL BUCKLING
REGION
tt	 a.---- --0 
rl2 % 4 .1	 r/2	 x%3 RADIANS a
FIGURE 3-15 MOMENT OF INERTIA OF CURVED SLAT,
NOTE. LOGARITHYM SCALE
The stated criterion may be written: buckling occurs
when
EC /EF,
Following Figure 3-15, the critical buckling force for a But
slender curved-slat column may be approximated by: E0 = (IEV 
^ s vo l ume)
   
	 F } 2 btL
2 3
F=K(a) 
t-	 EC
-^= Et (3.5.3) 	_ 2Eb
^ 2Ebt
and
3.5.5 Local Buckling of Thin EF = f vEdv = 2b z f _t/2uedy
Walled Tube
	 deformed volume
Equations 2 and 3 represent the critical force for the
gross buckling of thin-walled tube and curved-slat E
	
2b2E ft/2e2dy2 but c y/R_
slender columns respectively. Roark indicates that the F	 t/2
critical force for local buckling of a thin-walled tube
	 b
EF 2E(R)2f..t/2y2dyR)2t3
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rI
Substituting the expressions for EC and EF into the 	 R — 3.3cm	 {R --- 11.31n.) 	 DR	 400
buckling criterion gives:
t _^- .18mm	 (t — .0071n.)
2
2Ebt	 6 (R 2ts'	 L ry 2.5m (L. -- .100En)	 up --- 100
or, local buckling occurs when:
	
The gross buckling force is 2224 m (500 lbs.) and the
local buckling force is 4448 m (1000 lbs.). This is a
F1 . ERtl ^3L)112	 nicely-designed element.(3.5.5) To consider the curved slat proposed in the cited
3.5.7 Comparisons	 reference for the truss configuration, its cross-sectionis approximated by a sector of a circle and the
Note that Equations 3.5.2 and 3.5.4 and Equations parameters a, R, and b are determined. This is as
3.5.3 and 3.5.5 respectively may be combined to give follows, see Figure 3-17:
a criterion for a wall thickness appropriate to other
dimensions. All the foregoing results are summarized
in the following table, Table 3-5, with criteria pertain- 	 So mm -{
ing to the thin-walled tube in the lefthand column and
criteria pertaining to the curved slat in the righthand	 3mm^
column.
It only remains now to compare various element cross-
	
R
sections for load-bearing ability and use of materials.
For purposes of comparison, Young's Modulus E --- 6.9
x 101 ° NIM' (E — 107 Ibs.lin.z) is assumed. Consider-
	 FIGURE 3-17 SLAT
ing the thin-walled tube proposed for construction of
	 DEFINITIONS
the column-cable configuration in the SPS Survey Re-
port (Ref. 3-10):
Table 3--5	 BUCKLING CRITERIA FOR TUBES AND SLATS
..6.. d
TUBE
F = 
UR 2Et
F = 2t2E
i
t 	 (TrR3
2L
SLAT
I. GROSS BUCKLING
FCRIT " (t)2-El
II. LOCAL BUCKLING
F = 
LW_ ^^L)1/z
III. MINIMUM ([ALL THICKNESS
CRITERIA I & II COMBINED 
t 
= 7r2R4 
C3L)1/2K(a)
^zR3
F = K(a) ^- Et
F
24
	sin a = 25113	 cos a = R-31R
R =105mm --- (4.1 in.)
sin a --- .236
a --- .25 — 14.5°
2a --- 29°
t --- .18mrn (t =.007 in.) (per SPS Report)
K(a ) — 5 x 10-6
b = 2a R -- 5.33cm (2.1 in.)
I--5x1051133
Having determined the necessary parameters of the
curved slat, a thin-walled tube of the same wall-thick-
ness and the same cross sectional area (i.e., the same
amount of material) is postulated for purposes of direct
comparison. The radius of this thin-walled tube is
given by:
	
tar RtWt = b
	
Rtwt - ='.33 in.
(bt)slat = 2Tf (Rt) tube
t = (TTR) 3 for tube
L2
The subsequent thin-wall tube dimensions are:
f =.064 mm (.0025 in.)
R = 2.3 cm (.92 in.)
Once again, nummers pertaining to the thin-walled
tube are in the lefthand column, numbers pertaining to
the slat are in the righthand column:
TUBE
	 SLAT
Gross Buckling
F -278 N. (62.5 lbs.)
	 F -3.1 N. (.7 lbs.)
Local Buckling
F -556 N. (125 lbs.) 	 F =8.9 N. (2 lbs.)
Again, numbers pertaining to the thin-walled tube are Mass and Cross-Sectional Area Are Common (Equal).
in the lefthand column and numbers pertaining to the
slat are in the righthand column. 	 Dimensions
TUBE	 SLAT	
2.5m (100 in.) Length 2.5m (100 in.)
2.3cm (.92 in.) Radius 10.6cm (4.1 in.)
Gross Buckling
	
.064mm (.0025 in.) Wall Thickness .13mm (.007 in.)
F -31 N. (7 lbs.)
	
F =3.1 N. (.7 lbs.)
In spite of the "self-healing" potential of the slat struc-
Local Buckling
	 ture, slats seem to be a poor use of materials when
F =4448 N. (1000 lbs.)
	
F =8.9 N. (2 lbs.)
	
compared with a more conventional tube structure,
and a thin-walled tube structure is recommended. 	 1
One matter, which could be of importance, has not
even been considered at all, this is the matter of tor-The tube appears to be quite superior to the slat in thiscomparison. The choice of the same wall thickness in sional rigidity. Torsional rigidity is the thin-walled
this comparison was quite arbitrary, and this is clear
tube's strongest suit, and if considered, would show
the tube to be even more strongly superior.from the very high force (4448 N. (1000 lbs.)) necess-
ary to cause local buckling in the tube. A comparison 	 6 DYNAMICS OF TRUSS
more favorable to the tube can be had applying a
slightly modified wall thickness criterion to design of 3.6,1 BASIS OF CONSIDERATION
the tube. Again, we shall consider a tube and a slat
made of the same quantity of the same material, of the The structures under consideration are very light, very
same cross-section area and the same length (2.5 m extensive, and will be subject to attitude control	 i
I	 (1000 in.)), but the radius and wall-thickness of the forces, and reactions from assembly operations. For
!	 tube will be chosen to allow local buckling soon after purposes of the design of control and attitude control
gross buckling. The relevant questions are: 	 systems it is important to have. an  idea of the dynamic
1
I
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behavior of the structure. The structure is considered, waves will be coupled with shear and flexural waves--
laden with its solar cell array but lacking the power none can exist without exciting the others. Results are
transmitting
	
antennas	 and	 associated	 articulation tabulated in Table 3-6 and f=igure 3-18.
hardware, lacking attitude control and orbital-transfer
engines, fuel, and fuel tanks. The structure itself is 6 x 24 KM STRUCTURE	 2x2 KM STRUCTURE
grossly simplified, and the assumption that the struc-
tural materials are distributed in a stiff configuration is 01-
made. The results can be considered as appr0xima- —coMPRE5St0NAL
tions at best,	 subject to significant change with 1-	 WAVE TIME
changes in lading of the structure. —SHEAR WAVE TIME
—TORSIONAL WAVE
3. 6. 2	 R es p ons e    	 T i m e s	 O f — COMPRESSIONAL WAVE	
TIME
10- TIME	 —FLEXTURAL WAVE
—SHEAR WAVE TIME 	 TIME
Structure =TORSIONAL WAVE TIME	 RANGE OF ENGINE
100-'-'FLEXTURAL WAVE TIME	 RESPONSE TIMES
Many sorts of disturbances can propagate along the
truss structure--comparison and shear waves, flexural
waves, and torsional waves. The propagation time for I000-
each is approximated and listed below; the methods of
approximation are described last lO,OOO-
RANGE OFIt is well t0 dote that the.disturbance modes are not, in
o
O
general, independent. 	 They may be, and often are, 1oo.000-	 I NTERVALSV
coupled. For example, the fact that the plane of struc- TIME, SECONDS
tural symmetry parallel to the plane of the structure (LOGARITHMIC SCALE)
(neutral axis) does not pass through the cutter of mass
of the structure implies that longitudinal Compressive FIGURE 3- IS STRUCTURAL RESPONSE TIMES
AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTIC
TIMES
Tabl e 3-6
	
RESPONSE TIMES OF STRUCTURE IN SECONDS
6 x 24 KM STRUCTURE 2 x 2 KM STRUCTURE
Compressional 7.5 0.60(Longitudinal) Wave
Time
Shear (Transverse) 12.1 1.0
Dave Time
Torsional Wave Time 16.6 1.3
Flexural Dave Time 40,0 1.0(Bi-Harmonic Beam)
Flexural Dave Time 49.0 1.0
^P7 &mac/
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i3.6.3 Means of Estimation
	 3.7 VIRUSTER ATTACHMENTS
Compressional and shear wave times were inferred
from respective wave speeds and the dimensions of 3.7.'f	 Basis of Consideration
the structure.
	 Nonstructural weight is
	 included	 in Necessary arrangmeents for mounting the engines
calculation of the wave speeds. which power the orbital transfer maneuver depend on
Two means were used to estimate flexural made many matters not yet resolved, such as whether
response times; first, the truss was considered as a engine thrust will be directed by mounting engines on
slender beam in flexure inferring response time from gimbals or by using redundant engines facing in
the group velocity for a half-wave of the length of the various directions; whether engines will be individually
truss structure; second, the truss was treated as a free mounted or whether they will be mounted in clusters;
plate. Both estimates involve approximations, the simi- whether clusters, if used, will be gimballed or fixed;
lar results appear in the table. For reference, group what effect engine plumes will have on structure, etc.
velocity of a beam in flexure, determined from the dis- Two extremes are addressed here in a qualitative way,
persion relationship, is: and in all cases engine-mounting appears to be at-
tainable even if in some cases additional structure
^^	 EI must be added. The two extremes considered are the1/2g	 (^]V following:	 direct and fixed mounting of individual
engines; and, gimballed mounting of engine cluster.
A is wavelength, El is stiffness, A is mass per length, Note that the resources for detailed structural analysis
Vg is group velocity. have not been available and that only crude approx-
The lowest-mode period of a nonsolid "plate" can be imations to true mounting needs have evolved.
approximated by: Assuming as the basic structural element a circular
thin-wall tube of aluminum, with diameter of about 4.7
47rL2T
cm, length about 2.5 m and wall-thickness about
.0064 cm, a perfect element symmetrically loaded can
a 1=teft	 bear about a 267 N. (60 lb.) load. Eccentric loading or
dimensional imperfections decrease the load-carrying
T is period, L is plate length, C is average density, v is ability; increased end-fixity increases the buckling
Poisson's ratio, E is Young's modulus, to is equivalent load-carrying ability. Assuming complete end-fixity of
box-section skin-thickness, h is plate depth, and a is structural elements and the junction of several ele-
a constant (order of 15) dependent upon aspect ratio ments at each node, it is reasonable to conclude that a
of plate plan (Ref. 3-13). structural node can handle a force of the order of 44 N.
Torsional Response Time is inferred from the lowest- (10 lbs.) in any direction, if appropriately applied, but
mode torsional frequency found by Rayleigh's method that forces of the order of 440 N. (100 lbs.) at any node
(see, for example, Ref.3-14). Kinetic energy is conven- in any direction would cause buckling damage:
tionally evaluated, angle of twist 4 assumed to vary
linearly along the structure. Shear strain potential
energy is based on the following approximation to 3.7.3 Single-Thruster  i;ixed
shear strain:	 Mounting.
Y w LV-
tp-
+ W2
y is shear strain, w is width, t is depth. L is length. The
following approximation for square of the natural fre-
quency results:
W z 72 Gee
 (t + w) [ 1 + [t/w)21
mL
It is considered, then, that an engine or a fixed cluster
of engines may be mounted fairly casually across three
(or more) structural nodes as long as any farces, thrust
or inertial, resulting from mounting the engine or
cluster are the order of 44 N. (11 0 lbs.) or less. The only
associated caution is that the mounting hardware be
contrived to feed loads to the structure such as to
cause no significant deformation. Each of the Electric
Propulsion Candidates (Ref. 3-15), except the Resisto-_
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jet qualify for casual mounting; that is, each may be in-
dividually mounted in a fixed configuration to any three
nodes of the structure. There are independent reasons
for striking the Resistojet from active consideration--
with a low Isp it requires too much stored propellant
mass. Thus, effectively, every engine considered may
be casually mounted if mounted fixed and singly.
3.7.3 Gimballed Manifold
Mounting
If engines are to be mounted in gimballed clusters
capable of forces of the order of 10 lbs. or greater,
either thrust or inertial, casual mounting will not be
adequate. As an example, a gimballed cluster of
engines to yield thrust on the order of 1780 N. (400
lbs.) is being considered. Such a cluster, with all its
associated hardware, must be limited in (earth) weight
to less than 1 x 10srv37N. (4 x 10 6 lbs.) to keep inertial
forces below 1780 N. (400 lbs.) (accelerations of up to
.096 cm sec 2 (10-4 G) are assumed).
3.7.4 Extent of Supplementary
Structure
A supplementary structure must be provided to spread
the force throughout a sufficient volume of the struc-
ture; in addition, such a structure must be sufficiently
contrived and compliant so as to spread its load evenly
across the region of the structure so as not to initiate
local damage. It is estimated, for example, that such a
1800 N. (400 lbs.) load would need to be spread over
perhaps 40 or more structural nodes in a region of typi-
cal dimensions about 100 m. Of course, such a supple-
mentary structure with engines would necessarily have
to be removed if a modular assembly is done in geo-
synchronous orbit. The assembly could conceivably be
treated as a reusable tug which shuttles between low-
earth orbit and geosynchronous orbit, ferrying suc-
cessive modules into their assembly region.
3.8 COLUMN-CABLE
CONFIGURATION
3.8.1 The Concept
The column-cable concept represents one extreme in
the design range. It is intended to provide adequate
strength while minimizing structural mass. The con-
firguration: is essentially a kite with diamond stays (Fig.
3-19) and a first version has been described in detail
(Ref. 3-16). Its salient feature is the low structural
mass. The main structure and the adjoining microwave
antenna. structure together constitute 2.4% of the
satellite mass. And of this small percentage the anten-
na conw.itutes about 213; so the main structure is less
than 1 °/r of the entirety.
SCALE: 10k
	 i
FIGURE 3-19 COLUMN.-CABLE CONFIGURATION
3.8.2 Geosyn:ohronous Orbit
Assembiy
In the attempt to bring the column-cable structure
toward the minimum mass, there was a considerable
dilution in the local strength. This trend increased the
difficulty of inter-orbit transport as an integral unit and
in fact the unit is generally associated only with GEO
assembly. Various portions of the configuration will, of
course, be prefabricated on earth or at LEO as de-
scribed in the section below.
The structure. has been designed to carry loads from
pretensioning the cables and the blanket array. It also
has the ability to withstand the dynamic loading in-
duced by antenna movement and long term orbit ad-
justments. However, assembly in LEO would introduce
.,....	 i
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FIGURE 3--20 FOLDED COLUMN-LEO SUB-ASSEMBLY
untenable loads from gravity gradient and atmospheric These single-staged reusable vehicles will have a4MT
drag. Commencing the assembly in LEO could be payload, sized to fly with one "folded-column." A har-
done w4h the acceptance of a penalty in mass and ness will be used to distribute the acceleration loads
'structural simplicity. The structure could then be pro- over the mass of the' folded-column." Since round trip
pelled by the energy from a partially deployed solar ar- transportation time at these acceleration levels is only
ray, as long as no high acceleration phase were in- 1 or 2 days, a very small fleet of these COTV's could
cluded. The mass penalty would come
	 in	 local keep ahead of the factory. Only 20 loads of "folded-
strengthening, and in addition from the extra cables, to columns" are required per satellite and perhaps an ad-
give the structure integrity when only partially assem- didona! 10 are required for cable joints and fasteners;
bled.	 However, the lack of any local stiffness for 30 trips would be required per satellite skeleton,
engine attachments leaves the configuration highly
suspect for an electrical propulsion orbit transfer, 3.5.4	 Structural Hard Spots
The structure employed in the column-cable con-
3.8.3	 Low
	 Earth	 Orbit figuration is particularly dilute. It will be necessary to
Subassembly have "hard spots" for attachment of the acceleration
The LEO subassembly scheme promotes the fastest harness and for handling during assembly. These
appearance of the structural skeleton in GEO. Further "hard spots" will be aluminum fittings- spaced at inter-
advantages are that a portion of the construction per- vats throughout the structure. They will be movable for
sannel will not have to be transported beyond LEO, Special operations and will not be Integra[ with the
and that the procedure allows the very economical structure. Fig. 3-22 shows a clamping. scheme with a
high density HLLV payloads. The two structural drivers self-locking module for attaching cables or for vehicle
involved are compactness in LEO and the coupling docking'
between delivery rate to GEO and assembly. 	 Com- HINGE
pactness in LEO is necessary to minimize aero-
dynamic drag and to permit the high acceleration rates
sustained with chemical orbit transfer. The coupling MINI COTV
between delivery and assembly rates is crucial since to MT)
the former is considered to limit the latter, this is ap-
parently the main driver for subassembly in LEO (Ref.
3-17). I.z KM
Assembly of the main structure is only a small fraction
of the total satellite assembly, probably less even than
the 1 % mass fraction. However, structure assembly is
very different from (and hence separable from) assem-
bly of any portion of the satellite. Furthermore, struc-
ture completion must precede any other assembly
progress. The early stages of the GEO construction will
take place at the LEO staging base, it will consist of
fabriation of structural subassemblies.
Bulk composite material will be listed to a factory in
LEO which will then manufacture column sections in
1.2 KM legnths. These elements will be hinged
together in groups of three to form a "folded-column,"
Figs. 3-20 and 3-21. As they are completed the
"folded-columns" will be delivered to the GEO con-
struction site and immediately added to the structure.
The subassemblies will be propelled from the LEO fac-
tory to the GEO assembly site by chemical COTV's.
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available at present, the design study has been con-
fined to basic concepts only. On that basis, the follow-
ing conclusions can be drawn.
a. As in any structure with very broad
guidelines, in this case also innumerable solutions are
possible.
b. At this stage in time, it appears that the
development of the truss configuration requires less
new knowledge.
c. A conventional thin wall tube structure with
rigid joints is recommended. Table 3-4 and Figures
3--7 to 3-12 show some of the alternate truss con-
figurations studied.
d. In mostav€ation structures, alternate designs
are worked out and a "Structural Index," based on the
structural strength an weight of the structure, is used
for comparison. As this is not directly applicable for
large structures in space, a more suitable "Structural
Index" -based on dimensions, shape, stability, stiff-
ness, strength, and weight should be devised.
e. Efficient use of material dictates tubing
diameter greater than 10 cm and element length
greater than 5 m; this implies fewer stages in the
hierarchy of structural elements.
FIGURE 3-21 AXIAL VIEW: COTV WITH FOLDED BEAM
4"
Aluminum shapes for use in the "hard spots" will be
obtained from tanks destaged at LEO and GEO by the
250 MT ON's. The implication is that some of the
ON's would be flown early in the program and that
some of the expended tanks would have been
specially constructed on earth to provide material in
about 5 kg increments after destaging.
3.9 CONCLUSIONS	 AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
3.9.1 Conclusions
In the final analysis any structure has to withstand
safely all the forces it encounters without jeopardizing
i the purpose for which it is designed. The design of the
structure depends upon the loads imposed an the
structure, the structural requirements, the choice of
structural materials. to be used and the optimization of
the design among all the contributing factors. These
factors are: weight, strength, production in space, ser-
viceability, and cost.
As most of the required design . data are not readily
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fe. Using a design slenderness ratio (Up)
greater than 150, the use of high-strength alloys or
composites is not recommended.
g. Careful development and testing of any
polymeric matrix candidates, and development and
testing of protective coatings for such materials, under
real or simulated space environmental conditions is
recommended strongly.
h. Development of rigid joining methods for
tubes which do not involve lugs, as well as develop-
meet of means of distributing loads into light structure,
should be given serious attention.
if. At present no material having all the required
properties for building the SPS structure seems to be
available.
d• The truss configuration seems to follow more
closely established structural design traditions,
whereas the column-cable configuration raises many
unresolved questions regarding rigidity, etc.
k. Nodes or "hard spots" have to be provided for
attachment of thrusters, antenna, etc., where portions
of the structure are to be transported from LEO to GEO
in segments, as in the case of the truss configuration.
1. Propellant tanks will be strong and stiff in
comparison with structure, and may substitute for
structure where they are available.
M. Joints must be fused or brazed or bonded
rigidly even though pin joints are assumed in the truss
analysis. Development of adhesives for bonding joints
is recommended.
3.9.2 Comments ®n Specific
Design
The satellites under consideration are so extensive
and lightly loaded that a monocoque structure effi-
ciently designed to support the load would have an im-
practically thin wall. A slat structure, while offering
some advantages, would be quite heavy for a given
loading when compared with a thin wall tube structure.
Efficient use of material in a tube structure requires
satisfaction of a relationship among tube wall thick-
ness, tube diameter, and tube length. Taking a tubing
wall thickness of 0.125 mm (0.005 in.) as a practical
minimum and considering the loads on the structure, a
tubing diameter of greater thart 10 cm (4 in.) and
length of greater than 5 m (abo:lt 200 in.) are indi-
cated. Implied is a slenderness ratio (Up) of about
150. A tube with a length of about 5 m would allow
eliminatin of one step in the hierarchy of truses made
of elements as compared with earlier structural
,designs considered by NASA.
With a design slenderness ratio (Up) of the order of
1501 the structure does not depend on having very
strong materials for stability or rigidity. Since material
strength is not a problem, high-strength alloys or high-
strength composites are not indicated.
Severe effects are associated with the environment of
the satellite. With a mean temperature of about 270°
C abs., the satellite will be exposed to the radiation
temperature of space (about 5° C abs.) and parts of it
exposed to temperatures of the order of 320° C abs.
due to solar concentrator mirrors. Ultra-violet radiation
will be significant. The satellite will ba continually ex-
posed to the vacuum of space and continually bom-
barded by energetic particles of varying mass with
energies in the range from 0.02 eV to 10 MeV. Such
exposure would be destructive to most polymeric
materials, whether thermosetting or thereto-plastic. if
polymeric-matrix composite materials are to be con-
sidered for structural use, efforts along the lines of
development or protection are indicated. If composite
materials are necessary in some application, as for ex-
ample, in fuel tanks, matallic-matrix composites
should be considered.
Propellants, whether for chemical propulsion or for
electrical propulsion, will geenerally include one or
two fluids (i.e., oxygen, helium, or hydorgen) which are
gaseous at moderate pressures of the order of 1-10 at-
mospheres and at 270° C abs. These propellants will
be stored at densities close to liquid densities; thus,
propellant tanks are likely to be strong (and stiff) pres-
sure tanks. In general, they will be rather dense as
compared with the structure. The tanks can serve as
mounting surfaces for structural members and can
replace any structure which may otherwise have
penetrated the volume of the tanks.
3.3.3 Recommendations
One of the outgrowths of this study was the realization
of the need for new knowledge in various aspects of
space structural design. Further study and research are
recommended on the following aspects of design and
construction of structures in space:
a. Development of new materials, such as
metal-matrix composites, eetc.
. fs. Development of radiation-resistant materials
.b&,.
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such as plastics and plastic composites.
c. Development of suitable adhesives for proper
(long life) bonding in the deep space environment.
d. Fusion welding techniques for thin walled
members to be used in space.
e. Quick joining methods for modular construc-
tion in space.
f. Automated manufacturing and fabrication
methods in space.
g. Development of an appropriate "Structural in-
dex" for large space structures.
h. Identification of thruster characteristics for or-
bital transfer of structural segments or subassemblies.
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CHAPTER 4
TRANSPORTATION TO LOW EARTH ORBIT
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
A dedicated, optimized transportation system consist-
	 13'
ing of personnel launch vehicles (PLV) and heavy lift
launch vehicles (HLLV) is required to transport person- W 13,1
nel and cargo to a staging base in low earth orbit t;'
(LEO). The system must provide return capability to	 13;personnel.	 ar
The transportation mode to LEO will not depend on the F 13
structural configuration (truss or column/cable), con- 'a
struction site (LEO or GEO), or the interorbital (LEO-
GEO) propulsion mode (electrical or chemical). 	 12,
4.2 LAUNCH SITE
	 12,
FROM LEO TO GEO
ASSUME 650,000 POUND COTV
N0Z
0
1.0 a
WWU.
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There is considerable incentive to move the launch	 to $tlo ^ — ^i'	 I	 1	 1	 1	 ! o
site from Kennedy Space Center (KSC) to an 	 a	 5	 to	 15	 20	 25	 30
equatorial location. The main reasons are economics 	 DEGREES INCLINATION
due to fuel savings. These savings accrue. because of FIGURE 4-1 FUEL AND TOTAL VELOCITY REQUIRED FOR
the velocity gain (1500 ft./sec.) at launch due to the 	 CHEMICAL PROPULSION TO GEO VERSUS
equatorial bulge, the due east launch, and because no 	 INCLINATION ANGLE
plane change is required to obtain geosynchronous or- We further neglect the cost of constructing a new
bit after the launch. Other factors which favor an launch facility, since this would have to be done at
equatorial launch are:	 KSC. The costs of construction elsewhere would be
more l
	 haunc windows, comparable.
return velocity is reduced, and
reduced wind shear.
Figure 4-1 shows the total velocity change, and the
fuel required to change from LEO to GEO assuming a
295 tonnes (650,000 lbs.) COTV. The main savings
occur both from the cost of the fuel and the cost of
transporting it to LEO. Assuming a cost of S20ft to go
from earth to LEO this would amount to a transportation
cost of 2.5 million dollars per launch for a CON weigh-
ing 295 tonnes (650,000 lbs.), if initial launch was
from KSC.
The net cost effect of an equatorial launch site, then, is
a considerable savings over a KSC.launch at 28.5 0
 Lat.
In considering a launch site other than KSC, i.e., an
equatorial site, areas other than economical and tech-
nical must necessarily come into play. These include
the following:
Political
Transportation
Environmental
Social
This savings would be partially offset by the ground 	 International
transportation costs from the manufacturing center to A brief discussion of these follows.
the launch site. How these costs would compare to the 	 Political
transportation costs to KSC cannot be determined until An equatorial launch necessarily means that the site
a launch site and manufacturing sites are selected. It will not be in the continental U.S. or any of its territc-
would seem rea3cnable to suspect that they would be ries. A problem that is sure to arise is the advisability of
comparable.
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foregoing the potential dollar savings and keeping the
site in the continental U.S. in order to bolster the econ-
omy here.
Transpor4ition
We are considering the movement of huge pieces of
equipment. This fact dictates that construction be on
the Atlantic or Pacific coast, with subsequent move-
ment by sea-going barges. It should not be forgotten
that the Panama Canal is 104 feet wide, and the
dimensions of various components could be of that
order of magnitude. Transportation through the Canal
would not be a routine journey. It is also extremely
doubtful that passage through the Straits of Magellan
would be practical because of the weather and the
seas. The conclusion is that construction and launch
would be in the Pacific or the Atlantic areas.
Environment
The effects will be the same no matter where the
launch. Furthermore, there is not sufficient data to sur-
mise the long term effect. About all that can be said is
that if a launch is made in the middle of the ocean, the
obvious atmospheric effects would probably be dissi-
pated before reaching areas of dense populations.
Social
If the launch site selected were to be near a populated
area the magnitude of such an undertaking could have
serious disrupting effects on the local society.
International
If a site is considered in the Pacific Ocean, it is soon
discovered that most of the suitable islands are British
Colonies. Hence, the State Department would be re-
quired to obtain an agreement allowing use of the is-
land for a launch site.
Several of the advantages to using a Pacific island
launch site follow,
a. No suitable islands exist in the Atlantic
Ocean.
b. Noticeable atmospheric effects will be dissi-
pated before they reach heavily populated areas.
c. Both stages can be dropped in the ocean.
d. The population of the islands are small and
generally situated in one part of the island so that there
would be little disruption of established communities.
e. Several of the islands have sufficient land
areas and the necessary ports to accommodate a
launch complex of this magnitude.
f. There is the possibility of making L02 and LH2
from seawater on site, using solar collectors for the
energy.
9. In some cases it might be possible to store
the L02 and LH2 on different islands,
h. Another possible advantage is that of floating
the HLLV components to the launch pad which would
be submerged until the HLLV is mounted and then
pumped dry. The pad could then be submerged again
for fixing.
Figure 4-2 serves to locate the likely candidates for
launch sites. Hawaii is roughly in the middle of the
Pacific and about 1100 miles north of the equator,
Tarawa is in the Gilberts. Of the five most likely sites;
Christmas, Fanning, Malden, Nauru, and Tarawa, the
most attractive appear to be Christmas and Tarawa.
Both have sufficient area; both are quite close to the
equator with latitudes 1 051'N and 1 °25'N; both have
ports; both have airstrips; Christmas has almost no
population, and Tarawa's population is concentrated
mostly in the south. The main advantage of Christmas
is that it is closer to the continental U.S.
FIGURE 4-2 EOUATORIAL CANDIDATES FOR LAUNCHING SITES
All this information is summed up in Table 4-1. All of
these are British Colonies except for Nauru which is in-
dependent, and all are atolls except for Nauru which is
coral
Figure 4-3 shows Christmas Island which is the largest
atoll in the world and fairly typical of these islands.
They are coral reefs surrounding a lagoon. The lagoon
is on the Northwest end of Christmas and is not com-
pletely enclosed. Small boats can enter the lagoon.
There are two airstrips which were developed by U.S.
forces during WWII, and are now classified as interna-
tional. The Bay of Wrecks is on the east and Vaskess
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Table 4-1 EQUATORIAL LAUNCH SITE INFORMATION
LONGITUDE	 LATITUDE AREA (Mi 2 ) POPULATION BELONGS TO
CHRISTMAS	 1570Z3'W	 1051'N 222.6
94 (Land)
52
360
British Colony
Questioned by U.S.
FANNING	 159°191W	 30521N 12.3 NONE
500
British Colony
MALDEN	 1540591W	 40315 15 NONE British Colony
NAURU	 1650561E
	
003V S 8 5,200 Independent
TARAWA	 17311E
	10251N 14 3,582 British Colony
Lo
rn
ii f
Bay is on the west. It was not possible to obtain
topographical maps of Christmas island; however, it is
safe to say the elevations are only a few feet above sea
level.
Tarawa also is an atoll, but somewhat different from
Christmas Isalnd. It consists of nine large and many
small islets an a 22 mile reef. The lagoon is not
enclosed. It has an airstrip and a submarine base, both
developed during WWII by U.S. forces. It has a land
area of about 14 sq. miles. Elevations are a few feet
above sea level.
The remaining islands were excluded from additional
consideration due to small size and location.
FIGURE 4-3 CHRISTMAS ISLAND
4.3 CARGO VEHICLE
4.3.1 Specifications and
Requirements
Study of the heavy lift launch vehicles (HLLV) was
limited to candidates provided In the material availa-
ble. MSFC is the prime contractor for studies concern=
ing the heavy lift launch vehicle. HLLV's are used for
transportation of the components of the solar power
satellite (SPS), support equipment, orbital transfer
vehicles (OTV), and their propellants to low earth orbit
(LEO). Earth to LEO transportation is independent of
the mode of interorbital transfer in the sense that both
chemical and electrical modes would use the same
HLLV system.
Following are some of the specifications and require-
ments imposed on the heavy lift system.
Some Basic Vehicle Specifications
as Maximum acceleration on payload, including
shroud is 4 g's.
b. Maximum temperature allowed in payload
bay: 366°K (2000F).
c. Minimun launch reliability factor: 0.97.
d. Acoustics and structural dynamics on
payload are to be at least equal to those of space
transportation system (STS) cargo bay.
e. No vehicle-payload service interaction shall
be provided.
f. Allowed launch rate capability marnin: 50%
beyond average annual rate requirement, including
operational LEO needs and OTV losses.
g. Orbital maneuvering system (OMS) payload
penalty: 3%.
Mission, Performance, and Size Requirements
a. Mission consists of vertical take off from ade-
quate launch site, eastward orientation, insertion of
payload into 80 x 500 Km elliptic orbit, circularization
by orbital maneuvering system (OMS) of net payload
into 500 Km altitude low earth orbit (LEO), cargo
unloading, and horizontal soft landing or vertical water
recovery of HLLV stages. Reuse goal is 300-500 trips.
b. Guidance and navigation accuracy shall be
consistent with unloading and recovery operations.
OMS package will provide rendezvous capability. OMS
engines and avionics will be returned and recovered, if
feasible.
c. Transportation capability to place up to seven
SPS per year, despite launch window constraints, is
assumed.
d. Vehicle safe return shall require either normal
mission completion or cargo jettison. Intact abort
capability shall be provided only for range safety con-
sideration.
e. Payload capacity range: 150-900 metric tons
including shroud; payload density: 40-80 Kglma;
payload bay dimensions compatible to largest andr
heaviest irreducible SPS component; payload
diameter: 12-35 m.
f. Dry weight contingency added: 20%; pro-
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pellant tank increase for water impact-reuse factor:
20%.
4.3.2 Candidates
To provide a payload environment (acceleration,
shock, vibration, temperature) similar to that of space
transportation system (STS), but not vehicle-payload
service interaction, and to achieve mission require-
ments, several candidates are considered.
Vehicles considered are either single stage or twr,-
stage winged or ballistic which use liquid hydrocarbon
fuel (propane or kerosene) for the first stage and liquid
hydrogen for the second stage. HLLV options are
shown in Figures 4-4 through4-6 (Ref. 4-2).
Modified single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) features an ex-
pendable hydrogen external tank (ET) and may carry
100-175 tonnes of payload in a modified winged or-
biter cargo bay, or up to 450 tonnes payload in an aero-.
dynamic, protective, reusable shroud. Either compo-
nent can be recovered.
112 RP-I PROPANE
PAYLOAD TONS, 99 %500 km 477 477 477
STAGE IINERT, TONS 1602 1331 1347
STAGE I PROPELLANT, TONS 7034 9279 9580
STAGE 2 INERT TONS 358 432 444
STAGE 2 PROPELLANT, TONS 1570 1839 1991
GROSS .LIFT-OFF WEIGHT, TONS 11,051 13,357 13,738
NUMBER OF ENGINES, STAGE I le 22 20
NUMBED OF ENGINES, STAGE 2 5 T. 7
STAGING ALTITUDE, km 70.a3 58.4 57,2STAGING VELOCITY, 	 ar!ATIVE 2.93 2.70 265
FIGURE 4-5 TWO STAGE LAUNCH VEHICLE
(FIG. V1-2, REF. 4-1)
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PAYLOAD. TONS, IBSX 1135 km, TONS l4O1SHROuOS - 45(ORBITER)
MODIFIED ORBITER INERT, TONS Fit
STAGE INERT, TONS 166
STAGE OXIOIZ£R, TONS 2352
EXTFRNAL T411K INERT, TONS 69
EXTERNAL TANK FuE4, TONS 392
GROSS LIFT-OFF WEIGHT, TONS 3143
NUMBER OF ENGINES CUPRATEO SSME'SI IS
TANK ST%NC ALTITUDE, %m 111
TANK STAGING VELOCITY. kmj_ 182
THi?u"iWEIGMT RATIO 1 25
FIGURE 4-4 MODIFIED SINGLE STAGE TO ORBIT
LAUNCH VEHICLE (FIG. vi-I, REF 4-0
The two-stage winged vehicle with a 450 metric tons
payload capacity, has operational and cost advantages
of horizontal soft landing near the earth launch site.
The two-stage ballistic candidate, with a payload
range of 450-900 tonnes has an initial cost advantage
because of its Saturn V aerodynamics. Vertical water
recovery is under study.
A brief summary of candidate features appears in Ta-
ble 4-2-
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i02 /RP-I BOOSTER	 02 /PROPANE BOOSTER
PAYLOAD,TONS,90X500km 454 907 454 907
STAGE I INERT, TONS 470 889 485 860
STAGE I PROPELLANT, TONS 4441 8236 4410 8170
STAGE 2 INERT, TONS 233 400 245 421
STAGE 2 PROPELLANT, TONS 1937 3599 2065 3832
GROSS LIFT-OFF WEIGHT, TONS 7565 14031 7659 14203
NUMBER OF ENGINES, STAGE 1 12 24 12 24
NUMBER OF ENGINES, STAGE 6 12 6 12
STAGING ALTITUDE, km 43.4 43.5 41.3 40.6
STAGING VELOCITY(REL)km/seo 1.84 1.91 1.70 1.78
BOOSTER MAXIMUM DOWN-RANGE 381 396 346 357
FIGURE 4-6 TWO STAGE BALLISTIC LAUNCH VEHICLE
(FIG. 7T-3, REF 4-1)
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Table 4--2 HLLV CANDIDATE- FEATURES
VEHICLE TYPE PAYLOAD:,, MAIN ADVANTAGE
INGLE-STAGE WINGED (ORBI.-
100-175 HORIZONTAL SOFT LANDING
TER)
SINGLE—STAGE BALLISTIC
(SHROUD) 450 REUSABLE PAYLOAD SHROUD
DOUBLE—STAGE WINGED 450 HORIZONTAL SOFT LANDOM
DOUBLE—STAGE BALLISTIC 450-000 LITTLE BOOSTER REFURBISH-
MENT
4.3.3 Payload
Payloads of 300-900 tonnes, with a density range from
20 to 100 kg1m3 are considered. The volume range is
3000-45000 m3 . Body and shroud are assumed to be
made of aluminum honeycomb (area density = 20
Kg1m2).
Diameter and area versus volume for various length-to-
diameter VD) ratios of cylindrical section appear in
Figure 4-7. For a given volume, surface area is
minimum when length equals diameter (UD =1).
Minimum shroud mass for various payload densities
and payload capacities appear in Figure 4-8. For a
typical payload density of 80 Kglm3 (skylab payload
density was 85 Kglm3), the shroud mass varies from
26.1 tonnes to 54.3 tonnes for a payload range of
300-900 tonnes. This represents 6-9 percent of the
total payload to LEO (by contrast, the skylab shroud
penalty on the payload was 13 percent).
Design, development, testing, and evaluation
(DDT&E) costs and theoretical first unit (TFU) costs
($/Kg) for both expendable and reusable shrouds ap-
pear in Figure 4-9. Expected TFU and average unit
costs are derived and shown in Figure 4-10 using 87%
learning curve for expendable and 300-trip reusable
shrouds.
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FIGURE 4-8 PAYLOAD CAPACITY AND DENSITY VERSUS
SHROUD MASS
A. payload of 750 tonnes would require a 48 tonne
shroud to coverall the payload. Based on these esti-
mates an expendable shroud costs $2.5 million,
whereas a reusable shroud is $14.3 million, or S.05
million per trip, excluding recovery and refurbishment
costs.
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rSince total payload to LEO includes net payload to
GEO, orbital transfer vehicles and propellants both
payload penalty and cost decrease by covering only
net payloads (since propellant tanks may not require
shrouds). Figures 4-11 and 4-12 show payload mass
distribution for total and partial shrouds. Net  payload to
GEO is about one-third of total payload, including
shroud and ON propellant. Unit and trip costs of par-
tial shrouds are reduced accordingly.
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4.3.4
Cost Estimates
Propellant, refurbishment, recovery, manpower, vehi-
cles, shrouds, and necessary DDT&E are required to
estimate launch costs.
DDT&E and TFU costs for vehicle candidates using a
95 percent learning curve are given in Table 4-3. Simi-
lar information for payload shrouds appears in Table
4-4. Average cost per flight using data from JSC Eco-
nomic Division (Debbie Webb) appears in Table 4-5.
Expendable full shrouds for ballistic options may cost
more than the vehicle itself. They represent 8-16% of
flight: costs which vary from $12.2 million for propane-
fueled ballistic with a 450 tonne payload capacity to
$22.6 million for hydrogen fueled winged vehicles with
450 tonne payload capability.
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WINGED
450 M,T,
LOx/LH2
DDT/E 11 510 51,7 0,17
TFU	 1016	 828,0 2,76
LOxIRP1
DDT/E	 10 730	 48,2 0,16
TFU	 984	 802,0 .2,67
Lox/LPR
DDT/E	 10 520	 47,2 0,16
TFU	 911	 742,5 2,47
BALLISTIC
450 M.T.
LOx/ RPl
DDT/E 4630 20,8 0,07
TFU	 510	 41516 1139
LOx/LPR
DDT/E	 4210	 18,9 0,06
TFU	 454	 370,0 1,23
BALLISTIC
900 M,-T,
LOx/RP1 DDT/E 5210 46,8
0116
TFU	 807	 677,9 2,26
LOx/ LPR
DDT/E 	 4790	 43,0 0,14
TFU	 708	 594,7 1,98
iP
	
Table 4-3 DDT & E AMD TFU COSTS
	
OVERALL	 UNIT	 FLIGHT
	
FOR TWO-STAGE VEHICLES
	
COST,
	
COST,	 COST,
$M	 $M	 $M
- -	 = ^.-
P.
ul
Table .4-4	 DDT. & E AND TFU COSTS
UNIT
  
FLIGHTFOR PAYLOAD SHROUDS
COST]., COST,, COST.,$M $M $M
DDT/E 124,83 10019 ,0019
PAYLOAD: EXPENDABLE
TFU 8,4 1,73 1,73
450 M,Te
SHROUD, DDT/E 124,83 ,560 10019
TFU 16,5 9,6 ,03234,2 M,T
REUSABLE
DDT/E 173,76 ,0043 ,0043
PAYLOAD:
750 M,T,
EXPENDABLE
TFU 11,6 2,50 2,50
SHROUD; DDT/E 173,76 1130 ,00433
48,0 M,T,
REUSABLE
TFU 23,2 14,3 ,048
DDT/E 195,48 ,0055 ,Q05S
PAYLOAD: EXPENDABLE
900 M,T, TFU 13,4 2186 2,56
DDT/E 195,48 1,75 ,0058SHROUD:
REUSABLE54,3 M,T, TFU 26,0 16,4 ,055
Table 4-5 PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATES OF FACTORS RELATED TO
REUSABILITY OF 11LLV'S ($M)
WINGED 450 m.t. BALLISTIC 450 BALLISTIC 900
!-HYDROGEN
9.3
KEROSENE
3.0
PROPANE
2.9
KEROSENE
23
PROPANE
2.7
KEROSENE
5.0
PROPANE
5.0Propellants
Refurbishment 6.5 6.7 6.0 3.5 2.9 5.8 4.7
Recovery -- ---- 1.5 1.5 1.7 1.7
Humanpower 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1
Vehicle 2.8 2.7 2:5 1.4 1.2 2.3 2.0
Expendable full 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 2.9 Z.9
DDT/E 0,17 0.16 0.16 0.07 0.06 0.17 0.15
Total Trip Cost 22.6 16.4 15.4 13.0 12.2 20.0 18.6
Shroud Percent 8.0 10.4 11.0 13.0 13.9 14.5 15.6
Recovery includes operations ($1.1M), retroengines and parachutes
($0.4M for 450 m.t., adn $0.6M for 900 m.t.).
4.3.5 Operations
This section will consider as operational areas all
phases of restoring a heavy lift launch vehicle to
operational status. Data from references 4-1 and 4-2
are used whenever possible. Cost analysis of a number
of areas discussed below is neither detailed nor accur-
ate at the present. Unfortunately, those areas of uncer-
tainty dominate the total HLLV cost picture. Unless
otherwise indicated, the material of this section ap-
plies to the HLLV candidates of section 4.3.2.
One way to understand the nature and extent of opera-
tions required to bring an HLLV unit back on line is to
examine a mission events sequence.
HLLV Mission Events Sequence
a, Earth launch--Stage 1 burn.
b. Retro unitslparachutes return Stage 1 to sur-
face. Recovery operations, equipment, and personnel
required.
c. Stage 2 burn places payload in elliptical Orbit.
d. Retro unitslparachutes return Stage 2 to sur-
face. Recovery operations, equipment and personnel
required.
e. Shroud jettisoned.
^. OMS circulatization burn puts payload in LEO
(HLLb primary mission objective achieved).
g. Stages 1 and 2 are returned to maintenance
site. Stages receive maintenance/refurbishment and
functional verification.
h. Payload assembled and mated with OMS and
shroud.
i. HLLV assembled. This includes stage and
payload mating and interface verification.
j. Prelaunch. This phase includes propellant
loading and preflight testing.
The above list provides an indication of the complexity
of the Operations required to return an HLLV to opera-
tional status.
The extent of uncertainty in HLLV costing will now be
considered. The baseline model for this analysis is the
900 tonnes (992 tons) HLLV. Forecast analyses done
for the space transportation system section of the
"Outlook for Space" study NASA SP-386, January
1976, predicted transportation costs of $44 per
kilogram (S2011b.) to low earth orbit. Projections from
Ref. 4-1 indicated minimum costs of S22 per kilogram
(S101lb.) to LEO for a 900 tonnes HLLV. It will be
assumed that 830 tonnes (915 tons) are delivered to
LEO. This accepts an 6% average penalty for the OMS
and shroud. Figure 4-13 was developed using the pre-
ceding data and the information in Section 4.3.4 on
DDT&E, unit costs, propellant and shroud costs.
Shroud costs were reduced from those of Table 4-4
since propellant tanks will meet part of the shroud re-
quirements for both chemical and electrical transpor-
tation systems (OTV's). An expendable shroud was
considered due to uncertain recovery costs for reusa-
ble shrouds.
Recovery and refurbishment costs of the stages are ex-
pected to figure significantly in the unallocated por-
tions (56% and 76%) of Figure 4-13. Accurate in-
vestigation of the economics and risks associated with
recovery and refurbishment are required before the op-
timal candidate among the horizontal ground landing
candidate:. (2 stage winged) or the vertical water land-
ing candidates (2 stage ballistic) can be determined.
The Shuttle program will have features in common with
both the above candidates. Since the Shuttle has
reusability as one of its performance requirements, it
should provide significant information for the important
areas of recovery and refurbishment.
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A second area of concern is whether the HLLV should
have LEO capability or not; that is, whether the second
stage or a third stage (for example, stages 1 and 2
ballistic and a 3rd winged stage) should be capable of
obtaining LEO, deploying cargo from a payload bay,
retrieving cargo (for example, expended propellant
tanks) and returning to earth. Analysis of this alterna-
tive is dependent upon the mode of interorbital (OTV)
transportation. Electrical propulsion will not require the
services provided by a LEO capability. However, a
chemical propulsion system from LEO to GEO will re-
quire substantial quanitties of propellants which will
be brought to LEO in expendable tanks. A LEO
capability of the HLLV would allow reuse of these
tanks. This area is considered in Chapter 6.
4.4 PERSONNEL. VEHICLE
A personnel and high priority cargo launch vehicle
(PLV) will be required to transport all personnel bet-
ween earth and LEO. if current, proposed crew require-
ments for the solar power satellites (see section 4.4.3)
are not increased significantly, it is reasonable to
assume that a modified shuttle or a vehicle derived
from the shuttle would be capable of meeting the per-
sonnel transportation demands. The orbiter part of the
PLV would carry a personnel carrier module (PCM) in-
ternally in its payload bay,
The next section states several specifications and re-
quirements for the personnel launch vehicle.
4.4.1 Specifications
	
and
Requirements
a. A separate shuttle-derived personnel and
high priority cargo launch vehicle (PLV) is considered
for transportation to the staging base in low earth orbit.
Reuse goal is 100 tripsivehicle.
lb. The launch site shall be the same for both the
PLV and the HLLV.
c. Cross-range for once around, abort only and
full abort capability including pad abort, shall be pro-
vided.
d. Normal passenger stay time shall be six
hours, including five hours maximum flight time, which
allows for loading and transfer of the PCM for both the
ascent and descent mission.
e. LEO passive docking capability, with 24-hour
emergency stay time will be provided.
f. Passenger capacity range: 40-1 CO passen-
gers per trip,
4.4.2 Candidates
A separate personnel launch vehicle (PLV) is required
to transport all personnel and high-priority delivery to
staging LEO.
It would seem preferable to modify the current Shuttle
in order to increase the payload capacity to 45 tonnes
by adding structural mass, and decreasing propellant
requirements and operating costs by replacing solid
boosters with liquid rocket boosters (LRB) using hy-
drocarbon fuel (kerosene or propane) rather than
design new vehicles for the PLV. The LRB, featuring
water recovery, is 10 m in diameter and uses four 1=1
engines with series burn operations. This results in
smaller gross lift-off mass (GLOW) by using smaller,
less expensive external tanks, The PLV configuration is
shown in Figure 4-14.
TRANSPORT TD LEO	 SERIES EURN GLOW 2175 TONS
5DOkm CSRCULAR ORBIT 28 112
692m—
PARALLEL BURN GLOW 2032 TONS T/Wo 1.34
56.Im^ +...^
vwa Is
! 1	 T, 4F-1 ENGINES
BASELINE SHUTTLE ED1NO505	 GROWTH SHUTTLE'
29.5 TONS PAYLOAD (ETR) 36TONS PAYLOADIETR)
515MIF1T SIOWFTT
PAYLOAD , TONS 36 (INTERNAL ORBTTERI
PAYLOAD, PASSENGERS 40TOGO
ORBITER , INSERT,WNS 95
EXTERNAL =A.1N5ERL MRS 33
EXTEANALTANK. ,PROPELLANT.MNS SET
LIQUID ROCKET BOOSTEROUSEKTONS 120
OOOTE (, PONOPSELLAN7.7i71571325
GROSS LIFT
STAWN0 ALTITUDE (BOOSTER) km 45.54
STAGING VELOCITY, kmMc 1.40
FIGURE 4-14 PERSONNEL AND PRIORITY CARGO LAUNCH
VEHICLE (PLV)(FIG.X-4 REF 4-2)
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4.4.3 Personnel
A 6B passenger orbiter concept has been proposed,
but a range of 40 to 100 passengers per personnel car-
rier module will be assumed. It is also assumed that a
PLV will deploy and retrieve a fully loaded PCM each
trip.
Estimated personnel requirements for the col-
umn/cable SPS are 474 and 574 for the truss con-
figuration. For simplification, a nominal 525 will be
used. It should be noted that duty tours are 6 months,
so that transportation will be required for 1050 men per
SPS. Table 4-6 gives the number of vehicles and trips
needed for 112 satellites if PCM capacities of 40, 70,
and 100 passengers are specified. A 15 percent con-
tingency factor was added to the number of vehicles
required. The actual number of trips would most likely
exceed the figures given due to variations in the per-
sonnel loading at the SPS site, and the inability of the
PLV to always carry a fully loaded PCM.
4.4.4 Cost Estimates
Table 4-7 provides average costs per mission for two
hydrocarbon fueled personnel launch vehicles. The
passenger capacity is assumed to be in the range of 40
to 100.
4.4.5 Operations
The personnel (and high priority cargo) launch vehicle
(PLV) will transport a personnel carrier module (PCM)
from earth to a low earth orbit staging base. The PCM is
carried internally in the payload bay of the PLV. Ex-
tended passive docking of the PLV at the LEO staging
base may be required if the construction and support
personnel for the solar power satellite undergo an
orientation period at th q LEO base. Both electrical and
chemical propulsion options will require the services of
a PLV which is assumed to be a Shuttle derived or
modified vehicle. The modes of personnel deployment
from LEO , GEO will be dependent upon whether the
electrical or chemical option is selected. The electrical
option will require the services of a new vehicle, the
personnel orbital transfer vehicle (POTV), which will
dock with the PCM at LEO and provide propulsion for
the PCM mission to the GEO construction or assembly
site. The chemical option assumes that the (cargo) or-
bital transfer vehicle will have the capability to provide
propulsive power for the PCM to GEO. Details con-
cerning the PCM and POW are provided in Section
6.4. It is assumed that the PLV will be capable of
retrieving a loaded PCM from the LEO staging base.
that is, it will provide earth to LEO capability for one
personnel complement and LEO to earth transportation
for another complement.
4.5 SUMMARY	 AND
CONCLUSIONS
Preliminary analysis indicates that regardless of the
mode of interorbital transfer (chemical or electrical),
an equatorial launch site presents several well defined
technical advantages over alternative sites such as
Kennedy Space Center. The technical and economic
advantages are judged sufficient to recommend an in-
depth analysis of alternative sites and their implica-
tions for the SPS program.
Investigation of the risks and economics of recovery
and refurbishment of heavy lift launch vehicles is con-
sidered to be an important area for study. It may well
have the largest impact on the heavy lift launch vehi-
cle mission cost picture. Particularly of interest is a
comparison between horizontal ground landing candi-
dates (2 stage winged) and vertical water landing can-
didates (2 stage ballistic). The rationale for this study
is that projected space programs of the immediate
future (next quarter century) will almost certainly
benefit from vehicles with a high reusability factor,
and, in fact, support for future programs can be partially
based upon the fact that economical earth to LEO
transportation is available.
It appears after considering the costof two expendable
tanks for chemical orbital transfer vehicles (see
Chapter 6) per mission and at least a partial shroud per
HLLV mission, that the possibility exists that an HLLV
with a second or third stage capable of retrieving ex-
pended tanks from LEO could be cost effective. It is
recommended that further study into the cost trade-off
problem of expendable tanks and shrouds versus a
second or third stage with LEO capability be con-
ducted.
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Table 4-6 TOTAL NUMBER OF PERSONNEL VEHICLES AND TRIPS
PASSENGER
CAPACITY
NUMBER OF TRIPS
(112 SPS's)
TOTAL. PLUMBER OF VEHICLES
REQUIRED
40 3024 35
70 1680 20
100 1232 15
Table 4-7 SHUTTLE-DERIVI
VEHICLE MISSI(
NOTE: Recovery
includes  operations
($1.1M), retro-
engines and
parachutes
($0.1M)
;D PERSONNEL LAUNCH
IN COSTS $M.
40 - 80 PASSENGERS
4-Engine
Kerosene
3-Engine
Propane
Propellants 0.8 0.6
Refurbishment 2.8 2.8
Recovery 1.2 1.2
Humanpower 2.1 2.1
External Tanks 2.1 2.1
Vehicle 2.9 2.8
DDT/E 0.006 0.013
Total trip cost 11.9 11.6
REFERENCES
4-1 initial Technical, Environmental, and Eco- Volume I Summary, NASA, Houston, July 1976.
nomic Evaluation of the Space Solar Power Concepts.
	 4-2 Ibid. Volume If
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CHAPTER 5
ORBITAL TRANSFER BY ELECTRICAL. PROPULSION
7
5.1 INTRODUCTION
One of the largest detractors to sending a large mass
into space is the terrific cost of the delivery system.
The conventional chemical rockets currently used
have only a 20% payload capability. One possible way
to increase the percentage of payload is to use
engines or thrusters with a higher specific impulse. Of
the many possibi!ities, one which should be strongly
considered is the electrical-powered jet. Electrical
Power is used to effect an acceleration of some stored
propellant, thus providing a thrust.
Specific impulses in the order of 20,000 have been
deemed possible and thrusters delivering greater than
10,000 Isp have been demonstrated (Ref. 5-1). The
electrical thruster requires a considerable amount of
electrical energy to develop these high specific im-
pulses and a solar power satellite can provide the
electrical power necessary to operate certain types of
these thrusters.
Solar electric propulsion (SEP) could be brought to
readiness for first use as primary spacecraft propulsion
by 1980. The technology for each of the essential ele-
ments of a total SEP system is presently available.
System level integrations and extensive functional, en-
vironmental, and duration testing remain to be ac-
complished (Ref. 5-2).
5.2 PROPULSION
5.2.1 Points of Concern and
Problems
The electrical thruster study included both descriptive
specifications and societal impact. The following
questions were considered for each candidate
thruster.
5.2.1.1 AVAILABILITY
Is the thruster available today, and if not, it is projected
Io be available at the required time in the future? Is
this projection realistic and based on sound forecast-
ing techniques, or just wishful dreaming?
5.2.1.2 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Will a thruster require the use of a propellant that will
harm man's environment? Will it require depletion of a
significant amount of the earth's resources?
5.2.1.3 COST
What will a thruster cost? If in the developmental
stage, what will it cost to complete it? How many will
be needed?
5.2.1.4 THRUSTER MOUNTING
How will the thrusters be attached to the satellite and
how will the satellite be modified to accommodate
them?
5.2.1.5 CONTROL AND POWER
CONDITIONING
How will the electrical power and propellant be condi-
tioned and supplied to the thruster and how will they
be controlled?
5.2.2 Thruster Characteristics
and Solutions
The thrusters considered most viable as candidates fcr
orbital transfer have high specific impulse, high efli-
ciency, low power requirements, and a high
thrust/weight ratio. The characteristics of several can-
didate thrusters are given in Table 5-1 (Ref 5-3).
5.2.2.1 AVAILABILITY
Thnister availability is a matter of great concern and
must be carefully sizes in the very near future since
only current technology is involved (Ref. 5-3 and 5-4).
Additional development and testing of larger (than cur-
rently available) thrusters would be required. The hy-
drogen and ammonia fueled, electric arc-jet, while re-
quiring more development than the resistojet, also
uses only current or near future projected technology
(Refs 5-3 and 5-4).
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Table 5-1	 POTENTIAL OTV THRUSTER CHARACTERISTICS
Ln
W
l
Resistojet ElectricArc-Jet
Electric
Arc-Jet tSPU ION
Propellant LH2 NH3 LH2 ARGON ARGON
Specific Impulse, Sec 1K 1.5K 3K 10K
30cm
	
100cm
5K	 20K
Thrust, N (L8f ) 444.8 - 4448 22.2 - 222 22.2 - 222 .09	 3.76
(100K) (5-50) (5-50) (.02)	 (.845)
Input Elec. Power, KW 3.4-34 x 103 .41-4.1 x 10 3 .65-6.5 x 10 3 1.6-16 x 103 3.3	 459
Voltage, Volts (DC) 100-1K(AC/OC) 100 200 300 600	 IOK
Thrust/Mass (go x T/W) 1.0 1 x 10- 2 2 x 10-2 8 x 10-3 6 x 10-4	2.3 x 10-4
KWe/N(lbf) Thrust 7.9 (35) 18 (80) 29.2 (130) 51.7 (300) 39.3 (175)	 122 (543)
Overall Efficiency, Pin/Pjet 65 40 50 70 68	 88
Thermal Efficiency, 14 Waste Heat 98 80 90 90
Both the MPD and ION (electrostatic) thrusters will re-
quire more development time than either the resistojet
or the arc-jet, The technology level necessary to pro-
duce these thrusters in the proper size and reliability
has not yet been attained and extensive research and
development will be required to do so. (Ref. 5-5).
5.2.2.2 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Environmental impact must be considered from
several viewpoints, since there is concern for both
man's protection, the earth's environment, and the en-
vironment of the satellite itself. Choice of the pro-
pellant must also be included in this study since some
of the proposed propellant appears to present greater
hazards (both to man and the satellite) than others.
As far as man's environment is concerned, the effects
are two-fold. The exhaust plume of all the thruster can-
didates consists of high energy particles. Some of the
propellants, such as cesium and mercury, are poten-
tiaily dangerous to man and satellite even in a low
energy state and become extremely so when acceler-
ated to high velocities in a thruster (Ref. 5-6). The pro-
pellants presenting the lowest environmental prob-
lems appear to be argon and hydrogen.
The effects of the exhaust plume on the satellite can
be quite pronounced for certain thruster-propellant
combinations, Certain propellants create more of a
hazard for the solar cells and others seem to be poten-
tially damaging to the structure. Preliminary analysis
and investigations indicate a substantial amount of
shielding may be necessary to protect critical portions
of the satellite from the exhaust plume, regardless
which propellant is used (Refs. 5-7 and 5-13). This po-
tential problem will be further addressed in Section
5.4.6
There appears to be an abundance of both argon and
hydrogen, since they can be manufactured from the at-
mosphere (Ar) or from water (1"12), but manufacturing
capacity must be increased (Ref. 5-9).
5.2.2.3 COST
5.2.2.4 THRUSTER MOUNTING AND
CONTROL
The electrical power supplied to the thruster will have
to be conditioned (voltage level, current capability,
stability, etc.) from the raw electrical power available
from the solar cells. Certain of the thrusters need only
one voltage level (Resistojet) and others as many as
fourteen voltage levels (Ion).
5.2.2.5 CONTROL. AND POWER
CONDITIONING
Control of the thrusters is somewhat dependent on
their location on the satellite. Clustering the thrusters,
tank, and power conditioning equipment may provide
some economy over a scattered arrangement. Location
of the thrusters must be considered from several view-
points and once chosen, the propellant and power
delivery system should then be optimized. This sub-
jectwill be addressed in more detail in Sections 5.4.4
and 5.5. Figure 5-1 shows some of the complexities
and interrelationships involved in choosing a
thruster/propellant type.
5.3 ORBITAL MECHANICS
5.3.1 Introduction
The very concept of transporting large structures from
low earth orbit to geosynchronous orbit (LEO to GEO)
implies that the transfer will involve only very low
thrust acceleration. Structures of very large area (many
km2) rule out accelerations in excess of 10-3 earth g's.
It we are to use part of the power generating capacity
of a solar power satellite to generate thrust in electric
propulsion systems, their number would become ex-
cessive if acceleration higher than 10 -4 earth g's were
considered.
For such a low thrust transfer, different equations and
geometrics apply as compared to the familiar im-
pulsive orbit transfer problems.
1
The cost of a prototype thruster is somewhat difficult to This section presents `
 some useful analytic tools that
ascertain, especially for the 'ypes requiring long can be used in the quick-look preliminary design
development time. This matter is discussed at length' feasibility study, to be followed eventually by more
in Chapter S and thruster costs are tabulated there. detailed computer analyses.
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FIGURE 5-2 TYPICAL LOW THRUST SPIRAL
TRANSFER GEOMETRY
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Thus the altitude gained per orbit increases with the
third power of r.
sruolcs
This view is consistent with the expression for the
flight path angle as a function of altitude,
	
Y = 2 
T	
(G.4-11)
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Y0DES derived in Appendix G, equation G.4-1 1. W is the gra-
vitational force in orbit and thus equation G.4-11 may
be rewritten as:
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FIGURE 5-1 THRUSTER/PROPELLANT SELECTION
5.3.2 Geometry of the Transfer
Spiral
i
The geometry of a typical transfer spiral trajectory is
shown in Figure 5-2. It shows that con-, 9cutive orbits
are initially close together, while, as the altitude in-
creases, they become spaced farther apart. This can
be shown by two quantitative relationships applicable
to the low thrust transfer.
An expression for the altitude gained in one orbit can
be obtained from energy considerations. Equating the
work done by the thrust force on the spececraft during
one orbit and the resulting increase in its energy as
`	 evidenced by the increase in orbit altitude:
I
T (2-,7r)g0 
2r
r) = gQ -^ Ah,
I 
l
1
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ITo appreciate the range of these variables we have, for dog-leg maneuver shown in Figure G-2.
TIWLEO 
=I 0-4 , at LEO:	 In the low thrust transfer we arrive at geosynchronous
orbit with near local circular speed and we do not have
A 	
- 8 . 64 km (4. 66 n.m.) ^	 the capability of impulsively changing the direction oforbit
	 the velocity. Thus the best manner in which to achieve
the plane change is by repeated small A V's at nodal
Y	 __ . 01 7 5 p a	 passage of the orbit and equatorialLEO	 VICGEO 1 =1528 m/sec. (5012 ft./sec.),
where i is the plane change required (in radians).
and near GEO:	 The geometry is shown in Figure 5-3.
."" 4
Ah	 = 7860 km (1004 n.m.),orbit
YOEO = .4330.
5.3.3 Ideal A V, Propellant
Requirement
Thus the theoretical minimum A V required for the en-
tire
A V = 6071 m/seac. (19,914 ft./sec.)
Additional requirements on the A V budget are dis-
cussed in the section on Design Considerations.
V"GEO
^
 INCREMENTAL nV'S, THEIR
i SUM 15 (V"UE0J
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FIGURE 5-3 GEOMETRY OF LOW THRUST PLANE CHANGE
5.3.3.1 COPLANAR ALTITUDE CHANGE
Since the thrust force works against gravity and in 5.3.3.3 PROPELLANT REQUIRED
climbing to higher altitudes the spacecraft in fact
losses speed it is not immediately obvious what the The A V requirement discussed above establishes the
ideal speed increment (the speed increment which propellent weight required for the mission by the use
the spacecraft would achieve in the absence of gra- of the rocket performance equation:
vlty), A V, is.
5.3.4E Time History of Transfer
In Section G.4.3 it has been shown, from the basic
equations of motion, that the ideal A V is equal to the 5.3.4.1 COPLANAR PART OF TRANSFERdifference between the initial and final local circular
speeds:
	 A relationship between the time since the beginning
A V = V c
	 VICGEO;	
of thrusting and the altitude, assuming constant thrust
LEO -
or numerically, the total d V for transfer from the initial acceleration, is derived in Section G.4.4. Equation
circularl r orbit at h = 500 km to an in-plane circular orbit
at geosynchronous altitude is:t = py/T
	 (8.4_70)
A V = 4543 m/sec. (14,903 ft./sec.)
can be written in terms of altitude:
5.3.3.2 PLANE CHANGE
In Section. G.3.3 it was shown that the impulsive A V ^L.EO
required for simultaneous circularization and a 28.50 t (days) = 90 ^7 - R^+ha	 (5.3-5 )
plane change was 1817 misec., a mere 371 m/sec.
(1218 ft./sec.) over that required for an in-plane cir-
cularization. This was possible through the efficient for constant T/m =.0001 go.
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This relationship is plotted in Figure 5-4.
The total time to GEC is 53.79 days. Extrapolation to
other values of the (constant) Tim is easily done by
realizing that the time is inversely proportional to Tlm.
Hence for T/m =.001 go, the total time is 5.38 days; for
Tlm =10-5 go it is 538 days.
If the thrust remains constant during the transfer, the
thrust acceleration, Tim, will increase due to the pro-
pellant consumption. This, of course, depends on the
specific impulse of the propulsion system used. By
way of illustration, an altitude versus time curve is also
shown in Figure 5-4, taking this effect into account for
a system with a 1500 Sec specific impulse.
V1CGEQ i
tplane change = 3	 T/m
= 54.1 days
for	 1 = , 0001 gQ,
DIRECTION OF
LANE OF N013E5 1 1 I	 ORBITAL MOTIONI.
EQUATORIAL PLANE
FIGURE 5-5 LOW THRUST PROGRAM FOR ORBITAL
PLANE CHANGE
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5.3.4.2 THE PLANE CHANGE
5.3.4.3 OCCULTATION
The effect of occultation, the temporary stopping of the
thrust when the spacecraft passes through the shadow
of the earth, has not been investigated in detail here.
The primary influence on the transfer process is the in-
crease in transfer time by the accumulated time of oc-
cultation. The time of occultation during any one orbit
is a function of the angle between the earth-sun line
and the normal to the orbital plane, as well as of the
altitude of the spacecraft. It is thus a function of the
time of the year and the orbital inclination.
Analysis has shown that in a worst case, where the sun
is continuously in the orbital plane, the accumulated
time in darkness is about 18% of the total time. This
"worst case" can easily be avoided.
A continuing detailed analysis is currently underway at
JSC (Ref. 5-10).
The plane change maneuver is very time consuming
since the opportunity to apply the corrections occurs
only twice per day at the. nodal crossings. It is sug-
gested. that the process be speeded up by a thrusting
program which begins 30° ahead of the nodal crossing
and continues until 300 beyond. The scheme,is shown
in Figure 5-5.
The penalty associated with this non-impulsive plane
change has not been evaluated here, but the minimum
time required to change the plane 28.5 0 at geo-
synchronous orbit is:
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5.3.5 Final Approach to GF-0
The details of the final approach to a desired circular
orbit at GEO altitude is shown in Figure 5-6. Thrust
must be terminated at point B prior to arriving at the
desired. altitude (point C), otherwise overshoot will oc-
on the environment. She physical constraints imposed
by the surroundings will greatly affect the entire SPS
project, but it will be particularly affected during transit
between LEO and GEO and during construction and
operation in GEO where the environment is to a large
extent unknown and subject to fluctuations.
cur. The physical surroundings of the satellites or modules
At thrust cut-off, the local circular speed at a small will consist of both the natural environment, which is
flightpath angle y B will form the initial conditions to a unusual from an earth-bound point of view, and the ad-
coast phase such that the desired altitude is reached ditions to the environment created by the transfer vehi-
at the apogee of the coast phase ellipse. First approx- cles themselves. These must be considered in the
imations to the eccentricity, e, is that it is equal to sin ,
 choices of materials and methods of construction,
y B and thus the altitude rise, from B to A, is RBe or RB which must be selected to be compatible with extreme
sin y B.	 temperature variations superimposed on a vacuum and
UV dhFor the case at hand, this altitude rise is approximately
316 km (170 n.m.), the coast arc near 90 0 , and the
posigrade A V needed for circularization at apogee is
12 m./sec. (36 ft./sec.).
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an of er types of radiation.
The influence of plasma and radiation-belt environ-
ment will also be important in delivery and deploy-
ment; some of the effects, such as the effect of radia-
tion pressure on orbital mechanics and obscuration of
solar cells due to micrometeorite "dust," will be quite
small; others, such as degradation of solar cells and
time limits on crew exposure, will yield critical trade-
off parameters for system optimization.
The minor effects of the environment on the design
will notbe considered in this limited study, and the lm-
pact of the total SPS on the environment will be con-
sidered in a later chapter.
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5.4. SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL
ASPECTS
The environment has a multitude of effects on man
and his machines and they, in turn, have many effects
Aerodynamic forces, although small in absolute value,
may have long range effects on the orbital charac-
teristics of objects in low earth orbits. In particular, the
drag, being dissipative in nature, will gradually reduce
the total energy and hence the major axis of the orbit.
For initially circular orbits, the net effect is a decrease
in altitude while the speed remains equal to its local
circular value with negligible flight path angle. With
speed and atmospheric density increasing with time
the trajectory will eventually steepen rapidly, resulting
in reentry.
r
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Since aerodynamic effects are proportional to the 5.4.1.2 ORBITAL LIFETIME
dynamic pressure, q.,
q =1120 V2, a measure of the areodynamic en- Analysis shows that the orbital lifetime, TL, of a
vironemnt at low-orbital altitudes might appropriately satellite placed in circular orbit is inversely propor-
be the value of dynamic pressure based an the local air tional to the drag-weight parameter. Thus the product
mass density, ^ , and the local circulat speed, Vic.	 T` CD AIWo is independent of the aerodynamic
characteristics of the vehicle. This product, the lifetime
Table 5-2 shows that the dynamic pressure varies by parameter, is plotted in Figure 5-7 as a function of
several orders of magnitude in the range of altitudes altitude (after Ref. 5-11). The analysis assumes cons-
from 300 to 800 km.	 tant drag-weight parameter and ignores all other per-
At a given altitude the effect of the drag force on the turbing forces such as solar radiation pressure. At
motion of the spacecraft is dictated by the drag altitudes above 650 km the solar radiation pressure
deceleration or the drag force per unit mass of the becomes comparable with the aerodynamic pressure
vehicle. The government spacecraft -dependent (Ref. 5-12).
parameter is the so - called drag -weight parameter,* For an altitude of 500 km (270 n .m.) the lifetime
DDA/Wo. Here CD is the non-dimensionai drag coeffi- parameter is seen to be .752 days m 2/N (36 days
cient, A the frontal area, and Wo the (earth-) weight of ft. 2/lb.). A completed SPS has a drag -weight
the vehicle. The units of the drag-weight parameter are parameter of .35 M2 /N (116.3 ft. 2/lb.) and thus would
m 2 1n (ft. 21ib.). The larger the value fo the drag-weight have a minimum lifetime of 2 . 2 days, assuming no
parameter the more pronounced is the effect of drag. tumbling motion and a constant attitude (large surface
forward) relative to the velocity vector.
*This parameter is the inverse of the Ballistic
Number, which is also frequently used in the literature.
Table 5-2
	
	 DYNAMIC PRESSURE BASED ON LOCAL ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY AND CIRCULAR
SPEED AS A FU INCTION OF ALTITUDE
ALTITUDE h, km (n.m.) 	 DYNAMIC PRESSURE, q, N/m2 (lb/ft2)
278 (150) 2.20 x 10- 3 (4.59 x 10-5)
370 (200) 5.31 x 10- 4 (1.11 x 10-5)
463 (250) 1.70 x 10-4 (3.55 x 10-6)
556 (300) 6.85 x 10- 5 (1.43 x 10-6)
648 (350) 3.21 x 10-5 (6.71 x 10-7)
741 (400) 1.54 x 10-5 (3.21 x 10-7)
833 (450) 7.95 x 10-6 (1.66 x 10-7)
*Standard values of the density as a function of altitude were
obtained from Ref. 5-11.
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FIGURt 5-7 LIFE TIME IN CIRCULAR ORBIT
5.4.1.3 EFFECT OF DIFFERENTIAL DRAG
For orbital operations in low-earth orbit in which a
number of spacecraft and other objects are involved
which are not tethered or otherwise connected with
one another, the effect of differential drag is likely to
be important. For this application the altitude loss per
orbital period is more meaningful than the lifetime.
For low drag forces the altitude loss per orbit is given
by:
Ah	 CA
orbit	 2^( W 1 go* + h)2,0
where go and Ro are standard gravitational accelera-
tion on the earth's surface and the radius of the earth
respectively. The altitude loss is thus proportional to
the drag-weight parameter.
For the reference altitude of 500 km (270 n.m.) the
above expression can be written:
CA
orbit = - 812 ( Mnglish 't"
o
Ah	
CA
orbit = - 11,850	 Wo)rttetric m
To illustrate the
pronounced effect of differential drag, Table 5-3 lists a
selection of typical objects that may be involved in the
assembly of an SPS with the altitude loss per orbit.
5.4.2 Objects in Barth Orbit--The
Potential Collision Problem
5.4.2.1. INTRODUCTION
Since the beginning of the space age in 1957, the
continuing exploration and exploitation of space has
resulted In a substantially increasing population of ob-
jects . in earth orbit. Only a small percentage of these
objects are useful additions to the earth's exosphere.
Communication, weather, and scientific satellites have
increased man's knowledge and wisdom about this
part of his environment, and the Skylab experiences
have proved that man can live in space for extended
periods. In the 1960's, the Space Shuttle will be the
main vehicle for placing payloads into orbit and if cur-
rent planning is realized, man will live in large space
colonies during the construction and maintenance of
solar power stations (Ref. 5-20). It is imperative,
therefore, that this part of the environment is also kept
safe for future activities.
In the United States, the task of tracking earth-orbiting
objects is performed by the North American Air
Defense Command (NORAD). Orbital information
regarding each observable abject--perigee radius,
apogee radius, inclination, etc.--is contained in con-
tinuousiy updated computer files. It is thought that cur-
rent files are reasonably, but not totally, complete for.
objects have a radar cross-sectional area greater than
or equal to .01 m2 (.11 ft. 2). In a detailed analysis of the
June 1973 NORAD catalog (Ref. 5-13), of the 2565
trackable objects, 55.8% are the result of explosions in.
orbit, while rocket bodies and debris from payloads
add another 27.4%. Only 16.4% of the population can
be attributed to payloads, and, of course, most of them
are no longer operational.
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Table 5-3	 ALTITUDE LOSS PER ORBIT FOR TYPICAL OBJECTS ICI A 500 K{tl ALTITUDE
CIRCULAR ORBIT
4
!I
k
t w
N
OBJECT
MAXIMUM
m2/N
C
D
 A/4J
°
(ft2/lb)
MAXIMUM* ALTITUDE
LOSS PER ORBIT
m	 ft
Compact Spacecraft .0006 (.03) 7.3 (24)
EVA Astronaut .0016 (.08) 20 (65)
Empty Large Tank .0048 (.24) 61 (200)
Complete SPSS .32 (16) 4054 (13,300)
Piece of Solar Blanket .48 (24) 6100 (20,000)
Piece of Solar Concentrator 4.8 (240) 61000 (200,000)
*Note here again that the assumption is made that the spacecraft is at
a constant attitude relative to the velocity vector resulting in a
constant maximum CDA/Wo.
9jects will be present in 1995, but, if the annual growth
rate increases by 10% each year, this figure is reached
by 1985. In light of current discussions of space ex-
ploration and exploitation, it seems unlikely that space
activity will decrease in the foreseeable future.
The following interesting phenomenon, associated
with debris growth, has been observed (Ref. 5-14):
Although the total number of trackable objects from
1966 to 1970 increased from approximately 1000 to
2000, the number of objects intersecting a 500 km
spherical shell (LEO) remained constant at about 230.
This suggests that maintaining the current growth rate
coupled with secular orbit perturbations caused by gra-
vitational attraction of the moon and sun, atmospheric
drag, solar radiation pressure, and higher harmonics of
the earth's gravitational potential, will sustain this
Pectination (i)
Period (P)	 5,4.2.2 COLLISION PROBABILITY
Argument of perigee (w)	 MODELING OVERVIEW
From a practical viewpoint, the correlation coefficients Any attempt to estimate the probability of a collision
between any pair of orbital elements, except for "a" between a spacecrcraft and the objects in earth orbit
and "P," can be disregarded. The maximum correla- must model the total
tion coefficient occurred between "a" and "e" and must be dependent n some wayonuthe orbital harac
was .34. This means that only 11.5% of the total teristics of the known population. Characteristic of the
variance of "e" could be explained by a linear relation- models which follow, the first three utilize the popula-
ship between "e" and "a." From the scatter diagrams, , tion spatial data contained within the NORAD catalogs.
it is clear that knowledge of one parameter provides The fourth model is a simplified approximation which
very little information in the prediction of another uses the average spatial density and weighted
parameter.	 average velocity of the debris to determine the
The stationarity, with respect to calendar time or in-
creased missile and space activity, of the probability
distributions of the classical orbital parameters was in-
vestigated to support future collision estimates. if the
distributions remain unchanged, then a prediction of
future collision probabilities could be obtained by a
simple adjustment of the present estimate to account
for any changes in the total number of objects. it was
concluded that the distributions remain essentially
unchanged and that reasonable predictions can be
made for several years in the future.
A major concern is the future of the earth orbiting
population. Based on historical records, a linear ex-
trapolation of these data determined from the growth
rate of the last few years can be obtained (Ref. 5-13).
Latest estimates indicate that the trackable population
increases at the rate of 280-300 objects per year. If this
rate is maintained, approximately 10,000 trackable ob-
The "total" number of objects in earth orbit is assumed
to be about 21/2 times the trackable population. This
figure is assumed to include all objects of radar cross-
sectional area greater than or equal to 10-6m2. The cur-
rent estimate for 1976 exceeds 10,000 objects. A typi-
cal distribution of orbital debris by semi-major axis
(Ref. 5-13, 5-14, and 5-15), however, indicates that
the high intensity flux zone occurs in the annular shell
between 500 and 1500 km (270-810 n.m.). Over 90%
of all earth orbiting objects pass through this region.
In earlier studies (Ref. 5-15 and 5-16) the stationarity
and independence of the six classical orbital
parameters associated with trackable objects were in-
vestigated. The parameters are as follows:
Semi-major axis (a)
Right ascension (fl)
E	 t' '	 ( )
	
ocen ncity a	 dynamical equilibrium zone.
average flux of objects in a spatial zone.
The following assumptions are common to the first
three models.
a. The target spacecraft orbit is circular.
b. Changes in right ascension of the ascending
node and argument of perigee are due to the first order
secular perturbations caused by the oblateness of the
earth.
c. Objects which pose a collision hazard are
very small compared to target objects.
d. The time during which a collision can occur is
short compared to the orbital period of either object.
e. Orbital decay due to atmosphere drag is
neglected..
f. Target objects are small compared to the
dimensions of their orbits.
g. The location of an object in its orbit is random
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ffor any time after the start of a mission.
Obviously, all of the models incorporate to some
degree the inherent stochastic nature of this environ-
ment. In 1966, the NORAD specified tracking under-
tainty was 7620 m (25,000 ft.) and currently it is about
1524 m (5000 ft.). For a given instant in time, this dis-
tance represents the radius of a sphere, centered
along the cataloged orbit, in which the object is ac-
tually located.
5.4.2.3 THE PSE=UDO COI.,LISION MODEL
The Pseudo Collision Model was developed from the
concept of mean time-to-collision (Ref. 5-17), that is,
if T o is the mean time-to-collision and r * is the mis-
sion duration time of the target spacecraft, then the
collision probability (Pc) is determined by:
Pc E 1 -e z`1T o. In order for a collision to oc-
cur between the j th satellite and the target spacecraft,
it is first necessary for the perigee and apogee radii of
the jth satellite to bracket the target altitude (see
Figure 5-8). At each path coincidence, the amount of
time the jth satellite spends within a distance A L of
the target altitude is determined from the true anomaly
increment A Vi, Then the total count of passes during
the duration of the mission is obtained after correcting
for the so-called "beat frequency" between each
satellite and the target spacecraft. This adjustment
provides an uncorrelated count for the total duration of
the mission. Finally, the j th satellite collision pro-
bability is formed from the product of the uncorrelated
count and the probability that the target spacecraft is
at the points of orbital intersections. The overall colli-
sion probability for the mission is then obtained by
summing the individual fluxes (impactslkm Z-yr) and
converting this sum to a probability through the
Poisson distribution as follows: P = 1	 e-3 F l .
.PERIGEE OF 1 0
SATELLITE
^	 5
The basic formulation of this model lends itself to a
particularly simple (proportional scaling) method for
updating collision probabilities due to changes in the
number of satellites, mission duration, or cross-sec-
tional area of the target spacecraft,
Table 5-4 represents the impact rate as a function of
altitude and inclination for a representative SPS
satellite. To interpret this table, choose an altitude and
an inclination, say 500 km and 30 degrees, respec-
tively. Then this model says that an SPS at this location
would experience about 47 impacts per year on the
average. Based on the previous, discussion concerning
the distribution of orbital debris by size, one could infer
that approximately 19 collisions would be caused by
objects having a cross-sectional area exceeding
10-2m2 and the remainder would be caused by smaller
objects. Although these data represent the impact
rates on a randomly oriented surface, this model is
generally regarded as a pessimistic approximation of
potential collisions.
5.4.2.4 THE LANGLEY COLLISION MODEL
The basic geometry of this model is very similar in
structure to the geometry of the previous method (Ref.
5-13). Where are, however, several additional assump-
tions which influence the final results. These assump-
tions are as follow:
al. Target objects are spheres.
b. Orbital traces in the vicinity of an intersection
are straight lines.
c. The orbital velocity of an object in the vicinity
of an intersection is constant,
Based on a spherical target, as the trace of one orbit
moves across the other, the size of the "effective"
target available to a piece of debris is not a circle of
constant radius but rather a circular target whose
radius can vary. This allows one to more sensitively
model the changing relative collision zone with time.
PLANE OF TARGET
sATELLITE
REGION OF
COINCIDENCE
INTERSEMON
LINE
AL . SUM OF TARGET AND
SATELLITE LENGTHS
PLANE Of 0h
SATELLITE
FIGURE 5-13 PSEUDO COLLISION MODEL GEOMETRY
The assumption involving linearization in the vicinity of
a collision can be very good or very bad. In particular,
the final form used for determining the prc^bxnbility of
collision can attain a value greater than 1. It was ob-
served, however, that the number of instances for
which linearity could not be assumed was small com-
pared with the total number of candidates, and hence,
they would rgrobably have a negligible effect on an ex-
tended series of probability calculations.
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Table 5--4
	
PSEUDO COLLISION MODEL
ALTITUDE INCLINATIONS DEG.
n.m. Km 10 30 50 70 80
100 185 2 2 2 2 3
200 370 16 20 20 19 30
270 500 39 47 46 52 67
300 556 49 58 57 67 83
400 741 56 69 71 82 94
500 926 60 73 78 81 105
600 1111 33 37 39 42 54
Impact: Rate for 1-year with an SPS reference area of 144 Km2 (56 Mi l) based
on the 1970 NORAD Catalog.
Table 5-5 reflects the results of the Langley Model.
The terms nominal and worst represent inclinations of
30-50 degrees and 110 degrees, respectively. As
before, we may use proportional scaling to adjust
these predictions for variations in satellite density,
target area, or mission duration.
5.4.2.5 THE APPROXIMATE COLLISION
MODEL
In reality, in order to use the NORAD catalog lo obtain
collision probability estimates, it is necessary to make
certain assumptions concerning the uncertainties in
the data. In this model, the uncertainties associated
with the coordinates of the miss distances between
the debris and the target spacecraft are Gaussian with
the following properties: (a) zero biases, (b) equal
variances, and (c) uncorrelated in the three dimen-
sions (Ref. 5-18).
To formulate this model, consider the vector of closest
approach between the j th satelVe and the target
spacecraft, say Rj (see Fig, 5-9). Also, consider the
relative velocity vector of the j th satellite with respect
to the target to be normal to plane containing Rj.
NOTE: VELOCITY VECTOR OF SATELLITE IS
NORMAL TO THE X-Y PLANE
FIGURE 5-9 APPROXIMATE COLLISION MODEL
GEOMETRY
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Table 5-5	 LANGLEY COLLISION MODEL
M
Ln
TIME
PERIOD
Estimate,
mid-1974
Impact ra
TRACKABLE	 ESTIMATED
OBJECTS	 TOTAL	 500 n.m.
nomi nal
Track I Tot
3570
	
9050	 25	 63
-year with an S reference area o
500 nx.	 B00 n.m.800 n.m.
worst	 nominal	 worst
ack ITot I Track_ Tot Track Tot
51 1 130	 65;l64	 1B3	 464
Km 56 Mi
If one had perfect tracking accuracy, then this relative
velocity vector would be normal to the plane at (0,0).
However, due to tracking errors, the locational uncer-
tainty of the jth satellite with respect to the target
spacecraft is assumed to be tri-variate spherically nor-
maliy distributed. The resultant projection of the uncer-
tainty in any arbitrary plane (e.g., the plane which con-
tains Rj) is, therefore, bi-variate circularly normally
(Rayleigh) distributed.
If we assume that A x = A y = A R = the approximate
length of the target spacecraft plus the other satellite
and that 0_2x = O zy = o- =the NORAq tracking un-
certainty in the components of the close approach
vector, then the j th collision probability is given by:
1	 xj+Ax
PC,] _ 2na2	
exp (-X2/202)
J
xa+AY
d  fexp (-y2/2a2 ) dy
Xi
DJ+Ae Ri+AR
2 f dU f r exp (-- r2/2a2 ) drs2zro 0J
	R-
which integrates immediately to:
P c =	 [exp (-R.2/2a2)
a
- exp (-(Ri + AR)2/202)]•
Table 5-6 shows the sensitivity of this model to varia-
tions in uncertainty. As one can see, increased track-
ing accuracy significantly reduces the expected im-
pact rate and consequently, this model, although it is
an attractive combination of the deterministic and
stochastic nature of the debris environment, is ques-
tionable.
5.4.2.6 THE FLUX MODEL
We mentioned previously that currently (1973) over
90% of all space debris intersects the spherical an-
nulus between 500 and 1500 km. A simple estimate of
the impact rate of these particles on a random ele-
ment, say i km2, of the surface area of a sphere can be
made (see Fig. 5-10). The flux, measured in impacts
per km2 - year is given by:
F =114 DV
where D is the spatial density of the debris and V is the
weighted average particle velocity (Ref. 5-19). If we
assume a linear growih of 250 pieces of debris per
year between 500 and 1500 km, then the spatial den-
sity would increase by about a factor of S by 2035 as
shown in Table 5-7.
Table 5-8 represents the average number of impacts
an SPS satellite would encounter in this spherical an-
nulus for a period of one year.
Due to the distribution or orbital debris, one expects
about one-half the number of impacts at 500 km and
about twice this number at 1000 km where all of the
models predict the worst collision environemnt (Ref.
5-20). In order to use the flux model to make accurate
collision estimates at a given attitude, say 500 km, one
must first determine the flux of objects in near circular
orbit at 500 km, second, determine the flux of objects
intersection a 500 km shell, and then add the fluxes.
For quick estimates, the flux model is attractive and it
typically differs only by a factor of two from the more
involved simulation modes.
5.4.2.7 COMPARISON OF THE MODELS
A comparison between the four previously discussed
models is presented in Figure 5-11. In order for such a
comparison to be made, all collision probabilities were
adjusted to repres ,nt the number of impacts per km2
of a randomly orie , tr;d surface area for a period of one
year. Howeve -ake of consistency within this
report, these _ __ _.,c represented in terms of the max-
imum exposed cross-sectional area.
Two assumptions vrere made to determine Figure
5-11. They are:
a. The flux of particles at 500 km (LEO) will re-
main in equilibrium until the year 2035.
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TABLE 5-b APPROXIMATE COLLISION MODEL
UNCERTAINTY
(FEET)
IMPACT RATE
(IMPACTS/KM2-YR)
5000 1
10000 10
15000 11
20000 18
25000 27
30000 34
50000 40
100000 28
Variation in Impact Rake with Uncertainty for an SPS at 1111 Km
(600 n.m.) miles with a 300
 inclination for one year.
Table 5-7
	
I14CREASE IN SPATIAL DENSITY BY NUMBER OF
OBJECTS FOR A FIXED VOLUME ELEMENT
YEAR
NUMBER OF TRACKABLE
OBJECTS
SPATIAL DENSITY
x 10-9/Km3)
1973 2100 3.1
1995 7600 11.1
2015 12600 18.4
2035 17600 25.7
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Table 5-8 FUTURE PREDICTIONS OF SPS IMPACT RATE USING
THE FLUX MODEL
YEAR IMPACTS BY TRACKABLEDEBRIS
TOTAL NUMBER OF
IMPACTS
1973 46 117
1995 165 419
2015 274 695
2035 383 971
Future Predictions of Impact Rate Between 500 and 1500 Km
for 1 year with an SPS reference area of 144 Km2.
1500 KM ORBIT
WEIGHED AVERAGE
PARTICLE VELOCITY
V=6.6 KM/SEC
AREA= I KM 2	 * a __	 •=
FLUX= 4V	DEBRIS SPATIAL DENSITY
FLUX = IMPACTS /K V-YR	 D = 3. I x I O -s/ KM 3 (1975)
500KM ORBIT
FIGURE 5-I0 GEOMETRY OF THE FLUX MODEL
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b. The growth in the number of particles bet- 5, 4, 2.8 C O N C L U S 10 N S
	 AND
ween 500 and 1500 km is held constant at 250 per RECOMMENDATIONS
year,
Both assumptions are considered to be very conserva-
tive in light of anticipated future space activities asso-
ciated with SPS construction and maintenance,
however, each has its foundation in the historical data.
This comparative analysis reflects the impact rate on
the SPS truss configuration during partial construction
in LEO and subsequent transportation by electric
thrusters to GEO. Each of the five viable engine candi-
dates requires a portion of the total SPS power output
for its operation. Therefore, assuming an SPS construc-
tion rate of one per year, the impact rate during build-
up in LEO can be approximated. Finally, assuming a
trip time of 54 days from LEO to GEO, a partially com-
pleted SPS will spend about 4 days traveling from 500
to 1500 km where the impact rate is expected to in-
crease by about a factor of S by 2035.
TRIP TIME 84 DAYS ITrW • IOh	 PSEUDO MOD L
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If unrestrained launch activity continues, it is inevitable
that even the life spar. of small objects will be signifi-
cantly decreased. If man is to continue to use space to
his advantage, this attitude is clearly unacceptable,
The gathering of the latest data on orbiting satellites
and debris together with improved modeling techni-
ques should continue in order to illuminate the chang-
ing nature of this environment with time. In particular, a
detailed collision analysis should be performed for
long duration GEO orbits to determine the expected
impact rate on operational SPS satellites. A deeper un-
derstanding of the problem might suggest ways in
which practical solutions might be achieved.
Possible general recommendations which could be
made have been articulated in a recent manuscript
(Ref. 5-20). The following suggestions are listed in
order of increasing severity of the problem:
a. Continue to do nothing.
b. Perform ground tests to simuiaiP hyper-
velocity impacts on complex structures.
c. Design and fly a Shuttle payload to monitor
the buildup of objects in earth orbit.
d. Design a collision avoidance system for
spacecraft.
e. Impose restraints on payloads to minimize
the amount of debris in space.
f. Institute a program to return objects from
space which no longer serve a useful function.
AREA km	 A specific recommendation can be made with regard
FSGURE 5-ti COMPARISON OF 4 COLL;StON MODELS 	 to the SPS truss configuration associated with LEO
construction. If, in lieu of one large truss, N smaller
If, d
	 transported to GEO, and joined together to form a com-due to economic, engineering, or other constraints, modules are constructed in LEO, independently
LH^, the Arcjet engine is chosen as the thruster, then a plete solar satellite, the total number of impacts for a
conservative estimate of the number of impacts on a complete SPS can be significantly reduced. Far a
single SPS satellite before it reaches GEO is between linear construction rate, the area as a function of time
12 and 24 by the turn of the century. A further, and is given by:
possibly more realistic, estimate is obtained if we
allow the number of objects intersecting a LEO orbit to
increase by ten per year. Then the estimate becomes 	 A(1;) = A' o < t < T
25 to 50 impacts by the year 2000. With the projected 	 T	 —	 '
intense launch activity of HLLV's supporting the SPS
program, extreme care must be maintained to prevent where A represents the randomly oriented surface
a degradation in an environment which already pre- area, T is the time to completion, and t is the elapsed
sents serious collision problems. 	 time.
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Therefore, if F represents the flux (impacts per
Km2-yr.) in LEO, then the number of impacts on the
trus ([Truss) in LEO is given by:
_F•A T _FAT
=Truss	 T 
ftdt
2
If N smaller modules are constructed, each requiring
TIN years to complete, then the number of impacts on
the total collection of N modules (Imod) is given by:
I	
__ "A 
f 
tdt _ 
YTruss
Mod	 T	 N
Consequently, a 11N reduction in expected impacts is
gained in LEO if the modular approach is adopted. Of
course, the number of collisions during transportation
to GEO for either scenario is unchanged if the total
area remains constant.
Geomagnetically Trapped Radia-
tion
The geomagnetic field consists of lines of force which
within the trapping region are closed, well confined,
and relatively stable and which are capable of trapping
charged particles (Ref. 5-21), The particles trapped in
the region are primarily protons (H,'} and electrons
(e), with less than 1 % deuterons (H, 2) and tritons
(H, 3). The region is commonly known as the Van Allen
belt.
The coordinate system used for plotting the trapped
radiation is based on the invariance of physical proper-
ties. For our purposes, and for geosynchronous orbit
with a small inclination, it will be sufficient to define
the dimension L; this is the coordinate of the magnetic
shall on which a particle stays as it drifts around the
earth in longitude. For a perfect magnetic dipole it has
the magnitude of the equatorial distance of the line of
force in units of earth radii (Re). In the figure below
(Fig. 5-12), L is used to show the distance to the
center of an arbitrary region of constant radiation flux.
Assuming the same conditions used in the example of
Section 5.4.2.7 and assuming 25 modules are con-
structed, by the turn of the century, the number of im-
pacts for the realistic case becomes 1 to 2 collisions.
This is a significant reduction in the total number of
collisions, but further research is needed to evaluate
the added problems in GEO associated with the
necessary aggregation of the modules to complete the
satellite.
5.4.3 Radiation
N^	 ISOFLUX LINES
si
tom- L -
FIGURE 5-12
REGION OF CGNSTANT RADIATION FLUX
Radiation is probably the most pervasive and the least Synchronous equatorial orbits will lie on the magnetic
understood part of the enviropment to be encountered shell given by L =6.6 Re. However, the parameter L is
by the SPS itself and by the large construction crew based on measurements made at the earth's surface,
necessary during the transportation and assembly of and the magnetic yield calculations are in error at this
the SPS. Before such a design can be contemplated it altitude due to the effect of the solar wind which in-
will be necessary to know in detail the flux levels of the teracts with the earth's magnetic field to create the
many kinds of radiation, their energy spectra and their magnetosphere (Ref. 5-22). The coordinate system
time variations. 	 used in trapped radiation therefore breaks down at
geosynchronous altitude.
5.4.3.1 TYPES OF RADIATION IN SPACE
One possible method of Classifying radiation in space
is by its origin and place of occurrence. For the present
purposes, this is the method that will be used.
[Protons. It is fairly well established that the
total radiation as a function of distance from earth has
two peaks, the first of these is known classically as the
inner radiation zone. Here high energy (---40 MeV)
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Intensity/m2ster.sec
>1.5 GeV/Nuc.
Intense_
Intensity -Z > 10
Average in
Universe
H 1 1300 680 3360
He 2 88 46 258
, Be, B 3-5 1.9 1.0 10
-5
, N, o, F 6--9 5.7 3.0 2.64
> Ne >10 1.9 1.0 1.0
> Ca >20 0.53 0.28 0.06
protons reach a peak flux of 5 x 10 4 Hs'Icm2
 sec, at a
distance of L =1.5 Re. These protons constitute the
most penetrating natural component of radiation in the
inner zone. Anotner peak of high energy protons is
found in the inner zone at L —2.28 Re.
In the outer radiation zone (L =3-5 Re) there is an im-
portant low-energy proton component with energies
0.1 1 E -4 MeV with a peak flux on the order of 108
Hi'Icm2 sec. (Ref. 5-21).
Electrons. The other major component of the
trapped radiation is the electrons. The electrons exist
in relatively high intensity throughout the entire region
of durable trapping within the magnetosphere. For the
inner radiation zone the flux is greater than 10 8 elcm2
sec. for energies >40 keV. Typical values of elegtron
intensities in the outer radiation zone (at L —4 Re near
the geomagnetic equator) are:
Jo (Ee > 40 keV) =3 x 10' elcm2 sec.
A (Eo > 230 keV) =3 x 10' elcm 2 sec.
J, (Eo > 1.6 MeV) = 3 x 105 elcm2 sec.
Whereas the protons in the outer zone are charac-
terized by their stability, the electrons in the outer zone
are characterized by their time variability. The fluxes
can change by orders of magnitude in hours.
It is interesting that among trapped radiation the
electrons constitute the main hazard to humans in the
outer zone. The trapped protons at high altitudes do
not present much of a radiation hazard because their
energies are below 1 MeV (Ref. 5-22). The FLUX
subroutine (Ref. 5-24) calculates the proton flux (40
MeV -110 MeV) and sets the value equal to zero when
L > 4. For the solar cells, however, the damage done
by the low energy protons cannot be neglected.
Galactic Cosmic Radiation. This radia-
tion source consists of completely ionized atoms
(nuclei) (Ref. 5-25). The particles have great energy
and it is therefore assumed that they cannot be con-
tained in our solar system but are generated in the
galaxy, possibly from a variety of sources (Ref. 5-26).
Before they are absorbed near the earth's orbit they
have undergone initial acceleration and diffusion
through the galaxy, possibly again been accelerated
and finally modulated by the solar wind. Because of
their diverse nature, but generally high mass and
energy, they are usually referred to as HZE particles.
Galactic material ranges from hydrogen through iron
with chemical composition as shown in Table 5-9.
Table 5-9	 CHEMICAL COMPOCI T TON OF GALACTIC COSMIC PAYS
II
The abundance of the elements C, N, O, F, and the
presence of Li, Be, and B suggests that the formation of
the cosmic rays occurs in a region rich in heavy nuclei
and that the lighter nuclei Li, Be, and B are formed by
fragmentation of the heavy nuclei upon collision with
interstellar hydrogen. The fragmentation parameters
for the production of those three elements are known
reasonably well (Ref. 5-27) and the amount of matter
necessary to be traversed by the cosmic rays in order
to produce the yields shown in the table can be calcul-
ated. The best current estimate (Ref. 5-28) is
2.5g/cm". It is interesting, but not too surprising, that
nuclei of even Z tend to predominate. Even-even
nuclei are generally more stable. Recent indications
are that approximately 1 % of the primary galactic
radiation consists of electrons with E > 100 MeV.
The effects of high-energy cosmic rays on humans are
unknown but are considered by most authorities not to
be of serious concern for the relatively short exposures
of contemporary spaceflight activity (Ref. 5-25). The Radiation Environmental Dose in
However, for the long-duration, deep-space missions LEO and In Orbit Transfer, Because the radia-
of the future there may be progressive destruction of tion environment is so diverse, it is convenient to es-
nondividing nerve cells. The question of biological tablish the dose received as the unit of measurement
effects of HZE particles has been accentuated by the The dose received at a point is that due to the sum of
reports of visual light flashes, even with eyes closed, all of the radiation and is measured in rads, where 1
by Apollo crews (Ref. 5-29). In these cases the eye it- rad is defined as 100 ergs of energy deposited per
self has acted as a scintillation detector.	 gram of whatever material is receiving the dose.
Although the intensities, especially of the electrons in In low-earth orbit (LEO) and in orbital transfer (OT)
the outer radiation zone, may vary widely, both the between LEO and geosynchronous orbit (GEO)
geomagnetically trapped radiation and the galactic material and men are subjected to exposure of radia-
cosmic rays are referred to as "expected" radiation. tion in the Van Aller *Pit. Figure 5-13 shows the daily
Into this classification also falls the emissions from accumulated dose, in tads, as a function of altitude for
nuclear onboard spacecraft sources (Ref. 5-30). 	 a circular orbit with 30 degree inclination (Ref. 5-31).
Similar curves are obtained for other orbital inclina-
Solar Cosmic Radiation. Solar radiation is tions with the accumulated dose slightly higher for
classified as "unexpected" radiation presumably due
to the fact that it cannot be predicted in advance of
solar events. The solar particle radiation consists
mainly of high energy protons and their intensities are
such that they constitute a considerable hazard to
manned flights and have a considerable effecton most
types of solar cells. The geomagnetic cutoff energies
are not well known in synchronous altitudes, therefore,
the differences between free space fluxes and those
encountered by synchronous satellites for energies
less than 30 MeV are somwhat indeterr..onate. Above
30 MeV the free space flux should be encountered
(Ref. 5-22).
E
Solar events, in order to be considered, have an integr-
ated intensity of 106
 particleslcm 2
 at energies > 30
MeV, observed on earth; this is a threshold (Ref. 5-26).
Energy distribution of the particles range from 107 eV
and have been observed at >10 2" ev.
For high altitudes the solar cosmic radiation must be
taken into consideration. For example, if the solar
event of August 4-9, 1972, had coincided in time with
an Apollo mission, the dose within the heavy, well
shielded command module would have been 360 rads
for the skin and 35 rads for bone and spleen. Inside the
thinly shielded Lunar Module or during EVA the dose
would have been extremely serious (Ref. 5-25).
Consideration must also be given to secondary radia-
tion, neutrons, and Bremsstrahlung, created by colli-
sions and interactions by cosmic rays or electrons with
the material of the spacecraft or within the body sub-
jected to the radiation.
smaller angles. The curves in the figure have shielding
thickness as a parameter, varying from 0.5 g§cm ,
which is representative of spacesuits, to 4.0 gfcm
which is representative of a well shielded spacecraft.
The dose received in LEO, as shown in the figure, de-
pends on the altitude chosen for the orbit. Air drag at
low altitudes may make it impossible to assemble
large, low-density structures due to degradation of or-
bit, on the other hand, an increase in altitude will mean
an increase in radiation dose and will, therefore, re-
quire additional shielding for the construction crew. If
assembly, or partial assembly is to be done in LEO
there will, therefore, be a. tradeoff between orbit
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The dose received in OT will obviously depend on the
time spent in going from LEO to GEO, however, t?•le
dose will be sufficiently high so that only chemical o
propulsion should be considered for crew. Figure 5-14
shows the accumulated dose, in rads, as a function of 1j
shield thickness, with orbit transfer times of 5.4, 27, o
and 54 days and with all curves extrapolated back to 0
zero shield thickness, for a 30 degree orbit inclination. Id
The curves were calculated by summing the daily
doses, which were determined from the average dose
existing at the altitude at which the craft would be on a
given day, depending on its thrust to weight ratio Q
{TIW3 • The calculations were done for T1W =10-3 , 5 x
10-4 , and 10-4 , and essentially represent a combina-
tion of Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-13.
The no-shield doses from Figure 5-14 are plotted as a 	 D	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5function of transfer time In Figure 5-15 for two orbit in- 	 a
clinations. The curves should obviously go to zero dose	 SHIELD THICKNESS, g/cm
for zero transfer time.
	
FIGURE 5-14 CALCULATED DOSE ACCUMULATED
DURING ORBITAL TRANSFER FROM
LEO TO GEO FOR VARIOUS TRANSIT
DURATION AS FUNCTION OF SHIELD
THICKNESS (30 0
 ORBIT)
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FIGURE 5 — 13 ( REF 5 —31) DOSE RATES IN THE	 TRANSFER TIME. DAYS
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OF ALTITUDE FOR VARIOUS SHIELD 	 ORBITAL TRANSFER AS FUNCTION OF
THICKNESSES. (30 ORBIT)	 TRANSIT DURATION.
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iThe Radiation Environmental Dose in
GEO. In geosynchronous orbit the radiation sources
are partly due to the geomagnetically trapped protons
and electrons although at an altitude of about 35,000
kilometers the dose due to these is at least three or-
ders of magnitude less than the peak magnitude in the
Van Allen belt. The trapped particle flux will vary ac-
cording to two cycles--the diurnal variation caused by
the solar wind, and a long-term variation caused by the
solar cycle. The trapped radiation at this altitude con-
sists mainly of electrons with a soft spectrum, trapped
proton fluxes are negligible for humans.
The other two components of radiation are due to
galactic cosmic rays and solar events. The cosmic ray
flux is significantly higher than that in LEO, and the
energy spectrum is very hard, causing only small varia-
tions in dose rates behind very thick shields (Ref.
5-32).
The solar events are very important when they do oc-
cur, and some think that it is necessary to be able to
predict, at least several months ahead of time, when
these events will occur, before manned stays at geo-
synchronous altitude should be contemplated (Ref.
5-32); however, the SP$ program must be of a con-
tinuous nature, and, therefore, solar flare predictions
do not suffice to keep human exposure low.
Figure 5-16 shows the dose rates behind various
shield thicknesses in geosynchronous altitude with an
orbital inclination of 30 degrees, and parked at 1100
East. There will be some variations with inclination and
longitude but these variations are probably smaller
than the uncertainties in the doses shown.
The doses due to solar flare events are not shown in
the figure, however, doses averaged over six. years are
an order of magnitude greater than background (Ref.
5-29). During a solar flare event the dose would be
considerably greater.
5.4.3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON
MAN
Man will be necessary to perform many of the opera-
tions connected with the deployment, construction,.
assembly, and maintenance in the SIPS program. It will
be necessary to have prolonged residence at bath LEO
and GEO, and hence radiation protection becomes a
significant portion of the safety considerations.
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FIGURE 5-16 TOTAL DOSE RATE AS FUNCTION OF
SHIELD THICKNESS AT GEOSYNCHRONOUS
ALTITUDE, LONGITUDE 110° EAST, 30° INCLINA-
TION ( REF. 5-32)
The radiation standards that were determined for the
astronauts in the previous short-duration spaceflights
will not necessarily be valid for projects such as the
SPS, where the nature of both the personnel and of the
mission are entirely different. The recommended per-
missible dose for space has been set much higher
than for industrial exposure. This was based partly on
the fact that astronauts are volunteers (Ref. 5-29);
however, it may be considered that an industrial
worker is also willingly accepting a known risk, and is,
therefore, also a volunteer..
It is almost certain that new limits will be set in order to
protect personnel against the uncertainties of solar
events coupled with the length of the proposed mis-
sions. It will, likewise, be necessary to provide better
shielding and operationai procedures and constraints
which will minimize bath exposure and its effects.
Radiation Standards, Whereas exposure
limits to industrial workers and to the general public
are quite rigidly fixed both by international (Ref. 5-33)
and U.S. (Ref. 5-34) agencies, the agencies responsi-
r0raL
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ble for manned flights are permitted to set their own The dose rate and the penetrating ability of the radia-
exposure limits, which may exceed the Radiation Pro- tion combine to determine whether the effect is one of
tection Guide (RPG). This permission is stated in Ref. early incapacitation, progressive incapacitation, or
5-35; "There can be no single permissible or accepta- chronic injury. incapacitation refers to somatic injury
ble level of exposure without regard to the reasons for whereas chronic injury is genetic and somatic, but
permitting the exposure."	 based on probabilistic terms.
Absorbed dose is measured in rads, but if the material
in which the radiation is absorbed is biological, then
the energy deposit is not a sufficient measure because
different kinds of radiation and even different energies
of the same kind of radiation will have different effects.
The radiation unit used is rem (Rcentogen equivalent
man) which is the product of the dose in rad and the
QF (quality factor). The quality factor is a numerical in-
dication of the given radiation's LET (Linear energy
transfer). The rem may also be calculated from the
dose in rads and the RBE (relative biological effective-
ness) where the radiation in question is compared with
soft x- or gamma-rays which are giver an RBE of 1.
A reference risk has been established (Ref. 5-29),
based on the natural probability for the white, male
U.S. population between 35 and 55 years of age to
suffer death from malignant diseases (neoplasm), and
based on the assumption that the risk from radiation for
all neoplasms is 3 x 10- 6/remiyear with the total risk of
the 20 year period 6 x 10-51rem. The natural probability
of death from neoplasm is 2.3 X10 -2 and the reference
risk becomes 2.3 x 10- 216 x 10- 51rem =383 rem. This
has been rounded oft to 400 rem and is the exposure
which will give an additional risk, equal to the natural
risk, of death and which has been established as the
reference risk (career limit). The dose of 400 rem is at
a depth of 5 cm which is the average depth of the
blood-forming tissue (bone marrow).
Table 5-10 shows the value that have been recom-
mended for various expsoure times and depths of ex-
posure (Ref. 5-29).
The table shows that the dose to the testes may be
limiting, however, the effect of exposure is genetic and
not somatic.
Radiation !protection, Shielding, and
Operational Constraints. Within the con-
straints imposed by the combination of dose ac-
cumulation, dose rates, and radiation environment as
discussed, it seems clear that for manned spaceflight
in LEO the simplest method of radiation protection is
shielding of the spacecraft, and a combination of
shielding and expsoure-time limits for extravehicular
activity (EVA). This is the conclusion of investigators
(Ref. 5-36 and 5-37) as well as of measurements ac-
tually made (Ref. 5-25 and 5-30).
The amount of shielding necessary in LEO depends, of
course, on the length of time to be spent there and on
the altitude of the orbit. A thickness of 2 gm cm 2 would
allow 5 months' operation (Ref. 5-37). This is about the
wall thickness of Apollo or Skylab.
If the industrial limits, rather than the limits recom-
mended by the Space Science Board, were in effect,
then the 5 months' operation would shrink to 5 days at
2 gm1cm 2 shield thickness.
in GEO the situation is somewhat different. The flux is
It should be pointed out that the assumed risk of 3 x much higher but the energy spectra of the electrons
10- 6/remiyear was based partly on data from victims of and protons are softer, and the dose rate decreases
radiation accidents and nuclear bomb explosions, rapidly with increased shield thickness until it is
neither of which compares with chronic, low-dose ex- smaller than in LEO (Fig. 5-17). The result is that in
posure. It may be argued that because of healing- GEO the dose behind 2 g/cm 2 is 1.2 rem/day (Ref.
effects the chronic exposure allowance becomes con- 5-37), (JSC data in the figure shows this to be 0.3
servative when it is based on such one-time ex rem/day, essentially equal to the LEO dose) while in
posures,
	
an unspecified space suit (probably 0.2-0.5 g/cm 2) the
The effect of rate of exposure is not well understood, dose rate is 1920 rem/day (Ref. 5-37), obviously
for example, the allowed career limit of 400 rem is not precluding extensive EVA, at least with present-day
much less than the mean lethal dose (MLA) of about space suits.
500 rem. In order to be conservative the allowed dose The real difference between LEO and GEO is due to
fractions for shorter periods are progressively smaller. the solar flare events. The occasional presence of
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Table 5-10	 SUGGESTED EXPOSURE LIMITS AND EXPOSURE ACCU" MIULATIO11 RATE CONSTRAINTS
Constraint p rimary Ref. Risk Bone Marrow	 Skin	 Ocular Lens	
Testes
(rem at 5 cm)
	
(rem at 5 cm) (rem at O.lmm) (rem at 3mm) (rem at 3 cm)
l-year
average	 0.2	 0.6	 0.3	 0.1
daily rate
30-day	 25	 75	 37	 13
maximum
Quarterly.	 35	 105	 52	 18
maximuma
Yearly	 75	 225	 112	 38
maximum
Careen
	 400
	
400	 1200	 600	 200limit
aMay be allowed for two consecutive quarters folbwed by 6 months of restriction from
further exposure to maintain yearly limit.
'j
these makes it mandatory to provide a highly shielded An additional operational constraint may, therefore, be
part of the spacecraft, where the personnel and certain that the crew shall consist only of members who have
sensitive instruments and equipment, can stay at least previously elected to be sterilized.
for the duration of a solar flare event, usually on the
order of a few days. This "fall-out shelter" could be 5.4.3.3 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON
provided with a shielding thickness, an order of mag- SOLAR CELLS
nitude, or more, greater than the rest of the craft. In ad-
dition to this it would be possible to accumulate a Solar cells are essentially semiconductor materials
"Junk yard" around the spacecraft, consisting of spent which convert energy contained in visible light to an
fuel tanks, burned-out motors, etc.	 electric current. Only those wavelengths of the visible
light spectrum whose photons have energy greater
than the ener
	 a of the semiconductor will roduce
s
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the photoelectric effect. Above this energy gap, the
converson efficiency is a function of energy.
The linear absorption ca_ ficient of the cell will be one
of the determining factors in choosing the thickness.of
the solar cell. The intensity of light in the cell will vary
as I = toe-µ xx, where to is the intensity of the incident
SHIELD THILKNESS,q /[m2 	 beam, x is the distance traveled through the material,
FIGURE 5-17 COMPARISON SErWEEN DOSES RECEIVED IN	 and µ x is the linear absorption coefficient, For such
LEO AND IN GEO AS FUNCTION OF SHIELD	 an exponential relationship, increasing the thicknessTHICKNESS (DATA FROM REF 5^37)	
beyond a few absorption lengths will mean a smaller
increase in the fraction of light absorbed, thus the tra-
The additional shielding of the space station reduces deoff between weight, efficiency, and manufacturing
the daily dose and will, therefore, allow a higher dose capability for producing very thin, large-area semicon-
to be received during EVA, thus allowing a lighter suit. ductors will dictate the final thickness of the cells.
Since the space junk will be there in any case, and, in- Single-crystal silicon is the material which is likely todeed, represents a disposal problem, this disposition be used for solar arrays because it probably has the
could provide substantial savings.	 best overall combination of desirable properties (ReT.
Operational constraints must be used to ascertain that 5-38).For Si the absorption coefficient increases gra-
no individual member of a crew will exceed his dually from 10 cm -1 for by —1.2 eV to -==3 x 104 M
allowed dose. From experience different crew mem- b y ==3.0 eV. The energy gap for Si, Eg, is just over 1.0
bers on the same mission do not receive identical ac- eV, and between =1.2 and 3.0 eV the average v x is
cumulated doses (Ref. 5-30). For the SPS program about 104 cm} (Ref. 5-39). Thus, if this linear absorp-
there will be continuous crew rotation and it will be tion were used, a cell with a thickness of 11v x =10
-4
necessary to keep running records of an individual's cm would absorb ---- 2/3 of the photons with energy
1 exposure; this must include his dose history as well as between 1.2 and 3.0 eV. In order to absorb a greater
periodic adjustments due to the readings of onboard fraction of the lower energy photons the cell would
dosimeters. Solar flare events may necessitate early have to be considerably thicker.
j'	 rotation of some crew members and/or placement of
r	 crew within the.varied radiation field of the craft. 	 Not only does the solar cell absorb visible light, it also
cording to their radiation history.
	
absorbs other types of radiation . much of which
damages the cell and reduces its conversion efficien-
The dose required to produce temporary loss of fertility cy. The mechanisms by which radiation damage is
and a possibility for later producing mutant offspring is caused are very complex and depend both on the type
smaller than the dose allowance for bone marrow (see of semiconductor material and the type of radiation as
Table 5-10). If the possible psychological impact of well as on temperature and time, thus, for example, a
this is taken into consideration, then the dose received certain defect which may involve an impurity trapping
by the gonads, at least on the male, may be limiting. of a single Si interstitial or vacancy can only be ob-
served at low tempgraha es since it is annealed at
room temperature and does nct show after room tem-
perature irradiation. The de(M-i is associated with im-
purity content (Ref. 5-40).
resulting in lower initial series resistance, those cells
had almost 10% greater initial maximum power and
were considered superior in absolute performance
than the diffused cell (Ref. 5-43). .
Irradiation with energetic particles produces many It is not clear what the cover will provide in terms of
types of defects, displacing atoms from regular lattice degradation protection. Comparison between 1-mil
sites by collision, The interstitial atoms and lattice va- covers and 6-mil covers shows an approximately 10%
cancies migrate in the crystal and aggregate or associ- greater decrease in Pmax for the 1-mil cover for
ate with impurities in the material. Macroscopic disor- - diffused ntp,10 ohm-cm Si cell. The 6-mil covers were
dered regions in the crystal lattice may also be pro-. OCLI and the 1-mil ones were integral, sputtered
duced in case a large number of atoms are displaced quartz. Solar flare activitK decreased the 6-mil covered
as the result of a primary collision. cells by 0.85% per 10 ° protonslcm 2 and 'the i-mil
The combination of temperature and irradiation is covered ones by 1.4% for the same fluence, this is an
increase in degradation of 65% relative for the 6-mil
complicated. Thermal conductivity is reduced by ir- cells, however, the covers are an added weight
radiation, with a larger effect at lower temperatures; (quartz, which is Si02 has a specific gravity of 2.65
the effect is due to the defects which scatter the lattice
	
	 athus a i-mil cover represents a volume of 2.54x10 - x
waves responsible for heat conduction. As a result of 10' 0cm3lkm2, or 5.7 x 10 4Kg1km), and there is also an
the induced strain the physical dimension may change initial decrease in the power output of the cell due to
(Ref. 5-40). If not allowed to change, there may be cover slide darkening. This effect is 4 to 10% (Ref.
structural failure. 5-43), thus, although it seems that protection is desira-
The annealing of irradiation effects with temperature ble (including edge protection) much more research is
often shows complicated behavior. The annealing of needed to find the tradeoff between added weight and
one type of defect is accompanied sometimes by the percent degradation over the expected lifetime.
formation of other types of defects (Ref. 5-41).
	 Calculations based on 8-mil thick nlp Si with a 6-mil
Radiation . Damage in GEO. Whereas fused silica cover plate show an insignificant degrada
unannealed degradation due to radiation damage has tion in GEO except when large solar flares were en-
been estimated to be as little as 5% over a 5 year countered (Ref. 5-32); however, a 6-mil thickness of
period (due to an estimated flux of 10 1Selem2) and a silica would not be practical for large arrays,
total degradation of 20% over 30 years (Ref. 5-42), the Radiation Damage in Orbit Trans-ier.
only long-term exposure of solar cells in GEO has Using the degradation rate of 9.6 x 10- 3%/rad which
shown a somewhat greater degradation. Silicon cells was derived in the previous section, the degradation
with a 1-mil quartz cover exposed in GEO over 6-112 experienced by solar cells during orbital transfer from
years showed a 3.5% degradation for the first 3 years LEO to GEO can be calculated,
and 1.75% per year thereafter (Ref. 5-43). The total 
degradation for tnese cells extrapolate to 35% for 30 If a shield Thickness. of i g/cm2 is assumed for the solar
years.	 cell shields (although a 6-mii sheet of Si0 is only 0.04g1cm2) then Figure 5-14 shows that the ac curriL gated
if it is assumed that the xposure in GEO is 3,5 dose for an orbital transfer time of 5.4 days is 10 3 rad,
2 resulting in a degradation of 9.6%. For a 27 day transit
radlweek at 0 orbit inclination (Fig. 5-13) at 1 glcm ) the dose with a shield of i glcm2 would be --- 4.2 x 103
then the degradation after 3 years is 1.75%lyear1182 rods, resulting in a degradation of ---40°/0; and fora 54 -
radlyear = 9.6 x i 0-3%lrad. day transit the degradation would be --81
Different types of cells show different amounts of Table 5-11 below compares the degradation suffered
degradation. For example, ion-implant cells, which. by Si solar cells in GEO and in transit between .LEO
showed almost no sign of low-energy proton degrada- and GEO for various transit times.
tion, exhibited Pmax degradation at `a greater rate than
the standard diffused cells with 6-mil cover shields. There is some evidence that radiation damage may
However. because of a better contact grid structure saturate. (Ref. 5-43), i.e., the defects may diffuse out as
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Table 5-11	 DAMAGE TO SOLAR CELLS
In GEO	 LES-6 Satellite data
3.5% for 3 years + 1.759/year thereafter
35% degradation (extrapolated) for 30 years	 *A.- I
for Sl with 1 mil cover
In Orbit
Transfer Assuming 1.75//year, 3.5 rad/week
9.6 x 10 . 3 %/rad, then
5.4 day transit - 9.6% degradation
27 .day transit - 40% degradation
54 day transit - 81% degradation
Other
Effects
	 4 - 10% initial degradation due to
s  ide - darkening
thermal stresses
change in efficiency with temperature
annealing with temperature, time
fast as they are produced after a certain density of
defects has occurred. This diffusion of defects is pro-
bably enhanced by temperature, 	 thus annealing
should decrease the amount of degradation shown in
Table 5-11; however. ,, temperature also decreases the
zs
efficiency of the cells, as shown in Figure 5 .18, and a
tradeoff between annealing effects and efficiency
must tnerefore be made to establish the best operating ^ ,s sl
temperature df the solar cells. The alternative is to let. E
thl: cells decay to a given efficiency and then occa-
sionally anneal them at an elevated temp;:rature to E
restore at least part of the efficiency,
X 5
Other Effects on Solar Cells. In addition O
to the `proton and electron radiation damage to the zso ,	 300 ,	 asD ,	 koo , 450	 TEMP. 1K0	 50	 100	 150	 TEMP, 'C
semiconductor material, other environmental factors
influence the total solar array, Us ually to the detriment FIGURE 5-1a MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY OF SOLAR CELLVERSUS SILICON TEMPERATURE (DATA
of performance.
FROM REF_5-38.1
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A transparent shield must be used primarily for protec-
tion against the radiation environment but also against
micrometeorites; this shield gives protection against
ultraviolet radiation (UV) and provides a degree of
cooling by virtue of reflective filters.
Radiation damage in optical material consists of an in-
crease in the absorption in the material in the region of
the spectrum which is detrimental to the solar cell due
to the reduction of visible light transmitted. The
damage is due to the production of electronic states
which absorb photons in the visible part of the
spectrum.
A principal source of radiation damage in thermal con-
trol surfaces is UV radiation. The mechanism of
damage must be due to direct electronic, or indirect
atomic, displacement, since the UV photons do not
have sufficient energy to cause direct atomic displace-
ment damage (Ref. 5-44)..
Other mechanisms which limit the life of a solar power
system are degradation of mechanical and electronic
components, radiation damage to both solar cells and
electronic components, and thermal cycle fatigue to
array materials and solar cell interconnections (Ref.
5-45).
5.4.3.4 CONCLUSIONS
	
AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
The space environment will impose many conditions
on the SPS both with respect to its effects on man in
space and to its effects on the materials. Although
much has been learned in recent years about space, a
much better understanding of the radiation environ
mentwould be highly desirable as would be the ability
to predict the resulting dose and its effects on biologi-
cal and both inorganic and organic materials.
The following conclusions can be made with respect
to the radiation environment:
a. The geomagneticaliy trapped radiation,
especially in the inner radiation zone, constitutes a
design constraint for manned satellites and a . severe
restriction on the use of solar cells for propulsion from
LEO to GEO.
b. In the outer radiation zone there is an in-
creased effectiveness of the shielding due to the
softening of the incident, and hence the residual,
spectrum. At high altitude less proton shielding would,
therefore, be required for man than at low altitude.
c. The shield thickness required in G50 is con-
siderably greater than the thickness of existing space
suits.
d. Solar flare events constitute a definite threat,
possibly involving loss of life, to manned operation in
GEE.
e. Manned operation in LBO can be performed
for a period of up to 4 months with a shield thickness of
2 gm/cm2 without exceeding the present radiation
dose limits set forth by the Space Science Board so
long as the orbit does not include the South Atlantic
Anomaly.
f. Manner; operation can be performed in GIO
fora similar length of time with the-same shield thick-
ness, but only in the absence of solar flare events.
Some of the Operational Constraints and Procedures
which could be used they include:
a. Duty rotation of crew according to accumul-
ated doses and dose rates received.
b. Preferential treatment of crew members with
respect to shielded areas, based on members' dose
history.
G. Possible parking of space "junk," spent
engines and tanks, around craft in order to reduce
shielding requirements of the craft proper.
d. Prior sterilization of crew, voluntary but a pre-
requisite for fl ight status, to remove the dangers of psy-
chological and genetic damage.
These procedures will mainly be of use with respect to
the crew; the radiation effects on the solar cel Is are not
easily circumvented with operational procedures,
although it is possible that occasional periods at in-
creased temperatures may be used for partial restora-
tion of radiation-damaged cells.
It.is probably dangerous to base an SPS design on an
expected large increase in solar cell efficiency, since
the increase which has been obtained over a period of
10 years has leveled off (Ref. 5-46), however, a system.
analysis approach to solar cell development should be
used to replace the present approach apparently pur-
sued by individual . scientists. Figure 5-1.9 suggests
some of the interrelated factors which, if considered as
a whole, would yield an optimum solar cell.
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FIGURE 5-IB SOLAR CELL TRADE-OFFS FOR ORBITAL TRANSFER
In addition, the following recommendations are made
for investigations which will be needed for solar cell
development or for operational aspects of the SPS pro-
=gram.
Solar Cells:
a. Research on degradation in a mixed radiation
field, possibly in space, using a systematic approach
to arrive at optima.
b. The effects of time and temperature on the
annealing of defects, the amount of recovery which
can be expected, for various materials.
c. Shield effects, the effect of shield thickness,
reduction in damage as well as reduction in absorbed
light.
d. The phenomenon of saturation damage, its
function of rate of dose, synergistic effects.
Human and Operational:
a. Cost-benefit analysis of shield weight versus
dose in LEO as a function of orbit altitude.
b. The effects of long-term chronic exposure to
"low" dose rates, considering that industry standards
call for doses which are lower by an order of mag-
nitude.
c. Development of improved space suit for EVA
in GEE: these could possibly use a "layer" effect to
reduce Bremsstrahlung and also use strategically-
placed extra: thickness.
d. Investigation of the legal aspects of the radla-
tion standards set forth by the Space Science Board,
considering that future crew members may fall under
industrial standards, may be members of unions, etc.
5.4.4.1 PLUME EFFECTS
Analyses and experimental data indicated that the ex-
haust plume of any of the candidate thrusters will ex-
pand into at least 27r sterad (Ref. 5-47). This is
viewed as somewhat of a problem since most thruster
locations will allow some of this plume to infringe on
some portions of the satellite.
Certain components of the satellite may be degraded
by the bombardment of these high energy particles,
This degradatipn could take the form of a material
deposition on the component, a chemical reaction, a
metallurgical reaction, sputtering erosion, or radiation
damage, depending on the propellant type and energy
developed, and the component affected (Ref. 5-47).
The potential advantages of thrusters with a higher
specific impulse (which causes the high energy ex-
haust particles) may be partially offset . by the
necessity of relocating thrusters to less efficient loca-
tions or by adding shields to protect certain areas of
the satellite. Table 5-12 lists the potential problem
areas.
5.4.4.2 THRUSTER PLACEMENT
In order to minimize the number of thrusters and the
consequent control problem and power and propellant
feed problems, gimballed end mounting of the
thrusters was originally preferred (Fig. 5-20) (Ref.
5-48). This allows.the clustering of propellant tanks
and power conditioning equipment. The rotating
thruster banks can provide most of the attitude control
as well (Fig. 5-21).
Moving the thrusters to opposing corners of the square
modules (Fig. 5-22) as proposed by Boeing (Ref. 5-49)
will provide the satellite component some protection
from. the exhaust plume, and exact no control penalty.
Should additional protection be needed, it should be
minimal . for this configuration.
J
Table 5-12 POTENTIAL DEGRADATION OF SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS FROM IMPINGING
PROPELLANTS
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5.5 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
360' ROTATING
	
The previous sections of this chapter have identified
THRUSTER BANKS	 various Issues which must be considered when
ON OPPOSITE SIDES	 developing a design for electrically propelling the SPS
and/or its constituent components from LEO to GEO. In
the present section the design question is addressed
directly; first to determine and assess thruster selec-
tion tradeoffs and then to propose a suitable configura-
tion for accomplishing the objective.
5.5.1 Engine Selection Tradeoffs
FIGURE S-ZO MODULE WITH ENGINE CLUSTERS
NOTE,
 SATELLITE MODULE ABOUT Zkm
SQUARE AND 1/2 km THICK
Analyses have been performed to ascertain which of
the electrical thruster candidates identified in Section
5.1 would be most suitable for accomplishing the tran-
sorbital task. This question was approached from two
points of view--technical feasibility and overall prat-
ticality. 'A computer program, written to assist in mak-
ing these comparisons, is listed and explained in Ap-
THE SIDE THRUSTER
CA
N
 CONTROL TWO	 11,
r/^,,
THRUSTER pendix L.
DIRECTIONS OF ATTITUDE o O a	 ON OPPOSITE SIDES
5.5.1.1
	 MODELING ASSUMPTIONS
- ER SOLAR
DCELL ARRAY
G
CONTROL
^'^ THRUSTER LOCATED
BOTH SIDES AT ALL
-The analysis of low thrust orbital transfer using electri-
	 -
CORNERS
cal propulsion was approached by treating the
NOTE: SATELLITE MODULE ABOUT Z KM SQUARE AND transportation question as a whole rather than by look-If? KM THICK ing at the individual requirements of modular sections
FIGURE 5-21 MODULE WITH ENGINE CLUSTERS AND ATTITUDE which might be used to ferry the SPS to geo-
CONTROL synchronous orbit. Implicit in this approach is the
assumption that thfi^
..
problem is directly scaleable, i.e.,
that the approximate`'rjumber of engines, LEO weight,
power requirements, etc„ for each of the N modular
ATTITUDE CONTROL. THRUSTER 	 ^	 (^ sections could be determined simply by dividing any(BOTH SIDES	 ON OPPOSITE CORNERS)	 , ` quantity by N. A more detailed treatment was not con- 	 ^
sidered warranty; due to the uncertainty of many of
the parameters involved.
1
The analysis is based on an SPS whose size and mass
360 • ROTATING
	 -
BANKS OF are dependent on the particular mission profile under
THRUSTERS	
-	 - consideration. While the mass of the MPTS was held
fixed ai'20,427 tonnes (45 million Ibm) (Ref. 5-50), the
o° mass of the SECS was permitted to vary from a starting
point mass of 65,167 tonnes (144 million Ibm) (Ref.
5-51) by an amount which compensates far the radia-
--	 --	 .-	 ........•J7!*`-SATELOTE MDOULE^ABOUT U- SQUARE 	 Lion degradation experienced in transit Thus an SPS
AND $/Zkm THICK brought to GEO using low thrust proo(Aior Would be .
sized to provide 10 GW on the ground as would its
(REF. 5- 949)
	
propelled5^22 CORNER MOUNTED THRUSTERS 	 chemically  ell  counter art. Accounting for
transmission and conversion efficiencies (Ref. 5-52), 	 I
this is equivalent to a maximum 16 GW available for
tt 3
in calculating the size of solar array, it was assumed 6	
f .0
that only those portions actually required in order to ac-
complish LEO-GEO transfer would -be .
	aployed; the 0 a	 .8
exposed to unexposed area ratio was taken to be LU X BOEING FSTSAIEdirectly proportional to the ratio of available to poten- o
Val power. (Note that th'fs would not necessarily be true x ^ 6
if the thickness or type of shield used to protect those w F-
solar cells were different from that used to protect the o a 4
solar cells which are only deployed upon arriving on, c^
station in GEO.) o
The model used to describe Ahe way In which Solar Q
cells degrade as a function of	 ^,;;e is based upon a ir wRadiation impact curve appearing in a Boeing Quar- 0
terly Report (Ref. 5-53) (Fig, 5-23). An exponential 0	 80	 160	 240	 320
having a time constant of 300 days was found to pro- TRIP-TIME-DAYS
vide excellent agreement with this curve. Subsequent
analysis	 in	 Section	 5.4,	 however,	 indicates	 that ANNEALING AND SATURATION
degradation rates in excess of that shown by the Boe- EFFECTS NOT INCLUDED
ing curve may be expected. Since the results of this
analysis, which neglected both saturation and self-
healing due to annealing effects, indicate an almost FIGURE 5-23 SOLAR CELL DEGRADATION
linear rate of degradation with total damage occurring
an the order of 85 days, a somewhat more optimistic The minimum A V required for continuous low thrust
compromise module, exponential decay with a 120 LEO to GEO transfer is 4,542 m/sec, (19,903 ft,/sec,) at
day time constant, was used in anticipation of research the equator (Appendices G-3 and G-4). If a Cape Ken-
breakthroughs in the protection of solar cells, nedy due east launch is assumed, additional A V
would be needed in order to accomplish the plane
The time for which the SECS array will be exposed to change. If the' plane change is done entirely at GEO.
Van Allen belt radiation has, for simplicity,
	
been attitude, 35,878 km (19,358 mm.), the minimum A V
assumed equal to the duration of the transfer from 500 increment is 1,528 m/sec. (5,012 ft./sec,) :determined
km : (270 n.m.) to 35,878 kin (19,358 n.m.). An esti- from the equation:
mate of this time is obtained initially using a constant
/massthrust(thrust/weight) ratio, continuous low thrust A V =V	 ir1180)l (Ref. 5-55)IvG
where , is the angle of inclination, 28.5°. It should bemodel	 (Appendix G-4). This estimate	 is then
employed in a first pass to evalute masses of the SPS, Stressed that this is a minimum value and does not in-
engines, propellant, and tanks. The time estimate is clude thrust vector losses associated with the nonim-
then refined by employing the constant low thrust pulsive plane change. It is clear, however, that the
equations with the thrust/mass ratio recalculated each plane change at GEO altitude will increase total trip.
orbit. In order to compensate for occultation effects time approximately 33 to 100%. (Total trip time and
ays to-54 day transferwhich may add as much as 10 days- - overall A V may be reduced if the plane change is ac-
(Ref 5-54? the calculated time is increased by 10%. complished enroute from LEO to GEO (Ref. 5-56). This
Ii4iA}^CH E97fi
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propulsion after having passed through the Van Allen
belt. This, then, is an upper limit used to determine
technical feasibility.
'	 would probably increase the time that the solar cells
The effects of aerodynamik. drag and solar pressure on are ex osed to Van Alien belt radiation, resulting in atrip time are relatively smaii in comparison and have 	 p
been neglected.	 compensatory the solar cells are exposed to Van Allen
-	 -belt radiation, resulting in a compensatory as insuffi-
cient information is available at this time.)
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In order to arrive at a realistic evaluation of propellant (Ref. 5-59). As significantly fewer control voltages are
loads required for the various mission profiles, the required for the other engines, conversion efficiencies
minimum. 4, V's presented above must be increased. of 95% have been assumed.
AV estimates were raised a total of 12% above the
minimums to account for gravity gradient losses and 5.5.1.2 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF
provide for reserves (Ref. 5-57). This results in a A V ELECTRICAL
requirement of 5,087 misec. (16,691 ft./sec.) for an 	 THRUSTER PERFORMANCE
equatorial launch and 6,829 misec. (22,405 ft./sec.) An examination of the relative performance of electri-
for a Kennedy launch. The Kennedy launch A V figures cal thruster candidates has been performed by iden-
also include an additional 2% A V penalty for thrust tifying key factors which affect the cost and/or
vector losses associated with the nonimpulsive plane Chances of success of the SPS orbit transfer. Chief
change.	 among the factors considered are:
An estimate of the mass fraction of liquid hydrogen a.	 Area of Solar Energy Collection System
(1-1-12) was obtained from a study written by J. C. Deployment (collisions, drag).
Smithson in which the cryogenic tankage system of a 'b. Number of engines (cost, complexity).
L021LH2 chemical OTV was designed (Ref. 	 5=56). r.. Total Solar Energy Collection System size
While it is recognized that factors such as time spent (cost).
in LEO and tank size will alter the results, a propellant d. Mass in LEO at start of orbital transfer (cost).
mass fraction of 0.83 was utilized in the calculations These factors have been calculated for each of the
for LH2. For the purpose of estimating total transporta- candidate thrusters employing the assumptions and
tion costs it was necessary to ascertain what portion of data presented in Sections 5.5.1.1 and 5.1. The results
the gross lift-off weight (GLOW) represented hy- are tabulated for an initial thrust to mass ratio equal to
drogen.'Based on data presented in the. Smithson re- go x 1, 0-4 (T/w =10-4) in Table 5-14a, b, c, and d, cor-
port, a value of 0.89 was used. responding to a Kennedy launch/300 day degradation
Since detailed mass fraction calculations for large time constant, a Kennedy launch1120 day degradationtime constant, an Equatorial launch/300 day degrada
volume argon and ammonia tankage requirements are tion time constant, and an Equatorial launchl120 day
not available, estimates based on the oxygen data in degradation time constant, respectively:
the Smithson study have been used in the analysis.
The pertinent parameters are listed in Table 5-13. A cursory examination of the table will reveal that the
In addition to the SPS itself a certain amount of cargo 30 cm ion engine requires an extraordinarily largenumber of engines--far more than for any of the other
will be transported to GEO. The additional load, 120 thruster candidates	 listed. This	 large	 number of
tonnes (264,555 Ibm) for GEO base repair suppliesp thrusters is attributable to the relatively low thrust and
and 40 tonnes (88,185 Ibm) for provisions represents small thrust to mass ratio (including associated power
only a relatively sma#! portion of the total mass. A more conditioning equipment) of the 30 cm ion engine.
significant fraction of the total mass is represented by Engines in such numbers would present difficulties in
the engine cluster rotators and support structures, dis- deployment and servicing and would be prohibitively
cussed in a later section. At the time of writing, expensive when compared to other alternatives. It ishowever, a detailed analysis of the engine supports for these reasons that the 30 cm ion engine is dis-.has not been performed.. As it is not clear how the missed as a candidate for SPS propulsion and will not
mass of such structures would vary as a function of be considered further.
other SPS design parameters, it has been neglected in
this analysis. The entries in Tables 5-14a, b, c, and d, are arranged
Determination of the actual power demand of the in order of increasing specific impulse. It is interesting
various thruster candidates requires an accounting of to note that the amount of SECS area deployed or
the losses associated with the power conditioning equivalently, the power required by each engine type
-equipment. It is estimated that the relatively complex to accomplish the orbital transfer, also increases in this
ion engine power conditioning equipment would oper- order. In fact, the power requirements of the 100"cm
ate at a conversion efficiency of approximately 90% ion engines are so great that it is not possible to use
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Table 5-13 MASS FRACTION ESTIMATES
Mass Fraction
	 Fraction of GLOW
Liquid Argon	 .95	 .98
r6+- i
Liquid Hydrogen	 .83	 .89
Liquid Ammonia	 .97
	 .98
this engine for the particular mission profiles for which As is expected, the lattitude of the launch site has a
the table was generated. Even if lower initial thrust to significant bearing on the mass of propellant required.
mass ratios (longer trip times) were considered, the While this is most noticeable in case of the relatively
100 cm engine would still require more engines and a low specific impulse resistojet, where large changes in
greater area of solar array deployment than any of the total LEO mass are indicated, savings in propellant
other electrical thruster candidates remaining under mass and hence propellant and tankage costs on the
active consideration. Thus, in addition to the problems order of 26% may be realized for the relatively high
and penalties associated with a high engine count, a specific. Impulse argon-MPS. The variation in pro-
relatively large SECS deployment would lead to higher pellant mass, has, in turn, a bearing on the amount of
collision probabilities, larger aerodynamic drag effects, power required for the orbit transfer maneuver.
and greater compensatory SECS growth, making the However, this change is insignificant when compared
100 cm ion engine a rather unattractive candidate. As to compensatory variations in SECS mass associated
such, it too will not be considered further in this report with changes in the rate of radiation degradation or,
as a viable means of OTV propulsive power. 	 when viewed from another perspective, the length of
It is also ntoed in Tables 5-14a, b, c, and d, that, quite time required to travel through the Van Allen radiation
as expected, a higher LEO start mass is required when belt.
the relatively low specific impulse resistojet is con- A comparative study was performed to evaluate the
sidered for primary propulsion than for any of the other effect of variations in orbital transfer time on the major
cases tabulated. As this. corresponds (fairly) directly to factors employed in assessing electricm thruster can-
the number of HLLV launches required, it is an indica- didate tradeoffs. The thrust to mass ratio was varied
tion of the relatively high costs involved in transporting over a range of 3.0 x 10 -5go to 3.6 x 10-4go with the
the SIPS from LEO to GEO using resistojets. When it is data being plotted in terms of time to go from LEO to
considered that, for this case, most of the start mass GEO equivalent altitude, exclusive of plane change.
corresponds to LHz and its associated tankage, thet The mission was assumed to originate in a LED orbit
resistojet looks even more unsatisfactory from an eco- having an inclination of 28.5° (Kennedy launch). An
nomic standpoint (Chapter 8). 	 exponenUai radiation degradation model with a 120
The fatal LEO start mass data presented in Tables day time constant was also assumed for the solar aar-
5-14a, b, c, and d, is pictorially presented in combined ray.
form in Figure 5-24. The mass data is broken down into Variations in the area of the Solar Energy Collection
three subgroups, (1) MTPS and cargo, (2) SECS, and System that must be deployed to accomplish a mis-
(3) engines, propellants, and tanks to better assess sion are plotted in f =igure 5-25 as a function of time. It
the impact of lattitude of launch and solar cell is noted that extremely large areas must be exposed if
degradation rate variations. A reference line indicating relatively short travel times are considered. This
the nominal.SPS plus cargo.mass is also provided. 	 follows from the fact that more engines would be re-
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Table 5-14a ELECTRICAL THRUSTER PERFORMANCE DATA
THRUSTER PROP IspSecs
NUMBER OFSECS AREA EXPOSEDSECS GROWTH
ENGINES	 KM 2 (MILE5 2 )	 %
MASS IN LEO
103Eonnes (10 6 16s)
TRIP'TIME
DAYS
Resistojet LH2 1K 423 16-,5	 (42.7) 1.7 192.1	 (423.5) 4O
{arc-3 et NH3 1.5K 6327 I8.5	 (73.8) 3.1 143.5 (316.4) 51
Arc-Jet LH2 3K 5175 38.4 (99.5) 4.5 117.4 (258.5) 56
30 cm ION Ar 5K 1,430,860 60.7	 (157;2) 7.3 129.8 (286.2) 58
MPD Ar IOK 4414 76.2 (197.4) 9.3 100.1	 (220.7) 58
100 cm ION Ar 20K ------------ --- -------------- ---
THRUSTER PROP
Isp
.Secs
NWt,BER OFSECS
ENGINES
AREA EXPOSEDSECS
KM 2 (r?lILE52 )
GROWTH. MASS IN LEO
103tonnes	 (10 6 15s)
TRIP TIME
DAYS
Resistojet LH2. 1K 433 21.4	 (55.4) 4.9 196.7	 (433.8) 48
Arc-Jet NH3 1.5K .6616 38.5	 (99.7) 9.3 150.0 (330.8) 51
Arc-het LHz 3K 5533 54..3	 (1 . 40.6) 14.0 125.6	 (276.7) 56
30 cm ION Ar 5K 1,601,637 90.6 (234.7) 23.9 145.2 (320.3) 58
MPD Ar 1OK 5101 117.1	 (304.8) 31.2 115.7	 (255.1) 58
100 cm ION Ar 20K ...__- ------------- --- ------------- --
THRUSTER pRQp IspSecs
NUMBER OFSECS
ENGINES
AREA EXPOSEDSECS
KM2 (MILES Z )
GROWTH
%
MASS IN LEO
103tonnes (106 1bs)
TRIP TIME
DAYS
Reslstojet LH2 1K 347 13.5	 (35.0) 1.4 157.6 (347.5) 49
Arc-Jet NH3 1.5K 5582 25.1	 (15.0) 1.7 126.6	 (279.1) 51
Arc-Jet LH2 3K 4818 35.8 (92.7) 4.2 109.3 (240.9) 56
30 cm ION Ar 5K 1,363,401 57.8 (149.7) 7.0 123.7
	
(272.7) 58
MPD Ar'1OK 4325 74.6 (193.2) 9.1 98.1	 (216.3) 58
100 cm ION Ar ..OK ___ ---------- -,- ----------v--- -
co
LO
Table 5--14c	 ELECTRICAL THRUSTER PERFORMANCE DATA
Table 5-14d	 ELECTRICAL THRUSTER PERFORMANCE DATA
THRUSTER PROP IspSecs
NUMBER 01aSECS
ENGINES
AREA EXPOSED
KM2 (MILES 2 )
SECS GROWTH
%
MASS 11-1 LEO
103tonnes	 (106 lbs)
TRIP TIME
DAYS
Resistojet LH2 1K 354 ..17.6	 (45.6) 4.1
i
160.8 (354.5) 49
Arc-Jet NH3 1.;:5K 5806 33.6	 (87.5) 8.1 131.7	 (29043) 51
Arc-Jet LH2 3K 5128 50.4 (130.5) 12.9 116.3	 (256.5) 56
30 cm ION Ar 5K 1,517,666 85.9 (222.4) 22.7 137.7	 (303.5) 58
MPD Ar 1 O 5011 116.7	 (302.3) 31.4 113.7	 (250.6) 59
100 cm ION Ar 20K ....:... ---------- -.. ------------- _-
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FIGURE 5-24 MASS ANALYSIS
quired to provide the faster acceleration rates. As the hydrogen-arcjet. As a result, the compensatory solar
thrust to mass ratio is decreased, a trip time may be array growth of an MPD propelled SPS would be much
found for which the amount of exposed solar cell area larger than that required if any of the other remaining
is a minimum. Beyond this point, lower engine power electrical thruster candidates were employed.
demands are mcre than offset by increases in solar The
 growth of the total SECS area of the SPS is
ce!! deployment necessary to compensate for radiation 	 g
deg r adation. The location and magnitude of this depicted in Figure 5-26 as a function of trip time. As
minimum will, of course, shift in time if a different the Solar Energy Collectin System accounts for the
degradation time constant is considered.
	
majority of SPS mass, compensatory SECS increases
would increase HLLV costs. Furthermore, since the
As it is desirable to expose as little solar cell area as cost of increasing the total area of the solar array would
possible to Van Allen belt radiation, one would like to not have to be borne if chemical propulsion were
operate near the minimum point. However, economic employed in going to GEO, the costs of SECS growth
considerations, as well as collision probability esti- must be included as a cost of transportation when
mates, would probably warrant a somewhat shorter trip using electrical propulsion (Chapter 8). It is clear, then,
time. The data points corresponding to a thrust to mass that relatively long trip times would tend to increase
ratio of 10-4go seem to be reasonably vell situated total SPS transportation costs.
when viewed from this standpoint. An assessment of relative HLLV costs may be made by
It is noted that the amount of solar cell area deployed if considering the total LEO start mass for the SPS and its
the argon-MPD were used for primary propulsion is associated transportation system. Examining Figure
greater than that required for the other engine types 5-27 it is observed that it may be possible to select an
and twice that required for its nearest competitor, the operating point for which the mass of the SPS, includ-
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ing SECS growth, cargo, engines, propellant, and
tankage is a minimum. The minimum is attributable to
so increases in the number and hence, mass ot engines
required for very rapid accelerations on the one hand,
and increases in the mass of the Solar Energy Collec-
"w tion System to account for long exposures to Van Allen
belt radiation on the other. Thus, the location, mag-
30 i nitude, and broadness of this minimum will vary with
mission and engine parameters.
zo M
N in terms of LEO start mass it would appear that the
	
to	 most attractive candidates considered for SPS propui-
sion are the argon-MPD and the hydrogen arcjet. The
	
°	 ammonia arciet, which proves to be competitive cost-
wise when SECS growth and propellant costs are con-
sidered, does not compare favorably when viewed in
terms of the additional dangers posed by large HLLV
cargos of its toxic propellant. A launch aborted in the
early stages of flight, presents a potentially hazardous
situation, not only in the vicinity of the launch site, but
downwind as well.
It is observed that when relatively rapid trip times are
considered, the argon-MPD propelled SPS has a lower
LEO start mass than its hydrogen-arciet propelled
counterpart. This situation is seen to reverse, when
longer trip times are considered, due to the larger
SECS increases required by an MPD vehicle to counter
radiation degradation. It must be noted, however, that
this result depends strongly on the rate at which solar
cells degrade when exposed to Van Allen belt radia-
tion.
Summing up the case for the various electrical thruster
candidates, it would seem that the hydrogen -arcjet is,
at the present time, the most likely choice for SPS or-
bital transfer propulsion. When compared to the argon-
	
^0°	 MPD, its lower power consumption per unit thrust
Z results in a decreased deployment of the Solar Fiergy
F Collection System during LEO to GEO transfer. Thus,
i5o o an LHz-arcjet propelled SPS would be subjected to
smaller aerodynamic drag effects and would have a
lower space debris collision probability than its argon-
MPD counterpart. In addition, the smaller area of solar
100 d celldeployment during its long transit through the Van
Allen belt results in less total solar cell degradation, an
effect which can be estimated at best and needs
further study. Since the Solar Energy Collection
System is one of the most massive and expensive
parts of the SPS, radiation degradation would in all pro-
bability rule out the argon-MPD-unless significant ad-
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vances could be made in protective solar cell covers more serious collision problem and poses the
and the reduction of solar cell weights. possibility of having to make extensive repairs prior to
The hydrogen-arcjet seems to be more favorable than leaving LED or upon reaching GEO. On the other hand,
the argon-MPD from another paint of view as well. It small modular sections transferred to GEO as soon as
has a more simple design and is further along in its they are completed, would, individually and as a
development (Ref. Section 5-1). Thus, it is more likely whole, have a much higher probability of surviving the
to be available for primary SPS propulsion in 1995. 	 Combined construction and orbit transfer phases un-damaged due to their smaller area and shorter stay in
LEO.	 .^..
5.5.2 Transorbitai Configurations	 1The technique of transporting the SPS in small sec-
Alternative configurations in which the SPS may be dons would not only reduce overall collision pro-
transferred from LEO to GEO have been considered. babilities and aerodynamic altitude losses, it would
Basically, these may be separated into two fundamen also permit a certain amount of GEO testing and con-
tal categories--transorbital shipment of the SPS (a) in struction to proceed, even as the remaining portion sof
one piece, or (b) in the form of modular sections. In the SPS were in transit or under construction in LEO.
either case, some construction would be required in Economies in propellant consumption may also be 	 a
GEO as well as LEO, although It is apparent that con- realized if the modular technique is employed. As gra-
i	 struction requirements in GEO would be more extern- vity gradient torques are proportional to the square of
sive for case (b).	 the length, smaller modules would be easier to control
than the larger one-piece satellite. In addition, each
5.5.2.1 CONFIGURATION COMPARISONS section would, to a first approximation, require propor-
tionally less propellant than the entire. SPS as a single
A number of advantages accrue if the 5P5 is con- unit. This would tend to reduce average on-orbit boil-
structed almost entirely in LEO before being transfer- off resulting in an increase in the propellant mass frac-
red to GEO. Since low earth orbit is at a much lower flan
gravitational energy level than geosynchronous orbit,
transportation costs for the construction crew, their 5.5.2.2  MODULE DESIGNhousing and supplies, as well as the manufacturing
equipment required would be lower as shown in It is proposed that the baseline SPS module design for
Chapter 8. Radiation levels, which preclude all but low thrust orbital transfer be square in shape. The
emergency EVA in GEO, are relatively lower at LEO selected transfer module configuration is illustrated in
(Section 5.4.3), _thus permittin g a limited number of; Figure 5-28. Primary, propulsion .is provided by two
extravehicular tasks to be performed as necessary. A banks of electrical thrusters located at opposite cor-
third advantage is that the SPS would have to ren- ners of the square. They are free to rotate about the roll
dezvous with a point above the surface of the earth as axis and, therefore, provide attitude control in pitch
a single unit, a sharp contrast to the multiple ren- and yaw. Control about the roll axis is achieved by
dezvous and complex docking procedures required for relatively small banks of fixed, oppositely directed
modular sections. 	 thruster pairs located at the other two corners. As these
Oribtal transfer of the SPS is not without disadvan- thrusters are not required for main propulsion, they
togas, however. As the structure is fabricated, it would need only be large enough to counter disturbing tor-
suffer altitude losses due to the effects of aerodynamic gUes such as those produced by the primary thruster
drag (Section 5.4:t ). This would become more pro- rotators; gravity gradients and aerodynamic drag.
nounced as the solar array is deployed resulting in a In operation, the module would be positioned so that
reduction of the orbital lifetime of the structure. its SECS array would be perpendicular to the solar line
Furthermore, as large surface areas of the structure are of sight to a high degree of accuracy (Appendix M).
covered, the probability of undergoing a collision with The yaw angle would then be adjusted to align the
space debris would also increase as shown in Section main thruster banks with the orbital plane. This iner-
5.4.2; an SPS, severely damaged in a collision during tially`fixed position permits the primary thruster banks 	 I'
construction or orbital transfer, represents a potentially to provide maximum horizontal thrust over all sunlit
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portions of the orbit. It should be noted that this would A preliminary approximate analysis in Section 3.7 indi-
not have been the case had main engines been cates that engine-mounting appears attainable,
placed at all four corners or along the sides. It does, although in some cases, additional structure must be
however, require that the thruster banks make one added. Such supplementary structures with engines
complete revolution about the roll axis each orbit. would necessarily have to be removed wherever they
Electrical power and propellant would be supplied to interfered with modular assembly in geosynchronous
the engines through the shaft, a problem of considers- orbit. Once removed, the extra structure and engine
biy less complexity than that associated with the assemblies could either be fastened to the SPS under-
MPTS rotating joint. A design simplification might be carriage, or, if chemical return QTV capability were
obtained if redundant thrusters oriented in several fix- provided, ferried back to the assembly region in LEO.
ed directions were employed instead of the rotating Considering Figure 5-28 again, it is observed that the
thruster banks. Although such an arrangement would
simplify electrical mechanical connections; it would, solar array is deployed only near the center of the
of necessity, be associated with thrust vector losses satellite. This arrangement was chosen to lessen the
a	
her engine, fuel, tankage, and passibility of dar^'taging the solar array with the 27r
nd would result in higher	 g	 steradian, high velocity exhaust plume of the electricHLLV costs.
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thrusters. Further protection may be afforded the array
by providing temporary shielding about the perimeter
of the deployed section.
Beneath the array, and shielded from the sun, are the
propellant tanks. This location not only decreases pro-
pellant boil-off (which would be sent through the
thrusters in any event) it reduces the module moment
of inertia as well. On the other side of the ledger,
however, the propellant would have to be piped to the
engines. over distances of approximately 1.8 km (1.1
miles) which is clearly undesirable. As an alternative,
tanks could be placed close to the thrusters served by
them. Additional shielding might have to be provided
to prevent propellant boil-off at mass rates in excess of
that required by the thrusters. This would, however,
lead to a situation where the moments about the roll
and pitch axes vay with time and with respect to each
other..
At the present time we are unable to assess all of the
tradeoffs involved with propellant tank placement and
leave it as an open question.
As each module is prepared for orbital transfer it is
loaded with cargo destined for GEO. This cargo con-
sists of consumables and supplies for the GEO opera-
tion as well as MPTS subassemblies which have been
manufactured in LEO or, as in the case of the rotary
joints, preassembled on earth. The cargo would be
equally apportioned among the 22 modular sections so
that a standard design may be affected. A portion of
the cargo would be attached on opposite sides of the
module, near the roll axis attitude control thrusters, as
shown in Figure 5-28; this material would serve as
counterweights to balance the moments of inertia
about the pitch and roil axes. The remaining cargo
would be stowed underneath the solar array as close to
the centroid as possible to minimize control moments.
This would be where each of the rotary joints would be
affixed during their separate electrically powered
flights to GEO.
5.6 SUMMARY	 AND
CONCLUSIONS
5.6.1 - Conclusions
5.6.1.1 The SIPS should be assembled in modular sec-
tions in LEO. As each section is completed it should
be immediately started on its way to GEO, carrying a
cargo of subassemblies as well as provisions and sup-
plies destined for GEO. The antenna rotors would be
included as a part of this cargo.
5.6.1.2. The shape of the module should be square
with primary propulsion provided by two rotating
clusters of engines located at opposite corners. Only
that part of the solar array necessary for propulsion will
be deployed and the deployed section of the array
should be in the center portion of the square.
5.6.1.3. The antenna rotator attachment and antenna
construction and array subassembly attachment
should be done in GEO.
5.6.1.4. The hydrogen, electric arcjet is the most likely
choice for thrusting the modules to GEO.-
5,6.1.5. Manned operation in LEO can last up to 4
months with a shield thickness of 2 glcm within the
present standards for radiation dose limits, if the orbit
does not include the South Atlantic Anomaly.
5.6.1.6. Operation in geosynchronous orbit is possible
for a similar length of time with the same shield thick-
ness in the absence of solar flare events. It should be
possible to park space "junk" (spent engines, tanks,
etc.) around the manned craft in order to reduce the
otherwise extreme shielding requirements of the man-
ned craft proper against solar flare events.
5.6.1.7. Shield thickness for geosynchronous orbit is
considerably greater than that of existing space suits.
Development of improved suits is indicated; the layer
effect could be used to reduce Sremsstrahlung and
there should be strategically placed extra thickness.
5.6,1.8. Legal aspects of radiation standards presently
used for space must be reviewed in terms of applica-
tion to future crews. These may come under the much
more stringent standards used for industrial radiation
on workers.
5.6.1.9. Geomagnetically trapped"radiation constitutes
a severe restriction on the use of solar cells for propul-
sion in orbital transfer.
5.6.1.10. The solar cell degradation is calculated to be
81 % for an orbital transfer of 54 days, based on an
assumed 9.6
.
x 10-3% degrdrad., (g/cm2 shield).
5.6.1.11. The solar cell degradation is approximately
35% for 30 years in GEO with a Si crystal and a 1 mil.
quartz case.
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CHAPTER 6
OHAPTER S
ORBITAL TRANSFER BY CHEMICAL PROPULSION
6.1	 INTRODUCTION 
	
AND are developed which are slightly less optimistic than
GROUND RULES the JSC "nominal" but which are insubstantial accord.They enable a quick calculation of flightcostand mass
For chemical	 propulsion,	 the	 interorbit	 region	 is relationships and are adequate for early stages of
characterized by negligible gravitional, solar, and fluid design. One exception to the single vehicle approach
environment forces. The satellite assembly will be is the small OTV mentioned in the Column-Cable sec-
done at the geosynchronous end of the interorbit tion of the Structures chapter (3.4.3) as a means of
region, hence the cargo will have a high strength to transporting specialty cargo. There is no incongruity in-
weight ratio. GEO assembly also includes a considera- volved, however, since the modeling is considered ap-
ble amount of personnel transportation. These require- plicable for both.
ments call for a special vehicle--the chemical orbit
transfer vehicle (OTV). The consideration of OTV fleet size and the increase
and decrease with the satellite construction rate has
In this chapter chemical propulsion is utilized. Specific been described in Appendix H. One specific interrela-
considerations have been made only for a system with tion is the lifetime expectation in round trips, L, Table
a specific impulse of about 460 sec. (i.e., LOX and 6-2.
LH2). Implicitly, the assum tion is extended to ac- There will be a staging base at the law earth orbitcelerations greater than 10	 and interorbit flight times
in the range from 112 to 5 days. Furthermore, certain (LEO) interface between the heavy lift Paunch vehicle
vehicle- features are assigned that will require tech- transport and the OTV transport. The operations and 
nology and DDT&E durations prorated to 1990. As an facilities are described in the next section along with
example, fuel to payload ratios have been taken at an emphasis on the importance of this link in the
what would currently constitute a high stage fraction satellite construction sequence.
vehicle.
6.2 LOW EARTH ORBIT" STAGING
Ultimately, it is expected.thata numberof vehicles will EASEbe pressed into service. However, what is proposed is
that a single stage type vehicle will be employed and The simplest version of a scenario for satellite con-
that mission diversity will be gained by coupling units struction to GEO would not include a LEO staging
together for multiple stage use, The .payloads will be base; Materials and men would flow from earth to the.
modulized into corresponding integral units and per- GEO	 construction	 site in	 an	 uninterrupted flight,
sonnel	 will	 be	 transported	 in	 "personnel	 carrier However, as the introduction has indicated, a LEO
modules," PCM's, which are described in some detail staging base has been included in the chemical
later. It is also assumed that an emergency return transport scenario. Thls is because the earth -LEO and
capability from GEO directly to earth will be supplied the LEO-GEO regions have different sets of transport
that employs the same type of stage. requirements. There are several reasons why the HLLV
. and OTV cannot be considered as simply successive
The stage that has been chosen for this unified ap- stages. of the sarne vehicle. The differentiation calls for
proach is the JSC "nominal" (Ref. 6-1 and 6-2). Vir- a staging base at the interface.
tually all the background data used are from the JSC
"nominal" vehicle for GEO construction ("COTVG"). One of the main reasons for the base is' that the HLLV
However, the stage size is not restricted and can easily is not man-rated. The shuttle must, therefore, be used
be scaled up or down with the modeling equation pre- and the personnel carrier that it deploys must be
seated in the discussion of"Cargo Transportation," coupled immediately to a refurbished OTV that is
6.3. Modeling equations for gross features of the OTV ready to proceed to GEO. The most crucial reason for a
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COEFFICIENT 1990 EXPECTATION VALUE RANGE
L 30 10 --	 100
f1 0.36 0.10 - 1.00 
fZ .0.05 0.01 - 0.25
K - 0.020 0.0034 - 0.227
Kl 0.0022 0.018 - 0.030
C FLIGHT	 MPL CK eV + K13
($m)	 `MT}	 ($M/MT)
RATIO 1990 EXPECTATION VALUE RANGE
MVEHICLE 9.4 6% - 32%
PAYLOAD
TANKAGE 6.8
PAYLOAD
Lexpendable portion 3 - 6%) 4% - 9%
PROPELLANT 217% 180% - 300%
MPAYLOAD
LAUNCH 333% 290% - 440%
MPAYLOAD
Tabl e 6-2	 OTV FLIGHT COST MODELING
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LEO staging base Is, however, propellant economy. To payload ratio of 3.0 and another has a ratio of 3.5, even
reach the 2:1 order of magnitude in the ratio of pro- though they both employ the same chemical propul-
r.	 pellant to payload, the OTV must either be a single- sion system. The full range of "types" is illustrated by
stage vehicle that is completely discarded after its trip the last column in Table 6-1.
to GEO, or multiple staging must be employed. Since
the latter has the advantage and economy of hardware 28m
reuse, it has been chosen; with it are the requirements
for refurbishment and loading of propellant which will
in turn require LEO facilities.
LO=LHz TANK	 TANK LH t
The weakest aspect of any chemical
	 propulsion
L4i
scenario is the large propellant mass that must be
DROP TANK	 COREdelivered from earth to LEO. The delivery by HLLV is
the dominant item in the transportation cost equation FIGURE G-1 UNISTAGE
(8.3.4). The weakness is minimized by gaining the
lowest average propellant to payload ratio. That corres-
ponds with minimizing the mass that must be returned
---ISM IB M
from GEO (e.g., people). Down payload is a severe en-
cumbrance to the average because the ratio required
is four or five times greater (see 6.3.2.2). Therefore, the LH2 TA NK	 TANK
mass of propellant that must be lifted from earth in- L^2
creases.
.A- 1
i
The existence of a substantial LEO staging base is one
way to minimize the down payload requirement. The
conclusion is, while assembly is necessarily at GEO,
the personnel or equipment that will need to be
returned must be minimized. This is a reinforcement
of the argument for automated GEO assembly. One ex-
ample of this has been discussed in Section 3.4.3.
The goal in this chapter has been to provide an overall
description of the 1990 expectations for chemical or-
bital transfer and for the required vehicles. The vehicle
is not described as an assemblage of hardware, but is
specified by the various missions that it will perform.
6.3 CARGO TRANSPORTATION
6.3.1 Vehicle Types and Scaling
6.3.1.E -REDUCTION TO THREE
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
Under the restrictions imposed in the introduction
there will be a single type of OTV. It will resemble
Figures 6-1, 6-2, and 6-3, but the mundane items like
valves, nozzles, fasteners, and structural shapes must
be left unspecified at this phase ]f the design. Distinc-
tions will be made between types within the specie..
The typing will be done by establishing values for a set
of pertinent ratios. For example, vehicles are con-
sidered to be different types if there is a launch to
FIGURE G-2 PERSONNEL CARRIER MODULE ON UNISTAGE
^"	 44=
LHi TANK TANK
O
. 
	
,	
LHZ TANK TANK
PAYLOAD
FIGURE 6-3 2 V2 STAGE WITH HLLV COMPATIBLE PAYLOAD
BASED ON UNISTAGE
In lieu of an exaci set of OTV specifications, the inde-
pendent variables must 'be ordered and reduced
before ,a final design can be considered. The number
of degrees of freedom allowed the design is reduced
by assigning values to ratios of some of the variables.
This procedure is equivalent to establishing a "type."
For the modeling in .Sections 6.3.2, 5.3.3, and 6.3.4,
the number of independent variables was three. They
are payload mass, mpL, vehicle cost per unit mass, CV,
and staging. The first and second variables were
chosen because they seemed to be identifiable as
mission-oriented. The third was chosen because (not
being a magnitude) is was difficult to formulate into
any ratio.
1,02
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6.3.1.2 THE ABSOLUTE SIMPLEST MASS
MODEL
In this forerunner to Mass Modeling, a set of ratios is
posed to represent a single-stage fully expended vehi-
cle in a from LEO to GEO with current technology.
First, assume that it is a "10% device;" that the ratio of
inert. mass to propellant is 0.1. Second, assume a per-
formance that achieves a propellant to payload ratio of
2.0. The simple model is now posed with a set of two
ratios and payload mass as the independent variable.
mINERT
	 0tl2	 m PROPELLANT 
= 
2.0m
PAYLOAD	 PAYLOAD
LAUNCH mPAYLOAD 0.0 + 2.0 + 0.2)
3 ' 2 mPAYLOAD
6.3.1 .3 THE ABSOLUTE SIMPLEST FLIGHT
COST MODEL
In this simplified representation, the cost flight is
determined directly from the vehicle cost per mass
and the payload mass. The vehicle is a single-staged
version, but fully reusable with no payload return (for
the distinction between this staging and the one in
6.3.1.2 see Appendix G-5). Furthermore, the vehicle
makes a large number of roundtrips. The total cost per
flight is given by:
elusive. The contribution of the modeling approach is
one of grouping and simplification rather than any ac-
tion from basic principles. The linear scalings pro-
posed to model gross aspects of the ON are in-
herently suspect outside ranges of existing ex-
perience. However, all the vehicle types to be con-
sidered for chemical transport of the SSPS lie beyond
experiential ranges. The extensions are not only in size
but performance level and the more obscure issue of
repeated reuse. The discussion in the following sec-
tions investigates some observed ranges and relative
degree of optimism.
6,3 .2 	 MASS MODELING.
6.3,2.1 THE MODEL
The orbital transfer vehicle is to be fully described in
terms of the payload mass and the staging scheme. All
other information is entered as ratios which are con-
sidered fixed during modeling. The model is strictly
linear; however, nonlinear behavior could be in-
troduced at a later date by inserting functions in place
of the constant ratios.
The mass elements to be considered as tankage (re-
tained and expended), vehicle, propellant, and
payload. The sum of all these will be termed "launch.
mass." The sum of the vehicle and all of the tank
masses will be termed "inert mass."
LAUNCH W mPAYLOAD + mPROPELLANT
+ mINERT .
MP + mVMLAUNCH — mPAYLOAD 
	 k mPL mPL
MT
CFLIGHT — 1/50 (cV ) (m PAYLOAD)+ mPL)
(1p M/MT)	 (MT}	 The succeeding sections culminate in determinations
of the three pertinent ratios along with ranges of uncer-
tainty for each and are charted in Table 6-1. The 1990
6.3.1.4 MODELING LIMITS	 expectation vehicle is. then described as:
For all the modeling sections a statement of limitation	 mLAUNCH = mPAYLOAD (1.000 + 2.170 +
is in order.. Rather than repeat the statement in each 0.094 -1- O.OFR^
section it is presented here and intended to be In- 	 mILAUNI
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The JSC "nominal" lies within the range established would operate at only 6:1 to 10:1 and would play some
in Table 6-1. It uses a launch to payload mass ratio of pertinent part in a GEO construction scheme. For ex-
3.04:. The primary difference is in the more optimistic ample, if 8:1 operations were required for as much as
propellant to payload ratio used by JSC. However, the 5% of the transport the average value would be raised
JSC value is for a single, no down payload mission, to 2.3:1. The long-range average, however, for pre-
while the number used here is intended to represent dominantly one-way mass transport might be as low as
an average mission as described in 6.3.2.2 216:1, therefore, that number will be used in this
model. The latter is 8% more pessimistic than the 2:1
rule of thumb.
6.3.2.2 MASS MODELING
The 2:1 rule of thumb is used to indicate the mass of 6'3'2.3 VEHICLE TO PAYLOAD RATIOS
r	 propellant required per unit mass of payload. It has The 10% rule of thumb is used to indicate the ratio of
meaning only for a particular value of the ratio 0/11sp, the inert vehicle weight to the propellant weight. The
For LEO-GEO transportation with chemical propulsion, des lgn.range is represented by values from. 5% to 20%.
the value will be taken as 31 (e.g., E =14260 fps The JSC nominal (Ref. 6-1 and 6-2) is about 7.5% and
(4346 m1s) and 1 ,9p =460s). The rule also depends on seems reasonable for 1990 technology. In retrospect
the stage mass fraction, fs, which will be taken as less the "tug era" design was directed at 10% vehicles,
than 0.97, which corresponds to an empty weight of and was intended to have been operational with cur-
about 3% of the propellant weight rent technology.	 It is notable that the ratio of inert
vehicle weight to propellant weight is directly related
The fuel to payload ratio should be minimized for max- to the staging fraction, fs, (see Fig. G-5) by the equa-
!mum fuel economy. In that respect nothing can com- tion (if, MINERT = Me)
pare with a single-stage vehicle that is deserted after
the flight Vehicles can easily be designed to meet: the
2:1 rule and might even be scaled down to 1.7:1 (fs =
MINERT	 3 -^50.97).
The ratio is denoted, P. in Appendix G-5 and is related
_
PROPELLANT	 ^S
to %.
	 Appendix G-5 treats the P to fs relationship Any reduction in fractional inert weight (from 10%
analytically for the two limiting cases of staging. It is toward 4%) is important. The fraction represents the
notable that no preflight or during-flight propellant mass that must fly a roundtrip and therefore has a high-
boil-off has been included. Some maneuvering might er propellant requirement per unit mass than a unit of
be allowed by the V which is slightly greater than the payload or a unit of propellant. However, the return in-
Hohmann minimum with 28.5 degree plane change in
the second firing. The absolute limit for P is shown to
°I°	 /°	 I°ert mass is only 12(9vehicle -}- 3tank) as large
as the payload, and is a 1 % further reduction in the rule
be exp (A V1lspgo)-1. This limit is not physically of thumb (i.e., 7.5% to 6.5%) would provide a 2% in-
realizable since it represents a zero mass empty vehi- crease in the payload. That increase would require a
i	 cle returning to LEO on zero propellant. 13% reduction in the vehicle mass which, at this level,
Any attempt to return equipment to the original orbit would cause a severe increase in DDT&E and a
severely increases the propellant to payload ratio. In decrease in vehicle reliability.
.	 3	 fact, a fully reusable single-stage vehicle cannot reach The 7.5% value would have to be raised to permit man-
a ratio as low as 2:1 and 3:1 would be a more realistic rating far use with the PCM described below in 6.4.
guideline.	 "Tug era" design seemed to prefer a 6:1
level. Multiple staging lowers the ratio. A two staga 6.3.2.4 TANK TO PAYLOAD RATIO
reusable vehicle with a very low inert weight can per- The 3°lo rule of thumb has been used to represent thefarm at 2:1 but a more representative value would be
mass of tankage per mass of contained propellant. In2:25 and a
	 10	 device would get about 2.5:1. this context, this ratio is used to represent. both LOX
The 2:1 rule of thumb is very optimistic for the type fo and LHz In their respective tanks. It, therefore, does not
scenarios under consideration. Payload return vehicles represent either, but the average. When converted to
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this basis, different design projections (Ref. 6-3 and
6-4) use ratios from 1.8% to 4%. In this case the con-
ceptual is much smailer--perhaps 1110 as large if a
nonrigid type of containment were used; The scenarios
under consideration for transportation require high
density for earth launch, which necessitates either
filled rigid tanks or collapsed nonrigid tanks. Further,
while the actual LEO-GEO flight loads would be small,
staging and refueling operations (see 6.3.4 and 63.5)
will induce handling loads which must be considered
dominant. The handling implications are high local
stress and sloshing which tend to rule out nonrigid
containment. In any case it seems that attainments
below the 2% level would incur such a severe penalty
in development and reliability that any gains would be
marginal.
The staging aspect of tankage consideration is
basically established in the ratio of expended tankage
to -total tankage (see 6,3.3.2). The ground rules spelled
out in the first section of this chapter make the ratio 1:2
for a 2-112 stage vehicle, and 1:3, 1:4, etc., for other
schemes.
The ratio used in these mcdelings is based on payload
and not propellant. The conversion is done with a sim-
ple product of tankage to propellant ratio. with the pro-
pellant to payload ratio.
6.3.3 Flight Cast modeling
The mass ratios have all been itemized in Table 6-1.
The intention now is to reduce the remainder of the
equation so that it has only two explicit variables;
payload mass, Mph, and cost per mass for the vehicle,
cv. The tank cost per mass is taken to be a fraction of
the vehicle cost, per mass cETlcV =fi. The expecta-
tions for the value of "Ft" are discussed below. in Sec-
tion 6.3.32 and Table 6-3.. The turnaround is taken as
proportional to the total vehicle cost,
r.^^
OTA - f2CV MPL MPL
the expected values for f2 are discussed in Section B
and Table 6-2. The cost of propellant per mass, cp, is
spelled out in Section a and summarized in Table 6-2.
The flight cost is then reduced to:
M
T)( 
M
CFLT - MPLCV I(f2 + L) + 3 V
	
PL)]
+ cpi4 (TP )
.PL
which is written more simply as:
*Q.%.
6.3.3.1 THE MODELCFLT =MPL (K, cv ± K,) 6-2 .The sections below evaluate the two constants, K,
The model used includes four e[e- which are given in Table 6-2 with expected ranges.
ments, They were, (1) the amortized vehicle Example: For a vehicle that transports a 500 MT
cost, (2) the cost for an expendable tank, (3) payload and can be built for $1,000 a kilogram, the
the cost of propellant actually used, and (4) flight cost will be 11.1 million dollars.
the cost for turnaround. Using L for the amor-
tization life in number of trips; 	 6.3.3.2 TANKAGE COST
CFLT =11LCv + CET -t- Cp -t- CTA Relating Within the parenthesis in equation 6-1 is the product
the cost explicitly to the mass of payload and using of coefficient fl with the mass ratio MRT1MV. The
small "c" for costs per mass:	 modeling conclusion has been Lo choose the nominal
value of each of these as 0:36; hence, the 36% double
rule. The product is 0. 13.
MY
M	 c ( V ) 7 + CST ( ET ) "V ) The mass ratio MET-1MV is much more well-definedFLT	 PL V MPL
	
L	 V	 PL than fi, which represents costs of several types . of
hardware lumped. This is based on a 2-112 stage vehi-
MP	
c12 with a single tank expended per flight. If refueling
+ c,p (	 ) + CTA considerations make it necessary to replace both
PL
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Table 6-3
	
	
NUMBER OF HLLV LAUNCHES REQUIRED PER SPS FOR EACH AREA
INDICATED
Payload for GEO LH2 to LEO	 L02 to LEO
Number of HLLV Launches	 122	 38	 208
Assumptions: I. Each payload for GEO is a unitized 230 tonnes (257.6 tons).
2. 365 OTV missions required.
3. 2 common stage OTV used.
4, 800 tonnes (882 tons) payload assumed for HLLV.
3
tanks, this number would double. Then ft can be esti- 63 .3.4 TURNAROUND PRACTIONALIZED	 1
mated from the limits of its range. Since all the plumb- The turnaround costs for an OTV are the softest num-
Ing and precis'a- machinery is associated with the bers involved in estimating flight cost. Certain portions
	 3
vehicle, it is not expected that the tank cost per mass of the craft might be replaced or refurbished on occa-
would exceed the vehicle cost: per mass. Therefore, sion but the every-flight tank replacement and refuel-
the maximum for fi was assumed to be 1.00. The ing would be expected to dominate and is discussed
minimum value of the ratio found by inference for a in 6.3.5 in some detail.
variety of vehicles was 0,09. (This is only slightly less
than the value obtained by setting the cost per flight For modeling purposes the best way to include tur-
equal for expended tanks and vehicles.)
	
naround cost is to set it as a fraction, fz, of the vehicle
cost. This fraction is intimately related to the choice of
	 i
The number derived by inference from the JSC the amortization life, L. The interrelation is seen in
nominal (Ref. 6-1) was fl =0.36, This was midrange equation 6 .1, so that the latitude in Fz can be taken up
and seemed to be reasonable. Any further refinement 1IL and vice versa. 	 {
would require a detailed look at the hardware involved. For simplicity, the two factors could be lumped and
Any attempt to recycle the expended tanks would considered as a single parameter. The only explicit
	 j
magnify both factors. That is, the tanks would weigh estimate that was found for any OTV was 2.3 SM on a
	 i
more and cost more per unit mass. For that case, the 45$M vehicle, thus, f2 has been set at 5% which cor-
expected value of ft would be 1.0, 	 responds to an effective replacement life of 20 trips.
a
6.3.3.3 PROPELLANT COST 	 6.3.4 Staging Rational
The propellant cost is 1 $/Kg. This figure is very impor- 6.3.4. I THE COST ASPECTS
tant to the flight cost and it is seemingly difficult to es-
tablish the price for the tremendous quantities.to be The cost aspects of staging stem. primarily from the
called for in the time frame of 1990 ar. d beyond. technique of fuel saving by leaving parts of the equip
Nevertheless, the figure of 1$1Kg seems to be univer- ment along the way. Either the destaged elements
sally accepted.	 would return independently to be reused or would be
This cost is derived from the loading ratio of LOX to LH2 discarded.
of 6.1 (adjusted from the 8:1 stoichicmetric). Then the The "rules of thumb" discussed previously have the
price of LOX is taken as 6.6 cents/Kg and that of LH2 staging as an implicit consideration. if the equipment 	 7
as 6.6$/Kg. Combining the two gives an average of to be destaged at GEO were fully reusable in SPS con-
1$/Kg.
	
struction, the choice would clearly be to use a one
3.06
istage expendable vehicle. However, if design does not ibility of these related operations and systems. Conse-
permit that possibility, one must include staging to get quently, it is important to examine the impact of these
reuse and reasonable fuel economy. The ratio of fuel to options on related systems prior to the selection pro-
payload decreases with increasing number of stages, cess.
but operations and recoverability considerations will
only permit a small number of stages.
-there are several reasons for the degree of influence
which propellant resupply exerts on the balance of the
transportation system. Two of these are presented
6.3.4.2 RECOVERABILITY ASPECTS below.
Recoverability aspects of staging are stimulated by a. Propellants, tankage, and the orbital transfer
vehicles make up approximately 60% of the average
two factors. above and beyond cost. First is the desire HLG V payload with propellant accounting for about
not to pollute space with debris, and secondly, to avoid 55% (see Figs. 4-11 and 4-12). The magnitude of this
creating obstacles to navigation. Perhaps the simplest factor can be seen by considering the orbital transfer
approach would be to use as many of the destaged vehicle configuration illustrated in Figure 6-4. This is a
elements as possible and to lump the residual in a 2-112 stage vehicle which has expendable propellant
near-GEO orbit where it would be easily avoided and tanks and is one of two primary L021LH2 orbital transferpositioned.
vehicles discussed in Reference 6-1. It requires 475
The most obvious use for tanks is. as habitation and tonnes (523.6 tons) of.propellants per mission. Hence,
storage modules. However, since those requirements over 173,000 tonnes (190,700 tons) will be required
are small relative to the number of tanks destaged at for the 365 OTV missions needed for each Col-
GEO, other possibilities need to be researched. A umn/Cable SPS.
prime consideration is the use of supplying material for b. The activity band of OTV operations extends
"hard spots" in the satellite structure. One concept is from a low earth orbit altitude of 500 km (270 n.m.) up
to design the tanks with elements about a thousand to a geosynchronous orbit altitude of 36,000 km
times smaller. These structure-sized elements will be (19,440 n.m.). These operations interface with the
assembled into a tank: Once the fuel is expended and heavy lift launch vehicle payloads at LEO and win theit comes into equilibrium temperature at GEO, the ele- solar power satellite construction site at GEO. Various
meats will be easily removable. maneuvers and events which occur in this activity
6.3.43 OPERATIONS ASPECTS band are	 given	 in. Figure 6-5	 which	 is an as-
centldeboost profile for the 2-112 stage OTV referred to
Operations aspects of staging preclude many of the in reason a, above.
conceptual designs that would appear very favorable
from the cost or recycling points of view. There is first GROUND RULES:.
the operation of reconnoitering and maneuvering to the an Uncertainties in the physical characteristics of
LEO staging base.	 The recovery will worsen with the materials required atthe solar powersatelilte
multiple staging and the intra-vehicle collision pro- construction site prevented a detailed analysis of
bability . must be considered to have .an. exponential prospective payloads.
growth. But the factor most likely to dominate the
multiplicity decision is the complexity of the refurbish- b. This study addresses the transportation
ment operation. system during the early years of the solar power
satellite placement scenario "B."
6.3.5 Mode of Propellant Resupply
G. No partitioning and reassembling of payloads
BACKGROUND which have been delivered to LEO but are required at
The mode of propellant resupply for the cargo orbital. GEO is performed atthe LEO staging base. Only
transfer vehicles has the potential for influencing unitized cargo, which is ready for mating with OTV's
operations and systems far beyond the primary Iota- would be received at the LEO base.
tion where resupply physically occurs.	 Options d. The two modes of propellant resupply
selected for propellant resupply can reduce the flex= considered are both feasible.
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^^ TANK ° L02	o ,	 Loy
TANK L	 L^ TANK TANK
p	 L02 Q	 o
2-1/2 STAGE LO2/LHZ	 LENGTH: 48m
LIFE : 30 MISSIONS	 DIAM: 8.4m
PAYLOAD.: 250 tonnes. 	 TOTAL WEIGHT: SiO Tonnes
IOM/F/t.	 PROPELLENT WEIGHT: 475 tonnes
FIGURE 6-4 OR6ITAL TRANSFER VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS
.(FIGURE VI--6 OF REF. 6-1.)
O
O
LEO
ASSUMPTIONS:	
.I
NO PLANE CHANGE
- gO -	 -	 2= STAGE OTV
MANEUVERS AND EVENTS	 -
EARTH LAUNCH OF HLLV
(D LEO CIRCULARIZATION ( OMS BURN)
© OTV DEPLOYED AND CHEC%ED OUT IN LEO
O STAGEI BURNWTV GE6 TRANSFER MANEUVER)
O  STAGE 2 BURN AND SEPARATION
	
tOTV GEO TRANSFER MANEUVER}	 -	 -	 -
Q STAGE . I OF OTV RETURNS TO LEO	 -	 -
© GEO CIRCULARIZATION (STAGE 2 BURNT
O DEORSIT MANEUVER tSTAGE 1)
d NOT SHOWN- DEORBIT (STAGE 2)
FIGURE 6-5 GEOSYNCHRONOUS ASCENT/DEBOOST
PROFILE
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e. The various payload configurations con-
sidered for the HLLV and the OTV are technically feasi-
ble in the sense that they meet density, safety, center
of gravity, and other constraints imposed by the vehi-
cle.
Two options of OTV propellant resupply are considered
here; the first is transfer of propellant tanks and the
second is transfer of propellants. Combinations were
not examined. Several of the areas which are in-
fluenced by alterations in the mode of propellant
resupply are listed in Figure 6-6. The impact of the two
resupply options on each of the four Categories given
in Figure 6-6 will now be explored.
PROPELLANT RESUPPLY
CARGO oRBITAL TRANSFER VEHICLE
DESIGN
PROPELLANT TANK REQUIREMENTS
HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLE PAYLOAD
DESIGN AND MODEL OF DELIVERY TO LEO
PROPELLANT TANK REQUIREMENTS
SPACE TRASH
QUANTITY AND NATURE OF EXPENDABLES
SOLUTION AND COSTS
LEO STAGING BASE OPERATION$
FIGURE 6-6 INFLUENCES OF MODE OF PROPELLANT
RESUPPLY
PROPELLANT TANK REQUIREMENTS.--A primary driver
of propellant tank design is its expendability. An op-
posing but equally significant driver is loss of
cryogenics (due to seepage, boil-off, etc.) which is de-
pendent in part upon the duration of the mission and
the degree of insulation in the tank design. Mission
duration refers to the time elapsed between initial
earth launch of the propellant tanks as part of an HLLV
payload and return of the OTV stages to the LEO stag-
ing area. Maximum loss of propellants will occur bet-
ween earth launch and the initial OTV burn at LEO.
Propellant losses are controllable in several ways. A
tankage systems.. consisting of a pressure vessel,
polyureathane foarn and honeycomb was considered
as Reference 6-4. This particular system was capable
of propellant losses of less than 2% for a seven day
period. Another requirement for tanks might result from
the need to dock the expended tanks for temporary
storage or to dispose of the tanks. It would be
beneficial to provide the necessary physical configura-
tion for that capability in the initial design. Finally,
since OTV propellant tanks and propellants make up
60% of the HLLk/ payload, packing, stacking, and load-
ing constraints imposed by the HLLV payload con-
figuration may influence tank design..
Fox example, payload diameters of 15
meters for the heavy lift launch vehi-
cles are being considered. This would
suggest that the OTV profiles given in
Figure 6-7 might: be more accurate di-
mension wise than those in Figure 6--4.
6.3.5:1 IMPACT ON THE ORBITAL.
TRANSFER VEHICLE
	
15M
TRANSFER OF TANKS OPTION LHZ
DESIGN--The baseline 2-112 stage OTV would have a
modular design. The expendable components con-	 :
sisting of stage 1 and stage 2 drop tanks would incor-
porate into their structure most of the tankage system
WALL
required for L02ILH2 propellants, auxiliary propulsion 	 CONFIGURATION
system propellants and fuel cell reactants (if required). 	 {NOT SCALED]
The propellant feed system would be designed to
facilitate component interchange. The reusable com-
ponent or core of stage 1 would consist of engines,
avionics, and additional reusable systems. The core of
stage 2 would be similar except it would have stiff i- FIGURE G-7
cient propellant for return to LEO after deploying
payload and the stage 2 expendable tank at GEO.
1 _[Sm
LHZ
"Loz
DUAL TANKCONFIGURATION
(NOT SCALED)
ORBITAL TRANSFER VEHICLE PROFILES
I
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TRANSFER OF PROPELLANT OPTION
DESIGN--The OTV stages should be compatible with
s°° _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _900
TONNE LEYE-
the propellant transfer system. The basel ine OTV
aoo — us AND
5RRaaa
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design for the transfer of propellant option would be a a	
700 \ PAY^ PRaP
two common stage vehicle with both stages having the °	 600 TO BED TA;"
configuration of stage 1 in Figure 6-4. Propellant tanks a
are not assumed detachable. With regard to this two soo.
_>j — — ^. ^ f,/^ i
stage OTV, systems which on aper mission basis a	 400 PAYWAa
TO GEO
–23a
TONNES
' PROP
/TANK
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require maintenance (for example, flushing of the o	 goo EACH x ;^ EACH
tankage systems) or which may require replacement
z	 zoo \f(for example, the auxiliary propulsion system PROP. 'PROP PROPr
propellant tanks and fuel cell reactants) should be 12	 loo TANK
—2965
70NNE5 ITAh TA
EACN
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accessible. it should be noted that each stage of this
two stage OTV returns to LEO intact.
PROPELLANT TANK REQUIREMENTS--The tankage FIGURE 6-8 POTENTIAL HLLV PAYLOAD COMPOSITIONS
system would have a lifetime consistent wlth the
balance of the OTV systems. The design should TRANSPORTATION SCENARIO I
minimize boihoff, seepage, and losses which result
from propellant transfer. The propellant feed and fill The second configuration considered in Figure 6-8 will
system should be appropriate forme LEO propellant be used as a baseline operation. It will be referred to
transfer station environment and degree of man as	 Transportation	 Scenario	 I.	 This	 scenario	 was
involvement, selected due to its operational simplicity. The se-
quence of events for Scenario 1 from earth launch to
6.3.5.2 IMPACT ON THE HEAVY LIFT GEO deployment of cargo follows;
LAUNCH VEHICLE PAYLOAD
TRANSFER OF TANKS OPTION SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR SCENARIO 1EVENT:
DESIGN AND MODE OF DELIVERY TO LEO--This is in- a. Shroud contained GEO bound payload of 250
dependent of other factors if a chemical OTV is used tonnes (275.6 tons) mated with two OTV expendable
with the characteristics and configurations considered propellant tanks and propellants.
in this section. Then it will be necessary to transport 2 b.	 HLLV delivers its 800 tonnes (862 tons)
Kg (lb) of propellants to LEO for each Kg (lb) of payload to elliptical orbit. The OMS burn places the
payload to . GEO. Most of the HLLV missions will payload into LEO.
transport significant quantities of propellant. if it is c. (1) The lower OTV expendable tank is mated
assumed that mixed HLLV payloads of propellants and with an OTV core propulsion unit to form stage 1.
GEO bound payloads are acceptable then potential (2) The upper OTV expendable tank (still
HLLV payloads can	 be specified.. The frame. of docked with the GEO bound payload) is mated with
reference is the 2-1/2 stage OTV with a 250 tonnes another OTV core to form the second stage of the OTV.
(275.5 tons) payload to GEO. Figure 6-8 gives several (3) Stage 1 is docked with stage 2 and the
potential HLLV payload compositions. Reference lines OTV is deployed and checked out.
at the 450 to 900.tonrle levels are indicated since they d. Stage 1 burn 'occurs
represent baseline payload capabilities of so;:-le of the e. Stage 2 burn and stage 1 separation occur.
heavy lift launch vehicles considered in Reference f. Stage 1 returns to LEO.
6-2. Assuming the three configurations in Figure 6-8 g. (1) Stage 2 circularization burn puts stage 2
are compatible with HLLV loading constraints, it would and payload into GEO.
seem that future sizing of HLLV payloads should be (2) Payload and expendable tank undocked
closer to the 800 metric ton (882 tons) range. Another from stage 2 core.
alternative would be to scale up the OTV charac- h. Stage 1 deorbit maneuver occurs.
teristics including payload capability. 1. Stage 2 deorbit maneuver occlirs.
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Figure 6-9 gives a schematic of the sequence of
events for Scenario I.
HLLV PAYLOAD BOO TONNES(BB2 TONS)
OTV 2} STAGE LOz/LHz
50 MISSION, PAYLOAD 250 TONNEs(275,ETONS)
PAYLOAD
250 MT
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GEO	 2nd	
TANK	 -	 -
O TAG	 O O
STAGE 2 COREO
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PAYLOAD
RETURNS TO LEO--^ Q
Q`` LEO
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PAYLOA 	 fi^^—XPENDABLE
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FIGURE 6-9 EARTH TQ_cFo DELIVERY
TRANSPORTATION SCENARIO Y
Propellant tank requirements for the transfer of tanks
option has already been discussed.
TRANSFER OF PROPELLANT OPTION
DESIGN AND MODE OF DELIVERY TO LEO--This op-
tion assumes the existence of a method of refueling or-
bital transfer vehicles in LEO from large propellant
tanks brought to LEO from earth. The refuel method
might employ an artificial gravity idea. It is assumed
that unitized payloads for GEO of 250 tonnes (275.6
tons) are delivered to LEO. In addition, large propellant
tanks suitable for mating with the refueling station ar-
rive periodically.
PROPELLANT TANK REQUIREMENTS--The signifl-
cance of the role that the cryogenic tankage systems
play in the SPS transportation scenarios suggested
that a brief study of a potential system would be of
value. Two basic designs for. a L02/LH2 tankage
system: for a chemical propulsion stage have been
considered by J. C. Smithson of the Power Generation
Branch in Reference 6-4. Ground rules and mission re-
quirements are provided in that study. The data below
have been modified to reflect performance for a seven
day mission.
LH2 TANK CHARACTERISTICS
The LH2 tank is assumed to be cylindrical with eltip-
sodial heads of majdf uiamter D and a minor diameter
of DC — 2 where D =15.24 meters (50 ft.). The total
length is 36.24 meters -019 fit.). A pressure vessel
forms the inner wall which is in turn surrounded by
7,62 em (3 inches) of polyureathane foam. The outer
wall is high phenolic resin honeycomb.
Gross Weight 453.6 tonnes (500 tons)
Volume 5,849.6 m3 (206,577 fe)
Liquid Residual 7,620 kg (16,799 lbs,)
Pressurant Gas 1,448 kg (3,192 lbs.)
Bail-off (7 day mission) 5,909 kg (13,027 1bs.)
Structure (inert wt.) 50,486 kg (111,303 lbs.)
Available Impulse Propellant equals:
453.6 - 65.5 = 388.1 tonnes (426 tons)
L02 TANK CHARACTERISTICS
The L02 tank is assumed to be spherical with diameter
9.13 meters (30 ft.). The insulation system is identical
to that of the LH2 tank except the foam has a thickness
of 15.24 cm (6 inches).
Gross Weight 453.6 tonnes (500 tons)
Volume 397.7m3
 (14,045 ft3)
Liquid Residual 4,309 kg (9,500 lbs,)
Pressurant Gas 1,148 kg (2,531 lbs.)
Boil-off 706 kg (1,556 lbs.)
Structure (inert wt.) 9,947 kg (21,929 lbs.)
Available Impulse Propellant equals
453.6 - 16.1 = 437.5 tonnes (482 tons)
Each of the above tanks are assumed compatible with
payload requirements of an HLLV with a 450 tonnes
(500 tons) payload capacity. The LH2 tank would pro-
vide sufficient propellant for 11 OTV stages while the
L02 tank would refuel only two OTV stages. ` lI is
assumes minimal propellant loss during transfer.
TRANSPORTATION SCENARIO II
In order to be consistent with Scenario I, we assume an
HLLV payload capacity of 800 tonnes. An L02 . tank
sized for 800 tonnes (882 tons) HLLV payload can
deliver 710 tonnes (783 tons) of propellant to LEO.
This provides propellant for 3.5 OTV stages, including
OMS and shroud penalty. An LH2 tank sized for.the 800
tonnes (882 tons) payload capability should be able to
deliver 650 metric tons (716.5 tons) of LH2 to LED. This
will refuel 19 single OTV stages, and due to boil-off
	
. EXPENDABLE PROPEL LANT TANKS
losses, its delivery would occur after delivery of some
	
AND Htty SHROUDS
GEO payload and L02 refueling. It is assumed that 3
unitized 250 tonne (275.6 tons) GEO payloads can be
delivered in an HLLV. The number of HLLV launches
required for each of three areas discussed above is
	 ^
EXPEN DED 	 SUPPORT FACILITIES,SPACEgiven in Table 6-3. Figure 6-1 D provides a visual in- PROPULSION	 ^-	 STAGING BASES
terpretation of Scenario 11.
	
STAGES	 RASH	 CREW CIUARTERS
HLLV PAYLOAD 800 TONNES(882 TONS)
	
GEO	 OTV x COMMON STAGES	 - -	 -	 -
FULLY REUSABLE, 30 MISSIONS
PAYLOAD 250 TONNES (275.6 TONS)
CONS'/MFG FACILITIES
DOCK OTV 
f y^OtiA	 FIGURE 6-11 SOME SOURCES OF EXPENDABLE ITEMS
STAGES AND	
^qP^'a	
I
PAYLOAD(	 5 p'^ PROPELLANT TRANSFER PROCESS
mode of propellant resupply, shall be with expendable
	
259	 `	 propellant tanks. Since the propellant tanks ofT^^^,E, - -
	 Scenarios l and II are of concern in this section, it was
DEPLOYING. FOR	 PROP	 necessary to establish some of the characteristics ofTANKGEO DELIVERY	 LED 	 the. tankage systems for the two ON configurations.
°'4 °^, Linear extrapolation of the tankage data in Section
6.3.5.2 was assumed valid for the range considered.
The ratio of L02 to LHz was taken as 6 to 1.
PARTIAL
  
	
LHz TANK CHARACTERISTICS
^sHRDUO
	
EARTH `H=	 Inert weight per stage 3.7 tonnes (4.08 tons)
Volume 433 m3 (15,290 fe)
Boo TONNES
	
PAYLOAD H	 LHz weight 34 tonnes (37.5 tons)
L02 TANK CHARACTERISTICS
Inert weight per stage 4.5 tonnes (4.96 tons)
FIGURE G-10 HLLV PAYLOADS	 3	 3
	
TRANSPORTATION SCENARIO 31	 Volume 178 m (6,286 ft )
L02 weight 204 tonnes (225 tons)
6.3.5.3 IMPACT ON THE SPACE TRASH 6.3.5.4 IMPACT ON THE STAGING BASE
PROBLEM
	
OPERATION
Delivery, construction, and assembly of a solar power TRANSFER OF TANKS OPTION--This option would
satellite of the magnitude studied will result in subs- need a docking area for mating expendable tanks with
tantial quantities of discarded items. These items will OTV core units and the personnel required for this
range in mass from a few grams up to several tens and function. It is considered to impose the least require-
3	 meats on the LEO staging base and to require the leastin volume up to 450 cubic meters (15,892 ft ). Ex- technological advances,
perience has indicated that space missions can be
limited in duration by waste accumulation due to the TRANSFER OF PROPELLANT OPTION--This option
number of personnel, amount of construction, and time would require development of a scheme of propellant
duration of the project; provisions will need to be made transfer in space and the machinery necessary to ac-
for the systematic elimination of expended items. Po- complish the actual transfer. Transfer of large pro
tential source, of expendable items are indicated in pellant tanks to the machinery and conectldisconnect
Figure 6-11. The primary concern, in keeping with the operations would be required. Propellant losses would
112
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need to be minimized. OTV units would require move- Truss configuration (Ref. 6-2).
ment to and from the propellant ,transfer site. These
ca Total mission time from the deployment of the
reasons suggest that this Option would be the most OTV and payload including the PCM at the LEO stag-
complex of the two and require technological ad-
mg base until deployment of the payload and PCM at
vances. the SPS construction site at GEO would be less than
6.4
	 PERSONNEL one day.
=	 TRANSPORTATION d. Rescue. capability wcro ,,, not require addi-
tional standby units as in the case of the POTV due to
The following study of transportation of personnel for the size of the OTV fleet and OTV mission frequency.
the solar satellite power system was undertaken in
order to determine how a systematic movement of per e. Refurbishment and maintenance of the PCM
sonnel between earth and GEO could be achieved, fleet should be more cost effective than in the case of
and, in addition, to provide cost data for this phase of a POW fleet.
the transportation system. The study will address the f.	 In the event of an OTV malfunction, the
personnel carrier module (PCM) and to a lesser extent transfer of the RCM from the vicinity of the failure to
the use of the personnel orbital transfer vehicle. The another rescue OTV would be similar to the operations
first part involving the PCM is an effort to establish a required. for personnel transfer from one POW to 	 i
system having uncomplicated logistics and utilizing another rescue POW.
the hypothesized OTV fleet as opposed to the creation
of a separate POTV fleet. 6.4.1.2 REQUIREMENTS	 3
The personnel carrier module shall be capable of pro..
6.4 n 1 viding Iife support to a TBD number of personnel which
Personnel  O a r E ed u i e are to be transported from earth to a GEO construction
site. Module transportation from earth to LEO will be by
6.4.E .1	 BACKGROUND AND REL A T ED orbiter or modified orbiter. The module will be part of
FACTORS the payload of an OW from LEO to GEO. The extent of
man rated capability needed by the OW will be deter-
One alternative to the use of the personnel orbital mined by mission requirements. The exact capacity of
transfer vehicle which is required for electrical propul- the PCM will be determined by constraints imposed by
sion systems is a personnel carrier module. The PCM the SPS construction scenario and by the physical
would be carried from earth to LEO internally in the constraints of weight and dimension imposed on the
payload of an: orbiter, modified orbiter, or SSTO. Tran- PCM by compatibility with the orbiter or modified or-
sition of the module from LEO to GEO would be biter. Figure 6-13 gives the mission events sequence
achieved by docking the PCM with a cargo orbital for the PCM.
transfer vehicle. Several factors suggest that a PCM
capable of transporting in excess of 50 passengers MISSION REQUIREMENTS
would represent an optimal method of personnel a. DOCKING SITE­-The primary PCM docking
transportation from the dual viewpoint of cost and site for launch and recovery shall be the same location
logistics. These factors are: as that for the Shuttle or modified shuttle. Secondary
a. No development of a POW would be required. docking sites are at LEO and GEO staging k ases.
b. f=requency of OTV missions to GEO would cer- b. ABORT CAPABILITY--The extent;.' of abort
tainly meet rotational requirements of construction and capability and rescue are to be determineill.
 personnel required at the SPS site. 	 Baseline C. EMERGENCY STAY TIME--Life support shalldata indicated that approximately 365 missions per oe provided for emergency passenger stay time in theSPS per year would be required of the OTV fleet witha PCM of at least 48 hours.
vehlicle payload capability of 250 metric tons (275.8
tons). Estimated average man trips for the COL- d. PASSIVE DOCKING--The PCM shall be capa-
UMNlCABLE SPS configuration is 780 and 940 for the ble of passive docking in LEO or GEO for an indefinite
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1.FIGURE 6-13 MIS51ON EVENTS SEQUENCE FOR PERSONNEL
CARRIER MODULE
period.
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
e. PASSENGER CAPACITY--The PCM shall be
capable of transporting at least 50 passengers to either
the LEO or GEO staging bases.
f. ENERGY REQUIREMENTS--The PCM shall be
bl f	 M.	 11 ' o elated ener re "ire-
f
j. ENVIRONMENT REQUIREMENTS--The PCM
shall meet the conditions -of the natural and induced
environments of the combined, PCM, Earth Launch
Vehicles, and OTV systems during all phases of opera-
tion, ground and flight. This includes Van Allen Belt
transition.
k. REUSABILITY REQUIREMENTS--The PCM
should be capable of a significant number of missions.
Refurbishment should be operationally simple consist-
ing of the reconstitution of most systems by removal
and replacement.
L OPERATIONAL INTERFACE REQUIRE-
MENTS--Interfaces will exist between the PCM and
operation centers including the earth launch system to
support the necessary coordination, information
transfer, etc. Interface candidates would include voice
communications, computer to computer data transfer,
and transmission of facsimile and video, The PCM
shall be capable of monitoring critical functions of the
OIV with override capability.
t1'1r. SAFETY REQUIREMENTS--The PCM should
be equipped with a fail-safe locator beacon and have
limited self-deploy
  ability in the event of an aborted
OTV mission.
6.4.1.3 CONCERNS
One concern is the manner of docking and the location
of the PCM relative to the OTV and cargo which may
constitute the balance of the OTV payload. Related to
the above problem is the need to determine what type
of event could occur which would result in an OTV mis-
sion abort where the OTV has a PCM as payload and
hence a rescue mission would be required. Conse-
quently, it is required to find the type. of interfaces
capa e o r, ee rng a I L I OP n r	 gy q	 which should exist bewteen the OTV and PCM and to	 1
ments including those resulting from an aborted OTV What extent the PCM should be able to self-deploy in
mission where.rescue is required.	 the event of an OTV accident.
g. LIFE SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS--The PCM	 1
.
shall be capable	 6 4.1.4 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICSS. of meeting all life support require-	 ^
ments. for all passengers for a five day time period. 	 The problem of establishing personnel transportation
h. STRUCTURAL REQUIREMENTS--The PCM costs required assumptions concerning baseline con-figurations. This section includes the: necessar
structure shall be compatible with the launch loads, ydimension requirements, and mating requirements as- baseline data and illustrative figures. Figure 6-14 indi-
sociated with the appropriate Earth Launch Vehicle. cates that deployment of the PCM from the orbiter has
occurred at LEO and that docking of the PCM for
h DOCKING REQUIREMENTS--The PCM will transfer to GEO by OTV Is to occur shortly. A view of a
	 imeet clocking requirements as imposed by the Earth personnel carrier module and physical data are given
	
i
Launch Vehicle, the OTV, LEO/GEO staging bases, in Figure 6-15. Data arrd Figure 6-15 are from
and rescue mission requirements.	 Reference 6-2.
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D.M.
PERSONNEL CARRIER MODULE
(FIGURE VI-E-2 OF REF. 6-2)
Stages 2.1/2 2-1/2	 2-1/2
Isp, sec. 470 460	 455
Mass Fraction
.94 .93	 .92
Total Inert Weight (metric tans) 29 35	 43
Prop. Weight (metric tons) 453 475	 494
Expended 'tank Inert Weight:
(metric tons) 7 9
	 11
Flight Cost $M/Flt. 5 10	 20
Fli ght Turnaround, days 5 7	 10
Mission Life 50 30	 20
a	
F
It was necessary to determine the magnitude of the
penalty that a PCM would impose_ dff -:&.,:norrnal 250
.tonnes (275.6 tons) OTV payload. That is, it Was re-
quired to calculate the amount of offloading of the
cargo payload needed at LEO in order to deploy and
retrieve a PCM at GEO. Gus Babb of the Advanced
Mission Design Branch has provided technical assis-
tance for this section. The range of OTV having the
PASSENGER MODULE FROM
FIGURE 6-14 TRANSFER Af Q of	 BOUND	 2-1* stage configuration given in Figure 6-4 are de-
ORBITER TO OTV	 scribed as follows:
Min.
	 Nom.	 Max.
Payload (in metri c tons)	 250
	 250	 250
^The PCM is assumed to have a capacity of 100 pas- quired. This is summarized below:
sengers and have a gross weight of 30 tonnes (33 	 Expendable Tank Stage 2 9 tonnes (9.92 tons)
tons) (included 20% contingency). It was necessary to 	 Stage 2 Core 10 tonnes (11.02 tons)
assign a weight decomposition for the stages of the 	 Stage 1 16 tonnes (17.6 tons)
OTV to obtain a first approximation to the offloading re- The conclusions in metric tons are as follows:
OFF LOADING	 PAYLOAD	 RETURN PAYLOAD
(PENALTY)	 TO GEO	 TO GEO
Equatorial Launch (0 0 )	 130	
90 tonnes cargo	 PCMPCii
KSC Launch (28.5°)	 150	
70 tonnes cargo	 PCM
+ PCM
An alternative to offloading is that one stage of the d. Projected personnel requirements at the GEQ
ON is capable of deploying and retrieving a PCM at site are not altered significantly;
GEO, but no additional payload capability exists. then, preliminary considerations of the personnel car--
COST SUMMARY rier module as parasitic payload of t**	 t#le and ON
Costs for DDT&E and TFU for the; personnel carrier seem to suggest this mode of passenger transportation
module have been estimated at il50M and $7M as being the optimal method as regards costs, opera-
respectively. Lifetime should be in excess of 1000 tional simplicity, and flexibility, The PCM will be the
missions, The following conclusions are `based on an baseline mode of passenger travel for the chemical
equatorial launch site.	 The division of the.,S10M per propulsion system.
flight cost of the ON is determined by assigning nor-
rnal cost of $40/kg to the 90,000 kgs. (198,416 ibs.) of 604.2 IPers®nrae! Orbital Transfer
cargo and the balance to personnel. Thus, we have: Vehicle
Cargo Transportation $3.66
Personnel Transportation $6.4M 6.4.2.1 BACKGROUND
This results	 in a round trip transportation cost . of In the event electrical propulsion is the mode of$64,000 per man. transportation from LEO	 to GEO for the solar power
SUMMARY satellite program, then a number of factors suggest the
If the following assumtions are valid, namely: need for a special purpose chemical' delivery system.These factors include:
a. The solar pourer satellite is to be constructed a, Electrical propulsion of modules (if required)
or assembled in GEO;
of the SPS from LEO to GEO will involve a trip time of
b. A dedicated chemical propulsion system
 such approximately 54 days.
as the OTV system will be used as the transportation b. Environmental hazards to personnel being
mode: from LEO to GEO;
moved on board the SPS in support bases would be
C. The concerns of 6.4.1.3 regarding safety can significant. These hazards include radiation dangers
be	 resolved
	
without	 imposing	 significant
	
cost from passage through the Van Alien Belt and the pro-
penalties upon the ON and PCM systems; bability of a collision of the SPS with space debris.
\I
	93	 106
	
47	 53
	
7	 12
	
50	 30
126 Transportation must be provided for disposal of unusa-
ble items, predominately expended tanks at LEO and
63 GEO. The GEO tanks will be clustered in groups of 13
22 and taken to escape by a retired stage. The LEO tanks
will be attached in pairs to an OMS core and forced to
20 reenter the atmosphere and return to earth. These
C. There may be a need of additional high This results	 in a nominal $/passenger cost of
priority equipment and cargo at GEO. $160,000. Figure 6-16 illustrates the configuration and
d. Transportation will be required to return can- some characteristics of a POW
struction/support personnel from GEO and to meet re-   ,	 SUG" ^..^.^
quirements of maintenance crews. ,J
Hence, for partial construction at LEO of the SPS, a
.1	
^I	
`1G27GNM ^,^ 7ANK
dedicated personnel orbital transfer vehicle (POTV)
will be needed. This study did not address the POTV
COACH 5ME V , ,^ 	 >,, 3326.
LIFE 30 MtZWG
	
01d	 452m
concept; however, in the interest of completeness, #K7,936 7$,Y85^WSi20 M&UM W7 I	 TMLy1FQ 1123 701044^ ^ o	 ^	 FROra^,MG„t 09TO„RB
certain aspects of this type of vehicle will be provided. 512	 "'	 eMSTAM' 4 ENL1Llves I AT Lb720 pEWro 25 EALNSTf•LEl'	 E5
The source of this data is section VI-E of Initial Techni- STAZE2 2EWAE5
cal, Environmental, and Econom i c Evaluation of Space
.Solar Power Concepts (JSC 11443). F[Vri£ 6-16 PERSONNEL ORIB AL TRANSFER VEHICLE {FOTVLICHARACTMGTIC5
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6.4.2.2 DISCUSSION
The normal POTV mission is initiated at LF_0 opera-
tional altitudes and after deploying andlrr retrieving a
module at GEO, the vehicle returns to LEO for subse-
quent docking at the staging base. The POTV is able to
reenter the ab,lve cycle after refurbishment, servicing,
refueling, and testing.
Potential payloads for the POTV include passenger
carrier modules, station resupply modules, and crew
modules for a GEO sortie. The PCM which was first
considered in 6.4.1 would again be transferred by the
orbiter from earth to LEO. However, the POTV would
provide the propulsion system for transfer of the PCM
from LEO to GEO. The resupply module would provide
replenishment of the GEO station consumables, sup-
plies, and equipment necessary for 180 days. All com-
ponents of the POTV concept including the stages of
the PON and the modules are assumed compatible
with the Orbiter payload bay. The range of POTV is
given as follows:
Min. Nom. Max.
Passengers	 75	 75	 75
Isp, sec.	 470
	
462	 45.5
Mass Fraction W
	
.89	 .89
	 .88
Inert Weight, MT	 17	 19	 23
Prop up, MT
Prop down, MT
Fl ight Cost, .$M/Flt.
Mission Life
6.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
For minimum DDT&E and operational simplicity, the
orbital transfer vehicle (ON) fleet should be com-
posed of vehicles which employ a single stage type--
the "unistage." The unistage will be baselined by the
second stage of the JSC nominal vehicle. All ON's
will be made from integral combinations of unistages.
Models have been posed to generate gross mass and
flight cost features of the "unistage." The models use
a reduction of independent variables to enable a linear
scaling in terms of payload mass, vehicle cost per
mass, and the staging.
A description is given of a "personnel carrier module,"
PCM, to be used for interorbit personnel transport. The
module is shuttle (modified) compatible and with 100
passengers it can be flown round trip by a single
unistage with no other payload. It a 2-112 stage vehicle
is used, the PCM will cause an "offloading" of payload
proportional to the number of personnel transported.
For cargo transport, two unistages will be used
together with a 250 m.t. payload. The mission will be
flown as 2-1/2 stage, however; and the second drop
tank will also be left upon return to LEO. That is, two
tanks will be disposed for each round trip--one at GEO
and one at LEO.
11 1
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schemes for disposal will require additional propellant The 2-112 stage OTV can have an expendable tankage
to be brought up from earth. system capable of similar performance if an expenda-
The extreme propellant penalty that must be paid for ble tank weight of approximately 11 tonnes (12.12
return payload strongly reinforces the idea that person- tons) per stage is acceptable.
nel in GEO must be minimized; hence, automation TRANSFER OF TANKS OPTION
should be maximized. QUANTITY AND NATURE OF EXPENDABLES--Scenario
Multiple staging is necessary for propellant economy I will be considered. It used the 2-1/2 stage OTV with
(i.e., Mp/MpL =2) and a LEO staging base is nxcess- 'oath stages having expendable tanks. The expendable
ary for repeated reuse of unistage cores (life of 30 tanks weigh between 9 and 11 metric tons. Each OTV
trips). The propellant resupply and core refurbishment mission results in one expendable tank deposited in
operations will neeL a support station. GEO and in LEO. Thus per SPS, 365 tanks are left in
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SUGGESTIONS each orbit with a total mass between 3,285 (3,621
tons) and 4,015 tonnes (4,426 tans).	 For reference,
a. DDT&E is needed on repetitive firing-refur- the total mass in both orbits is equal to approximately
bishment-docking-propellant-resupply operations se- 9% of the SPS mass.
quence for large numbers of cycles on modeled ver-
sions of the chemical OTV. SOLUTION AND COSTS--Preliminary estimates of the
b. A MissiontTraffic model should be developed number of expended tanks which could be incorpor-
for outflights of cargo, round trip flights of the Person- ated into the GEO support base or used for disposal of
nel Module, and flights for disposal. waste generated by all opertions at the GEO construc-
c. A compatibility study should be made for the tion bases are in the range of 10 to 20% Henry Wolbers
interfacing of the OTV and HLLV. One of the main of McDonnel-Douglas Astronautics Company has indi-
aspects is envisioned to be partitioning and reassem-
bly of cargo. The impacts on the LEO staging bass will
cated that each person in a space station requires ap-
proximately 5.66 m	 (200 ft) of living space. If it is
also be included. assumed that living space constitutes about 20% of the
d.	 DDT&E is needed far tanks that can be volume s ecessary for working space then 28.3 m
recycled spontaneously (i.e., without returning the {1000 ft) will be required iced per person. Assuming a usa-ble space of 400 m !14,126 ft) per LH2 tank and a
material to bulk farm). The categories to be considered personnel loading of 500 it is concluded that 36 tanks
should include structure, habitation,
	 electrical	 grid^^ ^^ are required for the GEO support bases. Due to uncer-hard spots,
	 and counter weights. This is a transpor- tainty about potential uses of tanks, a procedure was
tation cost driver. created which would allow for disposal of all excess
e. Design should be made for tanks that minim- expended tanks at a modest cost.ize boil-off of LH2 and minimize basis cost for those not
recyclable. The method assumes that tanks given an escape
f. Power schemes need to be developed for the velocity do not constitute a future menace. Expended
equipment at the LEO staging base for refurbishment tanks at GEO are grouped until 26 tanks are available.
and structure fabrication that will be operational before An OTV second stage which has completed 27 mis-
the array is deployed. The propellant resupply scheme sions would be mated with another stage in LEO.
would be employed to run small turbo generators or Offloading of 35 tonnes (38.5 tons) of the 250 tonnes
fuel cells, of cargo would be done prior to launch. The second
stage of the OTV would arrive at GEO with 215 tonnes
(237 tons) of payload and approximately 45 tonnes
6.6 CONCLUSIONS (49.6 tons) of excess propellant. This second stagewould not return to LEO but would be mated with six
The two common stage OTV can have an LH21LO2 expended tanks in parallel. An additional seven tanks
tankage system capable of boil-off losses of less than would be reversed and docked in series to.the initial
2% for a seven day mission if an inert tankage weight cluster. This dual cluster of 14 expended tanks having
per stage of 9 tonnes (9.92 tons) is acceptable. a mass of approximately 136 tonnes (150 tons) would
118 9
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then use the excess propellant in the second stage to TRANSFER OF PROPELLANT OPTION
achieve escape velocity. A first stage which has com- QUANTITY AND NATURE OF EXPENDABLES--Scenariopleted its mission quota would be mounted as a sec- It will be considered as representative of the propellant
and stage for another OTV at LEO. Off loading of cargo transfer mode. Table 6-3 provides part of the required
would occur and in this way the above sequence could data. Since an LH2 tank of the size considered may notbe repeated with a first stage. Orbits higher than GEO
meet HLLV payload density and dimension con-but not assuming escape trajectories could be ob-
straints, it may be necessary to have more frequent buttained at less cast. The costs of disposing of 14 tanks
smaller deliveries of hydrogen. However, for computa-..
excluding operations required in GEO would be 51.4 tional purposes, we assume the scenario is feasible.
million or $100,000 per tank. if tank construction is Scenario Il will result in 38 Litz tanks with an inert
costed at $60/kg, then construction and disposal of ex-
weight of 85.5 tonnes (94.2 tons) af d 208 L02 tankspendable tanks costs about $.75 million each unit.
with an inert weight of 16.2 tonnes (17.9 tons) left in
Disposal of the 365 tanks at LEO would be achieved by LEO. In addition, 26 OTV stages will be expended.
using the OMS units. The OMS units which perform the SOLUTION AND COSTS--It is assumed that the tanks
circularization for the LEO orbit would be augmented
will serve as waste receptors prior to disposal. Disposalby about .5 tonne of propellants prior to earth launch.
will be done according to the methods of the previousThe expended tanks would be reverse docked and
scenario. Since each tank is delivered by an OMS unit,
mated with the OMS unit. This configuration would be it will be assumed that an additional three metric tons
retrofired for reentry into the Indian Ocean. It would be
of propellant is provided for each OMS prior to earth
necessary to assume restart capability for the OMS. launch for each LH2 tank to be returned. The incrementRecovery of the OMS was not considered. The cost of for the L02 tank is .5 metric tons. Subsequent to thethis operation was not addressed but should be propellant transfer, the tanks would be remated with
minimal. Environmental impact on the Indian Ocean the OMS units and retrofired into the Indian Ocean.
was not considered. Figure 6-12 illustrates these oper- The tanks would not be recovered. Expendable LH2
tions. tanks would cost $5.1 million and L02 tanks $1 million
each. Tank elimination including penalties and opera-
[4 EXPENDED TANKS AND OTV tional cos? should not exceed $.1 million each. ON's
	 -?
PROPULSION STAGE would be expended as in Scenario I after completing
(BURN ACHIEVES EITHER their mission qquota.
GEO HIGH ORBIT OUTSIDE GEO
OR ESCAPE TRAJECTORY)
j
Table 6-4 lists the alternatives as regards disposal of
expendable items. The modes of elimination dis-
cussed in this.section were more characteristic of the
early period of the SPS program. A mature program
with completion of several satellites a year would in-
	 itroduce the potential of utilizing the recycle alterna-
tives in Table. 6-4 more fully.
2 EXPENDED TANKS AND OMS
PROPULSION STAGE
(RETROFIRE FOR RE-ENTRY	 LEO
INTO ATMOSPHERE) ,
OMS
FIGURE 6-12 TANK DISPOSAL FOR SCENARIO T_
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Table 6-4	 EXPENDABLE ITEMS
THE ALTERNATIVES
1, LEAVE IN ORBIT
a TAKE NO ACTION
a CREATE JUNKYARD
Z, DISPOSE OF ITEMS
a INSERT ESCAPE TRAJECTORY
9 REINSERT--EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE
3. RECYCLE
e USE IN UNMODIFIED FORM
* USE IN COMPATIBLE STRUCTURES
a PROCESS FOR REFABRICATION
1
i
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CHAPTER T
CONSTRUCTION OF SOLAR POWER SA'TELLITE:
FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY
CHAPTER 7
CONSTRUCTION OF SOLAR POWER SATELLITE:
FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY
7.1	 INTRODUCTION
The successful construction of a solar power satellite shipped into orbit and fabricated into hollow cylinders.
(SPS) depends on the availability of efficient structural One could envision a machine patterned after a
fabrication and assembly techniques. The very large cigarette machine, 	 producing	 millions of rolled
size and low operational density of the SIPS structure cigarettes per day. The rolled aluminum should be pro-
dictate the necessity of having space fabrication of the duced with the ends accurately contoured to allow for
structural elements and a high degree of automation electron beam welding of the individual pieces without
for assembly. The fabrication and assembly methods any crimping or bending of the aluminum cylinder.
will have profound impacts on the transportation re- Crimping of the aluminum will drastically alter its resis-
quirements and cost. tance to buckling. Electron beam welding would be
This chapter will. discuss the construction and deploy- desirable since it would not add mass to the structure.
ment of the solar blanket, the construction of the power Small sections, typically one meter in length, are used
distribution
	
system,
	
and	 the	 construction
	
of	 the to form a triangle, then these are used to form bigger
microwave transmitting antenna. The control system, triangles, etc., until one has a completed truss struc-
which is essential to successful SIPS construction and ture of rolled aluminum as illustrated in Figures 3_6 to
operation will also be discussed. At the present time,
the technology for space fabrication and assembly has Another concept of construction envisions a graphite
not been developed, so emphasis will be more on the epoxy unit coming from a mold. Units 20 m x 30 m
identification of key technology issues rather than on could be molded in a work station and then assembled
specific methodologies of fabrication and assembly. outside into the truss structure. Again there are severe
The influence of fabrication and assembly methods on problems. Assuming that a curing time of about twenty
the transportational cost is stressed. minutes per unit is needed before the unit can be
handled, and assuming there are 105 of these units
7.2 TECHNOLOGY ISSUES needed for the truss, then almost 10 3 days would be
needed for one machine to produce all the required
7.2.1	 S O I a r	 Blanket
	
and truss material. Based on this estimate, six of these
Structures machines would be needed .to complete the truss
structure in six months.
f
7.2.1.1 STRUCTURES
In concept, the technological issues. involved with the
structure are simple. A machine must be developed
having the capabilities of high speed and high ac-
curacy for the fabrication of the array structure. High
accuracy machines on earth tend to be massive; the
mass required for a machine of this type in space is
unknown. The actual material to be used in the
fabrication of the structure is also unknown at this time.
The two most likely material candidates are a hollow
aluminum alloy tubing and a graphite epoxy compound
(Ref. 7-1). From a mass production point of view, the
aluminum is attractive, Rolls of aluminum foil could be
7.2.1.2 SOLAR BLANKET
The technological issues involved in fabricating the
solar blanket are much more complex than those of the
structure, Ideally, a solar blanket is to be developed
which can yield a ten percent efficiency at an operat-
ing temperature of 100°C, be radiation resistant
enough to have a thirty year lifetime, be low enough in
mass so that transportation costs are not prohibitive,
and be low enough in cost so as to allow the project to
be cost competitive. Too often, an improvement in one
of these areas is made at the expense of at least one of
the others. Each of these areas will be considered sep-
arately.
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FIGURE 7-1 TYPICAL P-N JUNCTION SOLAR CELL
Atypical bulk p-n junction solar cell is shown in Figure
7-1. A minimum amount of energy, Eg, is needed to
excite a charge carrier into the conduction band; the
gap energy depends upon the structure of the energy
bands. Because of contact potentials associated with
the n and p type materials there is an equilibrium dis-
tribution of positive and negative charge carriers at the
p-n junction even in the absence of light. This
equilibrium distribution arises from a basic law of ther-
modynamics that the Fermi level, or chemical poten-
tial, of two systems in contact must be equal. In a
simplistic view, this distribution may be considered as
a parallel plate capacitor at a voltage ¢r the contact po-
tential difference. When photons of energy greater
than Eg are absorbed in the bulk material, electron-
hole pairs are formed. Consider one of these electron-
hole pairs in the p-type material. The electron would
be termed a minority carrier. if it exists in this free state
long enough to drift to the charge distribution, it will go
across the junction and thereby lower the equilibrium
contact potential difference by an amount V. It is this
difference, V, which appears as a measurable voltage
across the device. The fractional change occurring in
the number of charge carriers on either side of the
junction is given by exp (eVIkT). When V is zero, there
is no change occurring or no output voltage. As the
temperature increases, the device efficiency therefore
decreases because the fractional change in charge
carriers has decreased. A hole (-F) in the n-type
material is the minority carrier, and the above analysis
can be repeated for holes. The p-n junction then,
serves as an elfective charge separator for electron-
hole pairs created by radiation.
The electrical current available from the device will
depend upon the band gap of the material and the
lifetime of the minority carriers. The minority carrier
can recombine directly in the bulk material be in-
SHIELD 	 / CONDUCTOR GRID
where v is the photon frequency, Q. the collection
efficiency, and NpH the photon density. Since there is
no output at photon energies less than Eg, the lower
limit of integration must start at the gap energy. Using
the spectral density function of sunlight, one finds that
the output current must decrease as the gap energy in-
creases. The dependence of current on Eg is easy to
see; the situation is more difficult when considering
the device voltage. In a simple representation, the out-
put voltage is due to the rate -' which electron-hole
pairs combine; if they have a long lifetime, a large
charge imbalance will build up across the junction
before equilibrium is achieved. The difference in
energy between the electron and hole in the free state
isEg. The probability of their combination decreases
as the gap energy increases, and the output power
therefore goes through a maximum as a function of gap
energy, see Figure 7-2.
duced by several mechanisms to recombine at the sur- The theoretical efficiency is also a function of tem-
face, and be induced to recombine in the bulk clue to perature; the thermal vibrations of the crystal reduce
radiative impurities. Since holes. have'a lower relative the effective lifetime of the carriers and decrease the
mobility the junction in Figure 7-1(b) is shown forroed fractional percentage of charge carriers. The tem-
very close to the surface,
	 perature dependence of the theoretical efficiency is
Fora given carrier lifetime, the device current is given given in Figure 7-2. From these curves, the maximum
by (Ref. 7-2)	 efficiency of silicon at room temperature is about 20
percent; at IOOOC it is down to about 13 percent.
	
w	 =	 Silicon does not have the best theoretical charac-
= q ! Q (hv) lV P (hv) d (hv)}	 teristics among the elements shown in Figure 7-2, still
	
Eg	 it is the most widely used, mainly because of worker
(a.2. 1)	 familiarity.
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FIGURE 7-3 ABSORPTION CONSTANT a VERSUS
ENERGY (REF 7-2)
GaAs is very near the peak in Figures 7-2 and 7-3. Its Radiation cover thicknesses of one and six mils were
theoretical efficiency does not decrease as rapidly as studied. The best performance was by silicon cells
that of silicon because of its larger band gap. In actual having a six rail thick glass cover and ion implanted
devices, though, silicon outperforms GaAs and	 is impurities. Sharp drops of about two percent occurred
cheaper.
	
if better performing materials are to be during a period of high solar flare activity, from which
developed by 1985, there must be more fundamental the cells never recovered. The time needed for effi-
work done in understanding the basic physics of the ciency to decay to one-half of its original. value Varied
device. GaAs shows high promise as a thin film device from 30 to 100 years, based on an extrapolation of
because of its high absorption coefficient, a . As indi- data.
cated in Figure 7-3, the major portion of incoming
^
At this point in time, the allowable amount of decay in
radiation is absorbed within a distance a	 of the sur-
face. This implies that solar cells of GaAs could be efficiency is not known: If the solar array is considered
about 1 µ thick. Possibly, the reason one does not ob- dead when ri decreases by 20%, then the allowable
fain good devices with these thin films is that too little range is 300-2000 days. These numbers illustrate the 
is known about the behavior of junctions close to the need for a continuous regulation of the voltage building
surface. If an empirical understanding is emphasized components of the array.
toward the goal of obtaining efficient devices then the The monitored power output of the cells studied by
tendency would probably be toward improving the Lincoln Laboratory exhibited two distinct decay slopes,
quality of silicon devices. A breakthrough in obtaining attributed to slow and fast proton bombardment. There
better efficiencies with materials 111,a GaAs would are other possibilities for this degradation; this sug-
have the added benefit that the radiation resistance gests the need for explicit studies in space of radiation
qualities would. be improved also. damage to cells. It is quite conceivable that there are
- high speed dust particles in space that could in effect
•	 7.2.1.3 RADIATION RESISTANCE sand blast the anti-reflective coating off the outside of
the protective glass cover.	 When that is done, the
The radiation resistance of the solar cells is a strong overall efficiency will decrease more rapidly . for the
function of the thickness of the glass shield covering same radiation flux because the light intensity into the
the cell. An experimental satellite containing various cell will be decreased.	 It is not known at this time if
types of solar cells has been studied by Lincoln the power loss is due to radiation effects alone. The
.Laboratory over a six anC one-half year period (Ref. radiation could also.be
 damaging the glass cover plate
7-3). faster than it is damaging the bell. Another possibllity
is that the radiation affects the minority carriers in the
A
two sides of the junction at two different times. There
must be an improvement in the fundamental unders-
tanding of radiation effects before the directions for
technological advances can be charted.
SOLAR CELL
CONSTANT K
LOSS CONDUGTOR
CONFIGU. 9
GEOMETRY
Previous mention was made of the inherent radiation j unw. flAC E
resistance of thin film devices employing GaAs. A
..	 REA
simplified explanation of this behavior is the following. TKEAAL
OISStPATION - INTERFACE FABRICATION 45SEM8LY
The carrier lifetime and mean free path in GaAs is RATE
small. There must be a very large concentration of
radiation defects in the semiconductor crystal before FLE%IBILITY NEMORK GEAR N
the minority carrier, on the average, can live long OUMN
enough to encounter one. When the carrier ap-
proaches a radiation defect (a radioactive particle FIGURE 7:4	 FUNCTIONAL	 DIAGRAM	 FOR POWER	 DISTRIBUTION
which penetrated. the crystal and displaced a lattice SYSTEM
atom) it is induced to recombine. Typical solar cells do Low loss and high flexibility are the primary considera-
riot become seriously affected by radiation until the
tions for the power distribution system. The power dis-total particle flux has reached about 10 1cm . 	 For a tribution logic is given in Figure 7-4. Low loss meanssolar cell 0.2 mm thick with these radiation defects less heat generated within the distribution conductors;
evenly spread throughout the crystal, there will be
resistance is lower and deployment of fewer additional
about 1 IL
 
distance between defects. if the order of
solar cells is required. The minimum power loss will be
magnitude of the carrier mean free path is smal liar than determined among three factors: (1) conductor totalthis, the carrier is scattered by intrinsic impurities,
weight; (2) additional solar blanket deployment; andphonons (lattice vibrations), and do per or acceptor (3) heat dissipation rate. The relationship between (1)atoms, Thus, radiation effects can be expected to
and (2) has been studied (Ref. 7-5) and an optimumbecome very serious when the radiation defect dis-
current density is determined b
	 the equation:ytance is comparable to the carrier mean free path.
Very little is known at the present time about the self-
annealing properties of solar cells under the operating .:	
r
J — FKA conditions of the SPS. Most radiation studies have
been made	 utilizing monoenergetic beams of
electrons or protons, and annealing studies have
usually been done at room temperature. One radiation
study (Ref. 7-4) found that after irradiating two sets of
cells with an integrated flux of 10 1 5100 of 1 MEV where:
electrons, the set at 90°C had an efficiency about 3% J = current density in the conductor,
higherthan the setat 28°C. This is significant; from the 1 = electric current,
theoretical curves of efficiency versus temperature for A = crass-section area of the conductor,
silicon in Figure 7-2, a 50% drop in cell efficiency p =specific weight of the conductor,
could . be expected going from 28°C to 90°C. p e = resistivity of the conductor,
K — solar blanket constant.
7.2.2 Power Distribution System
The power distribution system is a do network which The configuration geometry of the conductor is a very
consists of two parts. One is on the solar energy col- important factor in power distribution, and can be
lector side for combined electric current from every determined by A in Equation 7.2.2. The conductorzur-
solar cell; the other is an the microwave antenna side face area, S, given by Equation 7.2.4, is derived as
for delivering required power to each do-rf converter follows: let the per unit length power loss and thermal
(amplitron or klystron). A rotary joint is used to bridge dissipation rate be p and q respectively, then:
these two parts.
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p =RI 2 =pa (I/A) I2 =peo 11 + a (T-To)] 1 2/A requirements of the necessary microwave system will
(7.23) have been met in all likelihood should the SPS be
q =	 S (T4 - TO) (7.2.4) deployed in the 1995 timeframe.
where: Figure 7-5 illustrates the concept of space to earth
R = Resistance per unit length, microwave power transmission system and the corres-
P eo = resistivity of the conductor at room tem- ponding functional blocks are shown in Figure 7-6. In
perature, this section only the construction of the subsystems in
a	 =thermal coefficient of the conductor, space.will be considered.
T =conductor temperature, Efficiency is a prime consideration in any transmission
To =room temperature, system;
	
it appears that the SPS elements must
o- = Stefan-Boltzmann constant, average over 90% if the overall efficiency is to be
E =therman emissivity of the conductor, around 60%. For efficiency reasons, the antenna was
S =surf ace area per unit length of the conduc- chosen to be of the order of 1 km in diameter and the
tor, frequency was selected to be 2.45 GHz. At this fre-
Too = environmental equilibrium temperature. quency there is minimum attenuation due to at-
Since p P0, a , o-, and E are constants, fora given l mospheric disturbance.
and a maximum temperature T, Equations 7.2.3 and
7.2.4 yield the following relationship. Having introduced scale and frequency considera-
tions, attention will now be given to the technical
S = Ki/A (7.4.4) aspects of the major building b16:ks. The areas of criti-
where Ks is a constant. cal technology requiring priority attention will be sum-
As an example, if aluminum is the conductor and I = marized.
8,000 AMP, T =150°C, and K = 2.13 x 10 -3 kg/w,
then:
Ki = 3.08 x 10 -3m4 --
A =1:15 x 10-3m2
S = 2.68 m2
The	 simplest	 geometrical	 configuration	 satisfying
these data would be a flat sheet with a width of 1.34 m
and a thickness of 0.86 mm. Text simplest might be a
thin tubular conductor with a diameter of 0.85 m and p	 c
thickness of 0.43 mm.
High flexibility requires a thorough design of the do
distribution network to minimize the transient effects
as the system state changes. The design should also
provide for quick isolation from the troubled area in FIGURE 7-5 MPTS CONCEPT [REF. 7-6
case any short-circuit occurs so that the rest of the
system would function properly without any interrup- ga :CL
tion.
7.2.3 Microwave Transmitting
Antenna
For transmitting large amounts of power from space to
earth, a microwave power transmission system (MPTS)
(Ref. 7-6 and 7-7) was selected because a microwave
beam can transverse the atmosphere with small at-
tenuation under all known disturbances. The technical
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I7.2,3.1	 DC TO RF CONVERSION 7.2.3.2 TRANSMITTING ANTENNA AND
In this study two generic types of devices were ex- PHASE FRONT CONTROL
amined for converting do power to rf power at
microwave frequencies: the amplitron or crossed field Goubau and Schwering (Ref. 7-8) showed
amplifier, and the klystron which is a linear beam theoretically that microwave power can be transferred
device. in current usage the amplitron is characterized at high efficiency when the transmitting antenna is !I-
by high efficiency and low gain; the klystron is known luminated with an amplitude distribution that in nearGaussian, as illustrated for the MPTS in Figure 7-9, andfor moderately high efficiency, high gain, and low
when the phase front of the beam is focused an the
noise. receiving antenna. For the extreme transmission dis-
The cross-sectional view of an amplitron and a klystron tance from GFO, the curvature of the phase front is very
designed at 2.45 GHz are shown in Figures 7-7 and slight, but nevertheless the front must be controlled
7-8 respectively. 	 A summary of specific weight, with high precision to maintain high efficiency.
specific cost, and power budget for the amplitron and. One approach to control of the phase front to the re-
klystron is given in Table 7-1. qui red precision requires that the antenna be sectored
A first glance at Table 7-1 may indicate that the into numerous subarrays. A typical quadrant for an an-
amplitron is a better choice than the klystron since the tenna on the order of 1 Km in diameter is shown in
efficiency is	 several	 percent higher,	 the specific Figure 7-10. The figure also gives an example of how
weight: is only one-third, and the specific cost is less. the array could be organized to provide the necessary
However, the klystron may have two potential advan- center to edge amplitude taper. Selection of 10 m x 10
tages over the ampl itron: (1) fewer higher power tubes m size subarrays tends to minimize the power loss due
may simplify the assembly task, and (2) low noise and to thermal distortion and mechanical offset from at-
narrow band-width reduce radio frequency	 inter- titude control limit cycling. Phase control electronics
ference, offsetting the need for heavy and troublesome must be present in each subarray so that there will be
`	 filters. a trade-off of power loss versus controls cost
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Efficiency and safety needs dictate that a closed loop
form of control should be implemented for phase front
or beam formation. Two approaches, adaptive and
command, have been formulated and are illustrated in
Figure 7-11. The slotted waveguide approach tcsubar-
ray design is selected because it has very high anten-
na efficiency while also serving as an efficient means
to distribute the microwave power from the do-rf con-
verters to the radiating elements.
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cy if mechanical pointing is not reasonably accurate.
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'	 L.	 PIECE I	 4	 279q An error of 1 aTC sec, corresponding to a power loss 	 -
'D—^I under 1 %, was selected for the design goal and is ac-
87 MRRADIUS complished with control in elevation and asimuth as
HEATD p PE5 shown in Figure 7-12. The azimuth rotary joint is lo-
cated at the mast interface with a solar oriented power
source for which relative rotation . is 3600 per day. Add!-
NOTE: tional antenna motion in azimuth and elevation is re-ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN CENTIMETERS
quired to compensate for spacecraft (power source)
FIGURE 7-8 OUTLINE OF THE 48 KW SOLENOID limit cycling which would nominally be on the order of
KLYSTRON [Ref. 7-61 1 degree (Ref. 7-9). Details of the rotary joint are given
in Figure 7-13. Power is carried across the azimuth in-
terface by silver alloy brushes and slip rings, and	 j
across the elevation drive by flexible cable where mo-
tion is limited to -L6 degrees.	 !
Table 7-1	 DC•-RF CONVERTER PARAMETERS
5 Kw Amplitron	 48 Kw Klystron
Specific Weight
	
0.33 g/w
	
1.01 a/w
Specific Cost	 0.018 $/w
Power Budget
RF Output Power
	
5000 w
Total Power loss	 747 w
DC Input Power	 5747 w
Gross Efficiency	 87%
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Thermal analysis of the overall system will be a key14, aspect of further study since distortion and bendingT affect the error budget for beam phase control'and the
determination of maximum heat flux density that can
FIGURE 7 IC.ARRAY 5UBARRAY ORGANIZATION be tolerated at the Center of the antenna and still stay( REF. 7`61
within the structural material temperature limit.
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REA41	 7.3.1 Solar Blanket and Structure i
COAX	
_	 The fabrication and assembly of the solar blanket and
s(EresYSr^nE
	
POWE
R
 BEAM	 structure will be discussed assuming both automated
RECEIVING 'ARRAY
	 and manual type of . construction_ . There are two
tRECrENNA1	
reasons for this. First, only by comparison of the labor
SENSOR
MATRIX
	
costs, transportation Costs, and completion times can
COMMAND LINK
	 one decide whether it is really worthwhile to develop a
space manufacturing industry. if it is more.feasible for
man to perform many of the work functions, and if man	 i
can complete the work before being exposed to a po- 	 f
PROCESSOR tentially dangerous radiation dosage, then it may not
ba worth the risk of developing. and deploying
sophisticated machinery in GEO. The second reason is
FIGURE 7-11 COMMAND AND ADAPTIVE PHASE FRONT that these hypothetical machines simply may not exist
CONTROL. CONCEPTS [ REF 7-6 1
	
at the time they are needed.
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7.3.1.1 THE MANUAL MODE
For simplicity in visualization of modular construction,
assume that the support fe* the solar blanket will be
the truss type (Ref. 7-1). The manual dexterity required
in the handling of hollow tube aluminum for the struc-
ture, the welding, etc., is prohibitive. In the manual
mode, a basic unit must be molded in a work station
and conveniently attached to others. One convenient
basic unit could be a 30 m x 20 m braced section,
molded so that one piece would have a circular cross-
section while its counterpart on the other side of the
unit would be an open cup-like structure into which the
cylindrical. piece would snap, as shown in Figure 7-14.
The 30 m length units coule-then be made into larger
beams. The triangular cross-section of the truss beam
could be constructed with the same pieces. By over-
lapping the three triangular cross-section pieces, the
structure would be self-aligning and would not require
cementing of the cup-cylinder joints.
Approximately 3 x 10" of the basic units would be
needed for the structure. The limiting factor in an
idealized construction situation envisioned here would
be the curing time needed for the composite mold. An
estimate of twenty minutes per unit is used for molding
and curing time. it is assumed that during the curing
time material for the next unit will be loaded and pre-
pared in a hopper and work crews will have taken out
and placed the previous unit so that everything is
ready for the next unit. Assuming construction of 72
units per day, about 2 days of structural work will be re-
quired before a corresponding section of solar cells
can be attached to form a basic truss module. Overall
construction would proceed with four work crews, each
working out from the center on their own rectangular
section. Assuming an automated molding press, the
support personnel for each wont crew would include
an engineer to supervise structure alignment, two
workers to load material into the machine,. a machine
operator, two workers to unload finished material, and
a four man construction crew outside. Counting
workers to supervise docking and resupplying, there
are a total of 104 for two work shifts for°the entire struc-
ture. The work crews should be able to complete the
structure well within the estimated six months max-
imum radiation exposure time (Fief. 7-1). At a hy-
pothhetical yearly cost of $80,000 per man, the labor
cost, spread over one year to include training, etc.,
would be.about eight million dollars.
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The cost of the work stations is estimated to range from
1 to 6.4 million dollars per man-year, Including
transportation costs. This results in an estimated life
support-work station cost ranging from 52 to 332
million dollars. The life support work station then is the
driving cost factor in the fabrication and construction of
the array structure. In the manual mode that factor will
probably override the material costs also.
The solar blanket must cover an area of 58 x 1 06 m2
when using reflectors at 2:1 concentration ratio. This
assumes a 10% solar cell efficiency at 100°C and
energy conversion systems such that 15GW of do
power from the cells yields 10GW on the ground.
Based on present cells, each 5 cm x 8 cm solar cell
would produce about 0.5 volt and 2.5 anrp of current, or
about 312 Wlm 2, taking into account ineffective areas.
The solar blanket mass would have to be about 23 x
106
 Kg based on a 50 A m thick solar cell and a 75
,u m radiation shield. The blanket density is then 0.339
Kg/m'.
The blanket strips would be folded much like a road-
map, with 1 m pieces as the basic unit and sent to
GEO. Within each 1 m 2 unit the cells could be used in
series so that each represents 125 V and 2.5 amp. The
hinged folds between the blanket units would also be
the electrical connectors. After the first basic module
of the structure is assembled, that area would be
available for solar cells. At the halfway point a con-
ducting cable can be strung across the open area. All
the cells up to the cable could be run in series to build
the voltage to about 40 Kv at 2.5 amp. The strip next to
this one can be fastened to it by rigid male-female
connectors, wired so that the two strips are in parallel.
A segment can then be producing about 40 KV at 533
amp. The next half of this rectangle can be wired in
parallel with it so that the basic rectangle bcunded by
the structure is producing 1066 amp at 40 KV. The
electrical cable across this basic rectangle could con-
nect to the two aluminum reflectors on either side of
the cell array. This is illustrated in Figure 7-15,
Once a central module of the structure is completed,
workers can start assembling the blanket, spreading
out in four directions as the structural workers move
out. In each newly constructed structural module two
groups of workers can be working, starting from two
opposite corners and working toward the central cable.
The speed at which the blanket strip can be deployed
is going to be limited by the rigidity of the blanket it-
self. It is estimated that 128 workers would be needed
to deploy the blanket in about 130 days. This amounts
-BASIC TRUSS MODULE LENGTH
^/' (+) REFLECTOR %/
CABLE
-CABLE
	
THIS IS
REPRESENTA-
2.5 AMP 4OKV	 nvE OF MANYCELLS IN
^I =_(TYPICAL)
	
T	 SERIES
H REFLECTOR
FIGURE 7-I5 BASIC SOLAR CELL MODULE POWER DISTRIBUTION
FIGURE T-16 PARTIAL CONSTRUCTION OF COLUMNICA13LE
CONFiGURAMON
FIGURE 7-17 CONSTRUCiON BASE CONCEPT FOR TRUSS CONFIGURATiON
(REF 7- 5)
FIGURE 7-I8 CONCEPT FOR SOLAR CELL CONCENTRATOR DEPLOYMENT (REF 7-5)
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to labor and life support costs slightly larger than that 	 Q
for building the structure. Aluminum costs for the
reflector amount to about $1 0 million based on current 	 ^ `	 FINAL ARRAY
aluminum foil costs.	 ARRAY POSfTION
The more significant cost factoF will probably be the
material cost for the solar blanket. The present cost for
a single solar cell is about $21KWH. Based on pro-
jected research and development funding, ERDA esti-
mates that the 1985 cost of large scale terrestrial solar
cells will be 80.5lwatt, or $7.6 billion for 15 GW in
space. At present, because of the much higher quality
control requirements for space usage, solar cell costs
tend to be about ten times higher for space applica-
tions. Thus, the ERDA estimate of s7.5 billion for the
solar blanket may well be a lower limit. This limit can
be approached only by a better understanding of the
cell behavior and response to radiation. Quality con-
trol, radiation cover encapsulation and cell fabrication
will all have to be done on a mass production basis.
Many of the separate steps involved in the present
manufacture of cells must be eliminated or combined.
These steps will help on the overall cost of the system
but will not solve all of the problems. On the other
hand, if they are not accomplished, the cost of the
solar blanket will be prohibitive.
In summary, there should be a balanced approach to
the research and development of solar cells. Work on
mass production at the expense of efficiency and
lifetime probably would not accomplish much. On the
other hand, any small increase in the average cell effi-
ciency wuld result in a smaller array area and
decreased transportation costs. Also, radiation resis-
tance improvements in the cell would lead to a longer
lifetime and lower overall cost of the total energy pro-
duced.
7.3.1.2 THE AUTOMATED MODE
The assembly of the primary structure, the deployment
of the solar blanket, the connection of the power dis-
tribution system and the installation of the solar cell
concentrators must be execrated in terms of modules in
this order, Some preliminary concepts for the construc-
tion of the Column-Cable configuration, and the Truss
configuration, including the deployment of solar cell
concentrators, are shown in Figures 7-16 to 7-18
respectively (Ref. 7-5). Since the assembly of the pri-
mary structure consists of a sequence of repetitive
operations of putting basic building elements in a
'SOLAR CELL
I BLANKET PACKAGES
i	
^	
READY FOR DEPLOYMENT
SEAM BUILDER
EXTENDING COLUMNS\
specified configuration, a computer-controlled auto- respectively
	
(Ref.	 7-11).	 The use	 of	 computer
matic assembly scheme is proposed. As is shown in graphics with graph theory should make possible the
Figure 7-19, the system consists of the fabrication unit, development of an optimal assembly algorithm. The
the buffer storage and dispensing unit, and the assem- development of such an assembly will accomplish the
bly unit.
	 The fabrication unit generates the . basic following objectives:
building	 elements	 from	 prefabricated	 stock.
	 The
fabrication rate (estimated as high as 190 Kg/hr.) may a. provide high machine assembly rate.
not be the same as the assembly rate (5 x 10 3
 Kg/hr.), b. Require minimum human involvement in as-
thus some buffer storage unit will be needed. The sembly.
buffer storage and dispensing unit will serve to inter- c. Require a less sophisticated space station.
face between the fabrication unit and the assembly rfi. Facilitate the construction in GEO.
unit. The mobil assemblers will perform four basic
functions: fetching, positioning, aligning, and joining 7.3.2 Power Distribution System
the basic elements to the structure. The construction Fabrication of the power distribution system will occur
will start with the deployment of the fundamental core
on the ground because the system will be extremely
unit (reference unit) and the working platform that sup-
complex and yet will require high reliability. The com-ports the fabrication and assembly units. All subse- ponents constructed an earth will cause little or noquent assembly tasks will be executed by the in- packing problems, as they will be heavy enough totelligent mobil asemblers (with onboard computers,
satisfy the payload density and sturdy enough for sus-imaging devices, laser beam alignment sensors, and tajning the launch load effects.
sophisticated control systems and actuators). The as-
sembly sequences will be controlled by an otpimal as-
sembly algorithm tele-operated by the central com- YIICiI]AL TiTT pgTp"	 au^vur m"va
puter on the ground. The ground control computer will "N' MUMzH,^ "IT
y W	 Y"IT NAT
also control functions of the fabrication unit. According
to the present forecast (Ref. 7-10), by the year 2000
the computer memory density can be increased to n-urx"	 II^Yw
10
	
The	 imaging	 information
	
can be
transmitted at 10t5 bitsiday. The required high level
computer language will become available. The. ad- CONTROLLER
vanced macroprocessors will have very high comput- FIGURE 7-I9 COMPUTER	 CONTRDLLED AUTGMAMCFAEIRICATION AND ASSEMBLY CONCEPT
ing capability and small volume. The adaptive control
systems and precision position sensors available at
that time are expected to have the required precision.
Assuming these optimistic forecasts the development
of an intelligent mobil assembler is feasible. In order to
achieve a high assembly rate, an optimal assembly
algorithm needs to be developed. Considering the pri-
mary structure as a network of nodes {points) and
hranches (truss beams), then the entire structural con-
figuration can be completely defined by the spatial
coordinate of each node and hence each branch. .
Thus, each beam position Is completely specified.
The optimal assembly algorithm will require of the
mobil assemblers the least amount of travel and will k
maintain as much symmetry as possible for the entire
structure during the construction phase. In Figures
7-20 and 7-21 are shown the computer generated
graphics of the primary and the antenna structures MUSE 7-20 COMPUTER GRAPHICS OFSOLAR ARRAY STRUCTURE [REF 7-111
r
i
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FIGURE 7-21 COMPUTER GRAPHICS OF MICROWAVE ANTENNA STRUCTURE
IREF. 7-11]
Portions of the power distribution system, shown in 7.3,3 Microwave Antenna
Figure 7-22, will be preassembled on the ground with
portions of the microwave antenna so that tedious in- The fabrication of the microwave power transmission
orbit assembly work will be minimized (Ref. 7-8). The System will involve the use of highly accurate
tertiary, the secondary, and the primary feeds will be manufacturing methods. Next to the exacting work re-
assembled manually in parallel during the time that quired to manufacture solar cells, the construction of
the subarrays are constructed. For matting simple and the transmitting antenna will require the closest
rapid electrical connections, a form of mechanical tolerances in the entire project. Although the
connector should be developed. This will reduce the microwave power transmission system actually in-
EVA durations. The power distribution switchgear is volves the entire SPS, this discussion will address only
divided into two categories, one category consists of the most important part of that system, namely, the
centralized apparatus to'control the system operations microwave transmitting antenna.
and the other category is incorporated with each The microwave transmitting antenna is made of the
subwray. The switchgear arrangements must be highly following components:
reliable and flexible, yet amenable to simple assembly
	
Yoperations.	 KI strops or amplitrons
Waveguides
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Slotted array panels
Suntele gear
Power distribution cable system
Receiving antenna
Central phase and reference control systems
electronics
Sbbarray phase conjugation system
Fiber optics transmission system
Heat shield reflector
Antenna primary structure
Adjustable screw jacks
Of the components listed, two seem to be prime can-
didates for fabrication in space. These are the antenna
primary structure and the wave guides. The slotted ar-
ray panels and the receiving antennas are also possi-
ble candidates for fabrication in space, especially if
they can be fabricated out of composite materials.
7.3.3.1 TRANSMITTING ANTENNA PRIMARY
STRUCTURE
The transmitting antenna primary structure construc-
tion can be done in parallel with that of the primary
structure used for the solar array. Both of these struc-
tures may be made from the same material, and thes
equence of structural assembly from basic elements to
primary and secondary trusses can be done in similar
fashion.
As indicated in Chapter 3, one of the prime candidate
materials for the structure (including the antenna
structure) is a composite material. Advantages that can
be obtained with the use of composites include the
following:
minimum subarray deflection due to thermal
stresses caused by heat given off in do to rf conver-
sion.
minimum power loss
maximum waste heat power density (up to 8,100
WIm2 according to Ref. 7-2)
desirable 5:1 db taper for the microwave Gaus-
sian distribution (Ref. 7-2)
high probability that this type of structure can.be
fabricated in space from composite materials which
allow high density payloads.
lighter overall structure due to lower density
material: graphite epoxy has a density between
1.12-240 glcm3 while aluminum has a density bet-
ween 2.62-2,82 glcm3.
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7.3.3.2 SLOTTED WAVEGUIDE SUBARRAY
PANELS.
The slotted waveguide subarray panels are the basic
modular units making up the microwave transmitting
antenna. At this point in the design of the SPS there
are various configurations for the basic structure of
these panels. One configuration uses dimensions
which are 10 m x 10 m while another uses 19 m x 18
m. A Martin Marietta Report (Ref. 7-12) estimates that
the packing density of composite materials for
waveguides will be about 6.1 lblft 3. Recommenda-
tions made by ECON (Ref. 7-1)  included building the
primary structure for the waveguide subarrays from
triangular girders.
7.4 CONTROL SYSTEM
Because of the very large size (144 Km2) and low den-
sity (0.16 Kglm3
 of the solar power satellite (SPS)
structure (Ref. 7-5), the attitude control of the SPS.
cannot be adequately treated by rigid body dynamics.
A more realistic approach is to treat the SPS as a flexi-
ble vehicle (Ref. 7-13). Therefore, it is necessary to in-
clude structural banding mode considerations in the
design of the SPS attitude control system. A functional
block diagram of the SPS attitude control system is
shown in Figure 7-23. It can be seen that the control
forces not only generate a control torque but also ex-
cite the system's elastic bending modes. The elastic
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feedback loop may cause the system to become 	 `
'MROSIE
unstable if the system is not properly designed. In 	 ^M	 Te
order to ensure the proper design of the control 	
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system, an analytical analysis based on multi-mode ^^ 	 `"'	 "	 UhAU^	 o WOMEf'noho AR"
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flexible body dynamics (Ftef. 7-13) should be per- `°""°m 
formed. Various parameters for such an analysis will 	 EG,	 `°
psr
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have to be determined as soon as the BPS structural	 FWC`
configuration and material choice are defined. Since 	 „apt$
the operational load on the BPS structure will be very
small, the fundamental frequency of the BPS will bey=^5
2.3 x 10- 5 Hz due to the gravity gradient torque. Thus, a
fundamental bending frequency of 2.3 x 10-a Hz (5 .6	 FIGURE 7-23 FUNCTIONAL CLOCK DESIGN DIAGRAM OF THE
cycles a day) will be practical. The gravity gradient tor- 	 s 7- 13	 eonY ATTITUDE— CONTROL SYSTEM
que can be countered by a reaction control system, but
this can only be done at a substantial propellant cost, 7.5 CONSTRUCTION ALTITUDE
One alternative that can be used to reduce gravity gra- CONSIDERATIONS
dient torque is to increase the length-to-width ratio
(i.e., to increase the BPS north to-south length). Several altitudes could be considered for partial or full
However, the power distribution losses or increased construction and assembly of the primary structures. In
weight of the power buses may also limit the structural this investigation two construction altitudes were con-
length. Another way of countering the gravity gradient sidered, namely, Low Earth Orbit (LEO): below 460 Km
torque would be to use counterweights of about 10 6 Kg (250 n.m.) and Geosynchronous Orbit (GEO): at
in the Column-Cable configuration. The trade-off bet 35,800 Km (19,300 n.m.).
ween the control propellant and the weight of the The presence of the Van Allen Eradiation Belt (from
counterbalance is not clear at the present time. Since 500 Km (270 n,m.) to 13,000 Km (7,000 n.m.)) is the
the control system will be the major maintenance cost main reason for considering the higher assembly
driver, the selection of the control system configuration altitude. The LEO assembly altitude was chosen
for balancing the gravity gradient torque will require because it is high enough to have minimal air drag
very careful examination.	 effect and is low enough to be below the Van Allen
The key issues regarding the control system that will B,Jlt.
require further studies are:
	
	 The high thrust of orbital transfer chemical propulsion
engines rules out the full satellite assembly at LEO.
a. The dynamic responses of the large, flexible The cost saving of partial assembly in LEO over that of
structure in space to disturbances such as gravity gra- full assembly in GEO is found to be no more than 4%
dient control torques, orbital station-keeping control (see Chapter 8). Thus, if a chemical propulsion system
torques, and the low frequency oscillations induced by is used to go from LEO to GEO, full assembly in GEO
thermal gradients resulting from the earth's eclipse of seems to be a better choice.
the BPS.
If the electric propulsion system is used to go from LEO
b. Modeling of the muiti-made flexible body to GEO, factors that are unfavorable to LEO assembly
l	 dynamics.	 are the following:
c. Development of low cost electric . propulsion	 a. Appreciable air drag effect.
units for BPS attitude control.
	 h. High probability of collisions with space
I	 d. Dynamic analysis of the BPS structural trap- debris.
l	 aient responses to impulsive disturbances. This may	 c. Degrad, Hon of solar cells in passing through
be very critical during the construction phase of the the Van Allen Belt.
BPS.
11.3 6
d. Long transit time to go from LEO to GEO. and:
e. Extra power installations for lighting due to pay l oad capacity utilization efficiency
the day-night cycles and for the construction machin-
^ 23 = 0.959
The above data will now be used to evaluate the im-
pact of space fabrication of structural elements in the
transportation cost of the SPS program using the pre-
sent configuration (Ref. 7-4). Assume that the heavy
lift launch vehicles, HLLV, (900 metric tons payload
capacity and $20 million cost per flight) are used for
delivery of the volume represented by 6.65 x 106
 Kg (of
which the solar array structure is 5.74 x 10 6 Kg and the
microwave antenna structure is 1.21 x 10 6
 Kg). With
the truss-type SPS 1,246 additional HLLV flights would
be required if the beams are ground-fabricated. This
will result in an increase of $24.9 billion per SPS and
2.8 trillion for the 112 unit SPS program just in the cost
of transportation alone of going from ground to LEO.
Thus, space fabrication of structural elements is ab-
solutely necessary if a cost effective SPS program is to
be achieved.
VV men gone ear ieI	 every
the solar array structure (0.16 Kg/m) and the The manlmachirre productivity, environmental con-
microwave antenna structure (25.1 Kg1m 3) dictate the siderations for crew's safety, and logistic support re-
necessity of fabrication in space of those structural quired in space are the main factors involved in select-
elements in order to have reasonable transportation ing the appropriate assembly modes. GEO appears to
cost and a cost effective SPS program. Some simple be the better choice for the assembly altitude. The
computations based on data presently available are radiation effect in GEO plus the fact that manual as-
given to illustrate why space fabrication of structural sembly with extensive EVA results in a low assembly
elements is absolutely necessary for a cost effective rate (8 to 11 Kglm-hr.) both lead to the conclusion that
SPS program.	 EVA assembly should be ruled out in GEO except for
According to Ref. 7-12, as many as 3,582 additional very limited contingency purposes. The semi-auto-
1=1y-back DOL (payload capacity 88.5 m.t) flights per mated assembly done by remote manipulators super-
SPS (normally 23) would be required for delivery of the vised and assisted by men inside the space station
volume represented by 1.95 x 106 Kg mass of solar ar- may be acceptable for near-term programs of limited
ray and antenna structures If they were prefabricated scale but certainly would not be desirable for large
on the ground.	 scale construction required for the SPS program. For
the semi-automated assembly method, the number of
Using these data, the following were derived: 	 personnel required in the space station at the peak of
construction is estimated to be about 500 (Ref. 7-5).
(density of prefabricated stock)
ensity of ground-fabricated beams
= 3605 =-156.7
23
1
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The only justification for LEO assembly will then be the
possible substantial savings in transportation cost of
using the electric propulsion system to go from LEO to
GEO. Earlier reports (Ref. 7-1 and 7-12) indicated that
2 to 3-fold savings in transportation cost would result if
full asses .-ply were done in LEO and if the electric pro-
pulsion system were used to go from LEO to GEO.
However, by including penalties of replacing damaged
solar cells and using long transit times, this investiga-
tion indicates that only small savings over that of
chemical propulsion and full assembly in GEO can be
achieved.
Therefore, as far as assembly altitude is concerned,
full assembly in GEO appears to be the best choice.
3.6 CONSTRUCTION IMPACT ON
THE TRANSPORTATION COST
It	 t'	 d	 I' that th	 low densities of
Logistic support for the 500 man space station will be a
big problem as the space station will have to be a
closed . system. The construction of such a space sta-
tion may be as difficult and costly as the first SPS. At
present, the cost estimate for the space station ranges
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from $1 to $6.4 million per man-year. If a fully auto-
mated assembly system (with computer-controlled in-
telligent assemblers tele-operated by the optimal as-
sembly algorithm supervised by the central computer
on the ground) is developed, there can be a high as-
sembly rate and minimal man involvement. The total
cost reduction in the space station requirement alone
will range from $67.2 billion to $430 billion for the 112
SPS Program. The saving is roughly 20% of the current
estimated cost of the SPS program.
The automated assembly method will have great im-
pact on the total SPS cost, but its impact on the
transportation cost is believed to be not very signifl-
cant. However, the impact of space fabrication on the
transportation cost is very significantand should notbe
overlooked.
7.7 CONCLUSIONS	 AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
7.7.1 Technological Issues
a. Dc-rf converters need further development for
higher efficiency, longer life, more phase stability.
fa. Phase front control technology requires test-
ing programs before installation.
c. Pointing control poses no problem on the
ground; it may need modifications when used in
space.
d. High voltage do distribution technology is not
available today. A development program should be
started.
e. Aluminum conductors for high current
capacities often give connection deficiencies; a
thorough test program should be carried out before
deployment.
f. Thermal behavior of the structures,
waveguides, and insulator materials must be studied.
3. EM interference may be a potential problem
with many SPS units in orbit, each having a tremen-
dous energy level.
h. A detailed study of the volume and weight
characteristics of each ground fabricated component
will be necessary before a HLLV payload density can
be defined.
i. Transient dynamic behavior of structures sub-
jected to impulsive perturbations during construction
need:more attention.
j. Control system requirements for SPS con-
struction may be more critical than those for SPS
operations.
k. The cost of fabrication and assembly may
constitute a fairly significant portion of the total SPS
cost, perhaps more than 25 percent of the total cost.
1. A better understanding of the nature of radia-
tion damage must be obtained.
m. Mass production of the solar array alone may
not be the essential driving factor in the blanket cost.
n. There must be a balanced approach to the
R&D associated with the solar blanket. R&D associ-
ated with the manufacturing process should not over-
shadow the R&D associated with cell efficiency and.
lifetime.
7.7.2 Construction of SPS
a. Full assembly in GEO is more desirable than
partial or full assembly in LEO.
lb. SPS structural configurations should have as
much modularization as possible.
c. Onsite space fabrication of basic building
blocks is more desirable than receiving the prefabri-
cated items from the ground.
d. The degree of man involvement in the EVA
assembly should be minimized.
e. High degree of automation is desirable and
needed in machine assembly to achieve a high as-
sembly rate.
f. It seems feasible to have the assembly tasks
done automatically by computer-controlled mobile as-
semblers which are remotely tele-operated from the
ground.
g. In comparison, assembly is more compli-
cated than fabrication and is believed to be the most
critical area in the construction of the SPS.
h. The possibility of having a high rate of
machine malfunction in automatic assembly opera-
tions should be recognized.
i. The potential impacts of fabrication and as-
sembly on the transportation cost need more careful
assessment,
j. Complicated components, e.g., do-rf conver-
ters, waveguides, control electronics, and switchgear
are thought to be more economical if fabricated and
assembled in modular form on the ground and then
transported into orbit for final assembly.
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CHAPTERS 3
ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
8.1 INTR ODUCTION
The analytical techniques applied in this project pro-
vided a limited cost analysis. The approach was two-
fold in nature. The first stage was to develop a
generalized cost model that Illustrated the interrela-
tionships of the various components of the transporta-
tion problem. The second stage involved -estimating
the cost of the inputs into the model.
The project required , a comparison of the total cost of
achieving a completed satellite in geosynchronous or-
bit using two distinct sequences of production. The
generalized model had to be adjusted to accommo-
date both the chemical propulsion and the electrical
propulsion procedures. The overall model illustrated in
Section 8.2.1 relates directly to the chemical propul-
sion alternative. A second model or sub-model was
developed to estimate the cost of electrical propulsion
from low earth orbit to geosynchronous orbit. The
results of the second model were then combined into
the first, replacing components that were not relevant
to electrical propulsion, Thus, in the overall compari-
sion, similar cost components in the two scenarios
were estimated in a common fashion and dissimilar
components were estimated through techniques ap-
propriate for each sequence.
The two an approaches, the input cost estimat-
ing techniques and a comparison of the resultant cost
structures of the chemical and electrical sequences
are provided in Sections 8.2 through B.G.
8.2 COST APPROACHES
5.2.1 'Transportation Cost Mocdel
One of the most important criteria used in comparing
the various transportation scenarios is the cost. A
method was developed for computing the cost of
transportation of cargo and personnel which would be
applicable to all types of vehicles and any scheme for
construction and fabrication. This method is referred to
as the cost model. The expression for total transporta-
tion cost in simplified form is:
(bGfp G: { bL- Jmt^p + Co r .1 j (1 - fC) a^-) mG -(
where
CT =total cost of transportation per satellite ($)
aH =unit transportation cost forth e HLLV (S/Kg)
ML = mass of cargo transported from earth to
LEO (Kg)
aC = unit transportation cost for the CON
(SIKg)
fC = fraction of orbital transfer by the CON
aT = unit transportation cost for the tug (SIKg)
MG = mass of cargo transported from LEO to
GEO
bG = POTV flight cost ($/man trip)
fp G = fraction of construction and support per-
sonnel in GEO
bL =PLV flight cost (slman trip)
Np = total number of man trips per satellite
CO =other costs (S)
The first two terms represent the cost of transporting
the cargo (satellite and construction, fabrication, and
support equipment) fiom earth to LEO and from LEO to
GEO respectively, the third term gives the cost of
transporting personnel, and the last term includes any
other transportation costs not accounted for elsewhere.
Note that the transfer of cargo from LEO to GEO may be
done by two different types of vehicles. This flexibility
is incorporated in the model so that the option of par-
tial assembly of the satellite in LEO can be considered.
The transport of a partially assembled structure may re..
quire a vehicle (tug) having different characteristics
than the vehicle (CON) which transports cargo in a
higher density configuration due to limitations on ac-
celeration the. structure can withstand safely.
The unit transportation costs for the HLLV, COW and
tug may be computed from:
a = (CV/L -1- fpLcpmp + CTA + CET)/mpL -1-
CpEv (8.2)
where:
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CV = cost of one vehicle (S)
L =vehicle lifetime (trips)
fPL = propellant loss factor
cp = propellant unit cost ($/Kg)
mp mass of propellant per flight (Kg)
CTA = turnaround cost ($)
CET = cost of expendable tanks ($)
mPL = payload of vehicle (Kg)
CDEV =development cost allocated to one flight
The masses of cargo which must be transported by the
launch and orbital transfer vehicles are computed
from:
MG = mg -t- mS,G (8.3)
and
mL scf2R mG -1- m13,L, + NCmV,C + NTmV,T
+ TC UPL CmP,C + mET,C) + TT (fPL,TmP T -F-
mET,T) (8A
where:
mS =mass of satellite (Kg)
mg,G mass of support and construction equip-
ment in GEO (Kg)
mg ,L = mass of support and construction equip-
ment in LEO (Kg)
mV, C = inert vehicle weight (not including ex-
pendable tanks) of the CON (Kg)
mV ,T = inert vehicle weight (not including ex-
pendable tanks) of the tug (Kg)
fPL,C = propellant loss factor of the COTV
mp ,C =mass of propellant per flight of the COTV
TC = number of trips per satellite for the COTV
fT,C = fraction of orbital transfer by the CON
mpL,C payload of the COTV (Kg)
NC = number of COTV's required per satellite
LC = lifetime of a COTV (trips)
TT = number of trips per satellite for the tug
mPL,T = payload of the tug (Kg)
NT = number of tugs required per satellite
LT = lifetime of a tug (trips)
An examination of the equations listed above indicates
that there are nineteen parameters which: must be
specified before the total transportation cost can be
computed. They are aH, aC, MPL,C, MV C, UPL,CmP,C
+ mETIC), LC, aT, mpL,T , mV,T , (fPLJT P,T +
mEf ,T), LT, bL, bG, mg ,G, mg ,L, fT ,C, fP,G, NP, and
CO. In addition, the mass of the satellite must be
specified. The calculations are then carried out in the
following order. Equations (8.5) and (8.7) are used to
determine the number of trips for the CON and tug.
The number of orbital transfer vehicles required may
then be calculated from equations (8.6) and (8.8). The
masses of cargo to be transported are calculated from
equations (8.3) and (8.4). The total transportation cost
is then calculated from equation (8.1).
The computation of total cost is relatively simple and
may be done by hand calculation. If a large number of
cases are to be analysed, the use of a digital computer
is preferable. A statement listing and output of the cost
model is given in Appendix H.
Estimating
for ElectricalNO	 MethodologymEr ,C =mass of expendable tanks of the CON(Kg)	 Propulsion
.+►u. a
fPL,T = propellant loss factor of the tug 	 Data, either technical or financial, are not readily
mp,T
 = mass of propellant per flight of the tug available for estimating the cost of large scale electri-
(Kg)
	
	 cal propulsion. The current state-of-the-art provides lit-
mET,T = mass of expendable tanks of the tug tie basis for costing a transport system accurately(Kg)	 using electrical thrusters. The technical requirements
The number of trips and number of vehicles required for such a system generally are known, however, and
for orbital transfer are computed from:	 do provide a basis for modeling the component re-
quirements of a LEO to GEO movement of the SPS.
N
C =(f Lm ^
)
mg,G)/mPL ,C (8.5)
C - C C
TT = 0 - fT,C) mSImPLT (8.7)
and
NT = TT/LT (8.8)
where:
The physical model developed for electrical propulsion
was illustrated in Section 5.5.1.1. The model required
cost inputs for engines, tanks, propellant, and solar
cells. The procedures for estimating the cost inputs
varied, depending on the nature of the component. in-
volved. Several estimating techniques were utilized in
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all cases, except for the solar cells, and what appeared
to be the best estimate was selected for inclusion in
the model.
The cost estimates for engines and tankage were
made with the use of a series of Cost Estimating Rela-
tionships (CSR's) developed for NASA (Ref. 8-3 and
8'-4). The process of estimating cost parameters with
use of CER's is a standard procedure when the item to
be costed is not commercial production or when future
technology is in the estimate. The CER is essentially a
least squares regression technique using historical
data defined in terms of technologically related com-
ponents. The estimate derived from the application of
appropriate CER's was adjusted.for complexity through
the use of a complexity factor developed in the cited
references. All estimates were adjusted to a base of
The cost for fuels were derived from NASA-JSC esti-
mates where such data were available. The cost per
pound of ammonia was obtained from commercial pro-
ducers of the product. The cost for argon was based on
the price paid for the item by organizations using this
material in currently ongoing research efforts. The
costs assigned to both ammonia and argon may be
high compared to a future price which would be predi-
cated on large volume production.
The NASA-JSC estimate of $500/KW for solar cells
was applied in the model. No explicit learning curve
was applied to adjust any of the estimates, In the use
of CER's; some implicit learning curve is present, but
unspecified, because of the use of historical data. The
NASA-JSC estimate for solar cells currently is based
on a 70% learning cure).
The cost parameters estimated for use in the model
are as follows,
Engines:
Fuel:
LH2
 ................ .r•s.ss..$3/1^
NH 3 . ....................r...$. l0/ lb
Argon .......................$2.84/lb
Solar Cells:
Solar Cells:....
	 ...........$500/KW
Only theoretical first unit costs were utilized in the
model. Design, Development, Testing & Evaluation
(DDT&E) costs were not estimated and, hence, are not
allocated in the model. DDT&E cost could be esti-
mated with appropriate CER's.
0.3 APPLICATIONS O IL THE
TRANSPORTATION COST MODEL.
The cost model discussed in Section B.2.1 was
developed for the purpose of estimating the total cost
of transportation, determining the effect of various
parameters on the cost, and comparing the costs of
various transportation scenarios. It must be stressed at
the outset that all cost data used in the following
calculations are approximate, The data for the HLLV
are extrapolations of the characteristics of current
launch vehicles and are expected to be reasonably ac-
curate. Cost data for the COTV's (particularly if electric
propulsion is used) and for fabrication techniques and
equipment.are much less reliable (since there is little
or no experience on which to base these data). They
may prove to be off by a factor of two or more.
Nevertheless, it may be argued that performing
calculations based on questionable data is justified If
the accuracy of the input data can be estimated and
the risks associated with drawing conclusions based
on the calculations are recognized. As better data
become available, the calculations may be updated.
_....
Resistojef :..................$50,000 TFU
Arc—Jet .....................$41,000 TFU
MPD-Argon ..............rq-...$41,000 TFU
Tanks:
LHz
	1 06 lbs of fuel....$30 million TFU
NK3	10 6 l bs of fuel .... $12 million TFU
Argon 10 6 lb$ of f=uel. ...$12 million TFU
1:4-
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8.3.1	 Baseline Data and 'fatal advanced existing technology than that for the CON,
Transportation Cost PON, and PLV. An accuracy estimate of 25% was
assigned to aH and aC, bL, and bG may be assumed to,^
"baseline"	 estimate of the total cost of transportation be in error by 50%. The mass of support and construc-
was computed based on the following assumptions. tion equipment and the number of personnel trips re-
a. The Column/Cable type of SSPS having a quired may be off by a factor of 2. Based on these
mass of 81813 m.t. is used, assumed errors in the input parameters, equation 8-9
b. Chemical propulsion is used for all transpor- Is used with equations 8.1 and 8.3-8.8 to calculate
tation. A CT. The result is A CT =3.03 or the probable error in
c. All assembly is performed in geosynchronous CT is 24%.
orbit. The accuracy analysis is certainly not precise since
d. Personnel are transferred from LEO to GEO in the accuracies of the input parameters are estimates. It
capsules carried by the CON. does strongly indicate, however, that even though
The baseline data, taken from the JSC Executive Sum- some of the input parameters may be off by a factor of
mary (Ref. 8-1), are given in Table B-1. Note that only 2, the accuracy of CT will be much better than this.
13 parameters are listed since complete assembly in This results from the fact that the dominant terms in
GEO eliminates the need for the tug and its charac- the cost analysis are those which are known with
teristics are not used in the calculations. The results of greatest accuracy.
the baseline calculations are given in Table 8-2. It is
apparent that the cost of transportation of cargo is 8.3.2
	
Sensitivity A«alysis
much larger than that of personnel transport and that
the operation of the heavy lift launch vehicles is the An analysis was performed to determine which
largest single item. parameters have the greatest effect on the total
As discussed earlier, it is important to have some esti- transportation cost. This was done by using thebasellne cost as a reference and calculating the sen-
mats of the accuracy of CT. This depends on the.ac- srtivity which is defined as the percent change in CT
curacy of each of the parameters used to calculate CT. caused by a I% change in an individual parameter.The method {Table 8-2) used here may be .sum- The results are given in Table 8-3 for those parameters
marized as follows. Let: which may be considered independent. This again
y = f(XI, X2...., XN) points out the dominance of cargo transport and shows
that the transport of personnel and the number of per-
be a function of N independent variables. Then: sonnel required are much less important in their effect
AY = (^	 CQX	 ox^^ z ) i/z 	(8.9)
a n CT-
3 8.3.3	 The Effect of Various
gives the probable error in y caused by errors, A XI, In Changes on Transportation Costs
the parameters used to calculate y. In our case CT
 cor- Several areas were investigated to determine whether
responds to y and the thirteen parameters in Table 8-1 significant savings in transportation costs might be
correspond to the Xi's, realized. In each case the economic effect of some
change in the transportation scheme was calculated
The difficulty which remains is estimating the max- relative to the baseline cost. Each of these areas is dis-
imum errors which might be	 expected	 in	 each cussed separately. It should be emphasized that all
parameter. The masses of propellant, expendable discussion in this section is restricted to chemical pro-
tanks, and the orbital transport vehicle may be calcuI- pulsion.
ated from orbital mechanics relations and design
equations and should be accurate to t10%. The COTV
' p arameters such as mv , C, mpL, C. andlifetime Is much less predictable and may be in error
(fPL,CmPC `t mET,C) are not independentl y variableby 50 /0. The unit cost for the HLLV Is based on more ,
and are ana^yzed separately.
roe..	 9
Table 3--1	 BASELINE DATA
Parameter Value
a 32. $/K9
a c 40. $/K9
mPL,C
250 m.t.
mv,c
26 m.t.
(fPL,CmP,C + mET,C) 404 m.t.
L c 30 trips
b 
$200,000/mars trip
b 
$65,000/man trip
mB,G
9422 m.t.
mB,L 352 m.t.
fP,G
.73
NP 777.
C
a
0
.w- ,
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3Table 8-2 BASELINE TRANSPORTATION COST ESTIMATE
$B % of Total
Cargo
Earth to LEO 8.60 69.1
LEO to GEO 3.65 29.4
Personnel
Earth to LEO .15 1.2
LEO to GEO .04 .3
Other Cost Neg ---
TOTAL 12.44 100.0
Table 8-3 SENSITIVITY OF INDEPENDENT PARAMETERS
Parameter Sdnsitivity
a 
.69
ac
.29
L
c
.0008
bL .0124
bG .003
NP
.015
,6,.
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8.3.3.1 PARTIAL ASSEMBLY IN LEO.	 United States. These costs have not been estimated.
The transportation cost model is used to calculate CT
Partial assembly in LEO has the effect of lowering the for various launch latitudes taking into account the
total weight which must be transported to GEO. The effects of latitude an the mass of propellant but does
effect of this change on total transportation cost is esti- not include these marginal ground costs. Results are
mated based on the following assumptions. 	 shown in Figure 8-1. It appears that a significant cost
a. The fractional distribution of personnel and saving will result from a launch site near the equator
construction and support equipment between LEO and and this option should be seriously considered.
GEO varies linearly with the percent of assembly done
in LEO.
	
s
b. The orbital transfer vehicle used to move the
	 !	 I.	 (	 I
partially assembled structure has the same charac-
	 5
teristics as the CON used in the baseline study.
	 j
&A..
Total transportation cost is calculated using the 	 z
U
transportation cost model. The results are given in Ta-
ble B-4. The maximum estimated potential saving is 	 z
quite significant. From a practical point of view it does	 dW
not appear that a large percentage of the fabrication
can be done in LEO if chemical propulsion is used for 	 LdU
orbital transfer so the potential saving is probably less 	 aw
than 1.0% of the total transportation cost. It is not clear 	 a
whether any saving can be achieved since a partially
assembled structure will not be able to withstand large
accelerations and a special vehicle will have to be 	
b°	 fi°
	
100	 159	 20°	 250designed for transporting these structures. The cost	
LATITUDE OF LAUNCH SITE ON CTper Kg for these vehicles may be higher than that of
the CON used to transport high density cargo. 	 FIGURE 8-1 EFFECT OF LAUNCH SITE LATITUDE ON CS
(MARGINAL GROUND COSTS NOT ACCOUNTED
A definite conclusion cannot be drawn at this point
	
FOR)
since further detailed study of the fabrication techni-
ques and the characteristics of orbital transfer vehicles 8.3.3.3 TRANSFER OF PERSONNEL BY
may alter the results presented here. One may ten-
tatively conclude, however, that partial assembly in CCTV
LEO will not offer major economic benefits and may in The possibility of transporting personnel using the
fact prove to be more costly than complete assembly cargo orbital transfer vehicle has been discussed in
In GEO.
	 Section 6.4. The cost was found to be approximately
S65,OdO per man flight. This cost is identical to that
8.3.3.2 EQUATORIAL LAUNCH
	 using the POW recommended in Ref. 8-1. The deci-
The baseline cost estimate assumes a Cape Kennedy Sion of which method to use should, therefore, be
launch. An equatorial launch would eliminate the need based on other considerations.
for a plane change in geosynchronous orbit and the
COTV would require significantly less propellant with a 8.3.3.4 REUSABILITY OF THE HLLV
resulting saving in transportation costs. The amount of PAYLOAD SHROUD
propellant required is given in Section 4.2 for the range
of launch latitudes between 0 and 28.5 0 .	 Estimates of the cost of the HLLV payload shroud for
both a reusable and expendable case were made in
There may, however, be added costs associated with Section 4.3.4. Use of these numbers in the transporta-
the launch from a site distant from the continental tion cost. model indicates that CT could be as much as
147
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Table 8-4 EFFECT OF PARTIAL ASSEMBLY IN LEO ON TOTAL TRANSPORTATION COST
% of Construction
in LEO fp,G
m
B,L
m.t.
m 
B,G
m.t.
C
T
$13
saving
0 .73 352 9422 12.44 0
10 .66 1294 8484 12.39 .4
25 .56 2708 7066 12.11 2.6
50 .36 5063 4711 11.79 5.2
100 0 9744 0 11.14 10.4
.u...
8% higher if the shroud Is not reusable. It appears that
the shroud should either be dedicated to some use in
LEO (e.g., parts of the support system) or should be
returned and reused. There are costs associated with
retrieval and reuse which have not been accounted for
In the comparison discussed here so the actual saving
will be less than 8% It is likely, however, that the sav-
ing will be significant and this area should receive
further study.
8.3.4 Synthesis
An analysis of the cost of transportation shows eleLriy
that the driver is the HLLV cost. A substantial effort
should be dedicated to economically optimizing this
phase of the transportation. Consideration of an
equatorial versus a Cape Kennedy launch is only one
area deserving further study. An application of equa-
tion 8.2 to the HLLV indicates two other important
areas, Reusability of the shroud should be strongly
considered. as discussed In Section 8,3.3.4. The area
wich will have the greatest impact, however, Is the tur-
naround cost. This is the dominant term in equation 8.2
and has not yet been carefully studied. A detailed in-
vestigation of the entire scenario of launch, retrieval,
refurbishment, etc., will be required to determine the
relative costs of the different types of HLLV`s proposed
In Ref. 8-3, No candidate should be eliminated from
further consideration until such a study has been com-
pleted.
8.4 ELECTRIC PROPULSION
The total cast analysis of the electrical propulsion
system was accomplished within the following frame-
work.
a. Four engines were analyzed as candidates.
for the LEO to GEO orbit. The characteristics of the
engines were provided in Chapter 5.
I>s. Two launch sites were compared, the one
from Cape Kennedy and the other from an unspecified
equatorial plane site.
a. Two decay rates for solar cells were Included,
one approximately a-T1300 and the other approx-
imately a-T/1 20.
d. Two thrust conditions were applied, a cons-
tant thrust condition with variable orbit times and a
variable thrust condition with a resultant determined
orbit time.
e. Cost elements involved in the use of chemi-
cal propulsion for transfer of cargo and personnel were
drawn from the estimates made In the chemical pro-
pulsion analysis. Per unit costs In this respect are iden^
tical In the two procedures so that total cost differen-
tials are indicative of differences in weight require-
ments.
f. No consideration was given to such items as
engine and tankage refurbishment and reusability, tur-
naround times for chemical propulsion. vehicles, the
allocation of DDT&E costs, and the probability of
damag° by collision with space junk.
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The cost analysis using the 300 day decay rate was The component cost structure for the variable T1W
eliminated from consideration. The radiation effects on analysis is given in Figure 6-3. The relationships bet-
solar cells appeared to be extreme enough to make ween solar cell requirements and the cost of transport-
this particular decay rate unrealistic. 	 ing additional weight are evident in the comparative
Tables 8-5 through 8-8 give the total transportation data. The engines remain in essentially the same com-
costs for the LEO to GEO movement of the satellite for petitive position as in the first analysis. However, the
each of the four candidate engines under constant component cost relationships provide the basis forthrust conditions and variable orbit times. The suggesting parameter changes that would affect the
minimum costs periods range between 30 to 60 days total cost for each engine.
orbit time. The Resistojet engine Is associated with the The cost of solar cells constitutes a small proportion of
highest transportation cost. The two Arc-jets and the total transport costs for the Resistojet engine. Reduc-
MPD-Argon engines are all competitive in the lower or- tion in tank and engine costs would make this particu-
bit periods. The cost data are provided in comparative lar engine a stronger candidate for use in the project.
form in Figure S-2.	 The MPD engine has the largest requiremdnt in terms
[6
R.ESISTOJET LH2
l5
DECAY e-T/120
14	 KENNEDY LAUNCH
	 /MPD-Ar
8
i 0	 30	 60 . 90	 120 150 180 210
TRIP TIME IN DAYS ( NOT INCLUDING PLANE
CHANGE?
FIGURE 8~2 COST OF TRANSPORTATION
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Table 8-5 TRANSPORTATION TIME--COST RELATIONSHIP FOR VARIABLE ORBIT TIMES
RESISTOJET LH2
DAYS COST(Billions $ )
14 15.544
27 15.476
40 15.535
53 15.5$3
66 15.653
80 15.754
93 15.831
106 15.910
119 16.028
133 16.148
146 16..272
159 16.424
Decay - e - T/120
Kennedy Launch
T/W=104
Constant Thrust
150
DAYS COST(Billions $}
16 9.510
32 9.182
47 9.128
62 9.202
77 9.363
92 9.544
108 9.816
123 10.068
137 10.355
153 10.704
169 11.136
184 11.569
Decay ~ e - T/120
Kennedy Launch
T/W = 10-4
Constant Thrust
Table 8-6 TRANSPORTATION TIME--COST RELATIONSHIP FOR VARIABLE ORBIT
TIMES ARC-JET LH2
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Fable 8-7 TRANSPORTATION TINE-COST RELATIONSHIP FOR VARIABLE
ORBIT TIMES ARC-JET NH3
DAYS COST{Billions $)
15 9.560
30 8.916
44 8.737
57 8.708
71 8.748
86 8.861
100 8.963
114 9.090
128 9.241
142 9.412
156 9.666
171 9.902
Decay - e - T1120
Kennedy Launch
T/w = 10-4
Constant Thrust
Table 8-8 TRANSPORTATION TIME-COST RELATIONSHIP FOR VARIABLE
ORBIT TIMES NPD ARGON
*MA.
DAYS
COST
(Billions $)
34 9.261
49 9.350
65 9.642
81 10.041
97 10.534
114 11.348
129 12.061
145 12.893
161 13.878
178 16.237
194 16.830
Decay N e	 T/120
Kennedy Launch
T/W = 10`4
Constant Thrust:
17 VARIABLE T/w RA710
INITIAL T/W RATIO 10-4
DECAY, a-T/lzofJ
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FIGURE 8-3 TRANSPORTATION COST COMPONENTS
of SECS cost. Improvements in the satellite that would The principle drivers are those variables which . deter-
reduce solar cell decay (in the case of the MPD) would urine the time required to transport the satellite and
reduce both the SECS cost and the cost of HLLV the requirement for solar cell usage during the trip.
transport, since less weight would be required to pro- In order to compare the electrical propulsion system
vide a transport system.	 With the chemical propulsion cost estimates, a single
The major cost drivers for the electrical propulsion engine and its related transportation cost was
systems are Indicated by the elasticity measures given selected. The Arc-jet engine, using LH2 as a fuel, was
in Table 8-9.. These measures are defined as the re la- chosen as a prime candidate. The total transportation
tive change in total transport cost related to a 1 % cost with construction of the satellite in LEO is given in
change in the indicated variable. The measures are Table 8-10. The cost estimates for both the 280 launch
pure numbers that can be readily compared among and the equatorial launch are provided. A transport
diverse variables, 	 cost savings of approximately 11.5% could be ob-
i
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Table 8-9 ELASTICITY MEASURES FOR ELECTRICAL PROPULSION
VARIABLE
ENGINES*
RESISTOJET ARC-JET ARC-JET MPD
LH2 LH2 NH3 Argon
Engine Cost .001 .03 .03 .02
Fuel Cost .04 .02 .001 .005
Tank Cost .46 .22 .17 .02
Specific Impulse .98 .59 .15 .12
Thrust .14 .03 .03 1.58
T/W .00 .03 .01 .03
Kw/Lb of Thrust .06 .29 .22 .73
Conversion Efficiency .06 .33 .22 .65
Mass Fraction .60 .44 .48 .07
Propellant Glow Fraction .04 .02 .001 .005
Delta V 1.0; .45 .62 1.71
Degradation Time .01 .40 .26. .86
*Initial T/W of 14"4 , decay - e T/120
Table 8-10 TOTAL TRANSPORTATION COST-ELECTRICAL PRQPULSION
COST LAUNCH POSITION
COMPONENT KENNEDY EQUATORIAL
Material-Earth to LEO 4.42 3.88
Material & Satellite
LEO to GEO 4.54 4.01
Personnel-Earth to LEO 021 .21
TOTAL 9.18 8.11
*Using the Arc-Jet LH2 enr
duration and similar risk had they not been used for the
SPS system, The terms "Cost of Capital" and "Cost of
Money" have been used to designate these charges.
These charges may also be thought of as the minimum
rate of return required to justify the commitment of
funds to a particular program, or, simply, "The Re-
quired Rate of Return" (RRR). Thus, if the RRR is fifteen
percent and a delivery delay of four months is antici-
pated, an additional 4.18 percent in interest charges
should be added to the online costs of the delayed
SPS delivery system--in this case the LEO/Electrical
construction alternative, If the delay could be reduced
to two months, the additional charges would amount to
2.12 percent of the otherwise completed cost of an
SPS unit.
The second effect a delayed installation has on the
economic desirability of the project is the equal time
lag in realizing the revenue the SPS could be generat-
ing. In other words, a delayed installation not only adds
interest charges to the cost of the satellite, but reduces
in an equivalent manner (assuming the RRR and inter-
nal rate of return (IRR) are identical) the present value
of the net cash flow (net of operating,-maintenance,
and other similar expenses--but not depreciation) that
the SPS would generate over its assumed economic
life of 30 years. Returning to the previous examples, a
four (4) month delay at 15 percent interest would
reduce the present value of the net cash flow of an SPS
another 4.18 percent. Assuming the cost of a com-
pleted, online SPS via chemical propulsion of $30
billion, the delays mentioned above would create a
differential between the two approaches of $2.5 billion
and $1.3 billion respectively.
For purposes of this study it is assumed that the only
difference between the SPS units is the cost of
transportation (including any ancillary considerations
necessitated by the different transportation modes).
The LEO/Electric alternative would have to be, de-
pending upon the delay, $1,3-S2.5 billion cheaper
than the GEOIChemical approach just to breakeven
with it. From section 8.3 and 8.4 the cost differential is
found to be approximately 53.25 biiiion, fora Kennedy
Table 8-12 gives the interest charges (as proportions) launch and $3.55 billion for an equatorial launch. As
for various delays at alternative Interest rates. These explained in earlier sections, the. time delay using the
alternative interest rates are to be interpreted as the electrical transportation mode and a Kennedy launch
opportunity costs of funds committed to the SPS ranges from a low of 90 days to a high of 120 days.
system. These values are the rates that funds used in Using a 15 percent rate of discount, these delays
the SPS. system could have earned in ventures of equal translate. into $1.6 and $2.1 billion respectively.
tained in eugtorial launch plane since the procedure
would require no time for plane changes.
The total cost estimates for the electrical propulsion
scenario appear in Table 8-11. The cost savings bet-
ween the two sites ranges from 6.5% to 8.4% depend-
Ing upon the time assigned for the cost of capital under
the Kennedy launch conditions. The cost of capital
could be reduced, thus lowering the total cost of the
Kennedy launch and reducing the Kennedy-equatorial
differential, by making the plane and altitude changes
at the same time during the orbiting out process.
However, the procedure would require more time in the
Van Allen Belt which may lead to increased degrada-
tion of solar cells. Since the SECS costs are drivers in
this system, the savings obtained in reduced capital
requirements could be offset by increased costs of
solar cells. Some optimal relationships probably exist
between the two conditions and should be pursued
through further analysis.
E.5 ECONOMIC COMPARISONS
OF SATELLITE DELIVERY
SCHEMES
8.5.E The Effect of Delivery
Delays on the Time Value of Money
The cost estimates of the alternative delivery schemes
given in sections 8.3 and 8.4 include the value of all
the resources necessary to deliver one SPS unit to an
online mode in geosynchronous orbit. What has yet to
be considered is the effect of the potential delivery
delay implicit in the LEO/Electric construction ap-
proach. This potential delay has two adverse effects on
the economic desirability of the SPS system. First, the
delay creates incremental costs to construction in the
form of interest charges on idle SPS units during their
delivery phase. Interest charges must be added to the
present value of construction costs whenever one
mode of delivery results In delays not experienced by
alternative delivery modes.
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Table 8 .11 TOTAL COSTS - ELECTRICAL PROPULSION
ITEM
LAUNCH POSITION
KENNEDY EQUATORIAL
Satellite 10.58 10.58
Rectenna 4.23 4.23
Transportation 9.18 8.11
Subtotal .23.99 22.92
Interest
Interest Adjustment2
60 days .98
90 days 1.58
120 days 2.1 0
TOTAL COST 25.57	 26.09 23.90
l Using the Arc-Jet LH2 engine, T/W of 10- 4 and Decay
2-Appropriate interest adjustment depends on time estimate of plane
change in orbit from LEO to GEO.
Tale e 8..12 INTEREST ADJUSTMENT FACTORS FOR DELIVERY DELAYS
U) 5NJ U11115
MONTHS INTEREST RATES
DELAY(t) .075 .100 .120 .150 .180 .200
1 .0058 .0075 .0088 .0109 ..0124 .0133
2 .0115 .0149 .0175 .0212 .0245 .0265
3 .0172 .0222 .0262 .0315 .0365 .0394
4 .0228 .0295 .0247 .0410 .0484 .0521
5 .0285 .0358 .0431 ..0519 .0600 .0646
6 .0341 .0440 .0515 .0619 .0715 .0769
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NOTE: All PV's are discounted bade to time 11 0 11 . Costs, other than
interest charges, and revenues of alternatives are assumed
equal.
FIGURE 8 -4 TWO COMPARATIVE APPROACHES
A; -uming the cost differential between the "Truss" implication that unprofitable (costly) programs should
(Electrical) and "Columnal" (Chemical) satellites to be delayed and profitable programs accelerated. For
be $.53 billion (JSC:11443) the range of cost further discussion on this. point see Section 8.6.
difference between the transportation modes reduces
to $1.12 billion to S.60 billion. Assuming only a 60 day 8.5.2 The Effect of the Time
delay using an equatorial launch and a S.53 billion Value. of Money an the Cost of
satellite cost difference, the net savings of the electri- Generated) Electricity
cal approach is reduced by $1.04 billion to $2.02
billion after taking into consideration the time value of If asystem, such as the SPS, is to be self-supporting, it
money factor. It is conceivable that after allowing for must be able to generate sufficient revenues net of all
repair costs due to collision damage and other im- operating expenses to cover its full in-place cost in-
measurables associated with the electrical approach, eluding aTeturn to invested capital sufficient to justify
the costs of chemical transportation could be con- the use of the funds designated for this purpose. More
siderably below that of electrical. Table S-13 summar- simply put, the net cash flow must be sufficient to
izes the cost differentials. It must be recalled that return both principle and interest to the suppliers of
these cost estimates reflect the baseline approach of these fuhds. The RRR is the rate of interest that must
the JSC study. Using alternative approaches sug- be earned since any lesser rate would imply that the
gested in previous chapters herein, the cost estimates funds could have been employed more beneficially
could change significantly in at least their absolute elsewhere.
magnitudes, if not their relative position as well. It Table 8-14 shows how alternative required rates of
should be further noted that as the online costs of the return affect the annual capital charges fora 10 GW
SPS are reduced by technological advances or other
reasons the "advantage" of faster delivery erodes. SPS with an economic life of 30 years. For comparison
Likewise, the more profitable the SPS (higher IRR and Purposes these charges are also converted into mills
RRR) the greater the advantage of..a rapid delivery per kilowatt hour. These factors are given on a per
system. This conclusion leads to the not-so-startling billion dollar cost of one SPS unit. Thus, if the cost.of
'
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Table 8-13 BASELINE COST COMPARISONS OF ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORTATION MODES
ITEM
KENNEDY
CHEMICAL
EQUATORIAL
ELECTRICAL
KENNEDY	 EQUATORIAL
Satellite $10.05 B	 $10.05 B $10.58 B $10.58 B
Rectenna 4.23 4.23 4.23 4.23
Transportation 12.43 11.70 9.18 8.11
Subtotal $26.71• $25.98 $23.99 $22.92
Interest Adj.	 (60) 1.04
(90) 1.60
(120) 2.10
TOTAL COST $26.71 B	 $25.98 B $25.59	 $26.11 B $23.96
Table 8 . 14 INTEREST FACTORS FOR CAPITAL CHARGES IN ANNUAL PAYMENTS AND
MILLS PER KILOWATT HOUR PER BILLION DOLLAR COST OF
COMPLETED SPS
REQUIRED RETURN	 ANNUAL PAYMENT	 MILLS PER KILOWATT HOUR1
	
.075
	
.0847
	
1.0510
	
.100	 .1061	 1.3165
	
.120	 .1241
	
1.5399
	
.150	 .1523	 1.8898
	
.180	 .1813	 2.2497
	
.200
	
.2008	 2.4916
'Assumes .92 Utilization Factor
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one unit was $30 billion, the annual capital charges
would be (at 15 percent) S4.569 billion or 56.69 mills
per kilowatt hour. If the RRR were 12 or 18 percent, the
capital charges per kilowatt hour would be 46.2 and
67.49 mills respectively. It should be noticed that if the
cost of the satellite could be reduced to $20 billion, as
some estimates indicate, the savings could be wiped
out by a change in the RRR from 12 to 18 percent. The
miffs per kwh would, at 12 percent, fall to 30.8 but
would increase to 45.0 as a result of the increase in the
RRR to 18 percent, or approximately the amount of the
original charge (46.2). A cost saving of one-third could
be negated by an increase of six percentage points in
the RRR. This hypothetical illustration was given solely
to indicate the magnitude of the effect of interest
charges on a multiyear lifetime project. This illustration
does not mean to imply that cost reductions are
necessarily accompanied by increases in the discount
rate. It should also be noted that the factors given in
Table 8-14 will not change appreciably as a result of
extending the economic lifetime of an SPS. For exam-
ple, a 50 year lifetime would, at 15 percent, only
change t"e payment factor from .1523 to .1501. An in-
finite life would only further reduce this factor to .1500.
8.5.3 Comparison of Capital
Charge (Requirements and
Estimates of Future Electrical
Charges
8.5.3.1 EFFECTS OF INTEREST RATES ON
ESTIMATES OF FUTURE ELECTRICAL
CHARGES
According to JSC Memo EZ6-76-144, the relative cost
of electricity is expected to rise 36 percent from 1976
to 2025. Assuming a cost of 30 mills/kwh in 1976, the
equivalent 2025 cost would be 40.8 mills/kwh In 1976
dollars. Abstracting temporarily from operating costs,
these figures, together with those given in Table 8-14,
indicate that an SE'S unit costing $30 billion could earn
an internal rate of rtaturn over 30 years of approximately
10 percent. Therefcxe, if the required rate were 15 per-
cent, the SPS could not be economically justified at an
assumed cost of 40.8 mills per kwh for electricity.
However, if the cost of an SPS could be reduced to $20
billion the mills/kwh would be within the assumed
40-}- mills/kwh range, again using a 15 percent RRR.
(Note: all costs ere given in 1975-1976 dollars.)
The appropriate rate of interest that should be charged
against the earnings of an SPS is not easily deter-
mined. Conceptually it should at least be that rate
charged against earth bound power systems in the
relevant time frame. Currently this rate is around 12
percent. Additionally, there is strong argument that the
SPS RRR should be higher since there are additional
elements of risk associated with the SPS not applica-
ble to conventional terrestrial power systems. With
regard to these additional elements or risk it should be
mentioned that the LEOIEiectric and GEO/Chemical
approach have different risk characteristics, From
Chapters 5 and 6 it should be evident that the former
approach is subject to, at least at the present time,
greater uncertainty than the latter approach. If this ad-
ditional risk does exist, then the discount rate should
be made correspondingly greater for the LEO/Electric
approach. All of the above analysis has assumed iden-
tical discount rates for each approach. For purposes of
illustration, It can be assumed that if 15 percent is an
appropriate RRR for the GEOIChemical alternative,
then perhaps 1 8 percent could be used as the ap-
propriate RRR for the LEOIElectrical alternative. If
these rates did apply, the present value of S1 per year
for 30 years at 15 percent is $6.57, while at 18 percent
it is $5.52, or a 16 percent difference. This result
means that the present value (PV) of the net cash flow
(NCF) for the LEO/Electrical approach is 16 percent
less than the PV of the NCF associated with the
GEOIChemical approach. This difference is in addition
to the interest-cost differential due to the delay in
delivery of the SPS unit. Indeed, that differential would
now be greater since the interest adjustment applies
to the period of delay as well as the net cash flow.
Continuing with the illustration involving the 15 and 18
percent rate, there is an approximate 5 percent saving
in cost of carrying charges due to the fact the SPS is
generating revenue two months earlier. The total sav-
ing, therefore, would amount to approximately 26 per-
cent. The illustrations, at this point, are mainly conjec-
tural, since determining the cost of capital rb a new
venture 20 years in advance is highly tenuous at the
very least. They do serve, however, to point up the sig-
nificant impact that factors such ns cost of capital, time
delays, and risk have on the economic feasibility of a
long term project. Any ultimate decision as to delivery
systems must be made with careful attention given to
the factors discussed above.
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8.5.3.2 REGIONAL ELECTRICAL MARKETS
AND THE ECONOMIC RATIONALIZATION OF
THE SPS UNIT
A current price of 30 millslkwh was assumed for
electricity in the previous section In a preliminary dis-
cussion of the economic justification of an SPS unit.
The resultant price after allowing for an increase in
relative cost of electricity of 36 percent was 40.6
mills/kwh. Whereas this price may be appropriate in
some geographic markets it is undoubtedly inappropri-
ate in other such markets. Table 8-15 gives a cross-
section comparison of various electrical markets in the
USA, From the diversity of charges as evidenced by
this table, it would appear that the SPS generated
electricity would be marketable in some areas and not
in other areas (if the increase in the relative cost of
electricity is assumed to be uniform across regional
markets). It would make little sense to market SPS
electricity in eastern Tennessee or western North
Carolina, whereas, New York would represent a more
viable market. It would eppear that at the present time,
the most reasonable cost estimates of an SPS would
lie in the S20-$30 billion price range with interest rates
ranging from 12-18 percent. These ranges would pro-
duce a subsequent range of 30.8 to 67.5 milIs/kwh that
would be required to cover the capital charges of the
SPS unit. This range would, according to Table B-15,
clearly be within the price range of such markets as
Connecticut, New York, Delaware, and perhaps
Georgia. A word of caution is in order with regard to
these estimates. The prices are for generation and
delivery of electricity to the final customer. Production
costs amount to only about 70 percent of the final cost
to the customer and it Is this latter figure which shearld
be compared with the prices determined above for an
SPS unit since surface handling and distribution
charges have not been herein considered. This omis-
sion is offset by the fact that the figures given for each
area are for the lowest rate step for residential service.
The average charge would be somewhat higher de-
pending upon the rate schedule and average house-
ho1J use. Ignoring hoth of these effects implicitly
assumes they are completely offsetting. This assump-
tion probably results in a small understatement of the
average residential kwh costs of electricl'y. Residen-
tial rates have been used here since they usually are
the lowest rates for electrical service. The impact of
these assumptions Is to conservatively estimate the
kwh cost of electricity. by the year 2000.
6.5.4 Summary
From the preceding analysis it is evident that if SPS
unit cost is confined to the $20-$30 billion range and
the cost of capital Iles in the 12-15 percent range, SPS
generated electricity could. be competitive in the
1995-2025 time frame in at least some major domestic
markets (37.8-56.7 millslkwh). At the existing (1976)
cost of capital for electrical utilities (12 percent) the
SPS is already competitive with some regional electri-
cal services (30.8-46.2 milislkwh). These statements
presume, of course, the validity of estimates of not only
SPS costs but 1995- cost estimates of alternative
sources of electricity. The estimated 36 percent in-
crease in the relative cost of electricity over the next
30 years may be conservative, particularly in light of
recent history. Recal I also that only the lowest step of
residential rates have been used to estimate the year
2000 electrical rates. One conclusion that this analysis
produces is that (at least at this time) SPS generated
electricity has not been shown to be economically un-
justified. Indeed, there exists strong reason to believe
that, technology permitting. SPS costs could decline
and surface generated electricity could rise to a
greater extent than assumed in this analysis.
6.6 SATELLITE SCHEDULING
6.6.1 The Effects of Scheduling
an Payoff and Initial Funding
It will be assumed in the following discussion that (1)
the SPS system will generate equivalent cash flows in
each of the various scheduling schemes; (2) that the
internal rate of return is equal to the required rate of
return; (3) that the I€fe of an SPS is 30 years; (4) that
the cash flows are net of operating expenses and taxes
but not depreciation; and (5) that each scheme allows
two years for construction of the first SPS. The only
variable will be the rate at which the satellites are
brought online. Figure S-5 identifies the four assumed
satellite scheduling sccemes. Schedule A is the JSC
schedule idei itified in Reference 6-1. It should be
noted that all scheduling schemes. Identified herein
assume "Scenario B"--that of providing 50 percent of
the estimated new electrical demand in the
1.995-2025 time frame. Schedule B is an accelerated
Schedule A. Schedule C is a steady flow schedule of
four SPS's per year and Schedule D is the extreme of
building all of the 112 SPS's in the first year. The latter
0MA.
1.61
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Table 8-15 1975 ELECTRIC RATES AND 2000 PROJECTIONS FOR SELECTED AREAS, USA
AREA	
BASIC	 FUEL	 TOTAL
	
2000 EST. I
m/kwh'	 A0J.1	 m/kwh
I1. Alabama 201112 6.4 26.4/17.4 35.9/23.7
2. Tennessee 9 10.7 19.7 26.7
3. Georgia 21.6/10 7.8 29.4/17.8 40.0/23.9
4. Texas 16.5/11.5 4.3 20.8/15.8 28.3/21.5
5. Conn. 35.6 3.2 28.8 52.8
6. New York 35.3 17.9 53.2 72.4
7. Ohio 19 8.3 27.3 37.1
8. Delaware 29.1/16.3 13.2 42.3/29.5 57.5/40.1
9. Louisiana 16.7 8.0 24.7 33.6
1973 USA Residential Average 28.3 m/kwh.
ISource: Federal Power Commission, 1975 Electrical Rates, Annual
Report.
2Figures separated by slash refer to seasonal rates.
schedule is used for illustrative purposes only and minimizes the time to pay off is Schedule D, which is
should not be considered as a viable alternative.	 also the schedule that maximizes the number of SPS
units. outstanding at any one time, The tables show
Table B-16 summarizes for each schedule at various that, as a general rule, faster scheduling minimizes the
alternative interest rates the number of years necess- payoff period while maximizing the number of units
ary to accomplish two goals. The first goal is to gener- which must be financed by initial capital.
ate sufficient cash flow to fund present and future SPS
units, The second goal is to pay back those SPS units 113.5.2 The Effects of Scheduling
already in existence. Two potential objectives of the 
on Present ValueSPS program might be to reduce either the absolute
amount of Initial capital (whatever Its source) or to Table B-16 Indicates that the present values of both
minimize the amount of time required to accomplish cash Inflow and cash outflow are greater the faster the
the above two goals. These goals Involve a tradeoff, for units In question are 'brought online. The net present
reducing one Involves an increase in the other. For ins- value (the difference between the PV of cash flows)
tance, from Tables 8-16 and B-17, It can be seen that while always negative, since only the first 1 years are
at 16 percent interest the scheduling scheme that discounted, Improves as scheduling is accelerated.
..k•. ,
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FIGURE 6-5 SCHEDULING SCHEMES FOR SPS SYSTEM
Table 8-16
NUMBER OF YEARS REQUIRED FOR SPS SYSTEM TO COVER ALL CAPITAL CHARGES
AND BECOME SELF SUPPORTING AT VARIOUS SCHEDULING SCHEMES AND
INTEREST RATES
SCHEDULE INTEREST RATES
SCHEME .075 .100 .120 .150 .180 .200
A 32 28 24+ _ 15+ 14
B 30+ 25 21+ 17+ 15•x- 14
C 25+ 20+ 18+ 15+ 13 12
D 14+ 13+ 11+ 9+ 8+ 8+
lFor Scheduling Schemes see Figure 8-5.
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Table 8.17
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SPS UNITS OUTSTANDING (UNPAID) FOR
VARIOUS SCHEDULING SCHEMES AT VARIOUS RATES OF INTEREST
SCHEDULE
SCHEME .075 .100
INTEREST
.120
RAPES
.150 .180 .200
A 23 13 8 5 3 3
B 20 14 11 7 5 5
C 22 17 14 12 9 8
D 103 100 98 95 92 90
Table 8-18
PRESENT VALUES OF CASE INFLOWS AND CASH OUTFLOWS (NET OF OPERATING AND
MAINTENANCE EXPENSES) OF SPS SYSTEM FOR VARIOUS SCHEDULING SCHEMES
AND INTEREST RATES EXPRESSED IN REVENUE YEARS
SCHEDULE
SCHEME .075 .100
INTEREST
.120
RATES
.150 .180 .200
A 231.13 145.0 IO2.6 63.7 41.6 32.3
(346.9) (192.7) (126.3) (72.9) (45.3) (34.3)
B 279.0 173.5 128.1 81.1 63.7 41.8
(389.3) (224.2) (151.4) (90.1) (57.4) (43.9)
C 376.3 250.1 185.1 122.6 84.7 67.6
(479.1) (293.2) (207.2) (131.2) (88.3) (60.7)
D ,042.2 783.9 634.1 481.6 376.2 322.2
(1066.4) (795.0) (144.0) (484.9) (377.0) (323.7)
'First 31 Years Only
2Assumes Required Rate of Return Equals Internal Rake of Return, i.e.
no Economic Profit (Loss).
3 Inflow (Outflow)
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FIGURE 8-6 SCHEDULE A CASH FLOW(a)2D AND 10 FERCENT INTEREST
FMRE 8-7 SCHEU L6 C CASH F10WSQ 20 AND Io PHICENT MEREST
the advances in technology exceed the increase in de-
mand. In recent years, the pocket calculator market
has experienced this phenomenon. The longer a deci-
sion to purchase can be postponed the lower the ulti-
mate purchase price. This strategy is economically
justified as long as the rate of decrease in the
purchase price exceeds the yield that could be earned
These results are not unexpected since the only
difference between the alternatives is the time-spat- pr
ing of the SPS units; hence, those values closer to the
present will be of greater magnitude. The relative ad-
vantage of the faster schemes Is not very significant in ,5
any of the cases in terms of the effect on net present
Got
value. Figures 8-6 and B-7 are given to show the rela-
tive cash flows of scheduling schemes A and C. The
dashed lines represent the annual net cash flow assn- W
ciated with each scheme. The vertical axes are desig-
nated both in revenue years and number of SPS units.
3„6.3 Satellite Schedulhig g
Summarized
Table B-19 summarizes those factors of importance
which affect scheduling decisions. These considera-
tions assume that the scheduling will not be pursued to
such an extent that the market cannot absorb the in-
crease in facilities without resulting in excess
capacity, With this constraint in mind, an accelerated
scheduling rate will result in, (1) a shorter period in
which the system on a cash flow basis becomes self-
supporting; (2) higher initial funding requirements
(which means more external financing required); (3)
higher present values of both cash inflows and out-
flows; and (4) a greater net present value. Factors Vi
and Vii have not been previously discussed but bear an
important part. in the scheduling decision. These two
factors, as will be seen, are not totally unrelated. i
Where significant relative price increases of relevant
resources pose a potential threat to any program, such
as right-of-way for future roads or recreational areas, it
might pay to accelerate the program. Accelerated
scheduling is economically justified where the sector .
inflation rate exceeds the alternative cost of the funds
required to pursue the program. That is, the savings of
faster purchasing exceeds the revenue that could be
earned in other endeavors. This phenomenon has
characterized the residential construction industry for
the past 15 years. Those who have waited to build
have actually "lost” money as the cost of housing has
risen at a rate almost twice the overall inflation rate.
Whereas anticipated inflation of certain products may
suggest speeding up their purchase, anticipated ad-
vances in technology suggest a "go slow" process.
Technological advancements not only make pro;acts
more feasible, they concommitentiy reduce the costs
of the projects which lead to price reductions where
1.65
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Table 8-19 CONSIDERATIONS FOR ACCELERATED SIPS SCHEDULING
I. Shorter payoff period (to become self-supporting)
II. Larger number of units outstanding at any one time
('lump sum capital requirements higher)
III. Higher Present Value for annual capital charges
IV. Higher Present Value for annual net cash inflow
V. Net Present Value (IV-III) greater
VI. Hedge against inflation
VII. Detrimental technology effect
on the asset if purchased immediately. For example, if 	 CHAPTER 8
the price of a SPS would fall an average of 20 percent
per annum while the return, if purchased now, would 	 REFERENCESbe 15 percent, it would pay to wait until the former rate
fell to match the latter. Technology and price are
reciprocals of each other. It is possible, however, that
changes in demand could offset this relationship. For "Initial Technical, Environmental, and Ece-
most practical purposes, however, changes in supply nomic Evaluation of Space Solar Power Concepts,"
(technologically based) and demand can be assumed Volume I, Summary, JSC 11443, Advance Copy, July
independent of each other. Thus, increases in supply 15, 1976.
can be expected to result in lower prices than what ^°^ Deebelin, E. 0., "Measurement Systems-
would otherwise be anticipated. For SPS units, this Application and Design," McGraw-Hill, New York, NY,
phenomenon might be especially approrpiate with 1966.
regard to solar cell development.
	
	
8-3 Op cit., JSC, "Initial Technical, En-
vironemntal, and Economic Evaluation."
In sum, those consideration which bear an important 8-4 McDonnell Douglas, Optimized Cost Per-
influence on scheduling decisions are: (1) forecasted formance Design Methodology, Volume 11, "Data
market demand; (2) anticipated relative price in- Review and Analysis," Book 3, "Detail Cost Analysis."
creases of. relevant resources; (3) anticipated tech- Report G975, Contract NAS 2-5022.
nological advances: (4) expected internal rate of 8-5 Planning Research Corporation, Analysis
return; and (5) the alternative cost of funds (cost of and Derivation of Cost Estimating Relationships and
capital). Increases in factors (1), (2), and (4), would Trends for Airframe Structural Elements of Advanced
generally favor faster scheduling while increases In (3) Space Transportation. Systems, NASA CR-132736,
and (5) would favor slower scheduling. The determina Contract No. NAS 1-13869.
tion of the economic desirability of any scheduling 8-6 Ramos, A.; Costigan, M.; Banch, G. 7.; and
scheme must include a careful study of all these fac- Chisholm, G. Jr.; "A Technique for Using Cost as
tors and their potential influence on the project and Design Parameter," JSC Internal Note, May 10, 1973.
each other.
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iCHAPTER 9
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
9.1 SUMMARY OF MISSION
ALTERNATIVES
Initially it was the intent of the design team to consider
four alternatives as regards transportation and con-
struction of the solar power satellite. These included:
(1) partial assembly in LEO, and (2) complete assem-
bly in GEO where chemical propulsion would be used
for lnterorbital transfer; (3) partial, and (4) full assem-
bly in LEO where transportation to GEO would be by an
electrical propulsion system. Technical and econom-
ical reasons, and to a lesser extent time limitations
resulted In a concentration on two of the four alterna-
tives. The scenarios which received maximum con-
sideration (Fig. 2-2, Chapter 2) were construction and
assembly at GEO using chemical orbital transfer vehi-
cles for LEO to GEO transportation, and preliminary
construction of modules at LEO and subsequent pro-
pulsion to GEO using electrical thrusters attached to
the modules. Final assembly of the modules would
then occur at GEO.
The remaining sections of this chapter report the find-
ings and recommendations for future research and
development.
9.2 FINDINGS
9.2.1 Transportation
9.2.1.1 EARTH LAUNCH
1. Preliminary analysis indicates that regardless
of the mode of interorbital transfer (chemical or electri-
caq,, an equatorial launch site presents several well-
defined technical advantages over alternative sites
such as Kennedy Space Center.
2. Investigation of characteristics and mission
t-ost projections of various heavy lift launch vehicle
candidates indicated no obvious choice as the optimal
vehicle. A major reason for this uncertainty is that
ecovery and refurbishment costs of these vehicles
may exceed 50 percent of the total mission costs and
at present almost no reliable costing information exists
for this area.
9.2.1.2 CHEMICAL PROPULSION
3. For chemical propulsion, complete assembly
at GEO of the solar power satellite is recommended.
4. In order to reduce costs and provide opera-
tional simplicity all stages of the chemical orbital
transfer vehicle should use common components and,
Whenever possible, should be identical units.
5. Models of the orbital transfer vehicles are pro-
posed in order to generate gross mass numbers and
flight cost features. The models encompass a reduc-
tion of independent variables to enable linear scaling
in terms of payload mass, vehicle cost per mass, and
the staging,
6. Initial analysis of the two modes of OTV pro-
pellant resupply, namely, transfer of propellant tank
and transfer of propellant (refuel), resulted in the con-
clusion that propellant tank transfer is the more pro-
mising mode.
7. Potential opportunities for secondary uses of
expended items (for example, propellant tanks and
shrouds), exist in such areas as radiation shields, prim-
ary structures for support base and habitability
modules, storage and debris receptors, and in the solar
power satellite itself, in either an unmodified or
This section presents condensed versions of the find-
ings which are developed in the body of the report. In
addition to these findings, the study concluded that a
number of technical areas required additional research
and development. Section 9.3 lists these research and
development topics.
The scope and complexity of the solar power satellite
and of the various transportation systems together with
• the time limitation Imposed on this systems deseign
study prevent the deduction of absolute conclusions.
All of the findings herein should be read with cog-
nizance of how they were developed in the earlier
chapters where ground rules and Working hypotheses
were stated. The findings can be categorized as
belonging to one of three classes. In the order pre-
sented, these classes are transportation, space en-
vironment, and the solar power satellite.
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modified form.
S. A simple, systematic technique of surplus
tank disposal was developed and is reported in
Chapter 6.
9.2.1.3 ELECTRICAL PROPULSION
9. Forthe electrical propulsion mode, partial as-
sembly of the solar power satellite in square modules
at LEO is recommended.
10. It is planned for each module to propel it-
self and certain items of cargo consisting of supplies
and components for final assembly to GEO im-
mediately upon completion of construction in LEO.
11. Propulsion of the modules to GEO will be
provided by two rotating clusters (one degree of
freedom) of engines located at opposite vertices of the
square module.
12. The hydrogen electric arcjet engine ap-
pears to be the most likely choice for thrusting the
modules to GEO.
13. Modular construction at LEO and immedi-
ate launch to GEO reduces the probability of collision
with space debris (compared to that of a completed
SPS) by a factor of 11n where n equals the number of
modules.
14. Energy for propulsion and control. of the
modules during transit will be provided by deploying a
portion of the solar array in the center of the module.
15. Solar arrays and control sections are ex-
pected to require protection from the exhaust plume of
the thrusters. Protection will be provided through loca-
tion of the arrays or by use of deflection shields.
16. Deployment of presently available silicon
solar cells would result In a degradation of approx-
imately 81 percent for a 54 day transit time calculated
on a base of 9.6 x 10 -3
 percent degradationlrad and 1
g/cm2
 of shielding.
17. The antenna rotator attachment, antenna
construction, and quick assembly of array modules will
be accomplished at GEO.
9.2.1.4 PERSONNEL TRANSPORTATION
i s. For both chemical and electrical propulsion
modes the crew transportation system will utilize some
forms of personnel carrier module (I -M).
19. Passenger transit between earth and LEO
will be achieved by docking the personnel carrier
module into the payload bay of the orbiter portion of a
modified shuttle or shuttle derived vehicle.
20. For GEO construction, and with a chemical
propulsion system, the interorbital (LEO-GEO) transfer
of personnel in the PCM will use a dedicated chemical
ON fleet.
21. For LEO construction of modules, and with
an electrical thruster system, movement of the PCM
will require the use of a new chemical personnel or-
bital transfer vehicle (POTV).
9.2.1.5 TRANSPORTATION ECONOMICS
22. The cost comparison between chemical
propulsion and electrical propulsion, using the best
avaiiable information for both systems, yielded in-
conclusive results as to which would provide the lower
cost system. The degree of possible error in the data
will need to be reduced in order to warrant further con-
sideration.
23. An equatorial launch site presents the
possibility of considerable cost savings provided the
costs of building the site and ground transportation to
the site are not significantly greater than similar costs
at Cape Kennedy,
9.2.2 Space Environment
24. Geomagnetically trapped radiatia'- - -
stitutes a severe restriction on the use of currently
available silicon solar cells for electrical propulsion in
orbital transfer.
25. Manned operation in LEO or GEO is possi-
ble for four montbs with a 2glcm2 shield under present
radiation standards,
26. Solar flare events make heavy shielding
necessary in GEO. Expended items of equipment may
possibly provide low cost shielding if refurbishing
measures are kept simple.
27. Legal aspects of present Space Radiation
Standards need to be reconsidered orlor to application
to future crews..Future crews may come under more
stringent industrial standards.
9.2.3 Solar Rpw2r Satellite
9.2.3.1 STRUCTURE
26. The truss configuration follows established
structural design methods, whereas the column-cable
configuration requires solutions to a number of
unresolved questions.
29. Final assembly at GEO will be by simple,
*A. '
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iquick connect procedures.
30. Use of conventional thin wall tube structure
with rigid joints is preferable to less stable forms of
structure.
31. Use of a column slenderness ratio greater
than 150 eliminates the need to use high-strength
alloys or composites.
32. Nodes or "hard spots" must be provided for
attachment of thrusters, antenna, switchgear, etc.,
where portions of the structure are to be transported
from LEO to GEO in segments or modules.
9.2.3.2 FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY
33. Control system requirements during the
GEO construction phase, or for final assembly in GEO
of the square modules transferred from LEO, may be
more difficult than control requirements after project
completion.
34. Onsite space fabrication of certain simple,
basic units is more desirable than receiving prefabri-
cated pieces from the ground.
35. A high degree of automation is essential if
the high assembly rates indicated are to be achieved.
9.3 RECOMMENDED AREAS OF
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
9.3.1 General
1. The technical and economical advantages of
an equatorial launch are judged sufficient to recom-
mend an indepth analysis of alternative sites and their
implications for the SPS program.
2. An investigation of the risks and costs of
recovery and refurbishment of HLLV's is considered
necessary. Especially important is a comparison bet-
ween horizontal ground landing candidates (2 stage
winged) and vertical water landing candidates (2
stage ballistic). The rationale for this is that projected
space programs of the immediate future (next quarter
century) will almost certainly benefit from vehicles
with a high reusability factor, and, in fact, support for
future programs can be partially based upon the fact
that economical earth to LEO transportation is availa-
ble.
3. Further mission and cost analysis is recom-
mended for expendable ON propellant tanks, OMS
units and shrouds versus the use of an HLLV with a
second or third stage capable of LEO retrieval of tanks
which could .be refueled on earth and reused.
9.3.2 Chemical Propulsion
4. Development of a simple, efficient technique
of cryogenic transfer in space is needed.
8. More consideration should be given to the
compatibility of the physical characteristics (dimen-
sion, mass, etc.) of the OTV stages with the HLLV
payload configurations and capabilities.
6. Additional investigation is recommended into
secondary uses in space of potentially expendable
items such as propellant tanks and shrouds.
9.3.3 Electrical Propulsion
7. In order to seriously consider electrical pro-
pulsion as a form of transportation during the early
years of the proposed SPS program, it is necessary to
initiate a dedicated research and development pro-
gram now.
8. Further analysis of the reusability potential of
electrical thrusters is needed.
8. A study of the effects of exhausted pro-
pellants from electrical thrusters on man's environment
and on the SPS modules is recommended.
10. Study methods for optimizing orbital
transfer through simultaneous plane change and
altitude change should be devised.
9.3.4 Economics
11. There should be additional economic
analysis undertaken of the SPS project to determine
the volume of resource usage involved and the effect
such usage will have on the national economy.
12. Electrical market analysis for the sales of
SPS output, particularly in terms of regional markets,
should be gr -;tly expanded.
9.3.5 Space Environment
13. Concerns For the potential effects of radia-
tion resulted in the following recommended areas for
additional study:
a. Long term exposure of solar cell candi-
dates to Van Allen Belt radiation.
b. Long term chronic exposure of personnel
to "low level" radiation.
c. Potential consequences of solar flare ac-
tivity upon the SPS and construction personnel in GEO.
d. Revision of the legal aspects of Space
Radiation Standards.
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1 4. Another area of concern centered upon the	 a. Analyze baseline SPS configurations in
quantity of space debris and the potential hazard it order to determine "basic building blocks" of the
presents to the proposed Solar Power Satellite pro- various portions of the satellite.
gram. The following recommendations are suggested: b.	 Determine potential functions to be per-
a. Design and fly an orbiter payload whose formed at the space base; candidates might includepurpose it is to monitor the buildup of objects in earth processing, rolling of stock, fabrication, growing of
orbit.	
b	 p lan and institute a program to return or crystals, and assembly.
dispose of objects from space which no longer serve a C.	 Find materials most amenable to limita-
useful function. tions and benefits of space processing and manufac-
9.3.5	 Solar Power Satellite taring.
d.	 Examine all potential sources of raw
9.3.6.1	 STRUCTURE materials needed at the site including earth, lunar, and
expended items from the transportation system.
Further study and research are recommended on the
following aspects of design and construction of struc- e.	 Attempt to evaluate the extent of human	 1
tures in space: resources, material resources, energy, and support
equipment necessary to carry out the various functions 	 i
15.	 Development of new materials, such as required.
metal-matrix composites, etc.
16.	 Development of radiation-resistant f.	 Examine logistics, orbital location, and
materials such-as plastics and plastic composites, economics of a space manufacturing site.
17.	 Development of suitable adhesives for
proper (long life) bonding in the deep space environ-
ment.
118. Fusion welding techniques for thin-walled
members to be used in space.
19. Quick joining methods for modular con- it
struction In space. 3
20. Automated manufacturing and fabrication
methods in space.
21. Development of an appropriate "Structural
Index" for large space structures.
22.	 identification
	
of thruster
	
characteristics
(size, shape, mass, power, etc.) for orbital transfer of
structural segments or subassemblies.
9.3.6.2 FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY
23.	 Study problems of controlling the SPS
structure during and after construction regardless of
whether construction is done entirely in GEO or is .
merely the assembly of modules transported from LEO.
9.3.6.3 SPACE BASED MANUFACTURING
SITE
24. An indepth study of the potential benefits of
creating a space based manufacturing site (ire support
of the solar power satellite program) is recommended.
Areas of interest include the following: 3
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APPENDICES
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ENGINEERING SYSTEMS DESIGN PROJECT
STATEMENT" OF WORK
1 I
I. INTRODUCTION
Background
NASA has recently begun consideration of operating large systems in geosynchronous orbit. In particular, con-
sideration is being given to satellite power systems (SPS) which may involve many square kilometers of area and
millions of kilograms in weight. These are large, rigid, structures which must be assembled or manufactured in
space from much smaller subassemblies, modules or materials. Among the most significant questions which such
an assembly operation raises is how to transport and where to assemble the final system. For instance, is it best to
assemble an entire satellite in a low earth orbitand then transfer it intact to geosynchronous orbit or is it best to as-
semble It directly in geosynchronous orbit?
Objective
Accordingly, the objective of this study is to investigate and determine the relative merits of various approaches to
transporting large quantities of material from earth to low earth orbit and subsequently to geosynchronous orbit. The
investigation will integrate considerations including propulsion systems, orbital mechanics, structures, power
systems, environmental (radiation) effects, operational suitability, manufacturing, and economics.
Ii. TASKS
Very briefly, NASA will provide an objective, certain constraints on its execution, and available information on all
reasonable propulsion systems and transfer profiles. The study team will then define, evaluate and compare various
alternatives. Three scenarios for accomplishing the overall objective will then be developed, evaluated, and com-
pared.
NASA will provide a "baseline" SPS design for a functioning satellite in geosynchronous orbit. It will include
weights and various functional and structural characteristics. NASA will also provide Information on a number of pro-
pulsion systems and their characteristics for (1) accomplishing a low earth orbit rendezvous and (2) a geo-
synchronous rendezvous. For the alternative of accomplishing assembly in low earth orbit, reasonable propulsion
systems and their characteristics will be identified for (3) transporting the SPS intact to geosynchronous orbit and
(4) transporting various degrees of partially assembled satellites to . geosynchronous orbit for final assembly.
It will be assumed that the assembly operations will require man and manned transportation to and from low earth
orbit and geosynchronous orbit will be considered in final comparisons. No in depth consideration will be given in
this study to special assembly techniques, but only to the transfer of subassemblies to a stationkeeping point and
the definition of the degree of assembly to be accomplished on the ground, low earth orbit, and geosynchronous or-
bit, respectively.
There are related NASA studies from which the latest information will be made available to the summer study team.
They are the Space Power System, Orbital Assembly, and Structural Analysis studies being done by JSC and the
Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle Study being done by MSFC. .
Ill. COMPARE ALTERNATIVES
For each of the four kinds of transportation tasks listed above, the study team will compare and evaluate the lden-
G	 tified candidates. Suitable criteria will be developed which will include, but not be limited to the following kinds of
interrelated considerations: cost (including any penalties i.n power generation due. to transfer time), reliability,
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design complexity and feasibility, operational difficulty and flexibility, subjection to radiation damage, satellite
structural considerations, and so forth.
IV. DESIGN PARAMETRIC APPROACHES
,
}
	
	 Based on the comparative analysis, the study team will develop scenarios for accomplishing each of the following
approaches to the transportation problem:
o All assembly in low earth orbit and intact transfer to geosynchronous orbit.
o A degree of partial assembly in low earth orbit and final assembly in geosynchronous orbit.
o All assembly in geosynchronous orbit.
These scenaric will include such items as propulsion systems definitions, weights, maneuver sequences, and pro-
pellant requirements. They will consider disposable vs. reusable vehicles and define manufacturing requirements.
{
V. EVALUATE APPROACHES
The three scenarios will be evaluated and compared. Considerations will be made for manned participation in as-
sembly (in accordance with information supplied by NASA) in the sense that manned participation in geo-
synchronous orbit is more costly than in low earth orbit. Evaluation criteria will be established and will include such
items as costs (including R&D, manufacture and operations), reliability, operational suitability and complexity,
safety, radiation degradation, and so forth.
1
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lRECORD OF SEMINARS
NASA-JSC PERSONNEL
DATE NAME LOCATION Topic
Bldg.	 Room
_
i
1
June 9 Clarke Covington 32	 220 Satellite Configuration
9:00 am
June 9 Lyle Jenkins 32	 220 Construction
1:00
June 10 C. R. Hicks 32	 220 Operations 1
9:3a i
June 10 Harold Benson 32	 220 Economics
1:00 pm
June 10 Edward Hays 32	 220 Background, Energy Resources
2:00 pm j
June 28 Victor Bond T-500 Orbital Mechanics
1:00 pm Earl Crum Lecture Room
July 7 Fred Stebbins 13	 267 Adage Computer
2:00 pm Bernard Stuckey Graphics "SPS Simulation"
July 8 Astronaut Jack Lousma T-500 Skylab and E1/A
3:00 pm Lecture Room
July 26 Michael Z. Lowenstein 13	 108 Energy and the Environment 3
3:30 pm
i
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JSC Contractors
DATE NAME LOCATION TOPIC
Bldg.
	
Room
June 8 Eldon Davis 32	 200 Future Space Transportation
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Boeing Company
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9:00 am Ray Pratt Demonstration Study
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July 7 Peter Glazer T-500 The Satellite Solar
	
I
11:30 am Arthur D. Little, Co. Lecture Room Power Station
	 j
Aug. 6 Henry Wolbers 32	 200 Space Stations
- --_:>	 8:30 am McDonnell-Douglas
Astronautics Co.
DESIGN TEAM
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RECORD OF SEMINARS
In-House Seminars
DATE NAME LOCATION TOPIC	 a
June B C. H. Story T-.500 Complex Orientation and Introduction
9.00 a.m. to Systems
June 1 .8 Harm Buning T-500 Complex Orbital Mechanics
1:00 p.m.
June 23 Mike Mezzino T-500 Complex Computer Graphics
9:30 a.m.
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IJune 24
(Thursday)
June 29
(Tuesday)
Bldg. 1,
Room 966
July 2
(Friday)
July 9
(Friday)
July 16
(Friday)
1976 SEMINAR SCHEDULE
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1.00 - 3:00 PM
Auditorium of Building 30, JSC unless otherwise noted
"Food Production in Arid Regions"
Mr. Dewey P. Compton
Agri-Business Director	 i
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Houston, Texas
"NASA Space Shuttle Program Planning"
Mr. R. Wayne Young, Manager
Shuttle Research and Scheduling office
NASA Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas
"Geothermal Energy Resources in the U.S."
Dr. Glenn E. Coury
Consultant: Geothermal Energy, Water Desalting, Reuse and Disposal; Environmental
Studies
Denver, Colorado
"Gasification and liquefaction of Coal as Alternate Energy Source to Petroleum"
Professor Dale Briggs
Chemical Engineering Department
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan	 w
"U.S. Energy: Today and Tomorrow"
Dr. John J. McKetta
Chemical Engineering Department
University of Texas
Austin, Texas	 a
"Transitions. of International Terrorism Related to Changes in Technology
Major John D. Elliot
U.S Army; Concepts Analysis Agency
Aberdeen, Maryland
The Technology of Custom Quality Handmade Paper"
Mr. Howard Clark
Twinrocker Handmade Paper.Company
Brookston, Indiana
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NASA TECHNICAL ADVISORS
NAME SPECIALTY
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Covington,. Clarke Satellite Design
Crum, Earle OTV
Hicks, Clay Operations
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Jenkins, Lyle Construction and Assembly
Jones, Mac Mode[ Development
Kessler, Don Objects in Space
Livingston, Louis Satellite Design
Ried, Bob Thermal Considerations
OTHER NASA CONSULTANTS
Baiamonte, Frank Micro-Electronics
Davis, Hugh Transportation
Harron, Ron Costing
Kosinki, Robert E. Microwave System
Smithson, Jerry Propulsion Tanks
Webb, Debbie Economics
k
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APPENDIX E--SYSTEMS ANALYSiS
Group Organization
To investigate the problem described in the statement of work (Appendix A), the design fellows were organized
into two teams of nine members. The teams, designated Red and Blue, investigated the two primary types of pro-
pulsion, electrical and chemical (Figure E-1 and Table E 1). Each team selected a captain to serve until the seventh
week of the project. Recorders were also selected to keep records of ail team proceedings. After midterm, the two
teams were consolidated to synthesize the research data for the. technical report. Six groups were formed in the
transition (shown in Figure E-2)  after midterm, Editors were appointed in each group; membership varied from three
to six persons. The main body of the technical report resulted from this group organization---one major chapter from
each group. Fable E-2 lists the contributors to these chapters.
The administrative organization for the institute is shown in Figure E-3. In addition to the two primary technical
advisors from the Urban Systems Office, fourteen technical advisors were assigned for program support. This
enabled the design fellows to work frequently with Johnson Space Center personnel on a one to one basis.
Program Control
During the first week of the program, a GANTT (progress and status) chart was developed for the five phases of
the systems design process. The firsttask in developing this chartwas to determine the controlled and intermediate
milestone dates. Secondly, a design process was identified and articulated with the nature of the subject being in-
vestigated. The chart was used primarily as a communication tool--for fete management reviews and the design
fellows, f=igure E-4.
A second technique was utilized to explore relationships among the various activities and tasks. This technique,
called PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique) revealed interrelationships and priorities better than the
GANTT method. Since the project was in existence during a fixed time period of eleven weeks, no attempt was
made in determining a critical path through the network. Figure E-5  shows the final PERT Network for the entire pro-
ject. The events, represented by numbers and circles, are simply points in time. The various activities are repre-
sented by fetters of the alphabet; each activity is assumed to consume both time and resources. Dummy activities
are represented by a dotted line and arrowhead; their purpose is merely to show relationship between two evens.
Systems Analysis Flow Chart
Figure E=6 shows the systems analysis flow chartused in preparation of the final report. A systematic plan for ex-
ecution of the technical report was formulated first, then represented graphically on the chart. Preliminary
milestones ttre represented in the first column of elliptical shapes. The five main parts of the report are represented
(with the various milestones) in the second column.
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TABLE E-1
STUDY TEAMS
!QED TEAM
(Electrical Propulsion)
NAME	 PRIMARY INTEREST
Fred Lewallen	 Power System; Propulsion
Tom Gerson	 Power System; Propulsion
	
i
Knud Pedersen	 Environmental
Ri N, Rao	 Structures
Tortf. De Fazio ,
	Structures; Dynamics; Stability; Controls
Salvador Garcia Manufacturing; Fabrication
Norrnan Weed Economics
Mike Mezzino Operations and Planning
Harm Buning (Captain) Orbital Mechanics
1
I
BLUE TEAM
(Chemical Propulsion)
NAME PRIMARY INTEREST
Reinaldo Cintron Chemical Propulsion
Min-Yen Wu Satellite Power Generation
Bernard McIntyre Satellite Power Transmission
John Weatherly Orbital Mechanics
Kenneth French Structures
Chung Liu Manufacturing
Euel Kennedy Operations and Planning
Norman Schnurr Environmental
Dale Cloninger (Captain) .	Economics
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TABLE E-2
is
REPORT ORGANIZATION
3
Chapter No.
	
Title	 Contributors	 -
CHAPTER 1
	
Summary	 Editors
CHAPTER 2	 Introduction	 Editors
CHAPTER 3	 Structures	 De Fazio (Editor)
Rao
French
CHAPTER 4
	
Transportation to Low Earth 	 Weatherly (Editor)
Orbit	 Cintran
Kennedy
CHAPTER 5	 Orbital Transfer by . Electric	 Lewallen (Editor)
Propulsion	 Pedersen
Gerson
Buning
CHAPTER 6	 Orbital Transfer by Chemical	 French (Editor)
Propulsion	 Kennedy
CHAPTER 7	 Construction of SPS:	 Liu (Editor)
Fabrication and Assembly	 Wu	 gMcIntyre
Garcia
CHAPTER 8
	
Economics	 Weed (Editor)
Mezzino
Schnurr
Cloninger
CHAPTER 9	 Findings, Conclusions, 	 Editors
Recommendations
t'
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS
ACS Attitude Control System
ADL Arthur D. Little, Inc. 	 E
ASTP Apollo Soyuz Test Project
BLOW Booster Lift-Off Weight
BP Boilerplate	
^.
CEQ Council on Environmental Quality
CLV Cargo Launch Vehicle
CMG Control Moment Gyro	 t
COTV Cargo Orbital Transfer Vehicle 	 -
CPS Chemical Propulsion Stale
CY Calendar Year
DDT$ E Design Development Testing & Engineering
DOL Deploy Only Launcher
DT Drop Tank
EDF Edge-defined, Film-fed growth (Silicon)
.	 EIA Environmental Impact Assessment
EMU Extravehicular Mobility Unit
EOS Earth-to-Orbit-to-Synchronous
ERDA Energy Research and Development Administration
ET External Tank
EVA Extra-Vehicular Activity
FPC Federal Power Commission
FY Fiscal Year	 i
GEO Geosynchronous Orbit	 1
GLOW Gross Lift-Off. Orbit
GW Gigwatts (109 watts)
HLLV Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle
IP5 Ion Propulsion Stage
.	 ;	 Isp Specific Impulse
JSC Johnson Space Center
JURG Joint User Requirements Group
KSC Kennedy Space Center
F	 LID Lift to Drag Ratio
LID Length to Diameter Ratio
LEOf Low Earth Orbit
ei
195t
/	 1
LH2 Liquid Hydrogen
L02 Liquid Oxygen
LOX Liquid Oxygen
LRB Liquid Replacement (or Rocket) Booster
mill 'ho of a cent
MMU Manned Maneuvering Unit	 -
MPD Magneto-Plasma Dynamics
MPTS Microwave Power Transmission System
MRCS. Microwave Reception and Conversion System
MSC Marshall Spacecraft Center
MSFC Marshall Space Flight Center	 1
MSIMS Materials Science/Manufacturing in Space
MT Metric Tons
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration	 i
NEPA National Environmental Policy Act
OBF Orbital Burden Factor-Ratio of weight placed in Orbit to on-station %Height
OLOW Orbiter Lift-Off Weight
OMES Orbital Maneuvering Engine System
OMS Orbital Maneuvering System
OMSF Office of Manned Spaceflight 	 j
x
OPS Oxygen Purge System
OTV Orbital Transfer Vehicle
PIL Payload
PLV Personnel (and Priority Cargo) Launch Vehicle 	 l
POP Perpendicular to Orbit Plane
POTV Personnel Orbital Transfer Vehicle
PPLV Personnel and Priority Cargo Launch Vehicle	 1
PPU Power Processing Unit.-
PRS Power Relay Satellite
RCS Reaction Control System	 I1
REM Roentgen Equivalent Man
RF . Radio Frequency
R1V Refueled Interorbit Vehicle
RMS Remote Manipulation System (Shuttle)
I ,	 RP Rocket Propellant (Similar to kerosene-typed numerically, e.g. RP-1)
l
`	 SECS Solar Energy_ Collection System
SEP(s) Solar Electric Power (System)
k'
1` 196
ISEPS Solar Electric Propulsion System
SH2 Hydrogen Slosh
r	 SOW Statement of Work
SPS Solar Power Satellite
SRB Solid Racket Booster
SRT Supporting Research and Technology
SSLO Second Stage Lift-Off Weight..
SSME Second Stage Main Engine
SSME Space Shuttle Main Engine
SSPD Space Shuttle Payload Data
SSTO Single Stage To Orbit
ST Space. Tug
STS Space Transportation System
TBD To Be Determined
TBS To Be Supplied
TFU Theoretical First Unit
TLM Telemetry
TIW Thrust to Weight Ratio (Ibs forcellbs mass)
VAFB Vandenberg Air Force Base 	 ?
a
WpIWPL Propellant Weight To Payload Weight Ratio
i{
i
aNOMENCLATURE
a unit transportation cost (S/Kg)
acceleration (mis2)
semi-major axis (m)
ac unit transportation cost, CON (S/Kg)
•.	 _.aid unit transpoaation cost, HLLV($/Kg)
ar punit transportation cost, tug (S/Kg)
A area
b width
bG POTV flight cost (Sfman trip)
bL PLV flight cost (Wman trip) 	 a;
c
i
propagation velocity
eP 7' .-: propellant unit cost (S/Kg)
CT cost of tanks per unit mass ($/Kg)
=	 cv cost of vehicle per unit mass (SIKg)	 d
CD coefficient of drag
CpEV development cost allocated to one fl g'nt (S)
CET cost of expendable tanks
CO
s
other costs (S)
1
Cp propellant cost (S)
•	 CT total cost of transportation per satellite ($)
CTA turnaround cost ($)
Cv cost of one vehicle ($)
COL cut-on-fine
1-•
9,9
9
19$
„
e unit charge (1.602 x 10-"' coulomb)
E Young's modulus
Eg energy hand gap (ev)
fc fraction of orbital transfer by the CON
fp,G fraction of construction and support personnel in GEO
fpt_ propellant loss factor
fpi_,C propellant loss factor, CON
fpL.,T . propellant loss factor, tug
fs stage mass fraction
F force
F0 propellant loss factor of CON
FT propellant lass factor of tug
g acceleration of gravity (m152)
go standard gravitational acceleration on earth (9307 mfs2)
G shear modulus
universal constant of gravitation
h attitude (Km)
i orbit innlination
interest rate
I moment of inertia
electric current
(sp specific impulse (s)
IRR internal rate of return
.} electric current density
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I. -	 &A&-
a	 a
l
i
k Boltzmann's constant (1,3845 x 10-",T/K)
discount rate
K a solar blanket constant
K1
q
a constant relating the conductor geometric configuration
L vehicle lifetime (trips)
l ngth
Lc vehicle lifetime for the CON (trips)
LT vehicle lifetime for the tug (trips)
M mass	
1:
mg ,G mass of support and construction equipment in GEO
mg ,L mass of support and construction equipment in LEO
MET mass of expendable tanks
mET,C Mass of expendable tanks of the CON 1
mET,T mass of expendable tanks of the tug
t MG
E
mass of cargo transported from LEO to GEO 	 is
4
mL mass of cargo transported from earth to LEO
mp mass of propellant per flight
mp ,c mass of propellant per flight of COTV
mp ,T mass of propellant per flight of the tug
mPL payload mass
mpL,C
payload mass of CON
mpL ,T payload mass of tug
MS satellite mass
mT tankage mass
my inert vehicle weight (not including expendable tanks)
i 204
;t
I
F
mv,c inert vehicle weight (not including expendable tank g) of the CON
MV,t inert vehicle weight (not including expendable tanks) of tug
M moment
n an integer
Nc number of COLA's required per satellite'
NP total number of man trips 	 l
NT number of tugs required per satellite 	 !
NCF net cash flow
NPV net present value
NRY net revenue years
P electric power
P propellant to payload mass ratio	 3
Pc total probability of collision
Pcj the probability of a collision between the A object in earth orbit and the target
spacecraft
PV present value
q dynamic pressure, N1m2
heat dissipation
r distance from center of earth (Km)
_
a,
radius
R radius of earth (6376.4 Km)
resistance
radius of curvature
Ff Ro radius of the earth
RRR required rate of return
201
RY revenue years
S conductor thermal disipation surface area
t time
thickness
T temperature
thrust
Tc number of trips per satellite for the COTV
TIL orbital lifetime (days)
I
s To room temperature
is
TT number of trips per satellite for the tug
T environmental equilibrium temperature
V potential difference (volts)
velocity (m/s)
volume
VC characteristic speed (local circular speed at R.) mis
Vlc lca.al circular speed (m/s)
WO weight (on earth's surface)
x cartesian coordinate
p
y cartesian coordinate
z cartesian coordinate
- radiation absorption coefficient (cm"!)
•
angular acceleration
:
ang le
`Y shear strain
AV difference in velocity
E strain
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y
"
k	 %
1 r
solar cell efficiency
8 angle
a factor which varies from zero to one
gravitational parameter, (m31sec2)
YX linear attenuation coefficient (cm-1)
v Poisson's ratio
v radius of gyration
e resistivity
eo resistivity at room temperature
Q stress
1
^- period
circular period
¢ contact potential difference (volts)
angle
w angular velocity
SUBSCRIPTS l
l
A pertaining to apogee	 I
p propellant
p perogee	 I

APPENDIX G
ORBITAL MECHANICS DERIVATIONS AND EQUATIONS
GA Numerical Constants
G.2 Commonly Used Equations
G.3 Impulsive AV Orbit Transfer.
G.3.9 Numerical Data for Low and Geosynchronous Earth Orbits
G.3.2 Coplanar Transfer from LEO to GEO
G.3.3 Transfer from LEO to GEO Including Plane Change
G.3.4 Duration of Impulsive Transfer
G.4 Low Thrust Orbital Transfer
G.4.1 The Equations of Motion
G.4.2 Low Thrust Simplification of Equations
G.4,3 The Ideal Speed Increment
G.4.4 Duration of Transfer
G.4.5 f=light Path Angle
G.5 Propellant Ratio Calculations i
i
3
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 i	 I	 °r
G.1 Numerical Constants
The following numerical earth constants were used in the orbital mechanics calculations presented in this
Appendix and in the text (Ref. G-1).
Gravitational Parameter:
= 3.98
.
6032.x 10-14 0/sec2- ( 1.4076539 x 1016 f't3/sec2 ) .	 G.1-1
Earth radius:
Ra = 6875.4 km (20.917 x`10 6 ft).	 G..1-2
Acceleration of gravity at Ro:
90 = 9.807 m/sect (32.174 ft/sec t.)	 G.1--3
Characteristic velocity (local circular velocity at Ro):
V C = 7;907 m/sec (25 1 942 ft/sec)	 G.1-4
Orbital period of circular orbit at Re.
TO = 84.40 min.	 G.1-5
G.2 Commonly Used Equations
The following equations, presented without derivation are caimmonly used for preliminary design calculations
In orbital mechanics. They apply to motion about a single central, inverse square force field.
Acceleration of gravity, g; 3
g = r = go (R /r)" 	 G.2-1
Local circular velocity, VIA
V 1 = u/r - V  Yno/r 	 G.2-2
Orbital period,
T = (2Tr) a 3/z = T (' a ) a/z	 G.2-3`
01	
a 
R°
Relatlon between speed and radial distances (from the center of the earth) is an orbit with a semi-major axis
a
V2	 u	 G.2-42 r r-2a
or
V = 2 R
Q	 Ra
a	 G2-4a
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For speeds at perigee and apogee radii (Rp and RA respectively) we have
_ R0 RA
VC 
W
RP 	a	 G.2-4b
and
Va
	Ro	 RP
Vc	
RA	 a	 G.2-4c
In the above equations, a is the average between RA and Rp:
RA + RP
_	
2 G.2-5
G,3 Impulsive AV Orbit Transfer
We consider here the two-impulse transfer between a circular low earth orbit (LEO) and an altitude of 500 krn
(270 n.m.) to the equatorial geosynchronous orbit (GEO) both for the in-plane case as well as the case involving a
plane change.	 i
-	 1
G.3.1 Numerical Data for Low and Geosynchronaus Orbits
Numerical data for LEO and GEO are the following:
RLEO _ 6375 + 500	 q q
Ro
	
6375	
1.078	 Lie3e 1	
I
i
From Eq. G.2-3, with T = 24 hours: i
RGEO
R	 6.6275	 G.3-2
0
From Eq . G.2-2:
V ic	 = Vc 	 = 761.4 m^sec	
i
LEO
	
.0784 G.3-3
(24,980 ft/sec)
Similarly:
Vic LEO= 3071 M/sec (10,077 ft/sec)
	 G.3-4
'l
G.3.2 Coplanar Transfer from LEO to GEO
Along the elliptic transfer trajectory with perigee and apogee radii respectively equal to RLEO and R GEO (see
Fig. G-1) we have,. using Equations G.2-4b,.4c, and 5 (with a = 3.853 Ro):
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t
VP = 9.986 m/sec (32,763 ft/sec)	 G.3-5
and
VA	 1 ,625 
m/Sec. (5,330.ft/sec)	 G,3-6
To place the spacecraft, originally in LEO onto the transfer trajectory, a horizontal posigrade AV, is required of
AV1 = VP - 
V1c	
= _2,372 m/sec (7,783 ft/sec)
	 G.3-7
LEO
To circularize at apogee, without a plane change, a posigrade AV2 is needed:
OV2
 = V1c	 - VA = 1,446 
M/sec (4,747 ft/sec)	 G.3-8
GEO
The total Vis then: i
AV W AV 1 + AV2 = 3,818 m/sec (12,530 ft/sec)
(no plane change)-
	 G.3-8	
h.
G.3.3 Transfer from LEO to GEO Including Plane Change
To circularize if the transfer trajectory has an inclination 1 relative to the equatorial plane, a dog-leg maneuver
AVDL is required as shown in Fig. G-2.
AV DL
	
^Va + Vlo	
- 2VAVlc	 cos i
	 G.3,9
GEO	 GEO
For a due-East launch from Cape Canaveral i = 28.5*. For this case
AVOL = 1817 m/sec (5963 ft/sec)
	 C.3-10
The total AV, including the 28.5 0 plane change is
V = AV 1 + AVDL 4190 m/sec (13 ,745 ft/sec)
VECTORS IN HORIZONTAL PLANE
G£a
DV 6^ ^^^%
RGCa	 avZtarAVOJ	 AVDL u^
GV,	 A
VA
TRANSFER'TRAJECTORYI 	FIGURE G-P GEOMETRY OF DOGLEG MANEUVER
COMBINING PLANE CHANGE WITH
	
FIGURE G-1 ELLIPTIC TRANSFER TRAJEQTORY 	 CIRCULARIZATION
FROM LEO TO GEO
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i
Fallowing a suggestion in Reg. G-4 it has been verified that a 25.6 m/sec (84 ft/sec) saving in total AV can be
attained by making a 2.5 0 plane change during the perigee burn followed by a 26 0 plane change at apogee.
G.3.4 Duration of Impulsive Transfer from LEO to GEO
The duration of the transfer, exclusive of time required for phasing, is equal to half the period of the transfer
orbit: 9
using Eq. G.2-3
_	 = T°	 (3.853 3/2 = 5.32 hours	 G.3-12	 "" 1
2	 2
G.4 Low Thrust Orbital Transfer
This section contains the derivation of some equations useful in the preliminaryanalysis of the low thrust 	 i
transfer from one circular orbit to another coplanar circular orbit. 	 i
G.4.f The Equations of Motion
Consider an axis system with its origin at the spacecraft location as shown in Fig. G-3. The positive x -axis is
along the instantaneous velocity vector V The flight path angle; T is shown positive; its range fs -90 0C.YG+ 90*.'
The x-z plane is the vertical plane (containing Vand the center of the earth, 0); the positive z-axis contains 0 if
y = 0. The y-axis completes the righthanded system.
The equations. governing the in-plane .
 motion. (assuming no force in the y-direction) are:
m
i
or the x- and z- components
r	
X — All	 F,
	
(	
G.4-1m - dt' m——r)V'
where B is the range angle measured from some inertial reference line as shown.
If the only forces  are gravity and thrust, along V, the equations become:
m- g sits Y
	 d	 G.4-2
•	 a
G.4.2 Low Thrust Simplification of Equations
With the initial orbit circular and with the thrust force sufficiently small compared to the (in-orbit) gravity force
on the spacecraft, it may be assumed that the flight path angle, although no longer zero, remains small,
cos y 1, sin y y Y
and that its rate of change is small compared to the orbital rate:
Y « e
Thus the equations of motion become
T	 dV
_	 _
M fY dt	 G.4-3
i
g = e V	 G,4-4
Realizing the V = V cos y = r8, Eq. G.4-4 can be solved for V. Using Eq. G.2-1:
2
1	
V = gr -	 g RR
o
 - u -	 G,4-5
	
r	 u	 j
which, according to Eq. G.2-2, is precise ly the lug .al circuW speed. In this way we obtain a picture of the low-thrust
trajectory: a shallow spiral with the speed alwa s,=q aif to the local circular value.1	 ry	 P	 YF
	
From Eq. G.4-5.the time derivative, dv	 , can be developedi
	
dt	 i
J
dVd
_	
_ 1 ^^ } ^
dt	
d r
'	 ^	 r r dt
Substituting the fact that	 is the vertical component of V:
dt
dr _	 qf
	
- V sin g = VY	 Y,
we obtain
dV
-'L	 Y	 ' gY	 G.4-6r
	
G.4.3 The Ideal Speed Increment
	 r
The ideal speed Increment, defined by
t
V = of	 m dt	 G04-7
210
is the increment in speed which the spacecraft would have acquired if the thrust had acted for a period oft seconds
in the direction of the velocity vector at t =0 and in the absence of all other forces. It is the quantity to be used in
the rocket performance equation (see Eq. G.5-1).
For the spiraling flight under consideration the ideal speed increment can be found by eliminating the quan-
tity (g-j from Equations G.4-3 and G.4-6 to give:
dV W T
m	 0.4,8d - 
Integration yields:
16"
t	
VI cGEQ
AV = of 
M d  _ J. V
	
dV = VI 
C	
_ VI
	
I cf.EO
	
LE0
G. 4-9
Fig. G-4 shows the ideal A V required to raise the orbit from hbEO to h	 hGEO; it is a plot of Eq. G.4-9 with the aid
of Eq. G.4-5.
G.4.4 Duration of Transfer
For the case of constant thrust acceleration, ml Equation G4-9 gives for the duration of the transfer from hLEO
Jo arbitrary altitude:
t = V1C LEO
 - VI c = AV
	 G.4-1 0
i	 Tim
i
G,4.5 Flight Rath Angle
A good approximation to the flight path angle, T,, can be obtained by eliminating at from Equations G.4-3
It 	 and G.4-6:
1	 'y W 2	 G.4-1I
k
1
	
	 Note that the flight path angle increases with altitude as W decreases, .even at. constant mass.
G,5 Propellant Ratio Calculations
i Commencing with a form of the classical rocket equation appropriate to inter-orbit transfer (Ref. G-3)
V	 I s65aIn I	 iraZtial G_5-1
i
M
e 
= empty mass
mp = total propellant mass
mp = mpl k mpg
K exp	 AV9
fs = stage: mass fraction
^^
s=mp+me
I
mpld = payload mass
p = propellant to payload	 P =
mass ratio	 Mpl d
A relationship between F and fs develops with K and staging as parameters. Far a given mission a specific
value can be assigned to K. If A V is taken to be 4346 m/s (14,260 fps) and 1 sp to be 460s, then K is 2.6209.
The two extreme cases of staging with no payload return are a single-stage vehicle expended- (totally dis-
carded) and a single-stage vehicle reused (completely recycled). These are treated as Case A and Case 8 below
and are plotted on Fig. G-5.
5
16 x[O^ ^	 1
N
CU`	 1
4-
.`-	 x	 E
14-1
P
t	 ^
'	 12	 1	 a
t	 ^
t	 ^
1
Q
	 10-3-j
Li
	
8	 rn	 i	 ^-
z	
m t
7	 L tE
t
-'	 t
'2	 tI
0.0 	 33 	 4	 8	 12	 16	 20	 24	 28	 32	 36 x 10 km
O	 4	 8	 12	 16	 20% 1Q3 n.m.
ORBIT ALTITUOE,h 	 FIGURE G-5 STAGE MASS FRACTION
FIGURE G-4 I01=AL AV FOR LOW THRUST
CIRCULAR ORBIT TRANSFER
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Case A. single-stage expended (mpg = 0)
K=me + mp + mpl d
e + mp1d
hence:
fS (K - 7)P °
	
G.5-2
K 
fS-	
+ 1
Pmin -K - 1
Case B: single-stage reused
out flight: K = me + mp 1 + mp2 4 ' r^p i d
M
e 
+ mpz + mp1 d
return flight K — me ±m ? 	 j
Me
hence: p = f  (K ` I
z
A third case is considered fora fully reusable single-stage vehicle that takes the payload (100°1%) roundtrip.
This is given below as case C and is plotted Fig. G- 5.
Case C: single-stage reused 100°1% payload return
out(light K me	 mp1 +mp2 + pfd
me + mp2 + mP1d
return flight K = me +mp2 + mp1 d
me + mp1 d
hence: P = f^ (K2
 - 1 }
G, 5-4
K2(T -1}+1
P - =K2
 - 7
m7 n
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This program is coded in the BASIC language. A loop begins at statement 40 and ends at 4130 for J =1 to 20.
When J=1, the baseline data are used to compute the baseline value of CT. This value is retained under the label
C9. For J =2, the sensitivity of CT to the first of the nineteen input parameters is determined. The value of X(1) is in-
creased by 1 %, CT is recalculated, and the percent change in CT caused by the 1 % change in X(1) is calculated.
This is defined as the sensitivity for X(1). As J is changed to 3,4, ..., 20, this process is repeated and the sen-
sitivity is determined for each of the other input parameters.
The output gives the baseline values for the 19 input parameters in order. The integer in the left column corres-
ponds to (J-1). It is followed in order by C1, C2, C3; .C4, C, and 5. All computer symbols are defined at the end of
this discussion. The first case is the baseline. The next nineteen cases give the sensitivity of each input parameter
in order.
COMPUTER SYMBOLS
C total transportation cost, CT ($B)
C1 cost of transportation of cargo, earth to LEO ($B)
C2 cost of transportation of cargo, LEO to GEO ($B)
C3 cost of transporting personnel ($B)
C4 other transportation costs (sB)
C9 total transportation cost for the baseline case ($B)
N numbet of independent parameters
N1 number of COTV's required, Nc
N2 number of tug's required, NT
5 sensitivity
T1 number of trips per satellite for the CON, Tc
T2 number of trips per satellite for the tug, TT
W mass of the satellite (Kg)
W1 mass transported from LEO to GEO (Kg)
W2 mass transported from earth to GEO
X(1) ah
X(2) ac
X(3) MPL,C
X(4) mv,c
X(5) (Fcmp,C +MET C)
X(6) Lc
X(7) aT
X(8) mpL,T
X(9) mV,T
i
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1.
LI8
NORM
10 Dim X L 5 0:I
20 N_-19
30	 N3"-11.1":1
40 FOR J=:I. TO N3
50 L=,J—:l.
60 X113=3+2E -08
70 Xl."2^=4ol:_7-78
SO X133=2,1500004
90 X141=26000
:1.00 X1:5:=4£34000 +
:110 X 163=30
120 X'71 W4 + E~08
:130 XE 83=250000+
:1.40 XC9.'i=261700
:1.50 X1.iO.1=484000+
:1.60 XF.11J=30
:170 X1:1.21=,,0002
:1.80 XL1.33 =+0000 55
:1.90 XC 14'3=9#4221E'+ 0 6
200 X1. 51=352000o
210
	 XI(::1&63=1.
220
	X 1_ .I. l..l•^*73
230 X11.8-1=77'343
240  XL193 0
250 W=8+:1.8131E+07
260 IF ,.)>I THEN 310
270 FOR 1 =1 TO N
280 PRINT .I: s XL:l l
29  NEXT :C
300 BOTO 320
310 X1L:l=l00i*X1:L:J
320	 W:l.=1>;+Xl•.'143
;:^r3t)
	
'Y•:l.=(7CI^:i.^i^lA'^1^1fi-XLJ.4^I7/741^;3^
340 NI=T:I./Xl.6-1
330 T2=(:1—XEJ.61)*W/XE:8J
360	 N2=1'2/X1::1.:1.1
:510 W2 W:l:+Nl.*Xr.41-i"N %KXL93+TI*XI.';53+'r2 s(XLa.4 -l • XE1 ^I
38q CJ. MXLJ.3*W2
330	 land^»( XI:23*XI. E6.1 # (L XE .1.6E )}KXE.1.I ^ E 1
400 C3= (X1::131*XIA73+X11. 2•.-1 *XL:l8-1
•410 C4=X [ a 1
420 C=1:1+C2+C3+C4	
^ ^IGI^^ PAGE IS430 IF J=J. THEN 450
440 BOTO 4. 60	 OF POOR QUALITY
450 C9=C
460 8=AB5 ((C-••G9 ) /C9) *100
470 PRINT LyCJ.yC2vC3yC4iFCy8
480 NEXT J
490 3T01
500 END
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JJi
fi
i
i
1
,l
E
1
1
:1. 9:L353
+1913 3
:L 9:1.3Ir-5 3
191353
:1.913553
6:1.91353
,193.353
+ 1913!53
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RUN
NORM
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
a
9
10
1I
12
13
14
.15
16
17
Is
19
0
12+4381
I
12+524
2
12+4746
3
12+382
4
12+4382
5
12+4948
6
12+438
7
12+4381
a
12*4381
9
12,,4381
10
12+4381
11
12+4381
12
12+4396
13
12+4384
3+ 20000E--08
4+000001:—'-08
250000-
26000
484000#
30
4.,,O0000E-08
250000i
26000
484000*
30
40002
000065
9+422001=—+06
35''000+
I
+73
773,,3
0
8o59732 3+6494
0
8o6833 346494
o 6912:1.4
8+59732 3,68589
62934
8454126 366494
+450734
8+59742 3t6494
8+127421=-04
8 * 654 34-6494
.+455672
8+59722 3.6494
8+12742E-04
8.,L39732 3e6494
8,59 . 732 3o6494
0
8.59732 3+6494
.0
8#59732 3+6494
0
8+59732 346494
0
8 * 597Z2 3t-6494
i6 24365E-02
So59732 3.6494
2.95961.E-03
14 8* 60619 3 0 653:17 : x.91353 0
12f4507 .1,101	 62.	 .. iq15	
^7]
732
/
84'5 3fr6 94 -1^'.I.3 3 0 
16 8459732 30&494 0191353 0
12t4381 :1. * 3348E-05
.17 8 0 59732 3 0 6494 * :1.5':1.7:' 0
12 * 4384 2+95961E-03 .^,.
18 8+59732 3 0 6494 ¢ 1.93261 0
1	 * 44 1 053808E-42
19 8.59132 3-6494 0.1.91 3::53 0	 i
i2 * 43$J. 0
V
DONE
i	 -
1'
i
1
1
7
A	 +
1
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APPENDIX I
MODELS POP, DEVELOPING
THE SPS DELIVERY F'LEE'T
a
3
IAPPENDIX - I MODELS FOR DEVELOPING THE SPS DELIVERY FLEET
1-1 UTILITY OF THE MODEL
A MODEL for the optimum development rate of the SPS population is a crucial prerequisite to decision making for
the delivery fleet. Once prepared, the model will provide development rakes for vehicle fleets, and their propellant
requirements. Several tabulated schemes have been generated for thi py year intervals, but apparently no attempt
has been made to make functional models. These mathematical models would permit changes in the initial and
final growth rates, time periods for development and the general scheme of time development.
The relationship between transportation elements, flight scheduling, and satellite construction rates have been es-
tablished. Those relationships provide the necessary link between construction logistics and the material delivery
rate. For example, the material delivery rate is directly dependent on the derivative of the function describing the
SPS population.
1-2 ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
Desireable features of the population (SPS) development in time curve will eventually be indicated by economic
considerations. The fraction project completion vs time proposed by Ron Harron in the Executive Summary of JSC
11443 as a tabulated quantity has been fitted with a parabola and plotted in Figure 1-1. No rationale has been given
for a parabolic shape, and it is most likely not optimal. In most industries the development has followed an "S-
shaped curve". One function which may be sued to generate such a curve is the hyperbolic tangent symmetric
about the origin. This curve is also shown in Figure 1-1 for comparison. The factors to be used in establishing optimal
curve shape would be similar to those in section 8.6.3.
1-3 THE "HYPERBOLIC TANGENT MODEL"
In the curve fit for Harron's data the parabola was used:
n=0.117t2+0.21t
with t, the elapsed time: in years, and N the number of satellites completed. The total after 30 years was 112.
30
fndt=112=N
0
The parabola has an ever Increasing slope, which in practice does not al low a tapering off of fleet sizes, work crews
and assembly equipment. An alternate consideration may be based on the economic considerations above and
then employing the hyperbolic tangent function. By adjusting the independent variable, the initial and final rates of
change can be equal or different (symmetry about the origin) and can be varied from zero (effectively) to any cons-
tant by ranging over different portions of the curve, Figures 1-2 and 1-3. The integral is normalized so that N satellites
are constructed in a period T.
N = 0..552 tank '(T - 0.5)
Is a version of the model that is plotted in Figure I-1. It has the constants set so that one satellite would be built the
first year and one in the last year of the program. The construction rate is greatest half-way through the program. The
integral of the right hand side over a period of VT fibai ^V to 1 will give a value of one.
The model in its general .form is
N = A.tanh (t - B)
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FINAL RATZ
EE
ZERO
1.0
-0.552 tanh(T 0.5)
].B
n
N N
z0
a
00.
0
CL
(n
a
N
T
n
N
=+0.06 
nfi	 0_S	 1.
The slope is given by A (1-tank' (T - B) and is used to determine the fleet size necessary at any time, t.
T
FIGURE 1°2 ORIGIN SHIFT

rAPPENDIX J — GRAVITY—GRADIENT TORQUES
The question of calculation of gravity-gradient effects, including torques due to gravity gradient, arises	 T
early in the consideration of attitude-control of an orbiting body which has a non=spherlcal mass moment of inertia.
The effect may be seen by considering the following diagrams where CO is the center of attraction,.
gL is the gravitational acceleration at the center of gravity of an extensive body and 2L is the length of the extensive
body.
	
	
^►..
^c^^ t 
^ce5 6
rw^
/m	 L Stn.1Co
cL+# da L CO,§ BJr
The effect of the specific forces shown are a force 2gLm (to first order) and a moment:
M = mLsine 9L
 " 01
or:- 
gL 	 {d (Lcose?!	 II
-	 i
r:
M - 2mL2sine case dr
1
I
Note that 2mL2 represents the maximum moment of inertia of the extensive body about an axis in the plane of the
diagram, and note too that other moments of inertia were zero. Were we to consider a body with non-zero maximum
and minimum moments of inertia about axes in the orbit Plane, as per the following diagram, (Fig. J-1).
	
x 	 I
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FIGURE J-1 AXEs IN THE ORBIT
PLANE
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ii
equation t may be re-written as;
M = (IyX	 IYy ) sine case d .	 (2)
But g = fcr z so we may write:
.. 
21i^3	 (3)..dr
Noting that:
2, =tdT	 /r) s
Where T is the period of a circular orbit, we may also write:
—2 (?z ) ^ ?	 (^^
And in terms of period -r,  equation (2) may be re-written:
_	
_	
2Tr 2
	
-2(1XX IYY) sine case (^).	 [5)	 i
i
Noting the dgldr is negative, and noting the signs of the functions sine and cosO and the sign convention for tor-
que, we may conclude that the stable and the unstable orientations for a baton in orbit are as shown in Figure J-2.
UNSTABLE
STABLE AXIS--	 +	 --STABLE
Co
	
FOR BATON -
UNSTABLE AXIS
FOR BATON
FIGURE J-2 ORIENTATION FOR BATON IN ORBIT
Note that if lXx » lyy, equation (6) yields the approximations:
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i
max	 z
2Tf 2
Mmax "" Ixx ( ;C }
.,	
z
a 2e CL e« 1ti
M __ 2I xe ( 2^ } z For e«1
For a body such as the 6Qkm  truss in orbit, we have:
(r Ixx	
IYY 2.7 101
 (KGM2)
and in low-earth orbit,.
M
max 
-^ 4 x 108
 (KCM2/SEC2
^
Bmax ^'1.4 x 10-6 (SEC-2
In geosynchronous orbit,
Mmax — 1.6 x 106
 (KGM2/SEC2)

Appendix K ELECTRIC THRUSTER MASS AND TRANSPORTATION ANALYSIS PROGRAM.
The digital computer program used for analysis and comparison of the electrical propulsion OTV candidates is
written in BASIC. A listing of the program called COMBIN, appears as Figure K-1A-D. Definitions of the symbols
used are provided in Table K-2.
COMBIN is an interactive program which is designed to accomplish the tasks listed below:
1: Evaluate SPS engine, propellant, tankage, and SECS growth requirements for various initial LEO thrust to
mass ratios and mission profiles.
2. Determine the time of transfer from LEO to GEO equivalent altitude.
3. Provide a detailed breakdown of SIPS transportation costs.
4. Permit an evaluation of the "elasticity" of transportation costs through a user called option which varies each
of 12 parameters by -!-1
The operation of the program may be followed with the aid of a flow chart keyed to the program listing (Figure
K=1). Steps 10 through 340 permit the user to define key engine parameters and assign costs to the various system
components. Once this has been accomplished, the user is asked to select one of the three program options; he
may either:
1. Run the program for a single thrust to mass ratio of 10 -ago for each of the four cases corresponding to the
combination of the two launch latitudes and two degradation rates.
2. Run the program for each of the four launch latitudeldegradation rate cases stepping through a thrust to mass
range of 3.6 x 10-ago to 3 x 10-5go•
3. Vary each of the 10 input parameters as well as the AV and time constant by -H % for a nominal case.
Once the program parameters have been initialized, the computation begins at line 1800 with a calculation of
the total mass of the SIPS and a computation of-the number of engines required. The expression for the number of
engines is obtained by solving the following statement of Newton's third law:
Number of Engines x Thrust/Engine
[satellite Mass + (Number of Engines) x Mass/Engine +Mass of Propellant and
Tankage] x Acceleration
9
= [Satellite Mass + (N-amber of Engines) x Mass/Engine]
P	
x	 rGEO Mass + propellant Mass required _ l^
GEO Mass	 + 1 x Acceleration
Useable Propellant Mass
Total LEO Tank + Propellant Mass
In terms of the program variables this becomes:
N*T = (M + N*Tl) { [exp (n/G*I)
	
l l / M7 + l } *A
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where the usable propellant to total LEO tank and propellant mass ratio has beers approximated by the propellant
mass fraction.
Once the number of engines has been determined, this number is tested for feasability. Should the result prove
satisfactory, the engine power requirements are computed. As the power requirement corresponds to exposure of a
certain amount of solar cell area for a specified length of time, SECS growth can be determined. A new total mass is
then calculated, repeating the process. This technique is employed until the change in the number of engines from
one iteration to the next is less than 1 %.
Waving converged on a solution for the number of engines and corresponding LEO start mass, the trip time is cor-
rected to compensate for changes in the mass of the ON enroute. The mass, which is recalculated once each orbit,
depends on the propellant mass flow rate and varies with the accumulated orbital transfer time. The orbital transfer
time Is the sum of the time for each orbit as determined using the constant thrust to mass, low thrust equations (Ap=
pendix G-4).
Once GEO equivalent altitude has been attained, the accumulated time is increased by an additional 10% to ac-
count for occultation effects. (No compensation was made for thrust vector losses). The system masses are then
recomputed using the updated trip time. This new result is then used to calculate the various transportation costs.
In closing, it should be noted that the technique employed in calculating the corrected trip time is unnecessarily
time consuming. Considerable savings in CPU time may be achieved by using a more efficient iteration scheme.
1 ENTER
SELECT TRIP 1500
INITIALIZE	 IC
TIME iT/W1
1560
PARAMETERS
120 1 57C
INITIALIZE ITERATIONSTQ
h 130	 - COUNTER, SECS MASS,I INPUT ENGINE OLD EUWN6 COUNT
AND PROPELLANT 1590
DATA
340
INPUT PROGRA 150 CALCULATE	 'r'00
OPTION TOTAL MASS
-
360
PRINT NOMIN8L70 COMPUTE	 1610
RIASS-AREA ENGINE COUNT
I{ 3GO -`
j 39O
1620
k
400SELECT AV AND EFJGINE	
N0 s3GPRINT "MISSION
	 220D
TIME CQNSTAFJT OR VARY SUFFIC3E
NT
NT 7 IMPQSSIELE'
PARAMETERS ti%
1430
YES
PRINT	
1444
CALCULATE POWER 0
s
READINGS J4T0 REQUIRED	 l6QG
COMPUTE PROPELLANT -	 F67C
r
B TANK CONTRIBUTION SPS POWER	 NO tUUOI	 PRINT "POWER
SUFF4MENT 7 CAPACITY E%CEEOED"
	
2x0D
YES
FIGURE K-IA
4700
COMBIN FLOW CHART
I FIGURE K-IB FLOW CHART
^tr UoR
G!'o
230
YES 1800 LNITIAUIZE	
lu IV
FIRST ITERATION, TRIP	 TIME No 	PARAMETERS	 AND
CORRECTED? COMPUTE
	
MASS
FLAW	 RASE
NO 1870
1710
YES
	
IS CHANG
2040
COMPUTE MASSES,
1990
COMPUTE	 TIME
-
IN ENGINE COUN
L I °Io T
SECS DEPLOYMENT
1%SM
ALTITUDE	 CAW
GROWTH PER	 CRDIT
NO
PRINT	 2100
INCREMENTI	 O RFsulss 2ao C[MLOTE szDITERATION
COUNTER LLRV	 MASS
CALCLLATE 2120
1730
 th
TRaNSPDRTATICtt
cesT	 2ITa Is3D j17!}o
NO	 CALCULATE NEIH YES PRINT	 ERROR"--
ITERATION SECS MASS50 2200
ERRORS 
MuEZO2e
2200
YES 1600 LasT	 Trw p PLC
PRINT	
1770
ADJUST	 FOR esea -
" ITERAT10N= 10" accULTAT OrJ
YES 9490
222 1570
COMPUTE	 1780 EAST CONOrrAN? 'i0	 390
ENGINE, TOTAL
MASS
	
1790
YES
ISO
exit
FIGURE K — IC	 FLOW CHART FIGURE K-ID FLOW CHART j
Ii
^r
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umm K-1
IisTim oF- cav2UTER
PROGRAM caMBIN
L%8
OOMBIN
10 DIM T$E30:1
20 M1-"204274120f40
30 M2=65167~
40 C=4~53617--04
50 R0=3440
6O P4=12^5664
70 H8=270
80 TO=^058663
9G X=86400°
100 0=32~2
110 P1=1°617fO7
120 C1=1^E4'06
130 PRINT « ENS%NG TTPE!"
140 INPUT T$
150 PRINT "ENGINE COST/UNIT"
160 INPUT F1.
170 PRINT"FUE-L COST/1-T-4
:1.80 INPUT F2
190 PRINT "SPECIFIC IMPULSE"
200 INPUT I
210 PR%NT "THRUST IN POUNDS"
220 INPUT T
230 PRINT "THRUST TO WEI01-IT RATIO"
240 INPUT Ti
250 PRINT " NW/LB THRUST"
26{} INPUT P2
270 PRINT "CONVERSION EFFICIENCY"
280 INPUT X1
290 PRTNT "MASS FRACTION"
300 INPUT M7
310 PRINT "PROPELLANT GLOW FRACTION"
320 %NPUT P3
330 PRINT "TANK 
COST 
IN M%LLIbNSo
340 INPUT F4
350 PRINT "FULL 8CAN=1r VARY PARAMETERS=2v ELSE=O"
36o INPUT X2
370 PRINT "NOMINAL, MASS	 189Sf6 LBM ~-- NOM%NAL SECS AREA
^ 144 S  KM"
380 PRINT o NOMINML IS lz'DS WEIGHT = 144Ef6 LBS"
390 FOR X3=1 TO 36
400 IF X2#2 THEN 1350
,ka.,
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`
`
,
]	 ___'|_`u^ \	 ' [	 — ^^ [	 }^ ^^	 ^ /
410 IF X301 THEN 460
420 D=22403
430 T3=120
440 Z:`1
450 Z1=1
460 GOTQ Z1 OF 470P51O,550P590Y630v670x71Op75O'798,83O,878p910
470 Z2=F1
480 PRINT	 USING 490
490 IMAGE Ov"ENG'N COST
500 BOTO 940
510 Z2=F2
520 PRINT	 USING KO
530 IMAGE #v	 "FUEL COQT «
540 8OTO 940
550 Z2=I
560 PRINT	 USING 570
570 IMAGE WSPECIF%C IMPULSE
580 GOTO 940
590 Z2::T
600 PRINT	 USING 610
610 IMAGE #v	 "THRUST
620 GOTO 940
630 Z2=T1
640 PRINT	 USING 650
650 IMAGE #,oT/W
660 0OTO 940
670 Z2=P2
680 PRINT	 USING 690
690 IMAGE #v « KW/LB OF THRUST
700 GOTO 940
710 Z2=%1
720 PRINT	 USING 730
730 IMAGE K n OONVERSIOH EFFIC%ENCY
740 GOTO 940
750 Z2=M7
760 PRINT	 USING 770
770 IMAGE #,"MASS FRACTION
780 GOTO 940
790 Z2=F3
800 PRINT	 USING 810
910' IMAGE #, "PROPELLANT GLOW FRACT2UN "
820 GOTO 940 Pw
~"uua
	
G-~^u830 Z2=F4
840 PRINT	 USING 850 -^^^^
850 IMAGE t,"TANK COST
860 0OTO 940
870 Z2=D
880 PRINT	 USING 890
S70 IMAGE #, "DELTA U '«
900 GO7O 940
.*^A.
910 Z2=T3
920 PRINT USING 930
930 IMAGE O y 'DEGRADATION TIME CONSTANT
940 SOTO Z OF 950P990F-1.030
950 Z2=Z2*+99
960 PRINT USING 970
970 IMAGE "VARIED BY —17."
980 SOTO 1060
990 Z2=Z2*:1.*011+99
1000 PRINT USINO 1010
:1.010 IMAGE "VARIED BY +1V
1020 SO": ') 1060
1.030 Z2=Z211.+01,
1040 PRINTUSING 1054)
1050 IMAGE "EQUAl— TO NOMINAL VALUE—"
1060 GOTO Z:L OF
12700.290
1070 Fl=Z2
1.080 GOTO 1.300
1.090 F2=Z2
11.00 OOTO 1300
	
:1.:110
	 I=Z2
1120 GOTO :1.300
:1.130 T=Z2
11-40 GOTO 1.300
1.150 Tl. = Z2
1160 GOTO 1,300
	
:1.3,70	 1--2=Z2
1180 GOTO 1300
13,90 XJ.=Z2
1200 SOTO 1300
:1.21.0 M7=Z2
1220 GOTO 1.300
1.230 F3=Z2
1240 GOTO 1300
1250 1--4=Z2
1260 GOTO 1300
:1.270 T,=Z2
t280 SOTO :1.300
1290 T3=Z2
1.300 Z=Z+:L
	
1.310	 11:7 Z41-4 'THEN 1440
	
:1.320	 Z=:1
1.330 ZI=Zi+:L
1340 Gum 1440
J-350 IF X3>4 'THEN 2220
.1.360 00TO X3 OF 1370s,1370YI390PI390
IVO D=22405
1380 GOTO J.400
1.390 D=1.6691
234
•	 f
1400 GOTO X3 OF 140043004101430
14:10 'T'3=:304
1420 GOTO 1440
1430 TZ=120
1440 PRINT	 USING 1450PDY'T'3
1450 :IMAGE "DELTA V = " P 50 "!~ PS	 ----	 TTME CONSTANT
:1460 PRINT H DAYS	 T/W
	 NUMBER	 I.:NGN PROP	 'T'ANKS
TOTAL	 DEPLaSO KM"
3 470 PRINT „	 !.B s/I..BM	 ENS/RV MLBS/S M1.BS/s	 MLB /S
MnSS/$	 TRANS-MW
:1ASO M3=(rXPCD/((a*l:))-I)/M7+:I.
1490 FOR J0:15 TO 195 STEP 15
1500 IF J1=195 THEN :1540
1510 IF X201 T1'•1EN 2200
1520 J=JJ.
1530 GOTO O 1.;: 50
1.540 J=54
1550 12=0
1560 A- 4 0054/)
:1570 ::1:11=00
1580 M.4'« M2
1590 N1=0
1600 M= (M.1+M4) /L.
1610 M=(A*M*M3)/((I-(A*M3)/T1.)IT)
:1.620 IF N>O THEN 1630
1630 PRINT "MISSION IMPOSSIBLE"
1640 GOTO 2200
1650 N	 J.NT'(N)
1660 1"'=N* 1'*P2 /X1.
1670 IF P	 PI THEN 1700
1680 PRINT "POWER CAPACITY f=XC:LI=X:iED''
169.0 GOTO 2200
1700 IF N:1=0 THEN :1740
1710 IF	 (N-N:l) /N 1. 001. THEN 1780
1720 7::1=:11+:1
:173() IF 11=10 THEN 1770
1740 NI=N
1750 M4=M2*(.1.+(F'/Pl.)*(EXF'(J/T3)rl))
.	 :1760 GCT'T'Q	 :1600
:1770 PRINT	 ":I:TERAT:ION=10"
1780 M8=N*T/(TI*C::l) Po0l?
. 1790 M6= (M/L:1 +MB) *M3 QUALITY1.800 IF 1200 THEN 2040
18J.0 J=O
1820 1:2=1
1830 N9=0
1. X340 M6=M6*C;1.
:1.850 M5=N*T/I
1860 T2=1.1
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1870 H=HS
1880 17=:l.+H/R0
1890 119=N9+:1.
1900 J=J+TO*(F	 145)
1910 H=1-I+RO*T2*P4*(F ** 3)
1920 T7=M6--M,7—t*,J*X
:1.930 IF T7<0 THEN 2000
1.940 T2=N*T/'r7
:1.950 IF J"' -. :LSO THEN 2020
:1.960 IF H >= 19a5B T1-ll:-:N 1980
:1.970 C30TO 1880
J.980 J=J*l 0:1.
1990 GOTO 1570
2000 PRINT `El:*4ROR	 WEIGHT"
203.0 GOTO 2200
2020 1`1"UNT "ERROR	 TIME"
2030 BOTO 2200
2040 M9=M6--M/C:L—MB
2050 T4=M9*F3
2060 T5=M9—T4
2070 92=(M4/M2—i)*1.00
2080 M4=M4/(C*C1)
2090 SI=P*EXP(J/1*3)*144/1:,:L
2100 PRINT USING 2110^yJvAyNsM@s-T45-TSYS2rM6yS:L
2110 IMAGE 4Dy2XYD,Ilt[Ev1X!,7].102X-.,3D,,'—rl!,2Xy3l.l,,Dp3XF3'
3Xv41I-Dy6X"3D,,D
2120 C3= N*FI/C:L
2130 CS=-T4*J=2
2140 C4=M9*F4
2150 C6=S2,YM2*2. , :L9045E-03
2J.60 CB=M6*C*32000
2170 C9=C3-^ C4+C5+C6+CB+400+:1.60+210+10
2180 PRINT USINB 2:L90PT2pN9*C3pC5rC4!,(.-,6yCB!,C9
2190	 IMAGE "ME'GA$ "yl.*,,,DrlEy4Xy4YislXv4E,,,Ds-'IX,,F4YI ,.Tly. :I.
I Xv 6 D t, Dv 2 X!, 7 D 6 Yl
2
.
200 NEXT JJ.
2210 PRINT AL H
2220 NEXT X3
2230 END
236
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TABLE K-2
ELECTRIC THRUSTER MASS AND
TRANSPORTATION COST ANALYSIS PROGRAM
SYMBOL. TABLE
A Initial Acceleration - g's (TIW)
C Conversion Factor - tonnes to 1061bm
C1 Conversion Factor - 106
C3 Total Engine Cost - 106s
C4 Total Tank Cost - 106$
C5 Total Propellant Cost - 106s
C6 Cost of SECS Increase - 106s
C8 HLLV Cost - 106$
C9 Overall Transportation Cost -106$
D Delta V - ftlsec
F Normalized Radius of Orbit
171 Engine Cost -$/unit
F2 Propellant Cost - sllb
F3 Propellant Glow Fraction - fraction of propellantltotal tank weight at lift-off
F4 Tank Cost -10%/unit
G Acceleration of Gravity - ft/secz
H Altitude - nautical miles
H8 LEO Altitude - nautical miles
I Specific Impulse - seconds
11 Iteration Counter - mass determination, max. =10
12 Pass Counter- Trip time calculated when 12 =0l3L
J Days°
J1 Day Counter
M Satellite and Cargo Mass - Ibm
M1 MPTS and Cargo Mass 	 tonnes
M2 Initial SECS Mass - tonnes
M3 1 +[(Propellant + Tanks) Fraction]
M4 Variable SECS Mass - tonnes
M5 Mass Flow Rate - Ibmisec
M6 Total LEO start Mass - 1061bm
M7 Propellant Mass Fraction - usable propellantltotal tank weight at liftoff
M8 Engine Mass - 1061bm
t i
M9 Mass of Propellant and Tanks - 1061bm
N Number of Engines
N1 Engines from Previous Iteration
N9 Number of Orbits
P Power Required - Kw
P1 Nominal Power in GEO - 16 x 106kw
P2 Power/Thrust - kwllb
P4 Constant _ 4;r
RO Radius of Earth - nautical miles
S1 SECS area Deployed - Sq. km
S2 % SECS Growth
T Thrust - Ibs
TO Orbit Reference Time - Days
T1 ThrustlMass Ratio - g's (T1W)
T2 Variable Thrust/Mass Ratio - g's (T1W)
T3 Degradation Time Constant - Days
T4 Mass of Propellant at Lift-off - 1 O'Ibm
T5 Mass of Tanks - 106Ibm
T7 Total Mass Variable - 1 Oslbm
T$ Engine Name
X Conversion Factor - days to seconds
Xi Power Conditioning Equipment Conversion Efficiency
X2 Decision Variable
X3 Iteration Counter - sets conditions
Z Condition Counter - -!-1 % or 0%
Z1 Parameter Counter
Z2 Temporary Storage
1
1j
APPENDIX L
EFFECT OF ATTITUDINAL VARIATIONS
RELATIVE TO THE SUN
239
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APPENDIX L - EFFECT OF ATTITUDINAL VARIATIONS RELATIVE TO THE SUN
The output power available from the Solar Energy Collection System is highly dependent on the amount of solar
power incident upon it. As the SPS varies from perfect alignment with respect to the solar line of sight, the incident
power and hence the output power of the satellite also vary. The effect of the solar concentrators on this variation is
considered in detail in this appendix.
The configuration of the Solar Energy Collection System is trough-like with across-section as shown in Figure
L- 1. The slanted walls are reflectors, while the solar cells are deployed along the bottom of the trough. It is designed
to have a concentration of two, i.e.,
Concentration Ratio2
W2 = 
Note that this geometry implies that 95must equal 60° and that the area of each concentrator must equal that of the
solar cell blanket, Figure L-2. If perfectly reflecting concentrators and precise alignment with respect to the sun is
assumed, the effective cross-sectional area of the solar cells is doubled. The ratio of the effective cross-sectional
area to the actual area of the solar cell blanket is referred to herein as the effective concentration ra tio, K.
If the SPS is oriented such that the solar line of sight is n„ longer normal to the plane of the solar blanket, the
effective concentration ratio is reduced. For simplicity, the problem is separated into two cases:
1. Angular variation in a plane perpendicular to the floor of the trough and parallel to the intersections of the
trough walls and floor; a departure from perfect alignment of the solar line of sight with the solar cell
blanket's normal In this plane is labeled a .
2. Angular variation in a plane perpendicular to the walls and floor of the trough; a departure from perfect
alignment of the solar line of sight with the solar blanket's normal in this plane is labeled (3 .
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1 Variations in a .
The case where P = 0 and a is permitted to vary is quite straight forward. Rotation in this direction merely causes
a decrease in the projection of the array onto a plane perpendicularto the solar line of sight. The area of this projec-
tion, referred to as the perpendicular area, varies as cos y .
2 Variations in f3 .
The case where a = 0 and P varies is considerably more complex. In order to tackle the problem, it must be
divided into three major angular ranges.
1. 0 - p -30 - Pre-occultation
2. 30	 (3 `60 - Partial occultation
24 0
,&
	 J
i
and S. 60^,-- p 90 -Total occultation
The third range, of course, is trivial and does not require further discussion.
2.1 Pre-occultation.
With this range, there are three contributions to the solar power incident on the blanket; referring to Figure 1--3
these are direct light, light reflected from panel A and light reflected from panel B. Of these, the contribution of
direct light is most easily determined being proportional only to the blanket's perpendicular area. Its contribution to
the effective concentration ratio is therefore:
Direct =1 cosp .
Considering panel A, it is observed that as j3 increases, the panel's perpendicular area also increases, thus in-
creasing the amount of power reflected by the panel. However, as p increases, the angle of incidence, 0; = -y i =
600 -j3 , decreases. As a result, not all of the reflected light reaches the solar panel. Only a fraction K, where
_ sin (30°
X sin (30° + M
actually impinges on the solar cells, the remaining light being reflected away by panel B. Thus, the contribution of
panel A to the effective concentration ratio is,
a
Panel A = sin (30° + 0) sin
 
(30° + $j — sin (30° - ^}
Turning to panel B, it is found that all of the light reflected by this panel impinges on a fraction Y of the solar cell
blanket. Using the law of sines, Y is determined to be
Y= sin (30° - 5)
sin (30 0 + ^)
Since the perpendicular area of panel B decreases with P as sin (300 -a ), the contribution of panel B to the
overall effective concentration ratio is
PanelB=0	 0< y <l — Y
Panel B = sin (30° -- (3}	 l -- Y < Y <
 
l
where y is the fractional distance across the bottom of the trough.
2.2 Partial Occultation,
When P is greater than 300, panel B no longer makes a contribution to the effective solar concentration ratio.
Rather, it reduces the effective concentration by blocking part of the incident light from reaching a fraction
Z^ sin ((3-30°)
— sin (90° -- ^)
of the solar blanket, Figure L-4. Thus, the contribution of direct light to the overall effective concentration ratio is
Direct = cos	 0 < Y < l z
Direct~ = 0	 l— z < Y < 1
Note that the solar cell blanket is shielded from direct sunlight (Z =0 when (3 reaches 60°.
Turning now to panel B, it is found that it no longer contributes to the overall effective concentration ratio as its
light is reflected away from the solar cells.
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2.3 Summary of Variations of K with A .
The results for angular variations in 13 with a = 0 have been combines and are summarized below:
If 0 < R < 30 0
 then
K = cos 0 + sin (30° — [3) for 0 < y < l — Y
K = cos 0 + 2sin (30° _ 0) .
 for 1 -- Y < y < 1
where Y - sin (30 0 -- f3)
sin (30 ° + (3)
if 30 < 0 < 60 then
K = cos 13 for 0 < y < 1 - z
K=0	 for 2.--Z < y <
where z W sin (S — 300)
sin {90° — S)
If 60 0 < R < 90 0 then
K=0
A plot of the resultant function is shown in Figure L-5.
3 Comparison of Results.
Figure 5 points out the need for percies altitude control of the SPS. While an angular variation of 30° in a results
in a 13.4% reduction of power incident on the solar cell blanket, a similar variation in a will result in a 56.7010 reduc-
tion. While large angles of a and G m 3ht be of interest when the SPS is first oriented towards the sun during the
NM- i
i
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initial phases of the flight, small variations in alignment and the resultant power dips they cause are of importance
during orbital transfer and nn station operations. Taking the derivative of K first with respect to a and then with
respect to R , it is easy to demonstrate that for smal I angles (a and P both approximately zero) the rate of change
in K with a is approximately zero, while the rate of change of the effective solar cell concentration ratio with P is
approximately 1.5%/degree. This result indicates that a high degree of pointing accuracy is required for the SPS
FRACTIONAL DISTANCE ACROSS THE SOLAR CELL
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